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THE MASTER L C Z. The Madonna crowned by

Two Angels. L. 5. Paris
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THE MASTER LCZ
By max lehrs

HE Master l C^, whose work, consisting of

twelve prints, has been presented to its

members by the Graphische Gesellscliaft, in

photogravures of the exact size of the originals,

as the last of its annual publications, is one of the most

enigmatic engravers of the hfteenth century. He has

left, as I said, only a dozen plates, mostly of modest

dimensions, but every one of them is a masterpiece, and,

apart from Schongauer and the Master of the Hausbuch,

it would be difficult to set any contemporary engraver by

his side who came anywhere near him in the brilliancy

and colour of his burin work, in the delicacy and charm
of his drawing, in the beauty of his landscape back-

grounds and his views of towns, and in the loving care

with which he renders trees and plants.

And yet we know nothing about him, or as good as

nothing. In the history of art there is a flutter of con-

jectures, deductions and hypotheses around his un-

explained monogram, which is read by iconographers as

L C Z.

Bartsch described only his two commonest engravings.

The Temptation of Christ and The Entry into J eriisateni.

Of the former, twenty impressions are known, of the

latter eleven. Passavant increased their number to ten,

and I have not succeeded in adding more than two
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(Nos. 9 and 1 1 of the following list). With the exeeption

of the two already known to Bartsch, they are extremely

rare, and I have not been able to name more than six

copies of The Flight into Egypt (No. 1), three each of

St. George and St. Catherine (Nos. 7 and 8), and two apiece

of Nos. 4, 5, 6, 9, 11 and 12. In the case of No. 6,

moreover, there are two different states of the plate, and

one of the examples of No. 9 is merely a fragment. Of

No. 10 there is but a single impression.

Passavant reckoned our artist among the engravers of

the Netherlands, really for no other reason except that

the devil composed of all sorts of animal shapes in

The Temptation of Christ reminded him of the fantastic

imagination of Hieronymus Bosch, and that the mono-

gram with the “ z ” attached to the “ C ” and slanting

down from it could be so nicely resolved into Lucas

Corneliszoon. But that is not quite enough, and if

Brulliot, Renouvier and Waagen, and at a later date

even Willshire, still maintain the Netherlandish

nationality of the master, and if I myself, thirty years

ago^, found reasons in the costumes and architecture

for adopting the same opinion, I can now no longer

believe in this theory, and am conhdent in considering

the engraver as a South German.

The influence of the Master E S and of Schongauer,

which is apparent in The Napkin of St. Veronica (No. 9)

and The Entry into Jerusalem (No. 3), and which Passa-

vant already noticed, might still be explained in the case

of an artist working on the Lower Rhine or in Holland.

The monogrammist I C of Cologne copied Schongauer

exclusively, and at least one copy after Schongauer

is known by the Master of Zwolle, a little heraldic

^ Chronik fiir vervielfdltigende Kunst I. (1888), p. 28.
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engraving^. The leaves of the Colmar master were blown

about in all directions, even across the Alps, and aroused

admiration, or at least were imitated, in all parts of

Europe.

A master of the rank of had no need |to copy,

and in his Christ entering Jerusalem, for example, there

can only be a case of reminiscences of certain Schongauer

engravings, such as B. 71 {Christ blessing the Virgin Mary)

or B. 26 {Christ appearing to Mary Magdalen), while

echoes, as it were, of motives in Schongauer’s drapery

occur repeatedly in the way that folds are cast in gar-

ments engraved by l-<^. Who knows whether he

would have put the large emerald lizard at the Saviour’s

feet in The Temptation (No. 2), if he had not been so

pleased with the lizard in The Flight into Egypt (B. 7) ?

—

(111. ii. and hi.).

But he is an artist rich in invention, and just as the

lizard mentioned above is by no means copied from

Schongauer’s engraving, so he disdained, when con-

structing his bizarre Satan, all dependence on any of the

nine devils composed of lizards, hshes, birds and quad-

rupeds which beset Schongauer’s St. Antony, and of

which Vasari records how they impressed the youthful

Michelangelo.

The Master is the child of a later period. The
dates of three of his engravings can be ascertained :

St. Catherine (No. 8) was already copied on a small house

altar dated 1486 in the Bavarian National Museum at

Munich
;

the Pendant (No. 12) and the Napkin of

St. Veronica (No. 9) are dated 1492 and 1497 respectively.

He is correspondingly more developed in style, more
realistic in carr^dng out all details of form, and never,

^ Reversed copy of B. 103. Undescribed. London.
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MARTIN SCHONGAUER. Thk Flight into Egypt. B. 7. London

Size of the original engraving loj X 6J inches



THE MASTER L C Z. The Temptation of Christ. L. 2. Lor.dcn

Size of the original engraving 8^ X6® inches
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like his great forerunner, induced by delicacy of feeling

to limit himself to the strictly essential, to attach value

to monumental outline
;
in a word, to adopt conventions.

He wants to tell his story, and therefore to present

everything that he has to say with a certain breadth and

explicitness. Accordingly, not only his heads, but also

his hands and feet, in which he is fond of empha-

sising the veins filled with blood, are fashioned with a

thoroughness of detail which Schongauer disdained for

aesthetic reasons. We see, for instance, in the Temptation,
grass represented with the most loving care, and single

flowers of the most delicate structure springing from it.

We see on the left the forest with quite naturalistic

young oaks, among whose branches birds and squirrels

move at their ease, and here, too, we find again re-

miniscences of older engravings which our artist has

evidently known. This seems to me to apply, in the first

case, to the St. John on Patmos, dated 1467, by the

Master E S (Lehrs 150). Here we find the same arrange-

ment of thick forest confronted with steep rocks.

Between the trunks, to indicate the desert, stalks a lion,

which the Master l has replaced by a more credible

animal, the wolf. But there are also elements of

Schongauer interwoven with the composition, not only

in the emerald lizard, mentioned already, at the Saviour’s

feet, but also in the mulberry tree, whose leaves project

beyond the summit of the young oak, and which, per-

haps not by a mere coincidence, is to be found exactly in

the same place in Schongauer ’s Flight into Egypt (111. ii.).

I have always been much struck, lastly, by the ibex

which stands on the rock, to the right, looking down the

precipice, just like his brother, in the reverse direction,

in Durer’s Adam and Eve. The difference in the position

8



ot the legs, in the contour of the back, etc., excludes any

idea of a direct copy, but as we have repeatedly seen that

the Master occasionally found a use in his engravings

for impressions borrowed from others, the thought

readily occurs that Diirer’s

celebrated engraving may
have met his eye, and that

he adapted from it freely the

motive of the ibex.J- That

would be of great importance

for ascertaining the limits of

the time in which our master

worked, for then the Tempta-

tion, which reflects his

individuality in a specially

concentrated form, must

have been produced after „„„ Adam ako Eve

1504. There would be

nothing unnatural in that for an engraver, two of whose

plates are dated 1492 and 1497. Passavant even says

that some of his engravings show the manner of the

sixteenth century. In the case of the Temptation this is

true especially of the careful engraver’s technique with

which the rocks, with their scanty growth of vegetation,

and the distant mountain ranges are treated. Every

stone in the foreground is, so to speak, a portrait. But

in other respects there is no technical resemblance to

Diirer, and here I should like to assert expressly that I

regard the derivation of the ibex from that engraved

by Diirer only as a possibility, but by no means as an

established fact.

1 The reversed relation of the two engravings which I assumed in the

Repertorium fiir Kunstuissenschaft (xi., 1888. 59. 109) appears to me now to have
less to say for itself.
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The hypothesis of the identity of the Master

with the fabulous father of Lucas Cranach the Elder,

whose name, as we know from his son’s own mouth, was
not Cranach but Muller, may perhaps be treated as

obsolete after what I have written in my article on this

subjects Besides, how could the monogram ^‘<5 l:e

explained with reference to him !

On the other hand, only a few writers, among them
Passavant in the Kunsthlait (1850, p. 228), have been

in favour of the South German origin of the master.

Passavant himself, ten years later, in the “ Peintre-

Graveur,” like Brulliot, Renouvier and Waagen, made
a Netherlander of him. Nagler alone^ maintained that

the engraver’s home was in Southern Germany, and I

must confess that I myself for various reasons now also

regard him as a South German, after being inclined in

1888 (op. cit.) to reckon him among the engravers of the

Netherlands. Lippmann^ expresses the opinion that

the artist belongs to the Franconian region, and that his

monogram is perhaps to be read as “ L Crh ” and not

“ L C Z.” This seems to me, however, impossible, and

if he further says that the engravings betray the hand

of a painter, by no means that of a goldsmith, it must

be asserted, on the contrary, that goldsmith’s work is

always represented with peculiar care and delight in his

prints, and that he has even left us, in the engraving

No. 12, the design for a jewel in the shape of a pendant.

In conversation, Lippmann was fond of defending the

Cranach hypothesis, and though he did not care to

express it publicly, I am nevertheless convinced that his

“ Franconian region,” his reading “ L Crh,” and his

1 Chronik fiir vervielfaliigende Knnst. I. (1888), p. 28 ff.

- Monogrammist('ii, I\'., Xo. ioo3. ^ Dor Kupferstich, p. 42.
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repudiation of the goldsmith’s profession in favour of

the painter’s pointed to Cranach.

In any case the representation of landscape back-

grounds in the Flight into Egypt (No. 1), the Temptation

(No. 2), or the St. George (No. 7), shows a knowledge of

mountain country based upon actual observation which

we can hardly suppose a Netherlander to have possessed.

Then, too, the costumes contain nothing which could not

be equally well explained in South Germany. Even the

cap with lappets worn by St. Catherine (No. 8) is to be

found in an analogous shape in the print of her namesake

by the SduIIi German Master M Z (B. 8), and in one

of the Sibyls of Jorg Syrlin’s stalls in Ulm Minster.

The views of towns in The Entry into Jerusalem or

St. Catherine do not quite offer any features by which

they can be localised with certainty. In any case, it

seems to me noteworthy that on the last-named print

a castle on a hill rises steeply over the town, and that the

mountainous character of the landscape is also a

dominating feature in The Flight into Egypt (No. 1), the

Temptation (No. 2), and St. George (No. 7), so that it is

impossible here to think of Holland.

A weightier evidence, however, for the South German
origin of our engraver is afforded by the papers that he

used, the watermarks of which, almost without exception,

betray a German provenance. In the first place, there is

the large bull’s head with the serpent on a cross, which I

have met with six times among impressions of the two

chief engravings. Nos. 2 and 3. It is found exactly alike

on prints by the Monogrammist A G, Veit Stoss, Wenzel
von Olmfitz, and the two Bavarian engravers of the end

of the century, Mair von Landshut and the Master M Z.

Another large bull’s head with an upright stem, a cross



and a star (resembling Briquet 14542), occurs once, on

No. 3, and a third with stem and double cross twice, on

Nos. 3 and 7. I have found this watermark otherwise

only once, on an anonymous copy after the Master of

the Hausbuch. The “ high crown," which as a rule must

be regarded as characteristic of the beginning of the

sixteenth century, is found four times, on Nos. 2 and 3.

This is also a frequent watermark on engravings by the

South German pupil of Schongauer, B M, or on those of

Wenzel von Olrniitz, Mair von Landshut, and the

Master M Z. The triple mount with a tall stem and

a flower, which occurs twice on Nos. 2 and 3, occurs else-

where only on engravings by Wenzel von Olrniitz. There

remains, as the only watermark which is not exclusively

South German, the coat of arms with fleur-de-lis,

surmounted by a crown and with letters attached to it,

which occurs, in addition to Wenzel von Olrniitz, on

engravings by F V B and Israhel van Meckenem.

It is certainly inadvisable to overestimate the impor-

tance of watermarks for the localising of an engraver,

but here, where it is a case of a sufficient quantity of

ascertainable and corroborative instances, they do give

a tangible scale to measure by, and it is sufficient for our

purpose to know that the watermarks which occur on the

prints of the Master l with the single exception of

the coat of arms with fleur-de-lis, are never to be en-

countered on works by the engravers of the Lower Rhine

or the Netherlands.

A chronological order of the twelve engravings by our

Master will be difficult to establish. I should be inclined

to regard as his earliest work No. 11, which is here for

the first time included in his oeuvre : the Lady with the

Maidservant. It does not bear his monogram, and

12



THE MASTER L C Z. The Lady with a

Servant on a Bridge. L. 10. Berlin

Original size
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exhibits a certain antiquated stiffness, in contrast to the

others, in the meagre drawing, the white background, and
the lack of proportion between the tiny dog in front of

the lady and the lady herself. Perhaps it was for this

reason that the master engraved the whole scene over

again on a smaller scale with many alterations and the

addition of a rich landscape background (No. 10),

putting his monogram on the plate. Passavant knew
only the faint impression at Dresden, spoilt by “ double

striking,” of the larger engraving, which he attributed to

the Master of the Hausbueh. It was not till 1904 that I

became acquainted with the excellent impression at

Pavia, and immediately found in it the closest agreement

with the signed works of the Master L Cj,not only in the

minutely hnished treatment of the grass, flowers and

plants, but also in the cast of the drapery, which resembles

completely that of St. Catherine.

The smaller print (111. iv), to be found only in the

Berlin Cabinet, in which the lady carries a hawk, is a

jewel of detailed execution as regards the landscape.

The moated castle, from which a bridge built of logs

leads to the foreground, the shores overgrown with trees

and mirrored in the water, the swimming and the diving

ducks are so effective on this tiny scale as to seem like an

anticipation of the art of Altdorfer. May not the source

of the “ Danube School ” of Regensburg lie hidden

here ?

In the neighbourhood of this tiny print we may place

The Flight into Egypt (No. 1, 111. v), a very attractive

engraving especially on account of the rich elaboration

of the landscape, with Joseph energetically tramping

along and looking back anxiously at his family and the

delicious babe in swaddling clothes laying his cheek on

14
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that of his mother. An impression at Oxford has been

pulled on reddish-brown paper, resembling certain prints

by Mair von Landshut, which were afterwards made
more effective by the addition of high lights in white or

yellow.

The two little round prints with the crucifted Saviour

between Mary and John and the Madonna suckling

her child, crowned by angels (Nos. 4 and 5), are indis-

putably among the loveliest and most accomplished

works of German art in the hfteenth century. There is a

quiet dignity in the expression of the suffering Saviour

and a completeness in the modelling of the body which

it is simply impossible to surpass on such a small scale.

Schongauer himself has produced nothing better. The
two figures beside the cross are distinguished for the

taste with which the folds of their drapery are disposed,

while the landscape with high rocks on the left, a castle

on a rock to the right, and the town in the distance,

stretching along a riverside, with a bridge, contains an

abundance of charming motives.

The Madonna suckling her Babe (111. i.) is likewise full

of grace and loveliness. The angels poised over her head

with the crown, a motive which, as we know, Schongauer

also painted and engraved, show a body covered with

feathers under their fluttering garments, like their earlier

companions on the engravings of the Master E S, or the

angels still to be found in Schongauer ’s work, in the small

Nativity (B. 5) or on the censer (B. 107). The great

popularity of this little print of the Madonna, engraved

in a wonderfully delicate manner, of which unfortunately,

besides the splendid Paris impression, only one other

impression is known, at Hamburg, in very bad preserva-

tion, with holes and thin places, is proved by the

16



I

existence of no less than four copies,''- while the two

angels with the crown were also borrowed from this

Madonna by the engraver of a hfth, anonymous engrav-

!
ing at Cologne (Lehrs, iv., 245. 45).

I The rather larger IMadonna, also crowned by two

angels, in a window (No. 6) is possibly rather earlier than

the two round prints just described. It is very difficult

to judge of it, because only a very incomplete fragment

of the first state is preserved, at Munich, while the second

state, at Berlin, is not only worn and unequal, but also

impaired by the remains of old colouring. Apparently

the thorough retouching of the plate has been carried

out by the engraver’s own hand, for the light places on

the face of the Madonna and in the drapery have been

gone over everywhere with new shading, her mouth has

been made smaller, and the landscape is quite changed.

The right lower corner of the carpet, which was still

white in the first state, is shaded with horizontal lines,

!

the monogram near it has been effaced, and the place has

I

been gone over with close vertical lines. The monogram
was then introduced in two parts, to left and right on the

pillars of the window.-

In the St. Catherine (No. 8) we have certainly the

earliest engraving of the master which can be dated, for

it was copied as early as 1486 on a small house altar in

the Bavarian National Museum at Munich.^ This

subject is again especially attractive as a piece of

1 A reversed copy by Wenzel von Olmtitz (L. 9), Paris; an undescribed copy,
derived from the last, at Liege

;
a third anonymous copy at Bremen (B.x. 125.9),

j

and a fourth at Frankfort-on-M. (Pass. ii. 84. 17). The two last may date from
i

the beginning of the i6th century. Cf. Kepertorium fitr Kunstwissenschaft,
xiv (1891) 396. 189.

^ This place is wanting in the Munich fragment
;
we do not actually know,

therefore, whether the engraving originally had a double signature, or whether
the monogram on the pillars was added only in the second state, as is to be

‘ presumed.

Cf. Chronik fiir vervielfdltigencle Kunst, 1. (1888), p. 29.
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engraving. The edging of broeade on the bodice, sleeves

and train of the saint is treated with great understanding

for colour and decorative effect
;
the coronet, the jewel

with three pendant pearls on the forehead, the necklace

witli tlie tiny Madonna on a pendant, and lastly the

capital of the window column, show the practised hand
of the goldsmith as we meet it also in the enchanting

})iece of ornament of the Maiden with the Unicorn, dated

1492. The view through the window into the streets,

animated with little hgures of the size of a pin’s head,

with fountains, towers, roofs, and gable ends with their

slopes broken by steps, the whole dominated by a castle

l^erched on a height and distant mountains, is a little

picture in itself of intimate charm.

Now follows the jewelled ornament, intended for a

brooch or pendant (No. 12, III. vi), with the maiden

surrounded by Gothic branches and foliage, and sitting

behind a fence of twisted withies, who receives in her lap

the unicorn which trots up to her under the oak tree.

This allegory of frequent occurrence in the art of the

fifteenth century has perhaps never been pictured with

so much sincerity, so much delicacy of sentiment and

artistic rehnement, as in this engraving, measuring

barely three inches square, in which our artist proclaims

his mastery as a goldsmith, and to which he probably

attached special value, since he dated it 1492 (without

the 1).

4'he second subject to which the engraver has given a

date, the Vernicle,or holy napkin, supported by St. Peter

and St. Paul (No. 9, 111. viii) is his largest plate. He has

signed it, apparently, only with the Monogram L z

(without C) and the date 97 (without the hrst two hgures).

4\) my detailed observations, printed in the Chronik
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THE MASTER L C Z. Design for a Pendant Jewel

L. 12. London

Original size
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fiir vervielfaltigende Kimst ^ on this large engraving,

which Passavant attributed to a special Master L Z,

belonging to the school of Schongauer, I must add what
follows, after seeing for myself the impression at Paris,

which I did not then know in the original. The lower

half of the engraving at Vienna does not belong to a first

state, but is of the same state as the impression at Paris.

On the latter the hrst half of the date is not engraved,

but put in with the brush, on which account it is not

visible from the back, as the second, engraved half is.

The engraver, therefore, must not be charged with

placing the date out of its right position under the mono-
gram. In the case of the pendant of 1492, mentioned

above, the engraver equally omitted at least the first

figure of the date. In the monogram there is no trace of

a “ C ” to be discovered even with the magnifying glass,

but just in the place where one would have to look for it

the impression, in other respects so splendid, is not

sms peur et sans reproche. I should like to suppose,

although I see no possibility of ever examining the Paris

impression again in person, that the engraving was

originally signed l-c^, like the master’s other prints

(except Nos. 7 and 11), since one still clearly recognises

the concluding flourish of the “ z,” as in The Entry into

Jerusalem or the St. Catherine, although it makes no

sense by the side of the large “ Z.” There is certainly

something wrong about this place, as is proved already

by the addition in Indian ink of the first two figures of

the date. Probably there has been some erasure and

tampering with the brush about the monogram also.

Even in the photogravure made for the Graphische

Gesellschaft that is fairly evident. On the fragment in

^ II. C 1889), p. 50.
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the Albertina the second letter has been entirely erased

and the L appears to have been gone over, so that it

counts for nothing in the question of the original form of

the monogramA
I have already insisted, however, that the engraving,

whatever its signature may have been, is a work of the

Master L'<^, who evidently depended for the composi-

tion on the engraving of 1467 (L. 190) by the Master E S

(see 111. vii. and viii.) ,and borrowed the types of the princes

of the apostles from the corresponding hgures in

Schongauer’s series, B. 34-45.

The unsigned St. George (No. 7) I should like to place

amongst the earlier works on account of its more painter-

like treatment with its deep blacks
;

it has almost the

effect of an etching. I should put it in the neighbourhood

of The Flight into Egypt (No. 1) or the Lady with the Hawk
(No. 10).

But such attempts at dating are always somewhat
precarious. One cannot but notice the sleeves of the

knight, already slashed at the shoulders, which point to

the turn of the century. At any rate, my attempt^ at a

separation into two states, before and with the date 1492,

breaks down, since a renewed examination of the im-

pression at Berlin proves that the date below to the left

of the stone, in which, moreover, only the first three

hgures are recognisable, has been added with the pen.

The third hgure, moreover, is not a “ 9,” but rather a
“ 5,” and the supposed “ 2 ” at the end is not written at

1 M. Courboin writes to me on this subject : “ Je crois que M. Lehrs a
raison. Le cuivre ne preseiite pas de depolissage sauf a I’cmplacement du
monogramme “ L Z,” oil on voit plusienrs eraillurcs, les hachures qui sent
exactemente sous le monogramme out ete refaites au burin. Je pense qu’il

y a eu un effagage un pen hatit pour graver les initials ‘ L Z.’ ” This points to
an alteration engraved on the plate, not by the artist himself, but llater.

—

The
Editor.

2 Chrojiik fur vervielfdltigende Kiinst, I. (iS88), p. 29.
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THE MASTER E S. St. Veronica’s Napkin, supported by SS. Peter and Paul

L. 190. London

Size ()l the orif^iiial engraviiift 0 X 4.1 inches
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THE MASTER L C Z. St. Veronica’s Napkin, supported by SS. Peter and Pali..

L. 9. Paris

Size of the original engraving ii X ineh('s
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all, but is a pebble on the ground which belongs to the

engraving.

There now remain only the two best known prints of

the Master, The Temptation and The Entry into Jerusalem,

and these 1 should like to regard as his latest and most

mature works, without wishing to decide whether they

still belong to the fifteenth century or already date from

the first years of the sixteenth.

If we sum up the little that emerges, in the way of

facts, from the foregoing examination of his prints, the

IMaster l is presented to us as a South German
engraver, not to be localised precisely, of unusually high

qualities, evidently like the majority of his comrades

a goldsmith, who worked from 1486 till at least 1497,

possibly even till after 1504, and has left only a dozen

prints behind him. He may be reckoned as a thoroughly

independent artist, although we can recognise in his

work, here and there, reflections of works by his pre-

decessors, the Master E S and Martin Schongauer. Such

reminiscences occur in the works of the greatest men
;

in

Schongauer ’s work reminiscences of E S, and in that

of the Master of the Hausbuch and even of Albrecht

Diirer reminiscences of Schongauer himself. With two

exceptions his engravings bear the unexplained mono-

gram
,
which appears on the largest of them, the

Vernicle, or Napkin of St. Veronica, in the variant but

apocryphal form of L Z, which is perhaps to be traced

to the work of a restorer. Two of the prints are dated,

1492 and 1497
;

all, with the exception of the two large

ones. The Temptation and The Entry into Jerusalem, are

extraordinarily rare. The artist is best represented, with

eight prints, in the Berlin Cabinet
;
in the two collections

at Dresden together there are seven, at Paris five,
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at Vienna four, at Boston, London and Munich three,

and so forth.

In conclusion I must not omit to point out that the

illustrations which accompany this article give only a

very insufficient idea of the beauty and abundance of

colour and tone of the originals, since prints of such a

kind are absolutely unsuited for reproduction by the

half-tone process on a much reduced scale. Since,

however, the Graphische Gesellschaft is bringing out at

the same time, the complete work of the Master

in photogravures of the exact size of the originals, I

can refer the reader to this publication.

LIST OF THE ENGRAVINGS OF THE MASTER
1. THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT. 90x133 mm. Pl.i P. IT,

289. 3. Berlin (from Nagler Coll.). Boston (1921, from
Huth and Ives Coll.). Chatsworth, library of the Duke of

Devonshire. Dresden (1909, from Lanna Coll.). Oxford.
Vienna, Albertina.

2. THE TEMPTATION OF CHRIST. 228x171 mm. PI.

B. VI., 361. I. P. II. 1. p. 288. Amsterdam. Berlin
(W.M. : Large bull’s head with stem, cross and star ;2 1920,
from Buchwald Coll.). Boston (W.M. : Large bull’s head
with double cross. 1921, duplicate from Berlin). Cambridge.
Darmstadt. Dresden (W.M. : High crown). Dresden,
Coll, of King Frederick Augustus II. (1838 from Sternberg-
Manderscheid Coll.). Frankfort-on -M. (W.M. : High crown,
1871, from Keller Coll.). Gotha. Liege (W.M. : Large bull’s

head with serpent on cross, from Firmin-Didot and De
Wittert Coll.). London (W.M. : Bull’s head). Munich
(W.M. : Large bull’s head with serpent on cross). Northwick
Park, Coll, of Captain E. G. Spencer-Churchill. Oxford.
Paris (two impressions, one from Marolles Coll.). Paris,
Petit Palais, Dutuit Coll. (W.M. ; Triple mount and flower).

Paris, Baron Edm. de Rothschild (W.M. : Large bull’s head
with serpent on cross. From Debois, Harford and Dent
Coll.). Vienna, Albertina. Vienna, Hofbibliothek.

^ The abbreviation “ PI.” means that these are the dimensions of the plate
itself, which can only be given when impressions have been preserved which
show the full plate-mark.—

E

d.
2 Resembling Briquet 14542.
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3. CHRIST’S ENTRY INTO JERUSALEM. 222x 174 mni.
Einf.i (?) X 177 mm. PL B.VL, 361.2. Berlin (W.M. :

Large bull’s head with serpent on cross. 1885, from Durazzo
and Eelix Coll.). Boston (W.M. : Triple mount with stem
and flower. 1915, from \V. Bell Scott, Theobald, Brayton
and Ives Coll.). Dresden (W.M. : Large bull’s head with
serpent on cross). Dresden, Coll, of King Erederick
Augustus II. (W.M. : High crown). Erankfort-on-M.
(from Ackermann and Weber Coll.). Liege (W.M. : Un-
recognisable. Duplicate from Berlin

;
Nagler and De

Wittert Coll.). London (acquired in 1846). Munich.
Paris, Baron Edm. de Rothschild (W.M. : Large bull’s head
with serpent on cross

;
from Debois, Harford and Dent Coll.).

\4enna, Albertina. Vienna, Hofbibliothek.

4. CHRIST ON THE CROSS. 64 mm. diam. PL P. IL, 289. 4.

Berlin (from Nagler Coll.). Dresden (1890. Berlin

duplicate, from Quandt and Eirmin-Didot Coll.).

5. THE MADONNA SUCKLING THE CHILD, CROWNED
BY TWO ANGELS. 60 mm. diam. Einf. P. IL, 289. 5.

Hamburg. Paris.

6. THE MADONNA IN THE WINDOW, CROWNED BY
TWO ANGELS. 79x64 mm. Einf. P. IL 1. 289. 6. Two
states. Berlin (IT, from Nagler Coll.). Munich (L,

fragment).

7. ST. GEORGE. Not signed. 122 x97 mm. PL P. IL, 232,
150 and 290. 7. Berlin (W.M. : Large bull’s head with stem
and double cross. Erom Nagler Coll.). Brunswick (1910,
from Angiolini, Lanna and \"asel Coll.). Dresden, Coll, of

King Erederick Augustus IL

8. ST. CATHERINE. 140x93 mm. Bl.^ P. IT, 290. 8.

Berlin (from Nagler Coll.). Dresden. Paris.

9. ST. VERONICA’S NAPKIN, SUPPORTED BY SS. PETER
AND PAUL. 282 x205mm. Einf. P. H.,45. 1. 86andl43. 1.

Paris (W.M. : Crowned shield with fleur-de-lis, and letters

attached to shield. Erom Lloyd and Buckingham Coll.).

Vienna, Albertina (fragment, lower half only).

'* The abbreviation “ Einf|assung] ” means that the border line has been
measuied, as no impi essions are e.xtant showing the whole of the plate-mark.—Ed.

'1 he abbreviation “ Bl[att] ” means that the impression measured is cut
within the plate-mark or border-line, as the case may be, so that only the
dimensions of the paper, so far as preserved, ran be given.—

E

d.
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10. THE LADY WITH A SERVANT ON A BRHXiE.
51 x-40 inni. Einf. E. IT, 290. 9. Berlin (from Naglcr
Coll.).

11. THE LADY WITH A SERVANT IN A MEADOW.
Not signed. 125 x104 mm. Pnnf. 127x106 mm. PI.

P. IT, 260. 39. Dresden (W.M. : Three spikes of a small
crown ^). Pavia, Malaspina Coll.

12. DESIGN EOR A PENDANT JEWEL. 90x68 mm. Bl.

P. IE, 290. 10. London (1895, from Malcolm Coll.). Paris.

Cf. Briquet 4716, 4718 and 4843.
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PIERRE-JE^N Mariette. 1694-1774. By JEAN-BAPTISTE MASSE
Dated 1735. Size of the original drawing 7| X5I inches

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
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COLLECTORS^ MARKS ON PRINTS AND
DRAWINGS

By C. F. bell

N an age of universal collecting^ when scarcely

anybody with any pretensions to taste does

not attempt to assemble together a few

objects of some kind—be it only the necessary

surroundings of domestic life somewhat distinguished

by age or uncommonness—to be dignihed with the name
of a collection,no commonplace reflection more frequently

arises in the mind of the collector than the wish that

these objects could tell us something of their previous

history, of their successive possessors and various

wanderings. It is, therefore, scarcely to be wondered

at that the one class of works of art upon which it has

long been the habit of collectors to leave some mark
recording their ownership, has on this account, to dis-

regard for a moment the intrinsic value and interest

of the specimens themselves, given the amassing of

series of prints and drawings a peculiar fascination.

There may have been individuals, but their fame has

not been recorded, who actually collected inferior and

damaged engravings and sketches for the mere sakes

of the illustrious hall-marks they bore. Certainly this

pursuit would be as respectable as many which have

received recognition in the world of virtu.

Should such collectors exist, their good fortune in

having received at the hands of Mr. Frits Lugt the
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whole body of their laws and history enclosed in one

volume, is greater, perhaps, than that which has fallen

to the lot of any other body of amateurs. Mr. Lugt

has achieved the rare and provoking distinction of

having produced a book of reference so full of good

reading that only a seriously concentrated student will

find it possible to consult its six hundred pages without '

falling a victim to one of the fascinating clues of history,

biography and gossip, which will lead him on until he

has forgotten the existence of time.

To have provided in such profusion and with such

meticulous accuracy the materials for a history of

the collecting of prints and drawings, and produced

what is in fact a complete biographical dictionary

of all the amateurs of note who have devoted themselves

to this branch of art, must have been, indeed, a

prodigious task, and the reader is left wondering how a

single writer could have achieved it.

Not that Mr. Lugt was without predecessors, but how
insignificant their work seems in comparison with his

labours ! The tens of collectors’ marks identified by the

writers of the earlier part of the last century were

increased by Louis Fagan to 671 in the little manual
“ Collectors’ Marks,” published in 18Z3, which has alone

occupied the field for nearly forty years, the growing

difficulty of obtaining it having been only slightly

moderated by the issue of an American reprint, containing

a little more information of very small importance, three

years ago. It is only necessary to say that Mr. Lugt has

gathered together, and,with comparatively fewexceptions,

succeeded in identifying the affixers of 2,588 stamps.

It is extremely interesting to test the quality of this

book by using it as a quarry from which to extract
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the materials for a brief history of collecting and to try

to discuss how far the chase is baffled by tlic occurrence

of several very great collectors who are known to have

used no marks. As a point of departure the name of

Vasari, the father of virtii in this particular line, naturally

suggests itself, and we at once find ourselves presented

not only with a facsimile of his authenticating signature,

which is of very rare occurrence, but with a sketch of

one of those characteristic ornamental borders with

which the pages of the immortal “ Libro di disegni
”

were surrounded.

When it comes to considering the value of the marks

themselves, as indicating some sort of affirmation of

the authenticity and importance attached to the sheets

to which they were affixed by their former owners, it

is somewhat disconcerting to reflect that the stamping was

not always the result of definite decision on these points

by collectors themselves, but was mechanically, as it

were, carried out by their heirs and executors. There

is a well-known account, in Roger North’s “ Auto-

biography,” of the business-like way in which the whole

contents of Sir Peter Lely’s portfolios, good, bad and

indifferent, were marked with his initials, and there is

some reason to believe that the even more extensive

accumulations of the other great English portrait painters

and collectors, Reynolds and Lawrence, were hall-marked

in much the same fashion. When, added to this, the

custom, more general in their days even than in ours,

of lotting together at auction masses of sheets of very

varying value, is taken into account, it will be admitted

that a print or a drawing with a mark attached, if a

relic, is not necessarily a relic which was unquestionably

venerated or prized by every successive owner.



Curiously enough the forgery of collectors’ marks

does not seem to have attracted the attention of the

ingenious to any extent in recent times, and it is im.-

possible to make sure whether the existence of many
exceedingly inferior drawings bearing the revered

initials R.V.—perhaps more venerable even than the

name of Vasari—is due to the fact that Raphael’s

heirs had but dim ideas of his powers as a draughtsman,

or were deliberately sophisticating the contents of their

treasury under the pressure of expediency.

The collectors of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries have by this time become such remote and

idealised hgures that anything which belonged to them
has acquired an interest of its own. Their possessions

and those of other amateurs of later times, let us say

Garrick, Horace Walpole, Beckford or the de Goncourts,

may be said to have acquired an extrinsic interest and

distinction quite separate from any rank amongst works

of art which the connoisseurship of these collectors,

famous for other achievements, could confer on them.

Not that, indeed, as we have already seen, the marks

of greater hgures in the world of pure connoisseurship

can invariably be accepted as their asseverations of

authenticity and approval, or can suffice to remove

every specimen bearing them from the held of the

collector of collectors’ marks, pure and simple, whose

speedy appearance we may venture to predict, if he

be not already in existence, following the publication of

Mr. Lugt’s manual.

Perhaps the most interesting historical questions

raised by the study of collector’s marks are those con-

nected with the borderland where private collecting

ends, in the formation of the great National Museums,
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into which nothing enters, or is supposed to enter,

unless it has some dehnite artistic or historical im-

portance in its own way. To trace back the sources

of the tributaries and rivers by which these great

reservoirs were filled, and in doing so to impart some-

thing of the personal to the rather frigid and impassive

character of the collections now belonging to every-

body, and so in a sense to nobody, adds strangely to

our appreciation of their contents.

Few, indeed, of them can trace their roots back

further than the eighteenth century. The Ufhzi col-

lection is not quite alone in claiming an actual founder

—Cardinal Leopoldo de' Medici—who died before

1700, but even so it was not until that year that his

accumulations were moved into their present quarters

and the task of arranging and building them up begun.

In 1671, four years before the death of the founder of

the Ufhzi cabinet, the even more extensive and wide-

embracing collections of the Louvre were started with

purchases under the auspices of Colbert of between

hve and six thousand drawings collected by the great

hnancier, Everhard Jabach. Mr. LugUs detailed

account of Jabach, his acquisitions, and their fate reads

like a chapter of romance.

Possibly even more fantastic seems the enumeration,

necessarily a summary one, of the incredible treasures

amassed by Pierre Crozat, which the Louvre un-

fortunately failed to acquire
;

for when, after the great

collector's death in 1740, no less than nineteen thousand

original drawings were offered, under the terms of his

will, to the Crown of France, Cardinal Fleury, at that

time hrst minister, asserted that “ Le Roy avail deja

asses de fatras sans encore en aiigmenter le nombre

!

"
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When, thirty-four years later, the collections ac-

cumulated during three generations by the Mariettc

family came into the market, although the Louvre

again failed to secure the whole, this was not entirely

through the apathy of the Government nor the lack

of patriotism of the heirs, though delay on the one part

and cupidity on the other undoubtedly contributed

to the unfortunate result. But was it altogether un-

happy ? It is impossible not to feel that the ultimate

dispersion amongst those whom Edmond de Goncourt

felicitously described as “ les heritiers de mes gouts,’’ thus

widening the circle of those to whom Mariette, the

most lovable of all collectors, is attached by intimate

personal bonds, was a kindly stroke of fate. No curator

of a museum, no amateur whose privilege it is to handle

or to own one of the well-known mounts or a sheet

bearing the famous but modestly minute stamp, can

read the seven pages devoted by Mr. Lugt to Pierre

Jean Mariette without a glow of affectionate admira-

tion. He is justly described as one of the most perfect

amateurs of the past
;

the breviary and the oracle of

all other French connoisseurs
;

a man of such perfect

taste, such solid judgment, such profound knowledge,

such simple habits and entire probity, that all other

nations may well be jealous of that which produced

him. His face, as it looks out from the portrait b}^

his friend Masse, hitherto unpublished, and here re-

produced, seems to conhrm these eulogiums.

The thousand and more drawings rescued for the

Louvre at the scattering of Mariette’s collections were

by no means the last of the numerically important

series acquired for the Museum, but since that time it

has gradually become more difficult to obtain quantity
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and quality together
;

and quality, especially in the

matter of drawings, has always been keenly appreciated

in France.

The good fortune of the Parisian collections has not

been less remarkable in the direction of prints. For

the quantity of materials amassed, the industry and

learning lavished upon their accumulation, the Abbe
Michel de Marolles may be counted the equal at least

of Jabach, Crozat and Mariette. Even allowing for

the acquisition of several large and important series

en bloc, there must have been something amazing about

the opportunities and intrepidity bestowed on a man
who in ten years increased a collection of seventy

thousand prints to above one hundred and twenty-

three thousand. It is almost consoling to hear that
“ la chose lui devint honoreuse,” but the astonishing

thing is that when Colbert had purchased this truly

royal collection for his monarch and the French nation,

the Abbe was impelled to set to work again, and in six

years got together a second collection of nearly one

hundred and twelve thousand more.

The origin of collectors’ marks in Europe seems to be

obscure. One would suppose that the earliest examples

would be Italian, and that such written initials as those

on the Antaldi drawings must be the prototype. These

initials, being apparently intended for those of Raphael

and Timoteo Viti, the artists in whose work the col-

lection was particularly rich, and not those of the

owner, may be considered rather in the light of what
might be called by a contradiction in terms a posthumous

signature than as a mark of ownership. Mr. Lugt

expresses an opinion, with which those familiar with

the very various quality of the sheets bearing the
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Autograph “ L. MOUR’ 1538”

Presumably the signature of an early collector

On a signed drawing by Marten van Heemskerck

Original size of the detail reproduced, 6 \ X4I inches
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initials will be inclined to agree, that the mark was not

affixed until the seventeenth century.^

The Italian armorial stamps, several of them as yet

unidentified, have every appearance of considerable

antiquity, and if the mark assigned to Cardinal Leopoldo

de’ Medici (1617-1675), one of the founders of the

Uffizi collection, was actually placed upon his drawings

in his lifetime, a point about which no exact informa-

tion is forthcoming, it would be one of the earliest

instances.

Certainly one of the oldest types is the paraphe, or

mark not easily decipherable, the classical example

being that of Everhard Jabach found on the drawings

which passed from his collection to the Louvre. This

sort of knot of unintelligible scribble was clearly in-

tended as a safeguard against the “ conveying of

fellow collectors, the writer being able to trace in it

some cryptic word or letters which meant nothing to

anybody else, and have been thus, with equal success,

concealed from the scrutiny of posterity. It is in con-

nection with these marks that Mr. Lugt, who confesses

the difficulty of discovering which way up they were

intended, if intended at all, to be read, makes one of

his ver}^ few slips. His number 2932, turned the other

way up from that in which it is reproduced in the book,

seems clearly to be the double interlaced “ L L’s ” of

the French King Louis, but whether it indicates a

royal provenance is another matter.

i Our third illustration reproduces what appears to be an extremely early
example of a collector’s mark, written, not stamped, upon the face of a drawing
which also bears the signature of the artist. Marten van Heemskerck, lately

in the collection of Lord .\mherst of Hackney. As Heemskerck was in Rome
from 1532 to 1533, the composition of Roman ruins upon which the signature
of the early owner occurs must have been qnite newly drawn when he acquired
it. The abbreviated signature, apparently to be read as “ L. Mour’,” has not
yet been explained

—

The Editor.
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Whoever and of whatever nationality was the in-

ventor of the collector’s mark, it will scarcely be dis-

puted that amongst his earlier followers the most

numerous and the most remarkable were English.

The stars of various magnitudes stamped upon drawings

acquired either for their own enjoyment or for that

of their great patrons, King Charles I. and the Earl of

Arundel, by the two brothers or cousins Lanier, may
well become the cynosures of the collectors of the mark
per se, as they have long been of the amateur of drawings.

The eager interest and rivalry of the cognoscenti in

London as early as 1637, is charmingly described in an

extract from a letter of Nicholas Lanier’s, repro-

duced in Mr. Lugt’s pages. A rarely sounded chord of

national pride is touched on reading this, and the longer

account, based, of course, mainly upon the narrative

given by Roger North, Lely’s executor, in his “ Auto-

biography,” of the dispersion of Lely’s collections in

1688. In Mr. Lugt’s opinion it was this famous sale

which first aroused the general taste for this branch

of collecting, in spite of the fact that, as Roger North

expresses it, “ The scratches and drawings shall be

copied so wonderful exactly, that even masters shall

be deceived. And this is so frequently done, that one

runs a risk that buys a drawing, if he be not very careful.

This aptness to be copied deprecates drawings much
;

but the masters will seem to be very much assured of

copies and originals, and will turn up the nose at som^e,

and say that others as originals stare you in the face.

It is pleasant,” he adds meditatively, using pleasant

in its now obsolete sense, “ to see the conhdence of the

masters in christening drawings.” The whole philosophy

of connoisseurship seems here already created, and
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Portrait of the Artist. 1665-1745. By JONATHAN RICHARDSON the Elder

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

Dated Aug. 24th, 1736. Size of the original drawing 5^ X4I inches
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many modern frequenters of Christies’ or Sothebys’

must have reflected, though they would not express

the thought so happily, that “ bread exposed in a

famine” is an apt simile for works of art offered to an

auction room full of enthusiasts. It is amiusing to

notice that the sensational price of the sale was paid

for a pseudo-Raphael, now regarded as by Perino del

Vaga, before which, as Mr. Lugt dryly remarks, “ notre

generation reste insensible d Vemhallement d’ il y a 250

ans.

In the face of this state of things it is perhaps scarcely

surprising to find that the collecting of drawings in

particular long remained, to a great extent, the recrea-

tion, as it would be called by a modern work of reference,

of painters who were in a sense professional con-

noisseurs, or that several cf these overstrained their

financial resources in indulging such tastes. A first

tragic example is afforded by Philip Henry Lankrink,

who borrowed a sum which he was never able to repay

in order to make purchases at the Lely sale.

The increase of the material available for collecting,

the opening of fresh mines, seems to have sharpened

the appetites and augmented the number of amateurs.

The most conspicuous of all these “ modest flowers of the

twilight,” as the Italian cognoscenti of the silver age were

wittily designated by Arthur Strong, Padre Sebastiano

Resta, was on the look out for a purchaser for a great

collection of nearer three than two thousand drawings,

one of several such which he had made, formed for

Monsignor Marchetti, Bishop of Arezzo, by whose death

in 1704 it was again thrown into the market. John

Talman became an intermediary in the business, and

the collection was secured by John, Lord Somers in 1710.
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Seven years later it was dispersed by auction, and as

112 lots then cost Crozat £355, more than half what

Somers had given for the entire cabinet, it would seem

that the investment had proved a prohtable one.

In fact, its success in that respect, and that no doubt

of similar transactions that have left less trace in

history, led to the collection and sale of drawings

becoming to a certain extent a trade. This is clearly

brought out in Mr. Lugt’s account of the two Jonathan

Richardsons, father and son, the central hgurcs in the

group of English amateurs of the eighteenth century.

It must be admitted that this account tenderly removes

a good deal of the gilding with which these hgures

were adorned. Mr. Lugt points out that “ quand on se

rend compte de quelles occasions allechantes il a pu profiter,”

it would have been difficult for even a less astute con-

noisseur than the elder Richardson not to have formed

a superb collection, but perhaps he rather under-

rates the abilities of the son. The truth is that the

contributions which both men made to the literature

of art and the groundwork of connoisseurship have

never been clearly differentiated, or, in modern times,

justly assessed. There even appears to be some con-

fusion in Mr. Lugt s account of the marks used by the

two men. The stamp which he says was mistakenly

allotted by Fagan to the younger Richarelson, was, as

a fact, assigneel by that authority, on the strength of all

ancient traelition, to the elder. A modification of the

accepted view about the other Richardson stamp
(No. 2184) is, however, suggested in an article by

Professor A. M. Hinel in the December number of the

“Connoisseur,” anel it would seem that some kind of a

revision of opinion in this matter has influenceel Mr.
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Jonathan Richardson the Younger 169'^-1771. By JONATHAN RICHARDSON the Elder

Ashmoleau Museum, Oxford

Dated Aug. 3rd, 1743. Size of the original drawing 6| X 5 inches
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Lugt s statement. According to this theory, the mark
hitherto identified as the younger Richardson s is to be

transferred to his father, and with it much of the credit

of identifying and hall-marking the sheets upon which

it is impressed. Apparently this transfer is made on

the strength of certain annotations in a set hand not

impossibly written by the younger man on sheets in his

fathers possession. The insecurity of this sort of

evidence appears when we find on page 562 a note, very

probably written by one of the Richardsons, given as a

specimen of Padre Resta's writing but certainly in a

formal artificial script if it is his. These minor prob-

lems connected with the two men, like those of the

authorship of drawings, such as the two admirable

black-lead portraits here reproduced, left uncertain

even by so high an authority as the author of the

British Museum Catalogue of English Drawings, could

be settled once for all by a little research. This task

and that of generally resuscitating two such interesting

personalities would be one well worthy of a writer in this

Quarterly.

Thomas Hudson, a painter as superior at his best

to his master Richardson as he was inferior to his pupil

Reynolds, must have possessed a flair for ancient

drawings little less acute than either. He bridges the

gulf between the epochs when the modest flowers of

the twilight had expanded in the last rays shed by the

ultimus Romanorum Carlo Maratta, who drew Father

Resta’s portrait now at Chatsworth, and when such

Italian exponents of the grand style as he had been

definitely removed to the plane of old masters. If it

seems scarcely fair to suggest that the fame as artists

of Sir Joshua Reynolds or Sir Thomas Lawrence, much
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less of such secondary people as Benjamin West, Paul

Sandby, Cosway and Banks, reflects a glamour on the

drawings which have preserved their names as collectors,

it is none the less true that Reynolds, in particular, seems

to have acquired, and stamped, such masses of indifferent

drawings and prints that his mark is too often the only

interesting thing about them.

With Sir Thomas Lawrence we come to the age when
the appreciation of fine art and the diffusion of the

ambition to possess its finest productions amongst the

class in a position to indulge it, reached its high tide

in this country. The state of political and financial

affairs on the Continent impelled the choicest private

collections in Italy, France and Austria into the English

market. The actual number of drawings in Lawrence’s

collection is not known, but even allowing for the fact

that a few had been interpolated by Woodburn into

the Rembrandt series after Lawrence’s death, the choicest

specimens by selected masters then considered the

highest in rank, alone amounted to more than two

thousand. Here as in the case of Lely, it must be

remembered that the stamp was not impressed upon

the drawings until after the collector’s death, and

must not, therefore, be accepted as a definite expression

of his own opinion of their value. Enough scattered

information exists, however, concerning the judgment

of Lawrence and his contemporaries on many of the

sheets, to enable us to see what immense strides con-

noisseurship has made with the aid of photography,

which, much more than soundness of taste, memory
or experience, has hardened the “ confidence of the

masters ” to its present-day adamantine brilliance and

precision.
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Since Lawrence's time probably no private collector

has ever succeeded in amassing drawings in anything

approaching similar numbers to his, with the exception

of the Marquis de Chennevieres
;

but a few, such as

Mr. ]\Ialcolm, Freiherr von Lanna, Monsieur Bonnat

and Mr. Heseltine, have rivalled him in the quality of

their possessions. By the beginning of the last century

the era of great public collections had begun. The
Lawrence drawings themselves were destined for public

enjoyment, and Talleyrand justly stigmatised as

barbarians the nation which could refuse to pay the

peppercorn price asked for the fee-simple of such an

estate. The consideration of the marks of the public

museums gives ]\Ir. Lugt opportunities for enlarging

upon the history of the ways in which these collections

have been built up. It is gratifying to find that it has

been made a rule in the British Museum to have special

stamps prepared for affixing to the pieces of great series

received en bloc, in cases when the donor or testator had

not himself been accustomed to mark them.

Until a comparatively recent period the use of

collectors' marks was much less general upon prints

than upon drawings. The carelessness of our ancestors

about the preservation of margins made the effective

application of a mark difficult. Moreover, up to the

middle of the eighteenth century, the moderate size of

most engraved plates and the habit of considering

engravings as literary matter, in the librarian's sense

of the term, led to prints being generally pasted down
in volumes and kept in libraries. In these repositories

many ancient collections of prints are to be found pre-

served in this form
;
and a remarkably rich and splendid

series of such volumes recently attracted the attention
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of collectors in the shop of a well-known London book-

seller. It is noteworthy that it was not until the great

volumes, in which, according to the custom of his time,

the Abbe de Marolles had arranged the immense mass

of engravings forming the foundation of the print

department of the Louvre, were broken up in the middle

of the last century, in order to classify their contents

by modern methods, that it was thought desirable to

stamp them with his name.

The print-collector who uses Mr. Lugt’s work will

doubtless turn most frequently to the entries referring

to modern amateurs, American, German, French and,

the least numerous, English. It is a commonplace

reflection that the facts of history of the period imme-
diately preceding the present time are invariably the

least familiar and the most difficult to ascertain. It is

not unlikely that this part of Mr. Lugt’s gigantic task

was the most difficult to perform
;

the reader, for an

interested reader he soon becomes who merely dips

into the pages to verify a fact, will be amazed at the

precision and width of the information provided on

every conceivable aspect of the subject.
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From the print in the Bodleian Library^
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PIERRE LOMBART'S PASTICHE OF
CROMWELL, CHARLES L AND LOUIS XIV,

By CxEORGE SOMES LAYARD

HE extreme rarity of the early states of

Pierre Lombart’s equestrian copper-plate,

wliich did duty variously as Cromwell,

Charles I. and Louis XIV., has in the past

given rise to so great a crop of erroneous theories that

something dehnitive and authoritative seems to be

demanded. From Horace Walpole in the eighteenth

century to Mr. Freeman O’Donoghue, author of the

magnihcent “ Catalogue of Engraved Portraits in the

British Museum,’' for which all print lovers must be

eternally grateful, in the twentieth, is a long cry, but it

is an extraordinary fact that, notwithstanding the

interest that has been shown in this plate by half a

score of eminent specialists, it has been reserved for the

present writer to light upon the undoubted solution

of the whole matter. Excuse the boast, but we all

prefer our own truths to the truths of other people !

In the space at my command it will be impossible

to deal with more than a tithe of the rom.ance that

attaches to this plate of unexampled vicissitudes. The

rest of the revelations I am by good fortune enabled

to make must await the publication of my book on the

whole subject.
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I shall, therefore, confine myself here to setting out

at length what is perhaps the most dramatic of these

discoveries, and at the same time lay the foundation

on which all future structures will have to be raised.

Incidentally, and for the first time in history, I am
enabled to reproduce every known state of the plate,

one being a state hitherto wholly unrecognised, and,

what is still more important, to arrange these states, also

for the first time, in their proper sequence.

Hitherto it has been accepted as axiomatic by every

writer on the subject, that the probably unique Headless

impression 1 in the British jMuseum is the First (known)

vState of this intriguing plate. I shall here establish

that this conclusion is wrong. And I propose to do so

in such a form as will demonstrate what splendid sport

may be got by the amateur out of the painstaking

pursuit of his delightful hobby. The description of the

other by-paths into which I have been led whilst in-

vestigating the history of this plate must, as I have said,

be left to a future occasion.

In the year 1903 a Loan Exhibition of engravings

initiated by the Council of the Society of Arts was held

at the Victoria and Albert Museum. Amongst the ex-

hibits lent by King Edward were two of the later im-

pressions of the Lombart plate with which we are here

concerned. These were the vSecond Cromwell and the

Charles. (See illustrations viii. and ix.)

As good fortune would have it, Lord Bathurst, who
had read the late Mr. Alfred Whitman’s very inaccurate

description of the plate in his “ Print Collector’s Hand-
book ” (1901) chanced to walk in, his attention being

1 Mr. Graves, the well-known printseller is said to have had a duplicate,
which was unfortunately destroyed by fire.
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at once claimed the aforesaid exhibits. The Cromwell

seemed to him familiar, but familiar “ with a difference.”

As he stood puzzling over the matter a gentleman

approached and proceeded to describe the prints to a

lady by whom he was accompanied. As Lord Bathurst

listened it was borne in upon him thad. by a happy
chance he was the possessor of a print sm^v\\^r\y d propos,

and, so soon as opportunity offereel, he ventured the

oj)inion that he could produce an impression of the

plate exhibiting very material differences. Fortunately,

the gentleman proved to be that distinguished expert,

Mr. H. M. Cundall, who was then acting as Secretary

to the Advisory Council, and who later becaine Senior

Keeper of the Museum. In due course the print was
sent for from Cirencester Park, and, proving to be an

almost unique state of the plate, was borrowed for the

exhibition. I say “ almost unique,” because at that

time a duplicate in the Bodleian had, as will appear,

been only private!}' recognised. The condition of the

print was parlous. It was framed, stuck on a canvas

stretcher, and discoloured with age. Now, of course,

its importance became manifest, and, after the ex-

hibition was closed, the experts of the British Museum
were wisely consulted, and it was stripped off the

canvas and cleaned with excellent results. Later the

print proved to be of even greater importance than

was then imagined. For the moment we are concerned

with the impression itself rather than with its

implications. (111. i.)

This same year (1903) Mr. Cundall published in the

Art Journal an article on the subject entitled “A Much
Altered Fngraveel Plate,” in which, though there

was much valuable information, his most important
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conclusions were unfortunately vitiated by two erroneous

preconceptions, first, that Lombart had originally

intended the plate to carry Charles I/s head
;

second,

that the headless print in the British Museum was the

first state known. This was the more surprising since

he had had Lord Bathurst’s print before him when
the article was published, and this print cried aloud

for recognition as the first known state.

And here I must confess that I had myself five years

before in The Efiglish Illustrated Magazine given the

headless print pride of place, but with this excuse,

that at that time I knew nothing of the two prints

belonging to Lord Bathurst and the Bodleian.

So the matter rested until two years ago, when a
“ Louis ” state of the plate (possibly the only one

outside a Museum) came into my possession, and my
attention was again turned to a subject which had much
intrigued me for some thirty years (111. vi.). For many
reasons I had never felt satisfied that the proper solution

had been arrived at. Determining therefore to in-

vestigate the matter altogether afresh, and ridding

myself as far as possible of all preconceptions, I turned

m}^ attention to the duplicate of Lord Bathurst’s print,

which I knew by hearsay to be in the magnificent

Sutherland Collection of portraits and other prints

which extra-illustrate, in a compilation of sixty-one

elephant folio volumes, Clarendon’s History of the Great

Rebellion and Life, and Burnet’s History of his Own
Times. (111. i.) This had been bequeathed to the Bodleian

about 1837. Unable at the moment to go to Oxford

myself I sent a friend with strict injunctions to report

amongst other things on the condition of this particular

print- The following are the words of her report which
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here concern us, and which proved to be the corner-

stone of the whole matter.
“ On plate itself, exactly under horse’s hoof (right

hand upper corner of coat of arms) has been inscrip-

tion (probabl}^ painter and engraver) so much obliter-

ated that the paper seems worn away. Through glass

the first letter seems to be “ L.”

It is no reflection on my informant to point out that

the mention of “ the plate ” and “ the paper ” in the

same context was somewhat ambiguous, for she was
then very new to the matter of prints at all. Therefore

a further note was demanded, and the startling fact

confirmed that this almost unique impression had been

deliberately mutilated. Something had been scraped

awa}^ from the paper itself. Thereupon arose the

questions “ What had been there before the oblitera-

tion ?
” and “ Why and when had this outrage been

perpetrated ?
” Apparently the first question would

be answered by referring to the reproduction of Lord

Bathurst’s duplicate in Mr. CundalTs article. Imagine

my surprise then to find that it too seemed guiltless

of any lettering whatsoever under the horse’s hoof and

within the border of the print. Of course, the block

being in half-tone some detail would naturally be lost,

but had there been anything of a signature some

indication would surely appear.

Then this surprising possibility presented itself.

Could it possibly be that this print too, the only other

then known by me to be in existence, had suffered like

mutilation ?

A letter to Lord Bathurst elicited the following con-

firmation : “I returned here (Cirencester Park) late

this evening and at once looked at the Lombart print.
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It is quite evident that the name once was there, but

has been rubbed out. The paper is rough, just as if it

had been scratched out and the line disappeared. I

had never noticed this before. There is no doubt at

all that the name was once there. One can almost

make out the hrst stroke of the ‘ P.’ ” (111. ii.)

Soon afterwards he most kindly sent me the enlarge-

ment of mutilation No. 1, here reproduced. He also

informed me that undoubtedly the print had been in

his family’s possession since 1850, and probably long

before that. The importance of this will appear later.

Thus we had this undoubted fact, that the only two

impressions known to us had both been mutilated in

the same way, and presumably by the same hand.

The obvious conclusion was that, for some reason, in

the misty past, before these prints parted company,

something had happened to render this treatment

imperative. Yet, strange to say, this presumption was

at once absolutely negatived by what appeared at the

time to be indisputable evidence to the contrary. To
make this clear I must go back a step.

My messenger to the Bodleian had in the meantime

consulted the catalogue which Mrs. Sutherland had

compiled in 1837 to accompany her husband’s magnifi-

cent gift. Imagine my surprise when I received

the following quotation describing this state of the

plate ;

“ Cromwell. On horseback in armour and bound

with scarf. Page holding his helmet. In a border

with arms and inscription beneath. ‘ P. Lombart

sciiV within the border.”

There was our house of cards at once toppled

over. If the last six words meant anything they proved
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tliat the mutilation had been made after the year 1837,

and not in the misty past at all. They also proved

incidentally what I had long suspected, that this

Cromwell State preceded the Headless State in the

British Museum. But of that later. There was further

this serious implication, that the print had been mutilated

after it had passed into the Bodleiau’s custody. But,

on this point, I would hasten to say, at the risk of

prematurely letting the cat out of the bag, that sub-

sequent discoveries proved that their custody had

nothing whatever to do with it.

Here, then, we apparently had- these remarkable

facts : That the only two known impressions of this

state of the plate had been mutilated in the same

manner, that in the case of the Bodleian print this

mutilation had demonstrably taken place after Mrs.

Sutherland had completed her catalogue in 1837; that

there was every reason to suppose that the Bathurst

impression was never, during that period except for

its short visit to London in 1903, elsewhere than at

Cirencester Park, and that therefore each mutilation

had been perpetrated independently of the other.

Here seemed a deadlock, when, in a happy hour Lord

Bathurst brought me his beautiful print and left it

hanging on my walls. Now for the first time I had

under my hands an impression of the Lombart plate

in its first Cromwell state, with what gratifying results

will now appear.

I would direct your attention for a moment to the

Latin inscription at the foot of the print (111. i.).

It will be at once noticed that for some reason or other

the third line, concluding with the dedicatory verbs
“ D.D.D.” does not co-extend, as would be expected.
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with the line concluding with the word “Herois.” Now
let us translate :

“ Oliver Protector of Great Britain of Ireland and
of the whole British Empire. This Portrait of the

greatest and most celebrated Hero of the whole wide

world [somebody] “ gives devotes and dedicates to

His Highness’s Supreme Council.”

At once it is obvious that the nominative to the dedi-

catory verbs represented by “ D.D.D.” is lacking. This

I had long ago noticed in Lord Bathurst’s photograph

and in Mr. Cundall’s reproduction, as well as in my
own later states of the plate, and my suspicions had
been aroused. Now I had the print itself and the reason

was self-evident. There had been a second mutilation.

The name of the engraver had also been scraped away
from the Latin inscription (111. hi.). And, what was

more, reference to a photograph of the Bodleian print

at once disclosed that it too had a corresponding

mutilation. Clearly whoever was responsible had been

determined to remove every possible trace of the

engraver’s name. Indeed, had we not the positive

evidence of Mrs. Sutherland’s Catalogue, it would have

been almost certain that the perpetrator was Lombart

himself, for, as I shall be able to demonstrate in another

place the plate was completed about the date of the

Restoration, when publication of a heroic portrait of

the late Lord Protector would be accompanied by no

small danger to the perpetrator. Indeed, the fact, which

cannot here be enlarged upon, that the engraver had

purloined from Vandyke’s portrait of “ Charles I. under

an Archway ” the martyred monarch’s horse and placed

his murderer upon it might well have proved lese-majeste

and a hanging matter.
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But we were precluded from this solution by Mrs.

Sutherland’s direct statement, that in 1837 the

Sutherland print bore the words “ P. Lombart scul,”

within the border. Of the missing dedicator of the

inscription below the border she made no mention.

Obviously here was a most painful dilemma. Either

the provenance of the mutilations was undiscoverable

or ]\Irs. Sutherland had been guilty of that “ blind zeal
”

which a great man has said “ can do nothing but harm,

harm everywhere and harm always.” I hesitated to

yield to this last suspicion. If only other first Cromwell

states could be found all might yet be made clear.

Then, in a fortunate moment, came a happy thought.

Lombart was a Frenchman who had practised en-

graving in England for some years prior to the Common-
wealth. Little is known of him, but this much is certain

—he returned to France some years before his death,

probably indeed as early as 1663, as his portrait of

Antoine Grammont was in that year published in Paris.

Now, his equestrian engraving of Cromwell had un-

doubtedly been executed during his stay in England.

W hat then more likely than that he should have taken

with him on his return to France some one or more im-

pressions of this important plate, if, as is almost certain,

he left the copper behind him ? Clearly, if other early

impressions of the plate had survived, France was the

place to look for them, and Paris the most likely place

in France.

I will not here enlarge upon the search that now
ensued and the many coverts that were drawn blank.

It is enough to confess that the most likely was drawn

last and yielded the quarry that we sought. In the

Cabinet d’Estampes of the Bibliotheque Nationale first
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one and then a second impression of the first Cromwell

State of the plate turned up and, what was more, each

proved to have common to it the mutilations above

described. Here was a cardinal matter, but there was

something transcending that. There wa.s a date attach-

ing to the acquisition of these prints that cleared the

air, and blew our perplexities to the winds. Here is

the short but pregnant story.

About the middle of the seventeenth century Michel

de Marolles, Abbe de Villeloin, son of the Grand Marechal

de Camp of the time, had formed a collection of 123,400

prints. This collection he sold at a very low figure to

Colbert, that prince of bibliophiles and dilettanti, who
in his turn presented it to Tonis XIV. In one of its fine

volumes was included a first Cromwell State of our plate.

The \^ear of the gift was 1667. Soon after accepting

the gift the King deposited the collection in the library

where it has remained ever since.

Thus at one bound all the elaborate structure built

upon the foundation of Mrs. Sutherland’s catalogue

falls to the ground, and the conclusion cannot be avoided

that the lady inserted in her description of the print not

what was there, but what she judged from examination

of the later states, and, as a matter of fact, judged rightly,

should have been there. For it is impossible to hold

that the Sutherland print was fortuitously mutilated

after 1837 in exactly the same manner as were those

in Paris, which undoubtedly had been mutilated as

early as 1667.

Thus then it is clear that Lombart was the mutilator

of the few proofs which he pulled of the first Cromwell

State of his own plate. Nothing but panic, and the

panic caused by the Restoration, could account for
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such drastic treatment, and nothing but it could account

for so small an output of so hne a print.

I must now, as shortly as possible, deduce from the

above facts the precedence of the first Cromwell State

over the Headless State in the British Museum. These

facts corroborate evidence of which I had long been

cognisant but which alone was perhaps not sufficiently

conclusive to convince those who held other precon-

ceptions. Of this last first.

I would ask you now to turn to the reproductions of

the two earliest states (111. i. and iv.) and examine them
closely, though with the reproductions so small and in

half-tone I fear you will have to take my word for some
of the details. It is, however, of course open to anyone

to check these points on the originals at the Museums or,

if they choose, from the prints and photographs in my
possession.^

Concentrate your attention on the lace edging of the

Cromwell (state i.) and what remains of this lace edging

on the headless print (state ii.). Having convinced

yourself that every line and spot of the lace's detail are

identical, I want you to consider what it implies. Why,
undoubtedly, not that Cromwell’s head was engraved

on to the plate and his collar fitted on to the remnants

of the collar of state ii., but that Cromwell’s head had

been burnished out and the remnants left on the plate.

That is proved, under a magnifying glass, by the fact

that in Cromwell’s meticulously patterned collar there

is no scintilla of botching visible. In engraving we look

for no miracles, and to anyone acquainted with its

technique any such invisible join would presuppose a

miraculous engraver.

^ Vide note at the end of this article.
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That alone was enough to satisfy me as to tlie title

to precedence of Cromwell (state i.), but, as I say, I

doubted if it was enough to satisf}-" those who had so

long held a different opinion.

Now, with the mutilations and what lay beneath

them, came sufficient corroboration to convince Pyrrho

of Elis himself.

Here I must ask you again to use your magnifying

glass. You will at once notice that the work of the

despoiler of Lord Bathurst’s print (vide illustration

No. ii.) has not been quite thorough!}^ done. There are

still some slight remains under the horse’s hoof of the

signature that was once there. I, of course, refer to

the print, not the copper-plate, for on the latter un-

doubtedly the signature was at this stage clear enough.

Now use your glass on the corresponding part of the

headless print. There you will hnd that the parallel

lines of the ground on the plate itself continue across

the space of the mutilation. If you cannot see it in the

reproduction you must take my word for it. Now
look closer still and you will find that beneath and

between those horizontal lines are to be found the un-

doubted remains of the tell-tale signature. In a word,

the engraver has been as little thorough in burnishing

out the words from the plate before introducing these

lines as the miutilator has been in tampering with the

Cromwell print.

Thus we have conclusive evidence that the headless

state succeeds the hrst Cromwell. For, had it preceded

it, there could be no traces of the engraved signature.

There is another piece of evidence which I have not

space to elaborate
;
and, after all, why slay the already

slain ? The point is proved. Henceforward, the first
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Cromwell must be accepted as the first known state of

the plate, notwithstanding the patent fact that the

Lord Protector’s head has been inserted after the rest

of the plate has been engraved. That last mysterious

fact is another story which cannot be enlarged on here.

For already the way has been long. I hope not too

long for the reader’s patience. As I have said, he can

later, if he so wishes, accompany me on a much more

extended journey, for the above is but one episode in

the history of this remarkable plate.

I shall conclude with just a sufficient description of

the varying states of the plate to enable the possessors

of any of its impressions to place their treasures in

proper sequence. I need hardly say that I shall be most

gratefully surprised if anyone can add to their number.

There are, of course, many minor details for which I

have not room.

First State. Cromwell (four impressions known, Lord Bathurst,
one

;
the Bodleian, one

;
the Bibliotheque Nationale, two).

On horseback, the horse “ lifted ” from Van Dyck’s portrait

of “ Charles under an Archway.” Above right eye a single

wart, brow broad, moustache short and crisp, tuft on chin
cut close. Sash over left shoulder. Page with full trunk
hose, frilled, and ribbon knots right and left. Lord
Protector’s private coat of arms in cartouche, with lion

rampant in last quartering. Mutilation below horse’s near
fore foot.

Inscription, the third line starting immediately below
the second. Full stop after word Protector, though in

some instances this does not appear through close clipping.

Mutilation after ” D.D.D.” (111. No. i.).

Second State. Headless. (One impression known, British

Museum.) Horizontal lines engraved over space corre-

sponding to mutilation under horse’s hoof, slight indications
of removed signature still remaining. Cartouche blank.
Inscription removed, otherwise generally as State I. (111.

No. iv.).

Third State. Louis XIV. (One known, British IMuseum.)
Features lightly engraved. Scarf continued over left
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shoulder where Cromwell’s collar has been. Engraved outline

of cravat. Page’s trunk hose now drawn in at knee, ribbons
and frills removed. Cartouche blank. No inscription.

This unique print has floriated border cut away. Part of

letter “ p ” still visible below horse’s hoof. Short inter-

vening lines added between horizontals accentuating
detachment of cartouche from the picture. (111. No. v.).

Fourth State. I.ouis XIV. (Four complete examples known
;

Bodleian, one
;
Bibliotheque Nationale, two

;
G. S. Bayard,

one.) Outlined features fainter, apparently half burnished
out. vScarf partially removed and turned into sash round
waist. Wings of cravat heavily shaded, middle portion

disappearing within the armour. (111. No. vi.).

Note. There is in the Bodleian a fifth but incomplete
impression of this state. This is a touched proof, the

features of Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden being drawn in

red chalk over the features of Louis XIV. Mrs. Sutherland
describes this wrongly as another “ state.” (111. No. vii.).

Fifth State. Cromwell. (This and the succeeding states are

rare, but by no means unobtainable.) Features differing

from those in First State, noticeably duplication of the

wart over the right eye. Inscription as in first state, save
that the third line has been shifted towards the left, and
” Effigiem ” is now wrongly spelt " Efficiem.” The space
on right which should contain nominative to ‘‘ D.U.D.’’
is now occupied by ‘‘ Wandeck pinxit P. Lombart sculps ”

in script. Cartouche has same coat of arms as State I. (111.

No. viii.).

Sixth State. Charles I. Collar vandyked. Badge of the
” George ” suspended from chain round neck. Flounces
are added to trunk hose of page, differing somewhat from
those in State I., and knots of ribbons reappear to right

and left. The Page has a small cavalier moustache, his

curls are amplified. Portions of the plate worked over.

Floriated border strengthened. The short lines of shading
to right of cartouche (vide State III.) disappear. The
Royal arms displace those of the Lord Protector. In-

scription runs :

‘‘ C.\rolus I. dei grati.\ Magnae
Britanniae Franciae et Hiberniae Rex.” To left and right

and above inscription ” Wandyck Pinxit ” and ‘‘ P. Lombart
sculp ” in script. (111. No. ix.).

Seventh State. Cromwell. Features older and weaker. Hair
falls over collar on right shoulder. The warts disappear
from forehead, moustache scanty, and tuft on chin shaggy.
Collar, below which can be seen traces of the vand^^ked
edge of the King’s, badly copied from Fifth State. " George”
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and chain removed. Page retains cavalier moustache and
frills. Engraving of sky behind head carelessly renewed.
In Cartouche, Cromweh’s coat of arms as in States I. and
V., save that the last quartering contains a chevron charged
with a mullet in place of a lion rampant. Inscription

copied from State V., repeating the mis-spelling of Effigiem,
but altering the full stop at end of first line into a comma,
and giving painter and engraver as “ Van Dick pinx. P.
Lombard sculp

”
in script. (111. No. x.).

The Reprints. In 1876 the copperplate was purchased from a
stranger by the late Mr. W. G. Patterson, of Edinburgh,
who sold it to Sir William Stirling-Maxwell. It is now in

the possession of his son, Brigadier-General Stirling of

Keir. Before parting with it Patterson had fifty impressions
printed. Since then only two impressions have been taken
— one is at Keir and one is in my possession. The plate

is on the whole excellently preserved, though the more
delicate lines, particularly of the hill on which the Castle

stands, show signs of wear.

Note.

—

Since writing the above, by kind permission of the Trustees of the
British Museum and of Mr. Campbell Dodgson, C.B.E., Keeper of Prints and
Drawings, 1 am accorded the privilege of arranging the whole series of States
in the gallery of the British Museum Print Room. These will remain on view
from Feb. 1.3 to March 31.—G. S. L.
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ELIZABETH ADELA FORBES. The First Plate. No. 1

Size of the original dry-point X lo inches

THE DRY-POINTS OF ELIZABETH ADELA
FORBES,formerly E. A* ARMSTRONG (1859-1912)

By ARTHUR K. SABIN

S the great stream of a movement such as the

modern revival of etching flows on, there

emerge, a little outside the general current,

individual artists of eminent qualities who
rely for their impetus upon the contemporary tendency,

and yet seem otherwise free from its influence. Not

heavily indebted to their predecessors, they frequently

are little known in their own day, and leave no following

to imitate and extol their work. Elizabeth Adela

Armstrong—to use the name she owned when most of

her dry-points were made—was an artist of this order.

That she turned her attention to etching at all, was

probably more or less accidental, the effect of the

opportunities of the moment, and her associations at a

very impressionable period, rather than any profound

conviction that in this medium before all others she

would And an adequate means of expression, and,

indeed—as it proved—a perfect vehicle for the revelation

of her own sensitive nature.
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She is not to be reckoned among the great masters of

etching, who, by sheer force of character, dominate not

only the technique of their art, but the appreciation of a

wide public. Of a disposition at once retiring and

responsive, she expressed herself in dry-points of such

consummate delicacy and sensitiveness, yet of so much
beauty, that they are in a class apart, in no way to be

identified with the work of any other artist. She made
no irresistible bid for fame, nor sought with any per-

tinacity a market for her wares, being mostly content

with a proof or two from her exquisite plates, which

were of such evanescent texture that generally three or

four or perhaps half-a-dozen proofs were alone obtain-

able. These proofs are therefore precious things. Each
fragment becomes a treasure to be valued highly by the

collector.

The artist was born in Canada in 1859. Little is

known of the story of her early days. She herself has

put on record practically all that there is to be told in a

letter quoted by her friend, Mrs. Lionel Birch, whose

book, “ Stanhope A. Forbes, A.R.A., and Elizabeth

Stanhope Eorbes,” was published in 1906. Only such

details need be mentioned here, therefore, as refer

particularly to her development and work as an etcher

—

the story of several years only, after which she turned

entirely to other mediums for an expression more in

consonance with the changed influences around her.

After a lonely childhood, of which, she says, the

clearest impression in her memory was of the changing

seasons of Canada and the glory of its marvellous mantle

of winter snow, it was decided that she should come with

her mother to England for the continuance of her

education in art, towards which she had shown an early
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ELIZABETH ADELA FORBES. Portrait of the Artist. No. 3

-Size of the original dry-point 4X3 inches
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proclivity. They came therefore to London. While
still very young, she was entered as a student at the

National Art Training School, South Kensington
;
and she

records at this time numerous happy days spent wander-

ing in the museum among its treasures, which left many
enduring impressions upon her mind. Her father had
died suddenly in Canada shortly after her arrival in

England with her mother. Consequent upon this, it

became necessary, after some time had elapsed, for her

mother to return to Canada. Both journeyed back to

America
;
and there Elizabeth spent three happy years,

a member of the New York Art Students’ League and an

enthusiastic student.

But the call of Europe was irresistible
;
and at twenty

years of age she again crossed to this side of the Atlantic

and went by herself to Munich, to which city, influenced by

the enthusiasm of some of her New York friends, she had

chosen to go in preference to Paris. The experiment was

not a success, and lasted but a few months. She returned

disappointed and depressed by her stay in the Bavarian

capital, and shortly afterwards went with her mother to

the village of PontAven in Einistere—a corner of that out-

lying and primitive Breton land toward which artists of

many countries were at that time finding their way.

Her stay at Pont Aven marks the point in her career

when the student, swiftly developing, became the artist,

with an expression at once beautiful, and adequate to

the needs of her delicate artistic faculty. Here she made
many drawings which served as an inspiration for her

dry-point work after her return to London
;
and here,

after her first essay with the etching needle, she rapidly

achieved great facility and skill with it, and produced

some of the loveliest of her early plates.
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In 1883 she returned, unwillingly, to London, where

soon, she tells us, she “ continued to chafe like a prisoner

behind bars, both in the dark days of winter, and in the

breathless summer heat.” Here, however, her dry-point

work was continued
;

for London possessed facilities,

and often afforded an opportunity for etching when
colour work would have been impossible. She also

became a regular contributor to the Grosvenor Gallery,

the Royal Institute, and to Suffolk Street. A stay of

two-and-a-half years was varied by escapes whenever

possible into the country or abroad. One such occasion,

very happy both in itself and its results, was a sketching

trip to Holland, to join some old comrades of the Art

Students’ League of New York. There she worked in

and around the ancient almshouses of the little coast

town of Zandvoort, and produced drawings which, on

her return to London, were translated into a group of her

most successful dry-points.

This London period was a busy and fruitful one
;
but

for all that she was glad to be able to get away hnally,

at the end of 1885, from the restrictions and discourage-

ments of town, and, accompanied again by her mother,

make her way to Newlyn in Cornwall, which was

destined to be henceforward her permanent home. In

the spring of the following year she met Mr. Stanhope

A. Forbes, of whom she had heard much, but failed to

see, when they were both in Brittany in 1881. Some
months later they became engaged, and were married

in 1889.

On her return to London from Pont Aven in 1883,

Miss Armstrong had become an Associate of the Society

of Painter-Etchers, which was then in the third year of

its existence
;
and dry-points by her were shown that year
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and each year subsequently at the Society’s exhibitions

until 1888, when her work as an etcher had almost ceased.

Concerning this, she herself says :
“ When I had settled in

Cornwall, the difficulty of having my plates printed, more

especially of having the trial proofs pulled while actually

at work, proved too discouraging, and gradually, to my
regret, I found myself compelled to lay aside my etching

tools, and I ceased to contribute work to the Society to

which I had felt it such an honour to belong.”

In the etchings themselves three periods can be

roughly noted, though with no absolute accuracy of

division. The hrst period—represented in the following

catalogue by numbers 1 to 24—comprises all the Breton

work, whether the plates were prepared in Pont Aven
or in London after her return in 1883, together with

various other subjects. The second period dates from

her visit to Zandvoort in 1884, to her final departure

from London at the end of 1885. It includes the plates

numbered in the catalogues 25 to 35 and 41. The
etchings of the Cornish period are recognisable at once by

their change of subject, and by a corresponding change

also in the character and methods of her work. Numbers
36 to 40 are the only dry-points which can be attributed

with certainty to these last years of her activity with

the etching needle, and with one exception they were

done before her marriage in 1889. The exception is the

last plate of the Cornish series. No. 40, entitled The Sisters;

and it bears in its upper right corner the monogram
E A F, as a witness that at the time of its completion

Elizabeth Adela Armstrong had already changed her

name and become Mrs. Stanhope A. Forbes.

From this time forward Mrs. Forbes confined herself

to the brush and pencil, in which mediums she did much
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ELIZABETH ADELA FORBES. A Breton Fisher Girl. No. 4

Size of the original dry-point 6X4J inches
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beautiful work. Such a busy life she spent, engrossed

in new tasks, new interests, and touching on phases of

art and its purposes so different to those of earlier years,

that she probably had no feeling of an incompleteness

in the dry-point work she had done. But one cannot

help regretting that she left a medium which seemed so

admirably adapted to the sympathetic expression of

her particular genius, and wondering how her dry-points

would have developed under the wider range and the

virile stimulating influence of the Newlyn School.

It is of considerable interest that the artist’s hrst

attempt at dry-point has been preserved. Through the

kindness of Mr. Mortimer Menpes, we are allowed to

reproduce the only impression that exists of this first

plate she worked upon—a long narrow strip of copper,

loin, by l-|in., on which she made three sketches of

her mother’s head, a sketch of a portrait of the artist

Fortuny y Carbo which chanced to be at hand at the

moment, and of the head and bust of the hgure in the

foreground of Whistler’s “ Speke Hall.” Mr. Menpes

has preserved with great care an almost complete collec-

tion of the early plates, proofs of all of which he himself

pulled for Miss Armstrong, both at Pont Aven and in

London. It was a piece of great good fortune that

this distinguished etcher and remarkable exponent of

the art of printing should have assisted the artist in

her technical development, and have been the means

of translating the subtle delicacy of her plates into such

perfect proofs. The combination was as happy as it

is rare. Mr. Menpes records the quick facility with

which she mastered and handled the etching needle,

taking the copper plate which she polished with a leather

until it shone, then working rapidly, with the needle
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ELIZABETH ADELA FORBES. An Old Dame. ( 1 ). No. 5

Size of the original dry-point 74 X 5 J
inches
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now in the right, now in the left hand indifferently, and

watching intently as the fragile burr caught the light

and the subject grew—an evanescent vision on the

plate which the printing of a few proofs would destroy.

Only in two of the plates

—

The Reapers (No. 13) and

Boy with a Stick (No. 14)—did she make any attempt

at etching proper. Both these plates have a base of

bitten work, but are hnished with dry-point. The
effect—cruder, with less of the facile sensitiveness which

was so essentially her charm—was one she did not like,

nor attempt in other plates
;

though later, in the

Cornish period particularly, shadows and backgrounds

would sometimes be scratched on the plate with an

effect not unlike bitten work.

She was perhaps happiest of all in her dry-points of

children or very young people. This is well illustrated

in such plates as A Child of Pont Aven (No. 7) which is

too slight and delicate to reproduce successfully, in

Dorothy (Nos. 18 and 19), those charming portraits of

the infant daughter of Mr. Mortimer Menpes, and in

A Girl of Pont Aven (No. 10). There is a quality in the

line which suggests a momentarily suspended animation ;

the portraits are as it were caught in the very act of

growing, and when we look again we almost expect to

hnd some change of expression, or that a slight move-

ment has altered the position of a limb or a portion of

the drapery.

Arising out of what may be called her inclination to

depict action rather than repose, a main characteristic

of her development is to be noted in her growing

tendency to realise a dramatic situation in her work.

Such an attempt—perhaps not altogether successful

—

was made in the hrst period in The Reapers (No. 13).
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Its subject is the great Breton theme of the toilers on

the land and the tragedy of their lot, reaping what they

may not eat, or forever striving to win a bare sub-

sistence from the sparse or barren soil. But that which

in Millet was so nobly revealed, left no profoundly

moving features in the young etcher’s dry-point, how-

ever deeply she herself may have been stirred. This

was the only occasion during the hrst period that she

etched a group, instead of the exquisite single studies

which were so satisfying in themselves. But through

the second period each dry-point deals, if not with a

group of persons, always with a composite subject, in

which interests other than the central personage appear.

Thus in No. 25, where a girl sits knitting and looking

out of the window beside her, we see not only the

simple delightful hgure, but we see her also in relation

to the things which concern her—her occupation,

suspended for the moment, the passing hgures outside,

and her environment. A similar impression is con-

veyed by that kindred plate. In the Almshouses,

Zandvoort (No. 28), where a girl, also in the act of

knitting, her ball of wool fallen to the floor and leaving

a long tremulous line downward from her hand, stands

amid the picturesqu'e surroundings of the old alms-

houses. This extension of the interest, and tendency to

express action rather than repose, is noticeable in all

the Zandvoort plates, which represent the highest level

her genius attained. Mrs. Forbes was awarded a medal

in Paris for a small set of the plates of this period, of

which Saying Grace (No. 29)—another scene in these

same old almshouses—was the principal exhibit.

The Cornish plates are too few for any estimate to be

made of what her dry-points would have been had she
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ELIZABETH ADELA FORBES. In the Almshouses, Zandvoort. No. 28

Size of the original dry-point 11X5 inches
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continued to practice with this medium. Net Beating

(No. 36), The Bakehouse (No. 37), and The Carpenter's

Shop (No. 38)—her last exhibits at the Society of

Painter-Etchers in 1887—show a progressive change in

treatment, perhaps largely the result of the difficulty she

was then experiencing with printing, and the develop-

ment of a realism unknown to her earlier work.

No attempt has been made hitherto to prepare an

exhaustive list of the dry-points. It is scarcely to be

expected therefore that the catalogue which follows is

complete, or perfect even so far as it goes. As the years

passed, the artist probably parted from time to time

with various proofs in her possession, of which she had

only single copies. Certain it is that the series of proofs,

selected by Sir Frank Short, which Mr. Stanhope A.

Forbes got together as an act of homage and devotion

after his wife’s death in 1912, does not include all her

work. Proofs of several other early dry-points are in

the collection of Mr. Mortimer Menpes
;

and there is

one mentioned in my list (Toby, No. 23) which I have

not seen, the only record of it that I could find being its

title in the Catalogue of the Society of Painter-Etchers

for 1883. This special series of very hne proofs, repre-

senting thirty-four of the forty-one executed plates, has

just been presented by Mr. Forbes, as a lasting and

suitable memorial to the artist, to the collections of the

Victoria and Albert Museum. The dry-points not

represented among these proofs are numbers 1, 2, 6, 9,

23, 34 and 41 ;
but it is understood that an impression

of Louise (No. 9) will be added to the set shortly. Proofs

of eight of the plates—numbers 11, 14, 18, 20, 21, 26,

27 and 28—are contained in the collections of the Print

Room at the British Museum.
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CATALOGUE OF DRY-POINTS BY
ELIZABETH ADELA FORBES (1859-1912)

(Formerly E. A. ARMSTRONG)
1.

—The First Plate.
This is the first dry-point made by the artist : a plate

with three studies of her mother’s head, a copy of a portrait

of Fortuny, and the head of the figure in Whistler’s Speke
Hall. Only one impression was taken of the sketches on
this strip of copper. It is in the Mortimer Menpes Collection.

Hxio.

2.

—Wood at Pont Aven.
\ copse with brushwood of several years’ growth, stripped

of leaves, which slants from the right side of the plate.

4^ X 3.

Only impression known in the Mortimer Menpes Collection.

3.

—Portrait of the Artist.
The head, full face, a little on the right side of the plate,

but leaning over slightly to the left, with hair drooping
heavily on the forehead and partly shading her eyes. A dry-
point of herself when about twenty-three years of age.

Signed with monogram E A .

4x3.
Rare

;
an impression is in the Mortimer Menpes Collection.

4.

—A Breton Fisher Girt..

She stands with her back to a cliff, looking to the right

out to sea
;
her left hand touches the prow of a boat just

seen in the right bottom corner of the plate. Signed with
monogram E A.
6x41.

vS.—An Old Dame. (No. 1).

Head and shoulders of an elderly Breton woman, full face,

turned slightly to the right, wearing a cap with a broad
dark band.

7| X 5^.

second state, with additional work, in the Mortimer
Menpes Collection.

6.

—An Old Dame (No. 2).

Another plate of the same subject as the preceding.
Mortimer Menpes Collection. Signed with monogram E A.

6x3f.

7.

—A Child of Pont Aven.
She stands facing to the right, her hair in a plait wound

round her head, and her bodice slipped a little down the
right shoulder.
5|x3i.
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ELIZABETH ADELA FORBES. Mother and Child. No. 20

Size of the original dry-point 6x3! inches



8.

—Head of an Old Woman.
The head of an old Breton woman, full face, leaning to

the right.

x4i.
Two other states in the Mortimer Menpes Collection.

9.

—Louise.
A barefooted Breton girl, seated on the banks of a stream :

one hand clasps the stem of a slender tree, towards which
she leans

;
the other lies in her lap.

7|X4|.
There is a water-colour drawing for the above etching in

the Victoria and Albert Museum.

10.

—A Girl of Pont Aven.
She is seated, turned to the right, with head looking

forward
;
her hands in her lap.

X 3

Is/ state. Ifefore monogram.
2nd state. With monogram E A. Some of the burr

removed from the dress, and with a few more lines on the
face.

11. An Old Lady of Pont Aven.
She sits leaning slightly forward, her left hand clasped

round her knee. On the ground in the left corner of the
plate are an earthenware jug and bowl. Signed Armstrong 82.

6x4|.

12.

—A Recumbent Figure.
A Breton giil lying face downwards on the ground, with

bare legs crossed and head raised. A second state, with
monogram, is in the Mortimer Menpes Collection.

3| X 6^.

13.

—The Reapers.
Two Breton women with sickles in a field of sparsely grown

corn, and a man tying up a sheaf. Signed with monogram
E A.
6x8.
Etching and dry-point.

This and the following plate are the only ones by the
artist containing etched work.

14.

—Boy with a Stick.
A peasant boy, standing, to right, in round cap and wooden

sabots, holding a stick in his right hand
;
a slender tree-stem

to the right. Signed with monogram E A.
Etching and dry-point.

4x2|.
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15.

—A Breton Peasant Woman.
She is seated on an upturned basket, leaning forward,

with right hand stretched out towards her bare foot. Signed
E. A. Armstrong, 1882.

4 15 V 7^ 16 ^ ' 16 •

16.

—A Breton Peasant Girl (No. 1).

Head and shoulders of a Breton peasant girl, in profile

to the right.

7|x3i.
Is^ state. With monogram E A.
2nd state. The monogram has disappeared, and the work

has grown fainter on the hair, cap and shoulder. The plate
much worn.

17.

—A Breton Peasant Girl (No. 2).

The same subject as the preceding, with head and
shoulders on a larger scale on the plate, but less finished.

X 4|.

18.

—Dorothy (No. 1). Also known as “ The Night-Dress ”

and “ Good Morning.”
A little girl of about three years of age standing in her

nightdress, and leaning back against a bed. Her right hand
is outspread on the folded-back coverlet. Miss Dorothy
Menpes was the subject of this plate. Signed with mono-
gram E A

.

61x3 |i

.

A later state is in the Mortimer Menpes Collection.

19.

—Dorothy (No. 2).

The same subject as that preceding, on a larger plate :

the right hand upon the coverlet is folded, and the head is

bent a little to the right. Signed with monogram E A.
7|x4|.

20.

—Mother and Child.
A nude woman seated, leaning forward, with a naked

child at her knees. Signed with monogram E A.
6 x3|.
There is a water-colour drawing for the above plate in

the Victoria and Albert Museum.

21.

—The Pigeons.
A nude female figure holding out a shallow bowl with

both hands to the right
;

on. the ground are the shadowy
outlines of four pigeons. Signed with monogram E A.

lOxSf.
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Size of the original dry-point 6X4 inches



22.

—Portrait of H. de Lapasteur, Esq.
A young man, in a coat with fur collar and cuffs, is seated

looking to the left. One hand clasps the back of the chair,
the other rests upon his knee. Signed with monogram E A

10x71.
A working proof of this plate, with the left hand only

sketched in, and before the right hand and arm were
drawn on the plate, is also in the Victoria and Albert
Museum.

Exhibited at the Society of Painter-Etchers, 1885.

23.

—Toby.
Dry-point of the son of Mortimer Menpes, Esq.
Exhibited at the Society of Painter-Etchers, 1883.

24.

—Dr. Faustus.
A young man, with dark hair and moustache, half turned

to the right. He wears a coat with a deep fur collar, and
holds a newspaper in his hands.

11|X7|.
A working proof of this plate, the head and coat collar

only completed, is in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Exhibited at the Society of Painter-Etchers, 1885.

25.

—The Girl at the Window.
A Dutch girl, seated knitting by an open window, through

which two figures and some cottages are seen.

6x41.

26.

—Peeling Onions.
A Dutch girl seated on a chair, with a shallow basket

containing onions on her lap, a knife in her right hand, and
an onion in the left.

5 ^ X 3^.
Exhibited at the Society of Painter-Etchers, 1885.

27.

—The Old Lady and her Stick.
The old lady, with her stick in her left hand, stands, with

her right hand upon a chest of drawers, facing the right
;

through an open window in front can be seen a fence and
farm buildings. Signed with monogram E A.

6| X 4.

28.

—

In the Almshouses, Zandvoort.
A Dutch girl, in sabots and cap, stands knitting, her ball

of wool on the ground. Signed with monogram E A.
11x5.
Reproduced in The Studio, p. 188, vol. iv., 1894.
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ELIZABETH ADELA FORBES. The Bakehouse. No. 37

Size of the original dry-point lo^ X 8 inches
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29.

—Saying Grace (Xo. 1).

A scene in the Almshouses, Zandvoort. A family group sit

round a table, upon which tea is laid
;
leaning against one

of the elder girls stands a young girl in the right foreground.

4| X 8.

lixhibited at the Society of Painter-Etchers, 1885.

30.

—Saying Grace (X'o. 2).

The left half of the previous plate which has been cut in

two, leaving only the two elder people seated at the table
;

the window beside the fireplace has been darkened.

4J X 41.

Exhibited at the Society of Painter-Etchers, 1886.

31 . Chuckstone.
A boy and girl, both barefooted, seated upon a stone wall,

plaving with small stones. Signed v/ith monogram E A.
6x4.
Exhibited at the Society of Painter-Etchers, 1884.

32.

—Boys with a Barrow.
Two country lads, one with a small barrow, stand in a

back yard
;
beyond are a field and farm buildings. From a

drawing made at Walberswick. Signed with monogram E A .

5^X4.

33.

—The Lock.
On the wall above the lock a boy sits with a fishing rod

in his hand
;

a house stands by the road beyond. From a
drawing made at Walberswick.

51 X 4.

34.

—The Water-cress Bed.
In the left foreground a girl is seated on a bank of the dyke

which contains the water-cress ; at the other end of the

dyke farm buildings fill in the background. A scene
possibly at Walberswick. Signed with monogram E A.

Exhibited at the Society of Painter- Etchers, 1886.

Reproduced in The Studio, p. 188, vol. iv., 1894.

35.

—The Old Model.
Head of an old bearded man, wearing tortoiseshell

rimmed spectacles
;
he holds a lighted candle in his left hand.

4 X 4

36.

—Net Beating.
The net hangs from a nail on the wall, and a woman

stands, with a netting shuttle in her hand, working at it,

and talking to a girl who is seated on a chair in the left

foreground. Scene at X'ewlyn. Signed with monogram E A .

7ix4|.
Exhibited at the Society of Painter-Etchers, 1886.
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ELIZABETH ADELA FORBES. The Sisters. 1st State. Nc. 4D

Size of the original dry-point ioX8 inches
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37.

—The Bakehouse.
A bakehouse at Newlyn. A woman stands before the

brick-built oven, a peel in her right hand
;
by the table to

the left stands a girl with a basket.

lOf x8.
Is^ state. With monogram E. A., and heavy burr all over,

making the room gloomy and dark.

2nd state. The burr has been largely removed, and the
monogram has almost vanished.

Exhibited at the Society of Painter-Etchers, 1887.

38.

-

—

The Carpenter’s Shop.
A bench runs under the window

;
and by a smaller bench

stands a youth with bare feet in a jersey and cap
;
another

vouth is seated m tne left foreground. Newlyn. Signed
with monogram E A

.

8x 10|.

Exhibited at the Society of Painter Etchers, 1887.

39.

—The Cornish Pasty.
The grown-up daughter is rolling out the paste on the

table, by which a child stands looking on. Grandmother
sits knitting beyond, and mother places a kettle on the fire,

to the left of which another figure is seated. A Newlyn
scene. Signed with monogiam E A.
8x101.

40.

—The Sisters.
An elder girl, with hair in a plait down her back, is seated

facing the right, holding on her lap her small sister. Newlyn.
Signed with monogram E A E.

10x8.
l5^ state. Dry-point with heavy burr on background

round the figures.

2nd state. Background scratched all over to produce an
aquatint effect.

41

.

—Idleness.
On the level sands in the foreground stands a solitary

donkey
;
behind it to the right are two boys seated on the

sand, other unoccupied donkeys, and bathing machines,
from one of which a flag is flying. A breeze stirs the flag

gently, and moves also the bathing garments hung out
on a line to dry in the left middle distance. A plate of

the same period as Nos. 31-33. Signed with monogram E A .

4x6i-f.
Exhibited at the Society of Painter-Etchers, 1884,

Sydney Vacher Collection.
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ALBERT BESNARD

To our great regret, a lithograph has been published

in the Print Collector’s Quarterly, Vol. vih., p. 264,

as an undescribed work of M. Albert Besnard, which

that eminent artist does not acknowledge as his. We
are bound to accept his disclaimer, and to apologise to

him for giving currency to a wrong attribution, which is

based upon the sale catalogue of the celebrated collec-

tion of the late M. Alfred Beurdeley (7me. vente, July

2nd and 3rd, 1920, lot 396). It is understood that the

catalogue was compiled by M. Toys Delteil, whose name
is given as “expert.” The lithograph was bought at

that sale in all good faith by a well-known Paris dealer,

and sold by him as a Besnard to the English collector

who lent it for reproduction in the Quarterly. No
satisfactory solution has yet been found of the problem

of its real authorship.

The Editor.
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FRANK T. SABIN
{Established in 184S)

172 NEIV BOND STREET
LOISDON, ID. I

^ Finest examples of old English and

French Colour Prints, Mezzotints, etc.,

of the 1 8th Century.

^ Choice Paintings by Old Masters.

^ Original drawings, illuminated manu-

scripts, miniatures, and specially fine

and rare books.

172 NEfF BOND STREEl^
LONDON, JV, I

Only Address
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NOW READY

Art Prices Current
1915-16

BEING A RECORD OF SALE PRICES AT CHRISTIE’S
DURING THE SEASON; TOGETHER WITH
REPRESENTATIVE PRICES FROM THE SALES OF
MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE, AND

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON
WITH AN

INDEX TO ARTISTS’ AND ENGRAVERS’ NAMES
AND TO THE TITLES AND SUBJECTS SOLD

Volume 9

PRICE THREE GUINEAS NET

!

A COMPLETE SET of the previous eight volumes

is offered for a limited period at the special Inclusive

price of TEN GUINEAS.

These previous volumes are on sale separately, as follows

;

Vol. I. (1907-8) (Christie’s only) £1 1 0 net.

Vol. II. (1908-9) do. 1 1 0 „

Vol. 111.(1909-10) do. 1 1 0 „

Vol. IV. (1910-1 1) (Christie’s, Sotheby’s and Puttick’s) ... 2 2 0 „

Vol. V. (1911-12) do. do. do. 2 2 0 „

Vol. VI. (1912-13) do. do. do. 2 2 0 „

Vol. VII. (1913-14) do. do. do. 2 2 0 „

Vol. VIII. (1914-15) do. do. do. 2 2 0

Further Volumes will be published at short intervals until the work is brought

up to date.

“ART TRADE JOURNAL” OFFICE
13, Buckingham Street, Strand, W.C. 2
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F. F. JH^EUMJYER
Book and Print Seller

70 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON
Telephone Gerrard 7813. IV.C 2

ETCHINGS AND LITHOGRAPHS BY
MODERN ARTISTS

DRAWINGS BY THE OLD MASTERS

CHIAOSCUROS

BOOKS ON ART, ENGLISH AND FOREIGN

Catalogues post free

0.4Sak s "rowe pi

VVORWiCK. CASTL EE.
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HAMSON-

.. pan::£ ..A/j/t,

D.Y CAMEIRON
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RnK.1o.v 10 10

5IR FRANK SHORT
o.xi-o,-a .‘lo

Robe. I • 1W..S /lO
The 5oU..w . n...^ 51.Ue .<8

W.C. APPLE. BEY
A Po.»re.,Vv J 1 1 2, 0

28 KING RICHARD STREET
(0 COVENTRY. ENG..

i
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Francis Harvey
6 St. James’s Street

LONDON, S.W. 1

4*

OLD ENGLISH MEZZOTINTS
RARE ENGRAVED PORTRAITS

On View and on Sale

Tel. : Recent 3927

Japanese Colour Prints
The Identification of Japanese Colour Prints is the

subject of an authoritative article in the January issue

of the Burlington Magazine. This is the first of a

series written by W. H. Edmunds, and gives useful

hints for the detection of reprints and forgeries.

Price 2/6 (post free, 3/-). Annual Subscription, 32/-.

THE BURLIXGTON MAGAZINE is recognised as authoritative on
questions of Art and Art History from the earliest times to the present
day. Its contributors are the highest authorities on their respective
subjects. Its illustrations are finer than those of any other Art Maga-
zine, and the Magazine aims in its reviewing at being a complete guide
to the Literature of the Fine Arts.

A Classified List of the Principal Articles Published can be obtained
FREE on application.

THE BURLINGTON MAGAZINE
For Connoisseurs. Illustrated. Published Monthly. 2/6 net.

LONDON: 17 OLD BURLINGTON STREET, \V. 1

BOSTON: THE MEDICI SOCIETY OF AMERICA INC.
755 BOYLSTON STREET
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On Subscription only List closes March 3

1

st

The Etchings of

J. McNeill Whistler

TWO GUINEAS NET

WITH TWENTY FOUR PLATES IN

HAND PRINTED PHOTOGRAVURE
AND UPWARDS OF SEVENTY OTHER
REPRODUCTIONS IN MONOTONE

COMMENTARY BY CAMPBELL
DODGSON, C.B.E,, KEEPER

OF THE PRINTS AND DRAWINGS
AT THE BRITISH MUSEUM. A

COMPLETE LIST OF ETCHINGS
WILL BE INCLUDED.

MESSRS. STEVENS AND BROWN,

4 TRAFALGAR SQUARE, LONDON,
AND 33 PEARL STREET, NEW YORK,

ARE ACTING AS AGENTS FOR THIS

VOLUME IN THE UNITED STATES

Offices of The Studio 44 Leicester Sq.y London
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B. F. Stevens & Brown
yimerican Library and Literary jdgents

beg to announce that they have added a FINE ART
DEPARTMENT to their Agency under expert

management, and are extending their activities

to High Class Pictures, Drawings, Engravings and

Works of Art generally. In addition to Rare

Books, MSS., etc.

Commissions Executed Searches Made

Enquiries Soticited

4 TRAFALGAR SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone: 5306 Gerrard Telegrams and Cables: Stebrovens, London

New York Agenli : Messrs. Tice dr Lunch. Inc. 35 Pearl Street.

Sole Agents for The Studio publications in the United States.

Greatorex Gallery

ORIGINAL ETCHINGS

14, GRAFTON STREET, NEW BOND
STREET, W.l
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THEDANCEOFDEATH 1914-1918
^ Seven Etchings by PERCY SMITH

. . it is one of the most serious and memorable works of art inspired by
the war.”— Campbell Docigson Print Collector's Quarterly.

. . they are to be classed among the most impressive graphic records ol

the great war.”

—

The Studio.

. . epitomises the war with a strength and conviction which has seldom been
excelled in pictorial art. Mr. Percy Smith works with a fluent needle, attaining
his results without apparent labour . . . avoids any exaggeration or straining
alter meretricious effect, and possesses strong, telling and facile line.”

—

Connoisseur.

15 gns. the set, single proofs 3 gns.

Prospectuses on application

E'or EUiited States :

ARTHUR GREATOREX
14 Grafton St., Bond St.

London, W. i

Hotel Commodore, New York
February to March

Elsewhere :
'

THE PRINT SOCIETY
|

Ringwood : Hampshire
j

England 1

I

!
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Old Engravings
LARGE STOCK OF

FINE OLD COLOUR PRINTS, MEZZO-
TINT PORTRAITS, NAVAL, MILITARY

AND SPORTING SUBJECTS

Catalogue of Fancy Subjects, etc., on application.

DAVIS BROS
Established 1860 Tel.: Victoria 3377

17 KING’S RD., CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Engravings Purchased

The BOOKMAN’S JOURNAL
AND

PRINT COLLECTOR
Devoted to fine and Rare Books and Prints

Quarto f
fine antique paper with art paper inlaiS. Ddontkly 2 /“

Print and Art Features (with reproductions) in Early
Numbers include —

JAMES MCBEY. A MASTER
ETCHER—By Malcolm C. Salaman
(with a portrait of Mr. McBey, speci-
ally drawn for The Bookman’s Journal
by himself).

THE ETCHINGS OF WILLIAM
W^ALCOT—By Malcolm C. Salaman.

OTARLES MERYON AND PARIS:
NEW SIDELIGHTS-ByHugh Stokes

FRANK BRANGWYN AND ST.

LOUIS—By Walter Shaw Sparrow.

THE HISTORY OF THOMAS
BEWICK’S CHILLINGHAM BULL
—By G. H. Sargent.

THE VALUE OF JAPANESE
PRINTS.

Monthly 2/-. Subscription Rate (including postage) lbI- per annum and proportionately for

shorter periods. Address: "The Bookman’s Journal,” \73-A-5, Fleet Street, London, £.C. 4.

Also obtainable through all Booksellers and Newsagents.
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Duncan.

This castle hath a pleasant seat ; the air

Nimbly and sweetly recommends itself

Unto our gentle senses.

BanQUO.

This guest of summer,

The temple-haunting martlet, doth approve

By his loved mansionry, that the heaven's breath

Smells wooingly here : no jutty, frieze.

Buttress, nor coign of vantage, but this bird

Hath made his pendant bed and procreant cradle

:

Where they most breed and haunt, I have observed

The air is delicate.

TOWARDS A NEW THEATRE BY EDWARD



Macbeth, Act L Scene vi.

GORDON CRAIG M* DENT & SONS LTD. 26s.
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THE
PRINT-COLLECTOR’S

QUARTERLY

The following numbers are still on sale :

Vol. 2, No. 2 .

.

. .6/6 Vol. 4. . .

9
5J *“5 ,,

3.. . .6/6 „ 5... . .. „22/6

2, „ 4.. . .6/6 „ 6... . .. „22/6

» 3, „ 2.. . .6/6 „ 7... ... „22/6

General Index for Vols. 1-7, 2/6.

POST FREE.

The above-mentioned prices will only hold good

until 30th Sept., 1922.

Subscribers should complete their sets without

delay as only a few of the single numbers and

the volumes remain.

The volumes can only be sold in complete sets of

four numbers.

10 BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C. 2
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French Line and Colour Prints,

Aquatints, Costumes Plates, Swiss

Views, ORIGINAL DRAWINGS
and WATER COLOURS, Pictures

and Miniatures by French, Dutch,

Swiss and Scandinavian Artists,

OLD MASTERS’ ENGRAVINGS
and ETCHINGS, Views of all

Countries, and all sorts of Rare and

Valuable Engravings.

Erench 18ih Century Illustrated
|

Books, and Rare Books of Foreign

Travels, Topography, Geography,
Botany, Dentistry, Medicine, and
early Science.

Portraits by Nanteuil and others.

LARGE CLASSIFIEDCOLLECTIONS
CATALOGUES FREE ON 4PPLICATION

SELECTIONS SENT ON APPROVAL
PAYMI NT CAN BE ARRANGED
TO SUIT CUSTOMER’S INCOME.

ALBERT BERTHEL
39-41 NEW OXFORD STREET

LONDON, W.C. 1
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The Everyman's Library is the largest

series of books in the world. It covers

the whole, vast field of English Litera-

ture, and in addition it contains very fine

translations of the Classics, and many other

great and enduring books which were origin-

ally written in a foreign tongue. In every

case the editing and translation has been

done with knowledge and care.

Now ten more books have been added,which
brings the total to 750 volumes. A list of

these will be supplied by the publishers on
application.



Proposed for Publicalion in the Autumn of this year

{
1922

)

Giovanni Battista Piranesi

A Critical Study with a List

of his Published Work and

detailed Catalogues of the

Prisons and the Views of

Rome by

ARTHUR M. HIND
of the British Museum, Slade Professor

of Fine Art in the University of Oxford.

With Frontispiece and 144 Illustrations

Price to Subscribers before publication, Two Guineas

Price after publication will be Three Guineas

THE EDITION WILL BE LIMITED TO 500 COPIES

For full Particulars
^
Specimen Page and Illustrations

and Subscription Forms apply to—

THE COTSWOLD GALLERY
59 FRITH STREET, SOHO SQUARE

LONDON, W. I.
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TO BE PUBLISHED IN MARCH
Small folio (iij X 7J) ‘icith ten reproductions

in collotype. Price Two Guineas net.

EDITION LIMITED TO 250 COPIES

Also 25 copies upon hand-made paper, each

signed and rumbered by the author, with a

duplicate set of the reproductions

.

Price Five Guineas net.

THE HEADLESS
HORSEMAN

PIERRE LOMBART’S ENGRAVING :

CHARLES OR CROMWELL ?

By GEORGE SOMES LAYARD
(Author of CHARLES KEENE, SUPPRESSED

PLATES, Etc.)

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

CAMPBELL DODGSON, C.B.E.

It is proposed to print a list of the subscribers

whose names are received up to February

28th at the beginning of the volume.

Please send to the Publishers for a complete

Prospectus and Terms of Subscription.

PUBLISHED BY PHILIP ALLAN AND CO., QUALITY COURT
LONDON, W.C.2
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JAMES T(IMELL & SON
HAVE AT

53 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W.i

A large collection of ENGRAVINGS,
ETCHINGS, DRAWINGS, etc., of the

English and Foreign Schools.

(A catalogue of original work^ to be

issued shortly, post free on application)

BOOKS in all branches of the Fine Arts.

Works of Reference on Painting, Engraving,

etc., a speciality.

Also at 39 DUKE STREET
St. James', London, S.W. i

ENGRAVINGS and BOOKS on all branches

of Sport, Aerostation, Locomotion, Naval and

Military subjects, etc.

Catalogues issued at regular intervals

Correspondence invited
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The Fine Art Society Ltd.
Established 1876

0

Publishers of the

Etchings
of

Frank Brangwyn, R.A.

Seymour Haden

William Strang

Etc. Etc.

Etchings, Paintings, Water

Colours and Bronze Statuettes

by Leading Artists

ZORN ETCHINGS A SPECIALITY

0

148 NEW BOND ST
,
LONDON, W. I



Frederick Keppel & Co.

RARE ENGRAVINGS
AND

ETCHINGS

4 EAST THIRTY-NINTH STREET

NEW YORK
(OPPOSITE THE UNION LEAGUE CLUB)

I



ARTHUR H.

HARLOW & CO.
n

Selected Prints for the

Collector

n

ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS

DRAWINGS AND MEZZOTINTS

Moderately Priced

Suitable for Gifts

n

712 FIFTH AVENUE
(between 55th and 56lh Streets)

NEW YORK



MAGGS BROTHERS
34&35GONDUIT STREET; NEW BOND STREET

LONDON ENGLAND

CARRY ONE OF THE LARGEST AND
CHOICEST STOCKS IN ENGLAND OF

FINE AND RAKi:

BOOKS, PRINTS
AND

AUTOGRAPHS
Illustrated Catalogues in each

department regularly issued

These Catalogues appeal especially to the

Connoisseur^ Collector and Antiquarian

Customers’ “desiderata” searehed

for and reported free of charge

ITEMS OF RARITY AND INTEREST ALWAYS
GLADLY PURCHASED

SHIPMENTS TO AMERICA EVERY WEEK



THE XXI GALLERY
The following etchings by F. L. GRIGGS are

published by Th.e Twenty-One Gallery

Title

'I'he Ford
The Pool
'I'he Cresset

Architectural Set

Date of issue

May 1915

'i'he Ouay Feb. 1918
'i'he Palace Dec. 1918
'i'he Minster ,, Mar. 1919

i’riory i^'ann May 1915
Minsden h2piscopi

,

,

,

,

Maiir’s Farm ,,

Parnack
Ashwell
Me])pershall Chapel

I
line 1915

Sellenger Oct. 1917
Stoke Poges 1918
Mortmain ,,

St. Botolph’s Bridge J 1918
The Pipe and Taboiir Oct. 1918
Stepping Stones (l)ry-poinl)

, ,
1915

The Coppice (Dry-poinl) ,,

Carnagh (Dry-point) Sept.
,

,

Totterne Inn May 1920
Palace Farm
The I3arbican April 1921

St. Wendred’s, March June ,,

Enquiries respecting prints of the above

plates should he made to the Secretary,

THE XXI GALLERY, ADELPHI,
LONDON, W.C. 2
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F. R. MEATYARD
Iel. : Museum 3937] [Printseller and Dealer in Drawings

32 MUSEUM ST., LONDON, W.C. I

Offers for Sale the following of

HOLBEIN’S PORTRAITS
Of Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Court of Henry Vlllth.

Finely Printed in Colours by F. BARTOLOZZI.
All guaranteed genuine original impressions. Published

between the years 1792 and 1800.

Bedford (John Russell, 1st Earl of),

I486?- 1555. Lord Privy Seal, Lord
Hi?h Admiral of England. Pubd.
1796. IdfxllaL £1 18 0

Butts (Margaret Bacon, Lady),
Wife of Sir William Butts, Physician

to Henry 8th. Pub. 1796. 15x 10|.

£1 15 0

Carew (Sir George), Military and
Naval Commander. Pubd. 1795.

I3ix9. £1 10 0

Dancey (Elizabeth), Daughter of Sir

Thomas More. With erroneous

title “Lady Barkley.” Pubd. 1795.

14ixl0. £1 18 0

Gage (Sir John), 1479-1556. Con-
stable of the Tower of London. H.L.,
looking to right, in cap turned down
over forehead. Pubd. 1796. I54X I IJ.

£1 15 0

Godsalve (Sir John), Died 1556.

Comptroller of the Mint. Pubd.
1796. 141 x111. £2 0 0

Guildford (Sir Henry), 1489-1532.

Master of the Horse. Pubd. 1792.

14|xlli. £1 15 0

Jane (Seymour), 3rd Queen of Henry
8th. Pubd. 1795. lOixUl.

£2 7 6

Melanchton (Philip), 1 497 - 1 560.

German Reformer. H.L., in cap,

looking to left. On pink paper.

Engraved by C. Metz. Pubd. 1792.

103x9. £1 10 0

More(Sir John), 1453 ?- 1530. Judge,
Father of Sir Thomas More. Pubd.
1792. 13ixl0i £2 2 0

More (Sir Thomas), 1478-1 535. Lord
Chancellor. Pubd. 1793. 16fXll|.
Fine. £3 10 0
Probably the finest engraved portrait

of the great Lord Chancellor.

Ormonde (Sir Pierce Butler, 8th
Earl of). Lord Treasurer of Ireland.

Pubd. 1797. 15JX11J. £1 14 0

Rich (Lady). Pubd. 1795. 14JXllJ.
£1 18 0

Roper (Margaret), 1505-44. Daughter
of Sir T. More. With erroneous

title, “ The Lady Henegham.” Pubd.
1796. 12|x8. £2 0 0

Southampton (William Fitz-

william, Earl of), 1490-1542. K.G.,
Lord High Admiral. Pubd. 1793.

13ixl0f. £1 15 0

Southwell (Sir Richard), 1504-64-
Master of the Ordnance. Pubd. 1 795-

14^xl0|. £1 12 0

Surrey (Frances Vere, Countess of),

1516?-1577. Pubd. 1796. 9ix7|.
£15 0

Suffolk (Catherine, Duchess of).

1520-1580. Pubd. 1792. 11x8.
£I 15 0

Vaux of Harrowden (Thomas Vaux,
2nd Baron), 1510-1556. Courtier

and Soldier. Pubd. 1799. lOiXll.
£15 0

Warham (William), 1450-1532, Dp.,
Archbishop of Canterbury. Very fine.

Pubd. 1795. 17ixl2. £2 15 0

Wyatt (Sir Thomas) [The Elder],

tj
1503 ?-42. Poet. Pubd. 1793.

B 143xlOi £1 15 0

Other portraits from this series in stock. Full list on application,

TERMS : Cash with order. Money willingly refunded if goods not approved.



JAMES TilMELL & SON
HAVE AT

53 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, H . I

A large collection of ENGRAVINGS,
ETCHINGS, DRAWINGS, etc., of the

English and Eoreign Schools.

(A ca1alo<j>uc of ori^mal work, 1o be

issued shortly, post free on application)

ROOKS in all branches of the Fine Arts.

Works of Reference on Painting, Engraving,

etc., a speciality.

Also at 39 DUKE STREET
St. James', London, S.W. i

ENGRAVINGS and BOOKS on all branches

of Sport, Aerostation, Locomotion, Naval and

Military subjects, etc.

Catalogues issued at regular intervals

Correspondence invited



lithographs^ JVwdcuts
and

aintings
by

^Birger Sandzen

Fine Prints

by

Old Masters
and

Co7itemporary Artists

Tdooks 071 Art

Catalogues of Sandzen Prints and Books

on Art on request

SMALLEYA
1122 Grand Avenue^ Kansas City^ Missouri



JUST PUBLISHED

THE STANDARD WORK
ON

COLLECTORS’ MARKS
ENTITLED

MARQUES DECOLLECTIONS
(DESSINS - ESTAMPES)

PAR •

FRITS LUGT
(AMSTERDAM)

The work contains reproductions^ accompanied

by extensive biographical and historical notes^

of upwards of 3;,ooo of the written or stamped

marks placed on drawings and prints by
private collectors^ museums, publishers, etc.

This is nearly four times the number repro-

duced by any previous work on the subject,

and collectors should therefore now be enabled

to trace the provenance of almost any print

or drawing bearing a collector’s mark.

600 Pages TEXT IN FRENCH Price £6 10 0 Net

Sole Agents in the United Kingdom :

—

MESSRS. P. & D. COLNAGHI & CO.
144.146 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W. 1



JAN STEEN J. S. PAUJ.

ETCHINGS BY OLD AND RECENT MASTERS
WOODCUTS AND LITHOGRAPHS • FRENCH SCHOOL OF
XVHIth CENTURY • COLOURED AQUATINT VIEWS

SPORTS & COSTUME • ENGRAVED
PORTRAITS, Etc. 2580 Items.

On Sale at moderate prices by

E. PARSONS & SONS, D^EALERS

45 BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

Tel. : Western 3036 . POST FREE FOR SIXPENCE

llluslrated Catalogue of

OLD ENGRAVINGS
Comprising PRINTS IN COLOUR, MEZZOTINT,

STIPPLE AND LINE



MAURICE GOBIN

PARIS (9--)

1 Rue Laffitte ("""VerifauiT'’) Tel. Bergere 51-22

ETCHINGS
and

ENGRAVINGS
by

^ The Old and Modern Masters

Schongauer Goya Meryon

Diirer Gdricault Whistler

Mantegna Ingres Zorn

Lucas van Leyden Delacroix Rodin

Rembrandt Corot Pissarro

Ostade Millet Renoir

R. Nanteuil Daumier Cezanne

Claude Gell^e Manet Degas

Canaletto Legros Forain

Tiepolo Buhot T. Lautrec

Fragonard Jongkind Lepere (etc.)



Bernard Houthakker
AMSTERDAM
HOLLAND

PAINTINGS
of the Old Dutch School

OLD DRAWINGS
of Dutch and Flemish Masters

ETCHINGS & ENGRAVINGS
By Dutch

^
English and French Masters

of the i6th, ijth and iSth Centuries

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

332 N.Z: VOORBURGWAL Code in Use: ABC, 5th Ed.

AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND Telegrams: Houthakker
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A further selection from the Portfolios of

ERNEST BROWN & PHILLIPS
THE LEICESTER CxALLERIES

LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON

E. Buhot. La Fete Nationale

C. Jacque. 1/a Petite Ville

Manet. Les Petits Cavaliers (ij-^

state).....
A. Legros. Le Coup de Foudre
Steinlen. Maison a I’entree du

Village . . . .

J. McBey. The Skylark

E. Blampied. Work in the Fields

F'orain. Temoins a I’audience

3rd plate [Trial Proof)
.

Forain. Le Ben Samaritain

W H isTLER. La Vieille aux Loques
[Early) ....

Whistler Bibi Lalouette

Whistler. T\\eToWet[Lithograph)

Whistler. Early Morning, Bat-

tersea [Litho)

Millet. Woman carding wool .

S. Haden. Shere Mill Pond
[signed) ....

S. LTaden. Horsley’s House
[signed) ....
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ERNEST BROWN & PHILLIPS
THE LEICESTER GALLERIES, LEICESTER SQ., LONLON

THE POTATO GATHERERS
By JEAN FRANCOIS MILLET

I

In view of the fact that lithographs by J. F. Millet are so

rare, very considerable interest was aroused a year ago by

the announcement of the discovery of a hitherto unknown
drawing on the stone by the famous Barbizon Artist.

An edition of zoo Proofs of tlie lithograph (engraved surface

X 12^ inches), printed on hand-made paper, numbered and

initialled by Mr. E. Ernest Jackson, has been issued at the price of

FIVE GUINEAS
Of these, only a few remain for sale, and the price will be raised in

the near future.

A PROSPECTUS MAY BE OBTAIXED FROM



.

I

James Connell & Sons
47 OLD BOND STREET, LONDON

|

And at 31 Rcnfield Street, Glasgow
I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiii.i:iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiii i

PAINTINGS and

WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS

ORIGINAL ETCHINGS BY

CAMERON, D. Y.

ZORN, ANDERS
BEJOT, EUGENE
AFFLECK, A. F.

WHYDALE, E. H.

TUSHINGHAM, S,

SPARKS, NATHANIEL
WALKER, EYRE
BAIRD, JOHNSTONE

MEZZOTINTS PRINTED IN COLOUR
BY

CLIFFORD R. JAMES
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Proposed for Publication in the Autumn oj this year

{
1922

)

Giovanni Battista Piranesi

A Critical Study with a List

I of his Published Work and

detailed Catalogues of the

Prisons and the Views of

Rome by

ARTHUR M. HIND
of the British Museum^ Slade Professor

of Fine Art in the University of Oxford.

With Frontispiece and 144 Illustrations

Price to Subscribers before publication, Two Guineas

Price after publication will be Three Guineas

I

THL EDITION WILL BE LIMITED TO 500 COPIES

For full Particulars
^
Specimen Page and Illustrations

and Subscription Forms apply to—

THE COTSWOLD GALLERY
59 FRITH STREET, SOHO SQUARE

LONDON, W. I.
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ORIGINAL ENGRAVINGS, ETCHINGS, WOODCUTS
etc., by

OLD AND MODERN MASTERS

Rembrandt, Diirer, Ostade, Van Dyck, Nanieuil, Drevet, Edelinck,

Bone. Cameron, Corot, S. Haden, Legros, Meryon, Whistler, Zorn

H. S . Beham : Arms with the Cock, B .2561

GUTEKUNST & KLIPSTEIN
BERNE, SWITZERLAND, Hotelgasse 8

Telt’i<riiJ>hic Address: Artus, lieruj

New Illustrated catal >^uc now ready, i>rice 41-, Supplement, 2I-.
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KENNEDY&C'^

Etchings & Engravings

BY

Old and Modern
Masters

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

613 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
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ETCHINGS AND LITHOGRAPHS BY

ARTHUR B. DAVIES

E. WEYHE
710 LEXINGTON AVE.

NEW York



Drawings by Edwin A. Abbey

Also important works by distinguished American Artists

—Sargent, Salnt-Gaudens, La Farge, for example—including

Abbey’s Holy Grail. Done exclusively in THE
COPLEY PRINTS.

C. We send on approval, prepaid and with no obligation to

purchase.

C, Old Family Portraits reproduced privately In the Copley

Prints, from paintings, old daguerreotypes, faded photo-

graphs, tintypes. Kodaks, etc.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST

Copyright by Edwin A. Abbey. From a Copley Print copyright by

CURTIS & CAMERON, 83 Harcourt Street,

BOSTON, U.S.A.
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TAYLOR & BROWN
(The Modern Galleries of Fine An)

87 George Street, Edinburgh
and

59 Bath Street, Glasgow

ORIGINAL ETCHINGS
by all the leading

Masters

Mezzotints, old and modern

Pictures and Water Colours

by Modern Masters

Always on view choice selections and

inspection cordially invited.
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NOW READY

PRINT
PRICES CURRENT

Ko/. ///. (1920-21) 375 pp. 27s.

This volume gives THE STATE OF

IMPRESSION AND CONDITION of most

of the engravings sold m London,

Glasgow and Edinburgh, with prices

and dates of sales.

“The Times ” Lit. Supp. says:

“ Wherever possible the condition of the print

registered has been indicated .... In the

absence of such details the prices paid for prints

is extremely bewildering .... Messrs. Wilder,

therefore, have greatly increased the permanent

reference value of their book by attending to details

usually ignored in sale catalogues .... Messrs.

Wilder deserve every encouragement and praise

for the evident care which they have taken in

compiling this most useful volume.”

Orders to F. L. WILDER
10 FOREST RISE, LONDON, E. 17

I
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THE EHRICH GALLERIES
“OLD MASTERS”

707 Fifth Avenue at 55th Street, New York

Gievanni Del Biondo— 14 //?. Century
Coronation of the Virgin.

Original paintings of all the Early Schools,

including examples by

REMBRANDT, HALS, REYNOLDS,
RAEBURN, VELASQUEZ, GRECO,
GOYA, LARGILLIERE, VANNI,

TINTORETTO, Etc.



The Little Lagoon .• Whistler

AITKEN DOrr ^ SON
(The Scottish Cattery)

FINE ORIGINAL ETCHINGS

26 CASTLE STREET, EDINBURGH
Cable—Pictures, t'diiiburgh
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CRADDOCK & BARNARD
17 CHURCH ROAD, TUNBRIDGE WELLS

COROT. La Rencontre au Bosquet L.D. 21

Touched proof of the first state, from the Robaut collection

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST
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C. W. Kraushaar
I

ART GALLERIES
!

680 Fifth Avenue - New York

PAINTINGS
by

Whistler Lavery
Fantin-Latour Zuloaga
Legros Maris
Courbet Israels

Vollon Tack
Monticelli Sloan
Le Sidaner Guarino
Besnard Luks

BRONZES
by

Barye, Bourdelle and Mahonri Young

RARE ETCHINGS
by

Whistler, Legros, Bauer, Zorn
Muirhead Bone, Brangwyn
and Sir Seymour Haden
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Etchings, Engravings
and

Mezzotints
by

Old and Modern Masters

WATER COLOUR DRAWINGS

ROBT DUNTHORNE & SON
The Rembrandt Gallery

5 Vigo Street

London, W. i

28 Castle Street

Liverpool
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ANNOUNCEMENT

^HE Publishers have made arrange-

ments for binding the yearly

volumes.

The inclusive price will be 5/- post

free.

Every volume will be divided into two
Parts for the sake of convenience, and
each Part will be bound in full cloth
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back.
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LODOVICO CARRACCI. Youth and Young Woman. Black chalk

Size of the original drawing 12^ X9^ inches
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DRAWINGS AND ENGRAVINGS BY THE
CARRACCI

By TANCRED BOREN 1US

HERE are perhaps no artists whose works have

been subjected to wider fluctuations of public

taste than tlie painters of the Carracci family

and the followers of the art movement
started by them at Bologna towards the end of the

sixteenth century. During the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, admiration of the works of these

artists was universal
;
they were looked upon as scarcely

inferior—indeed, by some enthusiasts as definitely

superior—to the great masters of the Renaissance.

The cult of the Bolognese painters was particularly fervid

in England
;

their works formed a very important part

of the artistic spoils which in those days it was the

fashion to bring back from the “ Grand Tour ” to Italy

and France, undertaken as part of a liberal education
;

and in the foremost product of English eighteenth

century art criticism, the Discourses of Sir Joshua

Reynolds, the masters of the Bolognese school are, as a

rule, referred to in terms of great admiration. Lodovico

Carracci, for instance, appears to Reynolds, in his best

works, to be the artist who comes nearest to perfection

in style. ^ Now all this is changed. Nobody collects the

pictures by these artists, and most people do not even
^ See Mr. Roger Fry’s edition of Sir Joshua’s Discourses (London, 1905)

p. 29.
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stop to look at their works in the galleries
;
the truth is,

that we have become just as disdainful of this form of art

as the artists and amateurs of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries were of the art of the Primitives

:

although this very analogy ought to make us pause and

reflect whether the current estimate of the art of the

Carracci and their followers is quite justihed. It seems,

therefore, worth while endeavouring to dehne what the

historical position of these artists is
;
what their short-

comings are—and they are many—and to what extent

we can still bring an appreciative interest to their art

—

for to do so is, in my opinion, still possible.

Considering the tremendous creative outburst by

which artistic activity in Italy during the first decades

of the sixteenth century had been marked, it is hardly

surprising that the opinion began to gain ground that

art had said its last word, and that the only way to per-

fection lay in imitating the style of the great masters.

Among the painters of Central Italy the influence which

for a long time outweighed all others was that of

Michelangelo
;
from 1550 to 1580, roughly speaking,

the artists of Florence, Rome and Bologna confined

themselves practically to an imitation of Michelangelo’s

mannerisms. As a reaction against this one-sided

adoption of the formula of one of the most subjective and

one-sided of artists, there then arose a tendency to strive

for ])erfection in art by elaborating a style combining the

\'arious excellencies of all the great masters of the past.

“ \Miat would be the ideal picture of such a subject as,

say, Adam and Eve ?
” asks one of the theorists of the

movement. The answer is, “ One in which the figure of

Adam would be drawn by Michelangelo and coloured

bv Titian, and the figure of Eve drawn by Raphael and
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coloured by Correggio.” From this method of picking

out the excellencies of the various masters, the bearers of

the new movement in art came to be known as Eclectics.

At the head of this movement stand three artists of

Bologna : Lodovico Carracci and his two younger

cousins, Agostino and Annibale Carracci
;
and a school in

which the principles now described were to be inculcated

was opened by them at Bologna in 1589.

I think it must be agreed that what mars the theory

of eclecticism above all is a failure to see that in the case

of many great artists their very one-sidedness is a factor

which counts for much in what constitutes their great-

ness. It is surely a mistake to think that, say, the art

of Miclielangelo would be improved upon by adding to

it Titian’s colour and atmosphere
;
these would, in fact,

only tend to neutralise its austere force which is largely

dependent upon the absence of any charm of colour and

on the purely plastic method of rendering form. That

fallacy of eclecticism is one which one hnds constantly

reliected in the Discourses of Reynolds. Admirably sound

and suggestive a critic as he on the whole is, he never

(^uite realises that limitation can be a strength, and, I

may add, he does not see either that wilful distortion

and exaggeration have their legitimate place among the

artists’ means of expression, provided they fulhl an

imaginative purpose.

It is only fair to say that the Carracci and their

followers never attempted any eclectic experiments of a

monstrosity akin to that of the ideal picture of Adam
and Eve

;
but their study of the achievements of the

masters of the past nevertheless ended in imparting to

most of their art a character of all-roundness, which

commands respect, but nothing else. It would,
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however, be a mistake to suppose that the Carracci did

not attach any importance to the study of nature
;

indeed, tliey and their pupils were most solidly equipped

in every way, only one rather feels their science too

much. This is one of the reasons why their art does not

satisfy us. Moreover, if we consider their religious art,

we shall find that the spirit which informs it is one with

which we can feel singularly little sympathy. The vigour

and sincerity of feeling of earlier art is gone, and in its

stead have come stilted grandeur, hollow pathos and

cheap sentimentalism. Gruesome scenes of martyrdom

now begin to enjoy a great vogue. It is an art which

reflects the spirit of Catholic Reaction and endeavours

to stir the imagination of the masses. In the contem-

porary art of Spain, the spirit of that age was expressed

with a strange, haunting power
;
but the Carracci and

their pupils repel by the very commonplace spirit in

which they approach their subjects
;

their weeping

Madonnas and Magdalenes are too catchy, their ecstatic

saints too declamatory and attitudinizing.

These are some of the shortcomings of the artists of

the eclectic school—shortcomings which it would be no

use endeavouring to minimise. On the other hand it

would be impossible to deny that their works, generally

speaking, bear witness to a vivid feeling for largeness of

style, for harmony and monumental quality of design,

a feeling which was kept alive by the circumstance that

their more important works, whether oil paintings or

frescoes, were, for the most part, designed as units of

great decorative schemes carried out conjointly by
architects, sculptors and painters. Their paintings of

mythological subjects have often great charm of poetical

imagination, and a really original and vital spirit mani-
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fests itself in their numerous landscapes and occasional

essays in the representation of everyday life. Moreover,

if in their oil paintings their deficient sense of colour

often makes itself painfully felt, this drawback is com-

])letely absent in their drawings which, indeed, show

these artists in their most favourable light. A great

(jiiantity of drawings by the Carracci and their followers

has come down to us, and a considerable proportion of

them have found permanent homes—they are excellently

represented at the British Museum, and in the Royal

Tdbrary at Windsor Castle there are twelve volumes of

drawings by the Carracci alone—but there are still

plenty of them in private possession and in the market,

and here is still a field in which it is possible in most

cases at quite a modest outlay to enjoy a fair measure

of the collector’s sport. At the Burlington Fine Arts

Club, one of the small exhibitions of drawings belonging

to members which, since last year, are being periodically

held in the smoking room—exhibitions on rather a

different footing from those in the did) Gallery—has

lately been devoted to the Carracci and some of their

closest followers
; .
and I am glad to avail myself of the

opportunity of illustrating with a number of examples

drawn from this exhibition, and with others chosen from

the collection of the British Museum, the work of these

artists as draughtsmen.

The task of fully discussing the whole subject of the

Carracci drawings and of properly differentiating

between the work of Lodovico, Agostino and Annibale

is one which still awaits discharging. The only serious

attempt made in modern times to deal critically with the

art of the Carracci is a monograph by Dr. Hans Tietze,

])nblished in vol. xxvi. of the Vienna Jahybitch (1906-7),

no



AGOSTINO CARRACCI. Study for a Fan. Pen and ink and sanguine

Size of the original drawing iiJ XQi inches
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and treating, in the first instance, of the greatest work of

fresco decoration carried out by the school, the Gallery

in the Palazzo Farnese at Rome. A large number of

drawings are discussed and reproduced in Dr. Tietze’s

})aper, which must always remain of great utility to

students, though it does not do much more than touch

the fringe of the subject offered by the extant works by

the ('arracci, as a useful review of which a volume

by M. Gabriel Rouches may also be recorded.^

Lodovico, the oldest of the three (1555-1619) had

perhaps least creative power, but was an artist of

great fastidiousness of taste, and some of the drawings

which tradition assigns to him make it very hard

to credit the story that Tintoretto, having seen some

of Lodovico k drawings, earnestly advised him to give

up any thought of ever becoming a painter
;

for a

drawing such as the Head and Arms of a Female Figure

holding a Vase, belonging to Viscount Lascelles,

is surely a marvel for ease and freedom of movement
and exquisite elegance of form. A delightful effect in

the original, lost in a monochrome reproduction, is that

obtained through the delicate blending of black and red

chalk. The drawing formerly belonged to Sir Edward
Poynter, and it was suggested in the Poynter sale

catalogue that this might be a study for the Bacchante

with a tambourine in the fresco of the Triumph of

Bacchus and Ariadne in the Palazzo Farnese
;

but

although the figures exhibit some affinity in motive, the

differences existing between them seem too great to

allow us to infer that the drawing is a study for the

fresco. Of rare beauty, too- so overfiowing with youthful

~^La Peinlure Polonaise a la fin dii XVIc Siecle (1575-1619), Les Canaclic,
Paris, 1913.
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AGOSTINO CARRACCI. A Fan (B.260)

Size of the original etching i-i-t X 9 ji inches
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and heroic vitality—is another drawing assigned to

Lodovico Carracci in the Burlington Club exhibition,

Youth and Young Woman, lent by Mr. Henry
Oppenheimer—a group which in form and sentiment

instantly leads our thoughts to the superb compositions

of the loves of the gods which decorate the Galleria

Farnese, though not corresponding to any of them. The
same collector also contributed to the exhibition a very

attractive drawing, Goddesses in a Chariot, very taste-

fully carried out in sanguine, pen and sepia and Indian

ink, and of particular interest from having been

reproduced in facsimile in 1763 by C. Rogers as a work
l)y Lodovico Carracci.

Agostino Carracci (1557-1602) painted comparativelv

little
;
he was a person of very wide general culture, and

taught at the school of the Carracci perspective, anatomy
and composition. At the Burlington Club he was

rej^resented by a very interesting Study for a Fan with

a Portrait of a Lady, belonging to Mr. Maurice

Rosenheim, drawn with exquisite freedom and graceful-

ness. It is inscribed beneath the portrait of the lady
“ Donna mentre i begli occhi," the rest of the couplet

being only indicated by scrawls. The Bolognese art

historian, Cesare Malvasia, whose Felsina Pittrice,

published in 1678, is the principal early authority con-

cerning the life and work of the Carracci, refers to fans

(paramosche o ventagli curiosi) by the Carracci in general,

without associating them definitely with any particular

member of the group
;
but the ascription of this drawing

to Agostino is fully vindicated by a comparison with an

etching by him of a similar subject, here also reproduced.

The one who possessed the greatest artistic gifts of the

three was, however, undoubtedly Annibale (1560-1609),
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ANNIBALE CARRACCI. Youth pouring a Libation. Red chalk

Size of the original drawing 95 X 10 inches.
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of whose features the Burlington Club exhibition con-

tained an autograph record, the vigorous black chalk

drawing belonging to Mr. Henry Oppenheimer, which

shows the artist wearing the tall Bolognese hat

which, as the distinctive emblem of a doctor’s degree,

has become widely adopted in the academic world far

outside Italy. It may be noted that the “ pedigree ” of

the drawing is of interest, inasmuch as it apparently can

be traced back to the collection of Everhard Jabach, the

Cologne banker, so many of whose former possessions

now count among the greatest treasures of the Louvre.

It is to be regretted that the material available for tlu'

exhibition did not include a single specimen of the red

chalk studies of the nude, which rank among Annibale’s

aesthetically most satisfying performances, and of

which the Youth pouring a Libation, in the British

Museum, may be quoted as a supreme example. The
insinuating gracefulness and morhidczza of Correggio

—

an artist to whom Annibale Carracci’s indebtedness is

})articularly great— have supplied the basis upon which

has been built up the style exemplihed here—a style in

which the elements just referred to are curiously blended

with others of a graver and more heroic character
;
and

the result is one of peculiar charm. A delightful little

bibelot in the exhibition, a Study of a Hand, belonging to

Mr. A. P. Oppe, afforded an opportunity of tracing

characteristics of style akin to those now described

within quite a diminutive compass.

In a few occasional and, as it were, experimental pieces

among his paintings, we hnd how Annibale has taken to

depicting scenes of everyday life on a life-size scale and

in a spirit of vigorous and, indeed, grotesque realism.

The subjects which he especially favours in these works
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ANNIBALE CARRACCI. Portrait of the Arti.<-t. Black chalk

Size of the original drawing 7iX5i inches
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are tavern and kitchen scenes akin to those which occur

with such frequency in the Bodegone paintings of

Velazquez’s earliest phase. The picture of an Italian

peasant devouring his frugal meal, now in the Colonna

Gallery at Rome, is the most celebrated of these essays

of Annibale Carracci’s in a style which differs so widely

from that of the Eclectics generally. Among Annibale’s

drawings, this type of subject is represented fairly

frequently
;

in the Burlington Club exhibition, two

drawings of dwarfs were assigned to him, and the exhi-

])ition also included a group of peasants drinking in a

landscape, with an old ascription to Lodovico Carracci,

wliich, in view of the source from which it springs, tlu'

celebrated eighteenth century collector, P. J. Mariette,

is deserving of every consideration. Historically,

Annibale’s drawings of this character—which often, and

more especially in his sketches of grotesque profiles, are

caricatures quite dehnitely—have a considerable impor-

tance, for tlie tradition which goes back to them had a

long lease of life in Italian art
;

Carlo Maratta and,

above all others, Pierleone Ghezzi and the Tiepolos may
be quoted as continuators of it.

There still remains to touch upon a very important

as])ect of Annibale’s artistic ])crsonality—that of him

as a landscape painter. In the history of landscape

painting he occuj)ics indeed a position of considerable

importance, serving as an intermediate between the

})ainters of the Venetian School on the one hand and

the great French landscape painters of the seventeenth

century -Nicolas Poussin, Claude Lorrain and Caspar

Dughet—on the other. After Giovanni Bellini had set

the example in the fifteenth century, by pictures such

as the Agony in the Garden in the National Gallery, the

na
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\"enetian painters had long been accustomed to produce

works in which the landscape element and the figure

element, so to speak, held each other in balance, and

mutually enhanced their effect. In pictures like the

superb pair of hshing and hunting subjects in the Louvre,

Annibale Carracci continued that tradition of the Vene-

tian school
;
and in both these pictures the design has

still the character of accidental picturesqueness, after the

fashion of Tintoretto. In other works by him—of which

tlie hne Flight into Egypt in the Doria Gallery at Rome
may be quoted as an instance—a marked change of

style is visible
;

the hgures are far more subordinated

to the landscape, and the design has acquired a far

greater regularity and stateliness. The style of heroic

landscape of Nicolas Poussin and Caspar Dughet is

here clearly anticipated. The next link in the chain

is Domenichino, the pupil of Annibale, under whom
Poussin studied at Rome.
Among Annibale’s drawings, those of landscape

subjects occupy a prominent place : an excellent speci-

men of them was contributed to the Burlington Club

exhibition by Mr. A. P. Oppe, a piece of very

free and fluent penmanship, in which the motive,

as in so many of the Carracci landscapes, is chosen from

a scenery immediately suggestive of that near Bologna

around the banks of the Reno, and in which the figure

element bathers in the river—has shed any pretext

of sacred or profane history. A previous proud possessor

of the drawing has noted, in the lower right hand

corner, “ Annibale bello,” and there is no difficulty

in concurring in the appreciative view thus expressed.

It is interesting to observe, that a relation evidently

exists between the landscape motive of this drawing and
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GIOVANNI BATTISTA VIOLA. Landscape. Pen and sepia.

Size of the original drawing io|x8 inches
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that of a picture of the Sacrifice of Abraham, by Annibale

Carracci, now in the French Legation at the Hague.

^

The following of the Carracci was very large, and
among their principal pupils we may mention Guido
Reni (1575-1642), Domenico Zampieri, called il

Domenichino (1581-1641), and Francesco Albani (1578-

1660) ;
while an important artist who owes a great deal

to the Carracci, though, perhaps, he never actually

studied under them, was Giovanni Francesco Barbicri,

called il Guercino (1591-1666). All these artists—but

csi)ecially Guercino -were prolific draughtsmen
;

the

limited space available at the Burlington Club made,
however, an illustration of their work impossible on the

})resent occasion, though it might furnish an admirable

sul)ject for a future exhibition. The exhibition did,

however, contain specimens of the work of some other

followers of the Carracci, of whom a word may now be

said. One was Giovanni Francesco Grimaldi (1606-

1680), who catered lavishly for that apparently in-

satiable desire for landscape compositions which by

this time had come into being in Italy. ^ Mr. Oppenheimer

contributed from his collection a drawing by this master,

which showed him in an unusually favourable light,

although the rather mechanical character of his art was

not belied even in this example. Much more interesting

and rare is another landscape painter and draughtsman

among the followers of Annibale Carracci, namely,

Giovanni Battista Viola (1576-1622), who worked both

at Bologna and Rome, and whose landscapes a Roman

i See, for a reproduction of this picture, the intci'csting paper by M. Gabriel
Rouches, “ Le paysage chez les peintres de I’ecole bolonaise ” in the Gazette

lies Beaiix-Arts, ser. v., vol. iii. {1921), p. 13.

^ The most accessible work by Grimaldi, as a painter, is the decoration of the
ceiling of the print students’ room in the Bibliotheque Rationale in Paris

(formerly Cardinal Mazarin’s sculpture gallery).
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seventeenth eentnry writer on art, (novanni BaglionO,

j)raises “ beeause they were done in the good picturesque

Italian manner, with none of that Flemish dryness.” ^

The Burlington Club exhibition contained as a great

rarity a drawing by this master, lent by Mr. Maurice

Rosenheim, at one time in the Mariette collection,

wliose beautiful Idue mount all collectors of drawings

have learnt to prize so highly, both artistically

and sentimentally. Certainly, in the delicate drawing

of the foliage, there is here a most remarkable anticipa-

tion of the art of Claude Lorrain.

To complete the account of almost all the above-

mentioned artists as pure draughtsmen, reference must

still be made to their work as engravers and etchers.

No engravings by Giovanni Battista Viola are known
;

by Grimaldi there exists, on the other hand, a long

series of etchings—the list of them is given in the 19th

volume of Bartsch. Lodovico Carracci was also active

as an engraver
;
but in that capacity by a long way the

most interesting members of the group are Agostino

and Annibale. As an engraver, Agostino appears to

have received his main impulses from the work of the

Flemish engraver, Cornelis Cort (c. 1530-1578), who,

about 1571, settled in Rome, though there is no evidence

of a personal contact between Cort and Agostino. The

etched and engraved work of the latter reaches a con-

siderable hgure Bartsch (vol. xviii.) enumerates

274 pieces by him, in addition to the 81 of the series

known as the Lime de dessein, the authorship of which

remains a subject of some speculation. A large pro-

portion of Agostino ’s engravings are devoted to the

^ “ Poiche orano formati alia maiiiera pittoresca buoiia italiana, lontano ila

quelle seceaggiiie liainininga.”
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ANNIBALE CARRACCI. St. Jerome. (B. 14).

Size of the original etching loj X 7| inches
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rei)roduction of paintings, principally works by the

great Venetian sixteenth century masters : his vigorous

tonality lends itself well to the interpretation, say, of

the work of Tintoretto, and there is no doid^t but that

these engraved reproductions were of considerable help

in propagating the influence of the masters in question.

Of Agostino’s original work, 1 have already referred to

his delightful engraving L’eventail (Bartsch, No. 260),

which shows well the clean, crisp quality of his line,

and has much charm of graceful invention in the little

oval mythological subjects for the decoration of the

cartouche—two alternatives, as well as an alternative

for the female hgnre higher up, being drawn in the right

hand corner of the plate.

Annibale was much less interested in work on the

copper-plate than Agostino—only eighteen undoubted

etchings and engravings by him are enumerated by

Bartsch—but although he never got very far in his

command of the technique of etching, some of his ex-

periments in that medium are of considerable interest.

Perhaps the most famous of them is the etching known
as Le Christ de Caprarole (Bartsch, 4), which in its third

state bears the inscription “ Annibal Caracius fe

Caprarolae 1597,” having thus been done in the

famous castle of the Farnese, for whom Annibale

worked in Rome. Our reproduction is taken from a

hitherto undescribed first state in the British Museum,
in which only the date, “ 1597 ” (with the 7 written

the wrong way), appears on the stone in the foreground

on the right. It is a composition of much gracefulness

of sinuous line, showing an adoption of Correggio’s

style, which is very characteristic of its author, and

it is also of interest to compare the design with the
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cognate one of Annibale’s picture of the same subject,

wliich the late Countess of Carlisle a few years ago

presented to the National CkUlery. A piece of different

character is the striking Si. Jerome (Bartsch, 14),

in which the style points to inspiration from another

quarter the Venetian school, and more especially

Titian and Tintoretto.

In a brief essay like the present one, it is obviously

impossible to deal adequately with a subject of such

proportions as is the graphic art of the Carracci. I

have mainly endeavoured to indicate the principal

subdivisions into which it falls, and further to suggest

what is, in my judgment, the fair view to take of a

form of art which has been as unjustly praised as it has

been decried. The period when the fortunes of the

Bolognese were at their lowest was in the nineteenth

century, when people had got their eyes opened to the

beauty both of primitive art and of that of Velazquez ;

the inefficiency of the Bolognese both on the spiritual

side and as regards colour and atmosphere, was then

most keenly felt. With the re-awakened interest in

problem of design which one has been witnessing for

some time in contemporary art, the attitude towards

the artists discussed above has again shown signs of

becoming more sympathetic
;

whilst their undoubted

historic importance makes them a subject of great

fascination for the student of the art of the past.
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PAUL RENOUARD Les Cheminees de L’Ohera
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PAUL RENOUARD

Par CLK Ml-:NT-JANin

E taille moyennc, ni gras ni maigrc, Ics chcveux

rares, la pointe de la barbe toute blanche,

mais la moustache encore grise, le regard

^ penetrant et droit, un timbre de voix net,

Tallure degagee d’lm sportif et I’elegance d’lm intellectuel

qiii a d’autres preoccupations que sa toilette, voila

Thomme, tel que je le connais depuis vingt-cinq ans.

On rencontre dans la rue deux yeux fureteurs, sur-

montes d’un feutre mou, continues vers le sol par une

veste et un carton a dessin, c’est Renouard ! Vous

frappez a la porte d’un appartement-atelier, un homme
vient vous ouvrir en blouse grise, la tete couverte d’un

vieux chapeau qui a perdu sa couleur, c’est Renouard !

L’homme parle, vous captive par les mille aventures de

son existence mouvementee, qui fait songer au Torpen-

how, de Kipling, il eclate en saillies d’un esprit prime-

sautier fait d’observation et de rapprochements imprevus

—c’est toujours Renouard ! Le meilleur homme du

monde, plein de cordialite, de tranquille audace, et du

talent le plus certain.

II est ne a Cour-Cheverny (Loir et Cher), dans cette

belle plaine qu’arrose la Loire, bordee de chateaux.

C’etait le 5 Novembre 1845. vSon pere etait sabotier,

et sa mere vendait de la chandelle avec un pen d’epicerie.

II apprit a lire a Tecole du village, mais mil ne lui apprit
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a dcssincr, a peindre, a graver. C’etait son don. Pour

completer son instruction, il emprnnta des livres de

Lamartine a son cure, “ Jocelyn,” ” Le Voyage en

Orient,” ” Graziella,” et en garda cette impression

etrange et bonffonne, cpie le sentimental poete n’aimait

que les femmes en culottes ! Mais, quand il voulut

entreprendre son education artistique, il vint a Paris.

Il avait qnatorze ans. 11 lui fallait vivre. Pour

debiiter, il rempla9a im de ses freres malade, a I’etude

d’lmissier on celni-ci etait clerc, puis il lit des litho-

graphies pour catalogues, mais, entre temps, il entrait

an Louvre. 11 y decouvrit les maitres, ses maitres. 11

l(\s etndiait, il les admirait, mais il lenr preferait la

nature. Puis il songea, cet instinctif, a faire des etudes

regulieres. On ini indicpia I’ateher de Pils, comme celiii

d’un professeur qui pourrait convenir a son temperament.

Doutant de lui-meme, pour le present mais non pour

I’avenir, il emprnnta, alin de se faire recevoir, le dessin

d’un de ses camarades. Pils ne tarda pas a remarquer la

spontaneite et la volonte du noveau venu. Il I’attacha

a ses travaux, rue de I’Universite, an depot des marbres,

oii il executait sa grande decoration pour I’cscalier de

POpera. Il y avait, en ce temps-la (1873), abandonnees

dans la cour, pres de la loge du concierge, les maquettes

de Rude, pour I’Arc de Triomphe, exposees a toutes les

intemperies, a tons les accidents. One sont-elles

devenues ? Pils ne tarda pas a faire de Renouard son

auxiliaire. 11 le chargea d’abord de peindre les parties

accessoires de sa decoration, les natures-mortes, les

animaux
;

puis, le maitre etant toujours malade et

I’eleve toujours actif, il finit par le charger de peindre

. I’Apollon ! Ce fut encore lui qui eut a refaire

les croquis que reclamait I’administration des Beaux-Arts,
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PAUL RENOUARD. L’Anarchiste. 1895.

Dessin. 330X255 mm.
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PAUL RENOUARD. Juifs russes. 1898.

Dessin. 345X260 min.



ct que Pils avait pcrdus. Le jcune artiste dut les

cxecutcr devant les peintures memes, apres leiir mise

en place. 11 entra ainsi a I’Opera et ne tarda pas a s'y

sentir comme chcz lui. Chanteurs, musiciens, macliinistes,

clioristcs, rentouraient, le regardaient travailler. Les

artistes ct les auteurs venaieiit causer avec lui. II

considera qu’on lui conferait le droit de cite et,

decouvrant une piece vide sous les combles, il y entreposa

ses cartons et son chevalet, puis mit la clef dans sa poche.

Cette fois, il etait bien de la mai.son.

II la parcourut en tons sens, non pour en relever les

motifs architecturaux, mais pour en dessiner les hotes.

Le premier qui posa fut le grand baryton P'aure, dans

son costume de Mephistopheles. D’autres modHes
benevoles suivirent. Les feuilles s’envolerent, in-

nombrables
:

pompiers, figurantes, harpiste, timbalier,

danseuses, toiture on deux cheminees fument comme
celles d’un paquebot, loge obscure d’avant-scene, ou

directeur et compositeur surveillent la representation, et

les ballerines saisies dans Pinfinie variete de leurs

mouvements, parmi Penvol leger de leurs mousselines

blanches qui les immaterialisent. De ce gros effort, fait

en se jouant, resulta un premier album de 30 planches

a I’eau-forte et a Paquatinte :
“ Le Nouvel Opera

”

(1881).

Ce fut le debut de Renouard dans la gravure. Sa

toute premiere morsure est, dans cet album, “ le

Charpentier.
’

’ Il n’avait pas plus appris Peau-forte que le

reste et s’etait contente de voir graver son ami Martinez,

technicien remarquable qui, a sa recommandation,

s’interessa a Gaujean, dont il fit le graveur que Pon salt.

Cet album vint renforcer une reputation qui avait

deja pris son essor. Sans reclame, sans entregent, il
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j:)er9ait : ses oeuvres parlaient pour lui. Un jour, il

passe devant la revue “ L’Art,” qui possedait une

reelle influence. II entre. Un monsieur, en redingote

bleiubarbeau, lui demande ce qu’il desire.
—

“ Montrer

des dessins au directeur !

”—Bien, monsieur ! Veuillez

attendre un petit quart d’heure.” Renouard remet

son carton au monsieur tres correct, qui monte un

escalier et disparait. Le quart d’heure a peine ecoule, il

revient et dit :

“ Le patron est tres satisfait et souhaitc

que vous collaboriez a sa publication ! Avez-vous

quelque projet ?
” Renouard propose de dessiner des

scenes de “ Carmen,” que venait de donner I’Opera-

Comique, avec assez peu de succes. Ce travail le met en

relations avec Bizet et Ludovic Halevy, qui habitaient

la meme maison, dont Fromenthal Halevy, I’auteur de

“ La Juive,” occupait le rez-de-chaussee. Renouard ne

sut que beaucoup plus tard que le correct employe a la

redingote bleu-barbeau et le directeur de “ L’Art,”

n’etaient qu’une seule et meme personne, Gaucher.

Apres ” L’Art,” vinrent ” L’lllustration,” “ La Vie

Moderne,” ” Le Quotidien Illustre,” ” Paris Illustre,”

qui publia des numeros entiers : “La Bourse,” “ La
^Marine,” “ Le Palais de Justice ” (1881-1882).

Ce dernier fascicule amena au jeune artiste le directeur

de “ The Graphic,” William Thomas, qui, de but en

blanc, lui declara
—

“ Je desire vous avoir. Que voulez-

vous ?—Aller a Monaco.—Soit ! Allez a Monaco !

”

William Thomas avait compris que Renouard n’etait

pas un homme a qui Ton commande une besogne,

mais un artiste qui n’est lui-meme que dans la liberte !

Il fit quatre pages de dessins sur “ Monaco ”

(1882), et depuis cette epoque, il n’a jamais quitte

“ The Graphic.” Il y evoqua, avec des yeux neufs, la
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vie anglaise sous tous ses aspects et beaucoup d’autres

choses encore, et sa collaboration y fut tellement

importante qu’ime partie senlement de ses dessins

remplissait 80 cadres a Texposition que TUnion Centrale

des Arts Decoratifs organisa de ses oeuvres, au Pavilion

de Marsan, en 1900. Ces dessins etaient graves sur bois,

car, avec un sens tres avise de ce que la bonne gravure,

pent faire d’un croquis souvent hatif, mais dont toutes

les indications sont justes, il avait pose comme condition

de son acceptation cette interpretation par le bois. II

continua de la sorte a maintenir en Angleterre une

excellente ecole de gravure, analogue a celle que Daniel

Vierge avait determinee en France.

II ne travaillait pas qu’a des dessins d’actualite

pour les journaux, auxquels, a ceux que nous avons

cites, il faut adjoindre :

“ L’Actualite,” " Le Journal de

la Jeune.sse,” “ La Revue Illustree,” ou il donna tant de

portraits curieux, “ Paris Illustre a Londres,” “ The

Daily Graphic,” ” Harper’s WTekly,” etc. Il publiait

aussi maints albums :
” Croquis d’Animaux ” (1881),

qui furent un repertoire d’idees pour Steinlen dans

ses charmantes pages du Chat Noir
;

les deux series,

de 30 planches chacune, sur I’Optra
;

la premiere,

dont nous avons parle plus haut, assez sombre, par abus

de I’aquatinte
;

” Rome pendant la Semaine Sainte
”

(1891), “La Danse ” (1892), “ Le Proces de Rennes
”

(1899), “ L’Exposition de 1900 ” (1901), “ Mouvements,

Gestes, Expressions ” (1905), “ Commemoration du 75*^

anniversaire de I’lndependance de la Belgique ” (1905),

enfin “ La Guerre,” en cours de publication. ^ Sa

^ Il illustra aussi deux livres:-
—

“ Les Peiisiounaires du Louvre,” de Leroy,
pseudouyme de Gaucher, qui fit son texte d’apres les dessins fort spirituels do
kcuouard, mais dont i! supprima les legendes, et ‘‘ L’Knfant,” de Jules Valles

(i88i) dont I’editeur fut si content qu’il les paya 4,000 frs. au lieu des 3,000 frs.

coiivenus.
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PAUL RENOUARD. Danseuses

Aquatint. 320X237 mm.
Plaiiche tiree de ralbum “ Mouvements, Gestes, Expressions”
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pensee, au tour philosophique, aime a se formuler en

serie, meme cn peinture, ou son “ Ballet ideal ” developpe

en seize tableaux la lutte de I’Amour et de la Realite,

helas triomphante. Renouard affectionne aussi les

grandes surfaces, ce qui rend ses planches, souvent

chargees de personnages et de decors, difhcilement

reproductibles en un format reduit.

Qu’est-ce-donc, au demeurant, que Paul Renouard ?

Un peintre de la nature en mouvement, car pour lui la

vie moderne est caracterisee par le mouvement. C’est

pourquoi il faut une autre facture de dessin que celle

dont on usait aux siecles precedents, ou les gestes

etaient lents, les attitudes nobles, on le personnage

avait le temps de poser et le dessinateur de dessiner.

Cette facture moderne, Renouard I’a trouvee ! II a

invente une forme rapide et coloree, pour ainsi dire, a

fleur d’ecriture. Dans la rue, dans une reunion publique,

au spectacle, a une ceremonie, tout en causant, il regarde.

Une chose le frappe-t-elle ? Il concentre sur elle son

attention, inipressionne sa memoire et, en une seconde,
1 ’image est definie, circonscrite, evaluee. Alors, il tire de

sa poche un carnet de papier mince, un " Renouard,”

comme I’appelle I’industriel anglais qui le fabrique, et

en quelques coups de crayon Wolf, il fixe sa vision.

C’est un instantane de dessin. Cet instantane deviendra

le point de depart d’une oeuvre plus poussee, pour

laquelle I’artiste prendra modde, ou bien il demeurera

en cette forme preste et expressive, qui est bien la note

la plus pcrsonnelle du dessinateur.

Renouard nc se contente pas de reproduire avec

originalite les spectacles de son temps. Il est un oeil,

certes ! mais aussi un cerveau. Il a son opinion sur tout,

et il la dit. vSon dernier album, inspire par la guerre.
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PAUL RENOUARD. Le Travesti

Eau-forte. 370X260 mm. Planche tirce de I’album “ L’Opera



PAUL RENOUARD. Arturo Vigna

Eau-forte, 385X285 mm.
Planche tiree de I’album “ Mouvements, Gestes, Expressions”
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PAUL RENOUARD. Petits Canards

Eau-forte. 280x225 mm.
Planche tiree de I’album “ Mouvements, Gestes, Expressions’
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pourrait avoir pour sous-titre :
“ Ceux dont revolution

a mal tourne.” II s’ouvre par une eau-forte ou la Terre,

encore ignee, se forme pen a peu en continents. On
aper^oit une vague Europe que le feu devore, commc,
bien des millenaires apres, il devait devorer la zone

rouge ! Dans la planche suivante, des soldats, des

enfants, contemplent le squelette du diplodocus, ce

geant des animaux antediluviens. Que pensent-ils ?

Que la force ne sauve pas infailliblement celui qui la

possede et que, s’il veut s’en servir pour opprimer, il

risque de disparaitre. C’est la legon qu’il donne aux

etats-majors des armees imperialistes. Plus loin, voici

“ Les Aveugles.” Ils sont de toutes les races, accom-

pagnes de leurs inlirmieres qui, elles, sont de toutes les

religions. Juive, catholique, protestante se penchent

sur la souffrance de Peuropeen, de Pafricain, de

I’asiatique. Celles-la ont bien tourne, mais leur grace

fait mieux ressortir la laideur ambiante. Tout, sous le

burin, le crayon ou le pinceau de Renouard, a une

signification et son gout de la vie ne Penchaine point a

une representation purement exterieure. Il salt que la

vie n’est que la manifestation d’une force interieure

et qu’il appartient a Partiste, s’il est done d’observation

et de philosophic, de reveler cette force par les moyens,

en apparence seulement formels, qu’il a a sa disposition.

Nous n’avons encore parle qu’incidemment du grand

oeuvre de Renouard
—

“ Mouvements, Gestes, Expres-

sions.” C’est pourtant son oeuvre capitate. Elle

lui a coute vingt-cinq annecs de travail. C’est un

album de 104 feuillets et de pres d’un millier d’eaux-

fortes. Commence vers 1879, alors qu’il decorait d’une

frise d’animaux la salle-a-manger d’unc villa que

possedait a Montsoult (Seine-et-Oise) un amateur qui
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avail fait sa fortune dans les cheveux, et qui la

perdit quand,—ceci n’est pas ime metaphore et moins

encore nne ‘‘ chinoiserie,’'—on parvint a couper les

cheveux chinois en quatre, il ne fut termine que vers

1905d C’est un veritable testament d’artiste, ecrit en

pleine vigueur, et mil ne pourra jamais le parcourir

sans etre etonne du don prodigieux du dessinateur et

sans comprendre la direction generale de son esprit.

Cet album—il n’est tire qu’a cinquante exemplaires

—frappe par sa fantastique variete. Rien, dans ce

millier de sujets, n’a ete pose. Renouard y a mis toute

son experience, en a fait un veritable Traite du Dessin,

qu’il ne serait pas excessif de rapprocher de la Mangwa
d’Hok’sai. Comme I’illustre peintre japonais, Renouard

vent aussi que, sous ses doigts, chaque chose s’anime,

et que “ meme un point, meme une ligne, tout soil

vivant.”^ Le dessinateur, a son avis, doit exercer

son observation d’abord sur les animaux qui I’entourent :

chats, chiens, canards, coqs, ponies, etc., car ce sont

ces etres qui demontrent le mieux comment on doit

exprimer la premiere phase de la vie—I’enfance. Leurs

mouvements repetes, methodiques, quoique tres varies,

redonnent toujours les meme silhouettes. Le geste est

un mouvement raisonne, et I’acteur comme I’orateur

(Paul Deschanel et Labor! ^ sont ses exemples) ou le

chef d’orchestre Arturo Vigna, en donnent des specimens

parfois comiques, toujours convaincants. Enfin, les

^ Cette frise avait pour theme “ I’histoire d’lin poulailler,” ce qui revieiit

a dire I’histoire de la vie. Elle partait du germe, I’amf, pour aboutir au terme,
le fumier, ou coqs et poules s’ebattent dans la plenitude de leur force.

Cette originale conception lui fournit les premisses de son album et, de plus,

attira sur lui I’attention du Marquis de Cherville, qui chroniquait au “ Temps ”

sur “ La Vie a la Campagne,” et qui signala le jeune artiste au directeur de
“ L’lllustratioii.”

~ Preface aux Cent vucs du Fuji-Yama.
^ Le fameux avocat qui defendit le Capitaine Dreyfus, dans ce luoces dont

le bruii. fut mondial.
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PAUL RENOUARD. Arrivee des Americains a Paris

Eau-forte 625 X460 mm.

Planche tiree de I’album “ La Guerre”
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expressions sont des mouvcments spontanes, qui

decelent par le visage, les etats psychiques, et qui

necessitent, pour etre notes, car ils out la brievete de

I’eclair, une vivacite de crayon invraisemblable. Ces

instantanes de dessin, il ne les a pas graves lui-mtoe,

mais a charge de leur gravure, au burin libre, un autre

maitre, Frederic Florian, que en a fait de pures

merveilles.

Malgre ces preuves eclatantes, Renouard soutient

qu’on ne sait jamais dessiner. C’etait aussi I’opinion

d’Hok’sai, qui pensait ne pouvoir s’exprimer a sa

satisfaction personnelle, qu’a I’age de cent dix ans.

Verite que confessent seuls les grands artistes ! Ils

sentent combien ce qu’ils disent est loin de ce qu’ils

auraient voulu dire, combien la langue est pauvre et

depouille la pensee de sa richesse, combien il y a de

distance entre I’etable (album, toile, marbre ou livre)

ou nous couchons nos pensees, et le feerique palais de

rimagination d’ou elles sont sorties.

Neanmoins cette angoisse de ^expression n’est que

pour le createur. Le spectateur ou le lecteur ne Teprouve

pas. Il se laisse au contraire entrainer par la verve,

I’eclat, la profondeur de I'artiste dont il goute le talent.

Il lui est reconnaissant de la joie esthetique qudl lui

dispense, de la verite partielle qu’il lui montre. Etre

vrai, et vrai par Tart, condition de succes et gage de

duree ! C'est pourquoi Renouard, qui a ete vrai, qui

a dit quelque chose de nouveau, doit etre de ceux qui

demeureront.
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THE CLICHES-VERRE OF THE BARBIZON
SCHOOL

By OSBERT H. BARNARD

HE publication by M. Le Garrec, of Paris, of

a series of 40 photographic prints from

click. s-verre by artists of the Barbizon School

is sure to draw considerable attention to this

process, which transfers on to paper, even more freely

and directly than does etching, the touch and per-

sonality of the artist.

The method of producing a cliche-verre is extremely

simple. There are two distinct types, the second being

a later and higher development of the first. The

original method was to cover a glass plate evenly with

an opaque ground. A drawing was then made by cutting

through the ground with a sharp instrument. From
the plate thus prepared prints were taken on sensitised

paper just as from a photographic negative. A light

coloured ground was always used, and the plate was

placed on a black surface while drawing, so that the

lines traced by the tool showed black against the light

ground.

Several different grounds were used. At the time

when the process was invented the photographic dry-

plate was unknown, the only type in use being the

wet-plate, formed by spreading a film of sensitised

collodion over the glass. The earliest form of ground
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J. B. C. COROT. Le Bucheron de Rembrandt. L D. 35 . First State

From ail early impression on violet paper belonging to Messrs. Craddock & Barnard,
from the Robaiit collection.

Size of the original 34 X 2J inches
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J. B. C. COROT. Le Grand Cavalier sous bois. L.D. 46

From the edition published by M. Le Garrec, 1921

Size of the original iij X S| inches
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Was obtained by exposing a Wet-plate to light and

developing it in ferrous sulphate. An alternative

method was sometimes used, which avoided a con-

siderable amount of trouble. A dense white precipitate

Was formed in a him of collodion on the plate, and it

was coloured yellow by means of potassium bichromate.

It is not recorded how the precipitate was formed, but

it was probably produced by using a photographic plate

sensitised as usual with silver nitrate and treating it

with hydrochloric acid.

Both these methods had one great disadvantage :

in the process of drawing on the plate the collodion was

very much inclined to peel off. A third form of ground

was adopted later in order to overcome this difficulty. A
him of printer’s ink was laid on the plate with a roller,

and hnely powdered white lead was scattered on it in

order to give it the requisite light colour.

When drawing on the plate an ordinary etching

needle was generally used to cut the lines. This was

often supplemented by the use of a small instrument

which was held upright and tapped on the plate, thus

making small holes in the ground which gave tone to

the drawing.

We now come to the second type of cliche-verve, in

which the effect is not dependent on lines alone. The
artist painted on the glass, in any opaque oil-colour,

the scene he wished to represent. For convenience a

light colour was used and the plate was placed on a

black surface as before. Gradations of tone could be

obtained by using a slightly transparent pigment,

'fhe glass was sometimes varnished before painting on

it, but this was not absolutely necessary. The effect of

the ])ainting was often heightened by drawing lines
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J. B. C. COROT. Le petit Berger, 2 ® Blanche. L.D. 50 . Second State

From the edition published by M. Le Garrec, 1921

Size of the original 13^ X 10] inches
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where required with a piece of sharpened wood. Corot,

we are told, often used the handle of a paint brush.

This method is, of course, far more difficult, but on

the other hand it gives much greater scope to the artist.

When taking prints from the plate, the sensitised

paper was usually put against the surface on which

the drawing was made. A softer effect could be ob-

tained by reversing the plate, so that the paper was
next to the plain surface of the glass. In this case, of

course, the drawing would be printed in the same

direction as it was originally drawn. The same effect

could also be obtained by interposing a second piece

of glass between the plate and the paper. In both these

cases the light would be slightly diffused by the glass

before reaching the paper, so that the lines would not

])rint so clearly.

I have dealt hrst with the technical details of the

process, as their simplicity explains how it came to be

lx)rn fully fledged. It only needed the collaboration

of photographic enthusiasts and a great artist.

In May, 1853, Corot was at Arras and was on friendl}^

terms with two keen experimenters in photography,

MM. Grandguillaume and Cuvelier. At the same time

Constant Dutilleux was staying at Douai. He was by

profession a lithographer, and was uncle and father-

in-law of Robaut, the great collector of Corot’s works,

and author of the standard book on his ceiivre.

At a meeting of these four friends the idea of drawing

on a photographic plate was suggested by one of them
;

Dntilleux, from whom the information comes, does

not tell us which it was. Corot was immediately

requested to try the process, and produced the

cliche of the Bhchcron de Rembrandi, from which
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J. B. C. COROT. La Ronde Gauloise. L.D. 66

From the edition published by M. Le Garrec,. 1921

Size of the original 7} X “ii inches
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Grandguillaume took some prints. On the mount of

one of these is an inscription in Dutilleux’s writing :

“ C. Corot, h’'' essai de dessin stir verre pour photographic,

mai 1853.”

Pleased with the results obtained, the inventors

described the process to several other artists who
frequented Arras, and asked them to execute one or

two trial plates. The process docs not, however, seem

to have been much appreciated except by Corot.

It is interesting to note here that in 1854 Barthelemy

Pont, a Parisian photographer, invented (apparently

(piite independently) the same process as the first

described above. It was he who invented the method

of forming a precipitate in the ground, and this he

patented in 1855.

In 1864 an advertisement in the form of a small

pamphlet (sixteen pp., 8vo) was issued by Messrs.

Cundall, Downes & Co., of London, entitled Electro-

photography
I
or Etching on Glass.

/
A Short Account of

an entirely New Process for the reproduction of /
Artists

own Drawings upon surface-printing Electro-plates.
/

Illustrated by J. C. Hook, R.A., Birket Eoster, Erederick
/

Walker, W. S. Coleman, W. P. Burton, and
/
Harrison

Weir. I London : published by Joseph Cundall, 168, New
Bond Street.

;
1864.

This pamphlet is of considerable interest as it shows

that the j)rocess was used and developed in England

as a step in the preparation of electro-types. I there-

fore quote the more important parts of it :

" The new ])roccss—which tlie inventor, Mr. Charles

Hancock, calls electro-photography

—

offers many
advantages to those artists who desire to see their own
work reproduced, line for line.
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C. F. DAUBIGNY. Le Ruisseau dans la Clairif.re. L.D. 137

From the edition published by M. Le Garrec, 1921

Size of the original 7^ X 6^ inches
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“ The drawings may l)c made in two ways, either

direct upon a prepared surface of glass—than which

nothing can be more easy and pleasant—or with black

ink upon white paper, when the drawing must be

reversed. In either case all effects must, as in etchings,

be obtained by the use of thick and thin lines, with

cross-hatchings and masses of black where needed.

No washed tints or ruled skies can be rendered, nor is

the process capable of giving the lowered surface in

parts, which is so valuable an aid to wood-engraving.
“ Although the inventor keeps the details of his

process secret, they may be briefly described as follows :

“ First. A drawing is made, with an etching-needle

or other instrument, upon a glass plate specially pre-

})ared with collodion
;

or in cases where a drawing

on paper is to be copied, this is photographed on to

the glass in the usual manner.
“ Second. The drawing on the glass is photographi-

cally printed upon a prepared surface of wax or some

such material.

“ Third. From this photographic impression on the

prepared surface an electro-plate is made, which

preserves, in the most minute particulars, the lines of

the original drawing.
“ Fourth. From the electro-plate so obtained, any

number of impressions can be printed with letterpress,

in the same manner as wood engravings now are.

“ A few directions and further explanations of the

two processes will enable any artist to avail himself of

their several advantages. First, as regards etchings

ON GLASS.
“ The grey film of collodion upon the glass is tender,

and great care should be taken that it is not scratched
;
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for this reason the glass plate is usually enclosed in a

little box, in which it should be put when not in use.

“ The back of the plate should lie upon a piece of

black cloth or velvet
;
and as the drawing is being made

on the him, black lines should appear exactly as if

the artist were using Indian ink on grey paper.
“ Outlines of drawings can be readily traced upon

the collodion by means of the ordinary black or red

transfer paper
;

but this must be done tenderly, as

any undue pressure would probably cut through the

him.
“ The best instruments for drawing on the glass are

two or three etching-needles of different-sized points,

an ivory pencil, and a quill pen cut short at the nib,

and of course without the slit.”

At the end is Messrs. Cundall, Downes & Co.’s list

of prices for prepared plates, instruments, etc., and

for making electro-plates.

The illustrations are printed from electro-plates

prepared from drawings by the artists named, and the

copy before me (formerly in Mr. J. P. Heseltine’s

library, but recently presented to the Print Room of

the British Museum), has also two original direct

prints from the glass plates inserted.

It appears probable that the idea of drawing on glass

was borrowed from the French, and that Mr. Hancock’s

invention was only the preparation of electro-types

from the plates.

It will l)e seen that this process ohers unusual freedom

to the artist. The technique is extremely easy to master,

as there is uo trouble of biting with acid or cutting

lines with a graver. There is very little resistance

to the needle, none in fact when the printer’s ink ground
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is used. While drawing on the glass it is easier to see

what has been done, and whether the desired effect

is obtained, than in any form of engraving on a metal

plate, for the lines show black just as they will- on the

prints taken from the plate.

The process has also the advantage that if the plates

are carefully handled a large number of prints can be

taken from them. It would appear that all these

would be of equal quality, but this is not the case.

The hrst few are much superior to the rest, especially

in the case of the cliches done in the oil-colour method,

for in taking these the contact of the plate with the paper

rubs off a great deal of the delicate work. Those who
have had an opportunity of comparing the prints of

]\I. Le Garrec’s issue with original ones will know how
true this statement is. I do not wish to imply that the

modern prints are poor, they are quite the reverse,

but they are not as fine as original impressions.

The process has also its disadvantages. The plates

are fragile and very easily damaged, and the ground

is very liable to get scratched.

It is also a considerable disadvantage from the artist’s

point of view that it is almost impossible to remove

any work he has already done. New lines can always

be added, of course.

Of those who made use of this process Corot was

by far the most important if quantity be considered,

though he never reached the standard of Millet’s two

plates. He did in all sixty-six cliches-verre, sixty-one

in the first method with the point, and five in the oil-

colour method. No doubt the reason why he took so

readily to the process was because of its simplicity
;

])robably he got one of his friends to prepare the plates
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and take the prints. He never took the trouble to learn

the mechanical technique of etching or lithography
;

in

fact, he never even bit his own etchings.

Among Corot’s plates the Bucheron de Rembrandt

is perhaps the hnest. It is truly remarkable that at

the hrst attempt he should have produced so beautiful

a sketch. There is a freshness about it which is lost

in his later work.

His cliches-verre fall naturally into two groups, the

hrst, containing 52 plates, dating from 1853 to 1860, the

second (14 plates) from 1871 to 1874. During the interval

he hardly went to Arras at all, and it is probable that

he only used this method when with his photographic

friends there.

In the hrst group we watch the gradual development

of his style, which gets more and more complex, and is

marked by a frequent use of the tapper.

His hrst plate is done in line only
;

in his second,

Les Enfants de la Ferme, executed in the same month,

he made use of the tapper. He hrst used the oil-colour

method in 1854, in which year he also did the two

plates of the Cavalier sous hois (using line and tapper)

which are among his most successful pieces.

After the interval of eleven years he returned to Arras,

and in 1871 he produced eight plates, in 1874 six. In

this group he reverted to the simplest style
;

all the

plates are done in the hrst method, with the point

alone
;
nowhere is the tapper used. His early plates

were overcrowded, and he hardly ever made use of

white spaces. In the second group he used the minimum
amount of work possible, with a hirer effect. But his

last few plates show the weakness of age
;

in 1874 he

was 78 years old.
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Millet’s two plates far surpass those of any other

artist who made use of tlie process. In La precaution

niaternelle an incident in the life of a peasant mother

is treated in a thoroughly characteristic way. In it

we see Millet at his finest, putting his whole soul and

genius into the line. In the second plate, Femme vidant

wi seau, we see another scene from peasant life, not so

fine a piece of work as the first, but still a gem.

Rousseau only produced two plates, executed no

doubt in 1855, when he was staying with Cuvelier at

Arras. Neither of these is really successful, though

the one reproduced is considerably the finer. The other

is distinctly poor, both in composition and in execution.

In both plates the line is hard and the style heavy.

Delacroix drew one plate only, Tigre en arret. This

is a fine piece of work, but he probably found the medium
uncongenial, accustomed as he was to the thick, strong

lines of lithography.

Daubigny did eighteen plates, of which two are in

the oil-colour method. Henriet (C. Daubigny ct son

oeuvre grave, 1875, page 154) states tliat all these were

done in 1862.

The composition is remarkably fine, but in some

cases the hardness of tlie line detracts consideraldy

from the effect.

The two oil-colour plates are perhaps the finest
;

in them the artist obtained a beautiful soft effect

extremely reminiscent of Corot. One of these is included

in M. Te Garrec’s publication, the other appears to be

known by one impression only, and was unknown to

Henriet.

Another very line ]date is the Ruisseau dans la

CAairiere. This piece is extremely interesting, as there
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is a great deal of work, especially in the sky, which

appears to have been done with the roulette.

The Rentree du Tronpeau and the Gardeuse de Chemes
are a very fine pair. These are the largest cliches-verre

that I know. They measure about 34 by 27

centimetres each. A great deal of the effect depends

on their remarkable size, and no small reproduction

can possibly do justice to them.

Another interesting plate is the Effet de Nuit. This

is one of the plates which gives the best results when
printed with a second piece of glass between the plate

and the paper. A beautiful soft velvety effect is

obtained, very similar to the etchings by Rembrandt
in the dark manner.

Several of the plates are studies for etchings, or

repetitions of compositions which he had previously

etched. Both Henriet and Delteil have made some

amusing confusions between the cliches and the

etchings. Delteil states that his No. 139, Le Gue,

executed in 1862, is “ une reminiscence ” of an etching

of the same subject (No. 118) dated 1865. Henriet

correctly describes the cliche as a “ premiere pensee
”

for the etching. He however calls the cliche of

the Grand pare d moutons (1862) a “ premiere

pensee ” for the etching of 1860. This mistake

Delteil corrects.

Paul Huet also made use of the process
;
he did seven

plates, all in the line method. Though not without

merit these are of little importance in the history of the

process. I have been unable to find any evidence as

to when they were executed, though it is probable,

from their uniformity of style, that they were all done

wiihin quite a short period.
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Tlie process was used by other artists, Cdiarles Jacque,

Barye and Dutilleux for instance, but I have here only

attempted to deal with the prineipal members of the

Barbizon School who employed it.

I have also seen four cliches-verre by Augustus John,

belonging to Mr. Michel Salaman, which are said to have

been done in 1900, when John was at the Slade School.

They are studies somewhat in the manner of Rembrandt,

etched with a fine point upon sensitised plates.

It is probable that this experiment was made quite

independently, without knowledge of the earlier work

by this method.

The first description of the process appears to be that

in Henriet’s catalogue of Daubigny’s work (1872).

This is very short and only mentions the use of the

printer’s-ink ground.

A very full and careful descriptive article by M.

Germain Hediard appeared in the Gazette des Beaux-Arts

in November, 1903. He gives a detailed description

of all the methods employed, and also a short account

of the history of the process.

M. Robaut also, in Vol. IV of L'CEuvre de Corot (1905)

gives a fairly complete account of the proeess, which

M. Delteil repeats word for word in the Peintre-Graveur

Illustre,

The small pamphlet on " Electro-photography
”

described above was apparently unknown to any of these

authorities, nor do they mention that this process was

used in England in 1864.

In Erance prints done in this proeess are known by

several different names
;

M. Robaut terms them
Procedes sur verre, M. Delteil generally calls them

Cliches-verre, which is the most usual name, but he
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occasionally uses Heliographie sur verve. M. Le Garrec,

following Henriet, uses the word Cliche-glace.

Professor Hind, on page eight of his " Short History

of Engraving and Etching ” speaks of the glass-prints

of the Barbizon School, but this term might lead to

confusion with glass coloured prints, which are prints

mounted face downwards on glass, rubbed thin and

coloured from the back. “ Glass Etchings ” has also

been suggested, but “ Glass Dry-points ” would be

more correct. I have thought it best to use the Erench

term Cliches-verre in this article.
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THE LATER DRY-POINTS OF MUIRHEAD
BONE

By CAMPBELL DODGSON

S compared with the early etchings and dry-

points described in my catalogue, I\Ir. Bone’s

work of the period from 1908 to 1916, which

forms the subject of this article, is that of a

master much more sure of himself and possessing a

more perfect command of his medium. That is another

way of saying that the experimental stage is over, and

with it has gone some of the romance of youth, some of

the adventurous spirit of discovery, which used to com-

municate itself even to the onlooker who was privileged

to see the artist almost in process of creation, and to

watch with eager interest the passing through successive

states, or the birth to mature perfection without states

at all, of masterpieces so diverse as The Shot Tower,

Demolition of St. James’s Hall, Interior, or Ayr Prison.

These, indeed, date already from the maturity of the

artist
;

the contrast between any two of these, or

between any one of them and any other print that one

might choose to name of the }^ears 1904 to 1908, is

nothing like so great as the difference between the

vigorous, rough dry-points of the Glasgow period and

the more serene and calculated work produced after

i\Ir. Bone had settled in London. All the same, the

appearance of any one of these earlier dry-points, when
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it came, was an event
;

there was more of a surprise

and a thrill in seeing it for the first time, than most of

the more recent plates have been able to excite. It is

not that they are less excellent—the best, and there

are many that must rank with the best, are as good as

any of their predecessors—^bnt simply that the artist

has somewhat spoilt ns by the multitude of good things

which he has produced, and the shock of novelty cannot

persist for ever. The fact is that the average of good

and even masterly work throughout the considerable

production of a period of several years is so high that it

has been much more difficult for the engraver to sur-

])ass himself and make an exceptional impression.

There is a somewhat blase ring about my introductory

paragraph, and I must hasten to warn my readers that

I do not suspect them for a moment of suffering from a

malady to which one is liable whose fate it has been to

be almost too much preoccupied with every detail of

the work of an engraver. If an\^ of them has been

engaged for years in the preparation of a catalogue as

minutely finished as conscientious effort, tempered by

human frailty, can make it, he may have some sympathy
with moments of lassitude which occur when there is

intermission in the task, and vanish v hen new creations

of the artist spur the chronicler, keen as of yore,

to fresh attention and endeavour. But I know how
few there are, two or three at the most, who can ever

have seen Mr. Bone’s engraved work in such complete-

ness. Few of his prints have ever been reproduced
;

many of them have never been exhibited at all, and the

only exhibition in which any considerable number has

ever been shown together was held in 1916 at a private

hou.se, where restrictions of space prevented more than
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eighty-eight proofs, including many of early date, being

shown. And if few have even seen the hundred and

eight prints produced between 1908 and 1916, fewer

still are the collectors who own any considerable pro-

portion of them. As before, they have been printed

in very limited numbers
;
not from any desire to

restrict the edition artificially, but by the conditions

imposed by the very nature of the dry-point process,

in which the life of the plate is notoriously short, and

the number of impressions to which an artist, scrupulous

about quality, will care to put his signature, is always

small. Occasionally, for special purposes, the plates

have been steel-faced
;

occasionally, too, without steel-

facing, plates such as Jews’ Quarter, Leeds, Rainy Night

at Rome and Piccadilly Circus, 1915, have yielded an

exceptional!}^ large number of impressions
;

but the

list which follows this article will show how few these

cases are, and how often even plates which have been

nominally “ published ” could only be offered to a very

small number indeed of the clients on Messrs. Colnaghi’s

waiting list. The collection which I have studied when
writing this article, one of the most complete in existence,

lacks twenty-five of the hundred and eight plates that

my list enumerates.

It will be noticed that in 1908 and 1909 Mr. Bone

continued to work entirely on home subjects. A cruise

to Lisbon and round the coast of Spain to the Balearic

Islands, which was his first foreign journey, produced

some slight sketches, but a few plates of Lisbon were

abandoned as unworthy of preservation, and a project

for a large plate of the cathedral of Palma came to

nothing. It is with Arundel, the little Sussex town

dominated by the vast modern Gothic church of St.
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Philip Ncri, and East Blatchington, a quiet village under

the downs behind Seaford, that the new list opens.

One of the two trial proofs of Arundel, in which the plate

is much longer, and there is a windmill on the left, has

found its way into the British Museum. The two plates

known as South Coast might be thought to belong to

the same region. They are, in fact, inspired by Sussex,

but represent no actual place, being arbitrary com-

positions. The first and larger plate, dating from June,

1908, was abandoned when a few trial proofs had been

taken, and was not taken up again and finished until

1915. The smaller and better plate, illustrated here,

was linished, instead of its forerunner, in 1908. The
next success of that year was The New Strand, a most

})icturesque treatment of the new buildings in Aldwych
and the scaffolding for the first building to be erected

on the “ island site,” which was opened on March 30th,

1909, as the offices of the Government of Victoria, part

of what is now Australia House. The beautiful little

plate is not only a work of art, but a document in the

history of London, but it must be remembered that it

was drawn direct from nature, and the subject con-

sequently appears in reverse when printed.

i\Ir. Bone spent much time in the autumn of that

year over portraits of himself for the first volume of

the catalogue, then going through the press. The

second of these, in its final state, is well known by the

book itself, but the six trial states must be seen before

the amount of work put into it can be appreciated.

Country Mews, like South Coast, is a composition, the

spire being that of St. i\Iary Abbot’s, and the other

motives taken from localities not far removed from

High Street, Kensington. These and the earliest plates
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of 1909 are rather unimportant, but Stirling Castle,

No. 1, begun, straight from nature, on January 20th,

1909, is oue of the most fresh and charming plates in

the artist’s whole work. The small number of im-

pressions that it yielded caused a second plate of the

same subject, begun two days later, to be finished and

printed in a large edition, but it lacks the lightness of

touch and harmonious balance in the composition which

distinguish the earlier plate. Liberty’s Clock, which

was finished in the same year, was the culmination of

a series of experiments which had engaged the artist’s

attention ever since 1905, when the first idea of the

composition appeared as Beak Street {No. 194). It

occupied him again in 1907 {Study for Liberty’s Clock,

No. 206) and in 1908 {Beak Street, No. 2, which exists

in only one proof). At last he wrought it out, with much
labour, to his satisfaction, and it has been universally

admired as the best specimen of a “ scaffolding Bone ”

on a small scale. The early proofs, before the cords, the

wires across the street, and the smoke became at all

“ tired,” are exquisite things. A group of Ayr subjects,

by which i\Ir. Bone has always been happily inspired,

date from the same spring, but the only one of which

an edition was published. Repairing the Auld Brig,

Ayr, remained quite unfinished until 1916, and all the

later states are of that date. Ayr Beach, done in August

with complete success, is separated from the other Ayr

subjects by an interval in which the artist visited the

Firth of Forth, and produced Diinimarle and the Culross

subjects, of which Culross Roofs is the masterpiece.

The steep-pitched roofs, crowded together at all sorts

of angles and surmounted by the plain but beautifully

proportioned steeple, have as their background the
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placid water of the Forth, with which Mr. Bone was to

become better acquainted, under very different con-

ditions, in the later years of the War. The Provost’s

Boathouse is another delightful plate belonging to this

group.

After all these Scottish subjects, done when the

artist was making Gargunnock, in Stirlingshire, his

headquarters, there is a long pause in the history of

his plates. The year 1910 has nothing to show. It was
in that year that he started on his first long continental

journey, a visit to Italy, from which he did not return

till the autumn of 1912. Florence, in the neighbourhood

of which he made his home for some time, at Settignano,

did not inspire him immediately, or very happily. He
was homesick, and it is curious to find him, in that

lovely Tuscan country, busying himself with etchings

from old drawings of the Glasgow slums. The one plate

of a Florentine subject of which he made a great success,

Saji Frediano, dates from much later. The Demolition

of the Old Court House, Glasgow, a dry-point of which

very few impressions have been printed, was his first

work done in Italy. It was followed by the insignificant

little etching, Glasgow East End, and by the elaborately

finished Old Court House, Glasgow, which was issued in

the edition de luxe of “ Glasgow : Fifty Drawings by

Muirhead Bone,” published by Messrs. MacLehose in

1911. This plate, by a curious reversal of the more usual

procedure, was begun as a dry-point, and re-worked

in etching at an advanced stage, the fifth trial state.

It is a highly finished piece of work, and the reflected

light from the water on the ribs under the arch of the

bridge shows wonderful skill, but it has always struck

me as being a little dull. The book-plate of Don Siro
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^lorozzi, the priest in whose house the artist and his

family lodged at Settignano, is a graceful etching, but the

gem among the early plates of 1911 is the slight

but exquisite dry-point, Sketch of Fiesole, the view as

seen from Villa dell’ Ombrelhno, then the residence of

Colonel Robert Goff, the etcher. It is a pity that only

six impressions exist of this most beautiful little plate,

which was done direct from nature in January.

From Florence the artist went on to Rome, which he

found a much more congenial and inspiring city than

the Tuscan capital. It was difficult for him, however,

to find any appliances for etching or printing, and he

did not produce much except a number of splendid

drawings, some of which furnished the subjects for later

plates done after his return to England. A summer
spent in the Marche produced two dry-points, one of

which, the beautiful Distant Fermo, No. 1, done on the

spot, is one of our illustrations. In the autumn, follow-

ing his return to Rome, belongs the charming little

Pincian ” group, of which the most finished and

successful plate. Under the Pincian Trees, is reproduced

here. The splendid Orvieto dry-point and two slighter

Tuscan subjects, one of which, A Tuscan Farm, was

published as frontispiece to Mr. Binyon’s book on Botti-

celli, are traces of a gradual progress northwards toVenice,

which was reached in the summer of 1912, and then

the journey continued byway of Boscolungo Lucca and

the Riviera di Levante to Genoa, and so home.

In 1913 Mr. Bone was reaping the harvest of his

Italian tour, by producing several plates at his new

home, at Steep, near Petersfield, from drawings made
at Rome and Venice. The Dogana and Rainy Night

at Rome are the best of the.se
;

the Castle of St. Angelo
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promised to be a magnificent plate, but it has, un-

fortunately, remained in a very unfinished condition,

like the Temple of Minerva Medica and the big plate

of Piazza Trevi. It is much to be desired that they

should even yet be finished, and though it would be

very difficult after the lapse of ten years to go on with

them in the same style, it is a feat of which such a

master draughtsman and engraver as IMuirhead Bone is

capable. Great Yarmouth is the best of a group of

]£ast Anglian subjects of 1913, in which year a visit

to Holland resulted in two highly finished and beautiful

dry-points, Leyden and the Montalhan Tower, Amsterdam,

a subject which had been drawn by Rembrandt.

In 1914 he continued, at Steep, to engrave more of

his Italian drawings, besides .some rather sketchy plates

of the Hampshire country near at hand. Shiphreakers,

Genoa, and Distant Fermo, No. 2, are both enlarged

and somewhat simplified and generalised \'ersions of

the small plates done on the spot some yes.YS before.

The former, at least, .shows a definite improvement,

as compared with the earlier Lanterna, Genoa. Calle

Pescheria, Venice, is the best of the quite new Italian

subjects of this time, as Horsedealers, Petersfield Fair,

surpasses the others of native origin.

No trace, so far, of the great war is discernible, and

indeed, if our attention were concentrated solely on Mr.

Bone’s work on copper, we should still find no trace

of it to the end, except in the big plate Piccadilly Circus,

1915, which was .sold for the benefit of the Belgian

Relief Fund. This plate was based, so far as the actual

topography is concerned, upon a very much earlier,

highly finished pencil drawing which belonged to the

late Mr. Cdiristopher Head, but the traffic, the motor
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cars, the shaded lamps and the searchlights, which

give a vivid idea of the appearance of London’s darkened

streets in war time, were, of course, studied on the spot.

Chioggia is one of the best plates of 1915
;

it may be

called, indeed, one of the best of all the later period.

The other work of this year was slight and unfinished

with the exception of two highly wrought and very

beautiful dry-points, San Frediano in Cestello, a view

of a church on the Arno, on the outskirts of Florence,

not very generally known, and The Fishmarket, Venice,

No. 2. These, with Orvieto, are the finest of the large

plates from drawings of Italian subjects, while The

Giudecca, an exquisitely finished and delicate piece of

work, is among the ver}^ best of the small ones.

Both versions of Demolition of the Sardinian Chapel,

Kingsway, are extremely felicitous, lightly handled and

full of fresh observation. The two plates are very much
alike, but may be distinguished, besides the slight

difference in dimensions, by the fact that No. 2 contains

a man, wanting in No. 1, who stands in the street, with

his back turned. If in. from the right end of the plate.

The Canal and Bridge of SS. Apostoli, Venice, is the

splendid beginning of a plate which has never been

carried any further. There is, perhaps, no other plate

in all the artist’s work in which figures in action are

treated with so much success. From the Adelphi is

tlie single finished and published plate of 1916. It is

in some respects a repetition of The Shot Tower of 1909,

and cannot be said to be quite such a success as its

predecessor. The drawing of the buildings across the

river is not quite .so certain and so clear in its rendering

of detail
;
the trees in the foreground are unsatisfactory.

I like them, indeed I like the whole plate, best in the
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very unfinished trial proofs. But it is a beautiful

design. The plate itself belongs to the Fitzwilliam

Museum at Cambridge.^

And here comes the great gap in the chronicle of the

dry-points of Muirhead Bone, which has set a natural

limit to the scope of this article. The call came to him
in 1916 to serve his country as the first of the official

artists, engaged in making records of scenes and events

on the Western Front. This is not the place in which to

speak of the wonderful series of drawings which he made,

for he did not make a single etching or dry-point from

them. Of the drawings themselves a large number are in

the British Museum, most of the rest at the Imperial

War Museum, and some are the property of the

Admiralty. The majority have been reproduced in the

official publications, “ The Western Front ’’ and “ War
Drawings,” and in large portfolios devoted to munition

works and shipbuilding.

Many dry-points have been done since the war, but

very few of them have hitherto been finished. The
time for recording their history has not yet come.

1 It is of interest to collectors to note that in the printing of this plate Mr.
Bone for the first time made use of old paper for his dry-points instead of
the Japanese paper, which he had used exclusively for many years. If it is

found in impressions of plates which come earlier in the catalogue, the ex-
planation is that the later states of such plates, which alone are on the old
paper, were not printed till 1916, or later still. The old paper comes from a
very large stock collected by Mr. Joseph Pennell, which was bought by Messrs.
Colnaghi & Co., when he left his London home to settle in Philadelphia.

LIST OF DRY-POINTS AND ETCHINGS BY
MUIRHEAD BONE

In continuation of the catalogue by Campbell Dodgson, published
by Messrs. Obach Co. in 1909.

Note.

—

Till the catalogue is ready for publication in its

definitive form, I deem it inexpedient to give numbers, which
might need to be altered on reconsideration. This list contains
the titles, a brief indication of the technique (D. for dry-point,
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E. for etching, DE. or ED. for the two combined), the number
of impressions (in Arabic numerals) and number of states (in

Roman numerals), and the dimensions, of the prints discovered
or produced since the publication of my catalogue, down to

1916. The dimensions given are those of the final state
;

in the
case of trial proofs, or early states, the plate is sometimes
larger. The distinction between trial proofs and published
states is likely to be discarded, but for the present the same
system is followed as in the 1909 catalogue. In the case of

some of the plates described as “ unfinished,” it is possible

that further work may yet be done on the plate, or more
impressions be taken.—C.D.

I.—EARLY WORK, HITHERTO UNDESCRIBED.

1898 (connected with Nos. 7-9). Reminiscences of
Lendalfoot. D. 1. I. 4^x4|.

1899 (after No. 24). West End Park, Glasgow. D. 1. I.

4|x7^.

1904 ? (not printed till 1916). Midnight Soup. D. 14. V.

5|x9|.

II.—LATER WORK.
1908.

Arundel. D. Trial proofs ; 2.1. Published states ; 40. I.

4|x6i.

East Blatchington. D. Trial proofs : 9. V. Published :

43. VI. 4|x7.

Westminster Bridge (unpublished). D. 5. II. 10x7|.

A Barge at Oxford (unpublished). D. 2. I. 7x8^.

Beak Street, No. 2 (unpublished). D. 1. I. 12x7.

Flood ON Chiswick Mall. D. Trial proofs: 5. II. Published:
41.11. 5|x7.

Cheshire Farm. D. 17. II. 3|x7|.

South Coast, No. 1. D. Trial proofs: 7. IV. Published:
19. IV. 5J-x8f.

South Coast, No. 2. D. 35. VI. 4f x8^.

The New Strand. D. Trial proofs : 2. II. Published : 26. X
5fx6|.

Falkland Palace. D. 6. II. 4^x7.
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MUIRHEAD BONE. Chioggia. Second State

Size of the original dry-point X 6| inches
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I^ORTRAIT OF THE ArTIST IN A HaT, No. 1. D. 37. IV. 4x3^.

I^ORTRAIT OF THE Artist IN A Hat, No. 2. D. Trial proofs ;

14. \T. l^iblished (in the catalogue) ; 275.1. Two additional
proofs were printed by the artist, one before steel-facing and
the other as the first impression from the steel-faced plate.

6x5.

The Jews’ Quarter, Leeds. 14. 110. \T (four proofs only
date from 1908 ;

all work after the second state was done in

1921). 5|x3|.

Country Mews. D. Trial proofs : 6. II. Published ; 21. IV.

6 g X 5 ^

.

Book-plate of S. V. Pearson. D. Proofs; 11. 111. State
IV is the book-plate as used. 2 x 3 ||.

1909.

Ely Yard. 1). Trial proofs ; 4. II. Published ; 23. V.
5f.x7i

The Ypres Towner, Rye. D. funpublished). 8.111. 5|-xl0J-.

Stirling Castle, No. 1. D. Trial proofs : 2. I. Published ;

19.1V. 8x10.

Stirling Castle, No. 2. D. 46. 111. 6| xlO.

Liberty’s Clock. D. Trial proofs ; 2.1. Published; 61. X.
101 x4|.

Ayr from the River (unpublished). D. 6. I. 7J|x9|-.

Repairing the Auld Brig, Ayr, No. 1 . D. 40. VUI. 7|-xl0.

The Provost’s Boathouse, Culross, No. 1 (unpublished).

2. 1. 6x9|.

Dunimarle. 1). 29. IX. 41x101.

The Old Palace, Culross. D. Trial proof ; 1.1. Published;
27.x. 7|xl0-l.

Culross Roofs. D. 49. VUI. 7|xl0|.

,\yr Beach. 1). Trial proofs ; 2. 1. Published ; 32.1. 3x8-}|.

Near Chichester. I). Trial })roofs ; 2. 1. Published ;

42. 1\'. I’xlO.
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The Provost’s Boathouse, Culross, No. 2. D. Trial proof ;

I. I. Published : 26. 1. 6x5^.

House-boats at Shiplake (unpublished). D. 2. II. 4|x7ii.

1911.

Demolition of the Old Court House, Glasgow (unpublished).
D. 5 or 6. I. 5 i|xl0|.

Sketch of Fiesole (unpublished). D. 6. II. 3i|x5i|.

Book-plate of Don Siro Morozzi. E. Proofs : 2. I. State
II is the book-plate as used. 2^ x2.

Glasgow East End (unpublished). ED. 9. II. liixSif.

The Old Court House, Glasgow. DE. Trial proofs ;

II. VI. Published: 112. I. Two proofs before steel-facing,

and 110 issued in the special edition of “ Glasgow. Fifty
drawings by Muirhead Bone. With Notes on Glasgow by A. H.
Charteris ” (Glasgow, J. MacLehose and Sons, 1911). 5^x7||.

Settignano (unpublished). D. 3. 1. 2j|-x8E

The Bargello and Badia, Florence (unfinished). D. 2. I.

13tVx7-1-1.

.V Eoad IN THE Marche. D. 9.1. 7/g^x6^.

Distant Fermo, No. 1. D. 15. VF 3|^x6|.

Sunset from the Pincio (unpublished). D. 7. II. 4|x6J.

St. Peter’s from the Pincio (unpublished). D. 7. HI.
3i|x8|.

Under the Pincian Trees. D. 32. IV. 4f x6^.

From My Window, Piazza del Popolo. D. (unfinished).

3.1. 7ixlM|.

1912.

Orvieto. D. Trialproofs: 2.1. Published: 27. X. 9|xllj^.

A Tuscan Farm. D. Trialproofs: 4.1. Published: 275. VI.
Published in “ The Art of Botticelli,” by Laurence Binyon
(Glasgow, J. MacLehose and Sons, 1913). All the alterations

in state were made after the steel-facing. 5 x 3
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MUIRHEAD BONE. Canal and Bridge of SS. Apostoli, Venice. (Unfinished)

Size of the original dr^'-point 12 X S inches
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Biasutti’s Farm, Ouerceto (unpublished). D. 4. I. 7|x3.

The Zattere, Venice. D. 24. VIII. 6|x8^|.

The Alps from the Lido, No. 1. D. 10. VI. 4|x6^.

The Fishmarket, Venice, No. 1. D. 10. III. 6|x9

Ponte Vecchio, Florence (unpublished). D. 3. I. 7 ]f;X0.

Sestri Levante (unpublished). D. 6. I. 7|x9|.

Boats at Sestri Levante (unfinished). D. 2. I. 6||x7j|.

The Lanterna, Genoa. D. 24. VI. 3fg x8|.

Gavin Bone (unpnbli.shed). D. LI. 3ix3-|fj.

1913.

The Dogana, Venice. D. 36. XIV. 8x11.

The I’ort of GtEnoa, from the Righi (unfinished). D. 1. 1.

7x10 f|.

Rainy Night in Rome. D. 125. X. 12x8|.

The Castlf: of St. Angelo (unfinished). I). 1. I. 9x14.

The Temple of Minerva Medica, Rome (unfinished). D.
2.1. 10x11

Piazza Trevi (unfinished). D. 2. I. LS^ xlO^g.

Walberswick Ferry. D. 70. X. 7|xl0.

Near Southwold (unpublished). 1. I. 6 }|x8f.

Moy. D. 15. IV. 6|-x8i.

Great Yarmouth. D. 25. VL' 7x9|.

Sunset, Great Yarmouth (unpublished). D. 4. III. 7-j^yX9J.

The Nelson Column, Great Yarmouth (unpublished). D.
1 . 1 .

Tower, Southwold Column (unfinished). D. 2. I. 7x9.

The Montalban Tower, Amsterdam. I). Trial proofs :

3. I . Publislied : 2 1 . 1 1 1 . 9 v 5
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Leyden. D. Trial proof : l.I. Published; 25. III. 9xll|^.

Amsterdam Canal (unfinished). D. 2.1. 7|x8-^.

1914.

Shipbreakers, Genoa. D. 7. IV. 6-^ x9||^.

Distant Fermo, No. 2. D. 17. XI. 54x8^.

Canal Boats, near Amsterdam (unfinished). ED. 6. V.
3i|x5i|.

The Meon Valley, from Butser Hill (unfinished). D.
2. I. 7|x8i|.

Ashford Manor, Hants (unfinished). D. 2. I. 7|x8-^.

On the Y, Amsterdam. D. Trial proofs : 3. II. Published :

19.1. 7|x8|.

Calle Pescheria, Venice. D. Trial proofs : 2. I. Published ;

44. VI. 6|x9^.

A Corner of the Piazza Venezia, Rome (unfinished). D.
1.1. 6|ix5^.

The Grand Canal, Venice, from the Salute (unpublished).

D. 6. HI. 10x121.

The Tower of San Silvestro, Rome (unfinished). D. 7. 1.

Il|x8i.

Week Green Farm, Hants (unfinished). D. 10. I. 9fg-xl0|.

Near Steep (unpublished). D. l.I. 3||^x7.

Horsedealers, Petersfield Fair (unpublished!. D. 7. II.

2i-x7i

Horses, Petersfield (unpublished). D. 3. I. 2j-^gX4|.

Gypsy Vans, Petersfield Fair (unpublished). D. 3. I.

4x5^.

Market Day, Salisbury (unfinished). D. 5. II. 7x9if.

1915.

Piccadilly Circus, 1915. D. Trial proofs : 3. I. Published :

125. V. Il|xl4|.

Falmouth. D. Trial proofs : 3. I. Published : 21. VI.

7 w X
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The Alps from the Lido, No. 2 (unpublished). D. 3. I.

10|x8-l|.

PiSTOiA AND THE PLAINS OF TuscANY (unpublished). D. 5, II.

5x7|.

Evening, Port OF Genoa. D. 45. V. 7-|x9||.

Chioggia. D, Trial proofs : 3.1. Published: 75.11. 6|x6|.

Repairing the Auld Brig, Ayr, No. 2 (unfinished). D. 1. I.

Il|x8i|.

Construction of an Underground (unpublished). ED.
3. 1. 6^x5i.

Porch of the Pantheon, Rome (unpublished). ED. 6. II.

5^X6||.

On the Lagoon, Venice (unpublished). D. 2. I. 6-i|x8J.

The Fishmarket, Venice, No. 2. D. Trial proofs : 3. I.

Published : 61. XII. 9xlH.
San Frediano IN Cestello, Florence. D. 84. X. 9-^xlljf.

Railway Approach, Glasgow (unpublished). D. 1. I.

8ifxl4.

Demolition of the Sardinian Chapel, Kingsway, No. 1. D.
Trial proofs: 3.1. Published: 12.1. 7^x9f.

Demolition of the Sardinian Chapel, Kingsway, No. 2. D.
13.11.

The Giudecca. D. 32. III. 4|x7.

1916.

Waterloo Place (unfinished). D. 10. II. 9|xH|.

Canal and Bridge of SS. Apostoli, Venice (unfinished)

.

D. 3.1. 12-i|x8^.

The Jetty, Chioggia. D. 9. VI (the later states date from
1921). 5x7^.

Charing Cross Bridge (unfinished). D. 2. I. 7J|xl3.

From the Adelphi. D. Trial proofs : 4. I. Published :

21. VL 7|xl2J|.

Hudson & Kearns, Ltd.,
at London in Great Britain.
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FRANK T. SABIN
{Established in 1848)

172 NEIV BOND STREET
LONDON, W. I

^ Finest examples of old English and

French Colour Prints, Mezzotints, etc.,

of the 1 8th Century.

^ Choice Paintings by Old Masters.

^ Original drawings, illuminated manu-

scripts, miniatures, and specially fine

and rare books.

172 NEJV BOND STREET
LONDON, W. I

Only Address
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NOW READY

Art Prices Current
1915-16

BEING A RECORD OF SALE PRICES AT CHRISTIE’S
DURING THE SEASON; TOGETHER WITH
REPRESENTATIVE PRICES FROM THE SALES OF
MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE, AND

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON
WITH AN

INDEX TO ARTISTS' AND ENGRAVERS’ NAMES
AND TO THE TITLES AND SUBJECTS SOLD

Volume 9

PRICE THREE GUINEAS NET

A COMPLETE SET of the previous eight volumes

is offered for a limited period at the special inclusive

price of TEN GUINEAS.

These previous volumes are on sale separately, as follows

:

Vol. I. (1907-8) (Christie’s only) £1 1 0 net.

Vol. II. (1908-9) do. 1 1 0 „
Vol. III. (1909-10) do. 1 1 0 „
Vol. IV. (1910-11) (Christie’s, Sotheby’s and Puttick’s) ... 2 2 0 „
Vol. V. (1911-12) do. do. do. 2 2 0 „
Vol. VI. (1912-13) do. do. do. 2 2 0 „
Vol. VII. (1913-14) do. do. do. 2 2 0 „
Vol.'VIII. (1914-15) do. do. do. 2 2 0 „
Further Volumes will be published at short intervals until the work is brought

up to date.

“ART TRADE JOURNAL” OFFICE
13, Buckingham Street, Strand, W.C. 2
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F. F. J^.UMJYER
Book and Print Seller

70 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON
Telephone Gervard 7813. W.C. 2

ETCHINGS AND LITHOGRAPHS BY
MODERN ARTISTS

DRAWINGS BY THE OLD MASTERS

CHIAOSCUROS

BOOKS ON ART, ENGLISH AND FOREIGN

Catalogues post free

The BOOKMAN’S JOURNAL
AND

PRINT COLLECTOR
Devoted to Fine and Rare Books and Prints

Quarto ^ fine antique paper with art paper inlaid. Monthly 2 /-

Print and Art Features (with reproductions) in Early
Numbers include :

—

JAMES MCBEY. A MASTER
ETCHER—By Malcolm C. Salaman
(with a portrait of Mr. McBey, speci-

ally drawn for The Bookman’s Journal
by himself).

THE ETCHINGS OF WILLIAM
WALCOT—By Malcolm C. Salamax.

CHARLES MERYON AND PARIS:
NEW SIDELIGHTS-ByHugh Stokes

FRANK BRANGWYN AND ST.
LOUIS—By Walter Shaav Sparrow.

THE HISTORY OF THOMAS
BEWICK’S CHILLINGHAM BULL
—By G H. Sargent

THE VALUE OF JAPANESE
PRINTS.

Monthly 'll-. Subscription Rate (including postage) Koj- per annum and proportionately for

shorter periods. Address: "The Bookmans Journal,” 173-4-5, F/eet Street, London, E.C. 4.

Also obtainable through all Booksellers and Newsagents.
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The F. H. BRESLER CO.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, U.S.A.

PRINT DEALERS
Etchings^ Engravings a7id Wood Blocks Old and Modern by

Rembrandt, Durer, Meryon, Whistler, Haden, Zorn,

Eitton, Lepere, &c., also Early Italian.

DEPARTMENT OF ANTIQUES, FURNITURE AND OBJECTS OF
ART, PAINTINGS

Exclusive Representatives in U.S.A.—L'Estampe Moderne, Paris
“ Etchings in Color ”
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©rospenor ©alleries
(?. & D. COLNAGHI & CO.)

51a new bond street. LONDON. W. 1

PAINTINGS DRAWINGS ENGRAVINGS
ETCHINGS WOODCUTS

LITHOGRAPHS

ALWAYS ON VIEW

DAILY 10—6 SATURDAYS 10-4

Francis Harvey
6 St. James’s Street

LONDON, S.W. 1

•!!?(?

OLD ENGLISH MEZZOTINTS
RARE ENGRAVED PORTRAITS

On View and on Sale

Tel. : Regent 3927
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special Spring Number THE STUDIO''

DRAWINGS
IN PENcS- PENCIL FROM
DURER’S DAY TO OURS

WITH 150 ILLUSTRA-
TIONS PRESENTED IN
A VARIETY OF WAYS

Mr. GEORGE SHERINGHAM WILL
CONTRIBUTE THE LETTERPRESS

Cloth Edn. 10s. 6d. Wrapper Edn. 7s. 6d.

OFFICES OF ‘‘THE STUDIO” MAGAZINE
44 LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C. 2
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B. F. Stevens & Brown
Jlmerican Library and Literary jdgents

beg to announce that they have added a FINE ART
DEPARTMENT to their Agency under expert

management, and are extending their activities

to High Class Pictures, Drawings, Engravings and

Works of Art generally, in addition to Rare

Books, MSS., etc.

Commissions Executed Searches Made

Enquiries Solicited

4 TRAFALGAR SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone: 5306 Gerrard Telegrams and Cables : Stebrovens, London

New York Agents: Messrs. Tice & Lynch, Inc. 33 Pearl Street.

Sole Agents for The Studio publications in the United States.

Greatorex Gallery

ORIGINAL ETCHINGS

14, GRAFTON STREET, NEW BOND
STREET, W. 1
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Collectors and Admirers

of the art of

IVILLI^M BLAKE
will be interested in two books recently

published by Messrs. Dent : they are

WILLIAM BLAKE : THE MAN
by

CHARLES GARDNER
containing twelve reproductions from
drawings, price half-a-guinea net, and

BLAKE’S VISION OF THE
BOOK OF JOB

by

JOSEPH H. WICKSTEED
with reproductions from the original

engravings, and published at eight

shillings and sixpence net.



Old Engravings
LARGE STOCK OF

FINE OLD COLOUR PRINTS, MEZZO-
TINT PORTRAITS, NAVAL, MILITARY

AND SPORTING SUBJECTS

Catalogue of Fancy Subjects, etc., on application.

DAVIS BROS.
Established 1860 Tel. : Victoria 3377

17 KING’S RD., CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Engravings Purchased

THE BEACON
Edited by E. R. APPLETON

{Monthly^ 2[6 net. Annual Subscription^ 30I-, post free.)

T
he beacon deals broadly and constructively with

three essential subjects —Education, Religion, and
Art^

—

and endeavours to express adequately the

new ideals of which each is urgently in need.

V^iT No. April, 1922. 2s. 6d. net.

Looking Forward
A Credo for a New Era
The End of Toulouse Lautrec
Poetics . . . . .

The Divine Tragedy
Man and the Universe .

Etc.

. Hamilton Fyfe
Stephen Graham
Arthur Symons

. Robert Graves
A. St John Adcock
H. Maynard Smith

‘‘V.B.

—

Illu^tr.iiions by Augustus John, William Rothenstein, Robert Gibbings, Hall
Thorpe, etc., have already appeared in The BEACON. Future numbers will contain
pictures by C. R. W. Nevinson, Albert Rutherston, William Rothenstein, etc.

BASIL BLACKWELL : 49 Broad Street, Oxford
And of all Booksellers and Stationers.
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THE
PRINT COLLECTOR’S

QUARTERLY

*77/6’ following numbers are still on sale :

Vol. 2, No. 2. . . .6/6 Vol. 4. . .

9
55 -^5 „ .3. . . .6/6 55

5 ... ... „22/6
o

55 “5 „ 4 . . . .6/6 55 6 ... . .. „22/6

„ 3
, ,,

2. . . .6/6 55 . .. „22/6

General Index for Vols. 1-7, 2/6.

POST FREE.

q Vol. viii., No. 1 is out of print.

The above-mentioned prices will only hold good

until 30th Sept., 1922.

Subscribers should complete their sets without

delay as only a few of the single numbers and

the volumes remain.

The volumes can only be sold in complete sets of

four numbers.

10 BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C. 2
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French Line and Colour Prints,

Aquatints, Costumes Plates, Swiss

Views, ORIGINAL DRAWINGS
and WATER COLOURS, Pictures

and Miniatures by French, Dutch,

Swiss and Scandinavian Artists,

OLD MASTERS’ ENGRAVINGS
and ETCHINGS, Views of all

Countries, and all sorts of Rare and
Valuable Engravings.

French I8th Century Illustrated

Books, and Rare Books of Foreign

Travels, Topography, Geography,
Botany, Dentistry, Medicine, and
early Science.

Portraits by Nanteuil and others.

LARGE CLASSIFIED COLLECTIONS
CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION

SELECTIONS SENT ON APPROVAL
PAYMENT CAN BE ARRANGED
TO SUIT CUSTOMER’S INCOME.

ALBERT BERTHEL
39-41 NEW OXFORD STREET

LONDON, W.G. I
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ALBERT ROULLIER
ART GALLERIES

Print Sellers

Soiitli Elicliigau Boulevard,

icago

RARE ETCHINGS
and

ENGRAVINGS

Old Englisli NLezzotints

>rip;inal Orawini
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Cambridge University Press

The Graphic Arts. Modem Men and Modern Methods.
By JOSEPH PENNELL. The Scammon Lectures for 1920 at

the Art Institute of Chicago. With 150 illustrations. Royal
8vo. 34s net. University of Chicago Press.

Byzantine and Romanesque Architecture. By
Sir THOMAS GRAHAM JACKSON, Bart., R.A. Second
edition, with 165 plates and 148 illustrations. 2 vols.

Crown 4to. £4 4s net.

Gothic Architecture in France, England, and
Italy. By the same author. With 191 plates and 229 illus-

trations. 2 vols. Crown 4to. £3 13s 6d net.

The Renaissance of Roman Architecture By
the same author. Part I, Italy. With 48 plates and 26
illustrations. Crown 4to. £2 2s net. Part II, England.
With 57 plates and 65 illustrations. Crown 4to. .£2 2s net.

A Guide to English Gothic Architecture. By
SAMUEL GARDNER. With 180 photographic plates and
56 figures in the text. Imperial 8vo. 16s net.

An Account of Medieval Figure-Sculpture in

England. By E. S. prior, M.A., R.A., and A. GARD-
NER, M.A., F.S.A. With 855 photographs. Demy 4to.

£3 12s 6d net.

The Relation of Sculpture to Architecture. By
T. P. BENNETT, A.R.I.B.A. With 110 illustrations.

Royal 8vo. 15s net.

The Sculptures of Chartres Cathedral. By
M. and E. MARRAIGE. With 121 illustrations. Royal
8vo. 14s net.

Fetter Lane, London, E.C. 4 : C. F. Clay, Manager
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The Fine Art Society Ltd.
Established 1876

0

Publishers of the

Etchings
of

Frank Brangwyn, R.A.

Seymour Haden

William Strang

Etc. Etc.

Etchings, Paintings, Water
Colours and Bronze Statuettes

by Leading Artists

ZORN ETCHINGS A SPECIALITY

0

148 NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W. 1
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Frederick Keppel & Co.

RARE ENGRAVINGS
AND

ETCHINGS

4 EAST THIRTY-NINTH STREET

NEW YORK
(OPPOSITE THE UNION LEAGUE CLUB)



ARTHUR H.

HARLOW & CO.
n

Selected Prints for the

Collector

n

ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS

DRAWINGS AND MEZZOTINTS

Moderately Priced

Suitable for Gifts

U

712 FIFTH AVENUE
(between 55th and 56th Streets)

NEW YORK



MAGGS BROTHERS
34 & 35 CONDUIT STREET; NEW BOND STREET

LONDON ENGLAND

GARRY ONE OF THE LARGEST AND
CHOICEST STOCKS IN ENGLAND OF

FINE AND RARE

BOOKS, PRINTS
AND

AUTOGRAPHS
Illustrated Catalogues in eaeh

department regularly issued

These Catalogues appeal especially to the

Connoisseur^ Collector and Antiquarian

Customers’ “desiderata” searehed

for and reported free of eharge

ITEMS OF RARITY AND INTEREST ALWAYS
GLADLY PURCHASED

SHIPMENTS TO AMERICA EVERY WEEK



THE XXI GALLERY
The following etchings by F. L. GRIGGS are

published by The Twenty-One Gallery

Title

The Ford Architectural Set

Date of
May

issue

1915
The Pool ,, ,,

The Cresset
The Quay Feb. 1916
The Palace Dec. 1916
The Minster ,, ,

,

Mar. 1919

Priory Farm May 1915
Minsden Episcopi

,

,

,

,

Maur’s Farm ,,

Barnack
Ashwell ,,

Meppershall Chapel June 1915
Sellenger Oct. 1917
Stoke Poges

, ,
1918

Mortmain
St. Botolph’s Bridge June 1918
The Pipe and Tabour Oct. 1916
Stepping Stones (Dry-point)

, ,
1915

The Coppice (Dry-point) ,, , ,

Carnagh (Dry-point) Sept.
, ,

Totterne Inn May 1920
Palace Farm
The Barbican April 1921

St. Wendred’s, March June ,,

Enquiries respecting prints of the above
plates should he made to the Secretary,
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32 MUSEUM ST., LONDON, W.C. I

Offers for Sale the following

SIGNED PROOF ETCHINGS
AND ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

By WELL-KNOWN ARTISTS
ETCHINGS DRAWINGS

1. Haden (Sir F. Sey-
mour). Marshes opposite

Erilh. £9 9 0

2. Hardie (Martin). Pen-

berth Cove. £1 16 0

3. Legros (Alphonse). Au
hord de I'eau. £4 15 0

4. Lumsden (E.). Castle
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5. McBey (James). The

Carpenter of Hesdin.

£13 13 0

6 . MacLaughlan (D. S.).
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An April Day in Kent.
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11. BONE (Muirhead).
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1 2. Boudin (E.). Coast Scene.

Sketch in pastel. Signed.

5^in.x8in. £4 4 0

13. Forain (Jean Louis).
Propoii ion. Pen and ink.
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14. Kennington (Eric).
Martin le Puich. 1919. A
soldier’s grave. Water
Colour. Signed. 14|in.X

9fin. £5 5 0

15. Legros (Alphonse).
Two Studies of a Horse.

Pencil. Unsigned. 14in.X

9^in. £2 10 0
* From the Countess of Carlisle’s

Collection.

16. Orrock (James), R. I.

D/umlanrig Casileon theNith.

1886. Water Colour. Signed.

%m.X\2hn. £3 3 0

17. Robins (W.P.). An Essex

Marsh. 1916. Study for the

Etching. In sepia. Sigoed.

7iin.Xl0fin. £4 4 0

18. Rodo [Pissarro] (Lu-
dovic). Lo Phge, Hove.

Water Colour. Signed.

8fin.Xllin. £2 10 0

10. Walker (Wm.). Old
Houses; Genoa. £2 10 0

TERMS—CASH WITH ORDER. Money willingly refunded if goods are
returned in condition within four days. Other lists of Engravings,

Etchings and Drawings may be had on application.
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53 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W.i

A large collection of ENGRAVINGS,
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English and Eoreign Schools

[Catalogues of Books on the Fine Arts, Miscellaneous

Subjects, Engravings, Drawings, etc., sent free, cn

applicaticn)

BOOKS in all branches of the Fine Arts

Works of Reference on Painting, Engraving,

etc., a speciality

Also at 39 DUKE STREET
St. James', London, S.W. i

ENGRAVINGS and BOOKS on all branches

of Sport, Aerostation, Locomotion, Naval and

Military subjects, etc.

Catalogues issued at regidar intervals

Correspondence invited
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Original Drawings
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MAURICE GOBIN
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ETCHINGS
and

ENGRAVINGS
by
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Diirer Gericault Whistler

Mantegna Ingres Zorn
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Messrs.
J.
M. DENT & SONS Ltd.

have ready
a new and important edition of

THE
WINTERS TALE

With 12 Coloured Illustrations from
Paintings in Tempera by

MAXWELL ARMLIELD

18s. net.

The Author writes ;

—

“ Rhythmic structure has always, until recent years, been
exemplified in the theatre in bodily movement, and
frequently also in formalised speech and song, but the
rhythmic structure should be evident in every branch of

the drc matic technique, and in addition should weld them
all into a perfectly correlated unity The
emotional nse of colour is of very recent growth, and
although we have not arrived at the subtlety of the Asiatic
in this regard, we have in Europe an elementaiy feeling

after some kind of unity in our conception of colour.”

For detailed prospectus containing specimen
illustration, apply

J.
M. DENT & SONS LTD.

ALDINE HOUSE, BEDFORD STREET, W.C. 2
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THE POTATO GATHERERS
By JEAN FRANCOIS MILLET

1

In view of the fact that lithographs by J. F. Millet are so

rare, very considerable interest was aroused a year ago by

the announcement of the discovery of a hitherto unknown
drawing on the stone by the famous Barbizon Artist.

An edition of 200 Proofs of the lithograph (engraved surface

9I X 12^ inches), printed on hand-made paper, numbered and

initialled by Mr. F. Ernest Jackson, has been issued at the price of

FIVE GUINEAS
Of these, only a few remain for sale, and the price will be raised in

the near future.

A PROSPECTUS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM

ERNEST BROWN & PHILLIPS
THE LEICESTER GALLERIES, LEICESTER SQ., LONDON
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James Connell & Sons
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BETTY. S. Tushingham

Just Published, an Illustrated Catalogue of

Etchings and Dry-points by

S. Tushingham
with notes by P, G, Konody

Price Five Shillings
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Drawings by Edwin A, Abbey

Also Important works by distinguished American Artists

—Sargent, Saint-Gaudens, La Farge, for example—including
Abbey’s Holy Grail. Done exclusively in THE

COPLEY PRINTS.

d We send on approval, prepaid and with no obligation to

purchase.

d Old Family Portraits reproduced privately in the Copley

Prints, from paintings, old daguerreotypes, faded photo-

graphs, tintypes. Kodaks, etc.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST

Copyright by Edwin A. Abbey. From a Copley Print copyright by
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THE MASTER E. S. The large Madonna of Einsiedeln. L. 81. Dresden

Size of the original engraving 210 X 123 mm.



THE MASTER E, S,

By Max Geisberg.

N the history of engraving the Master li. S. is

the first to break, with these two letters, the

silence kept by his elder fellow artists about

their personality. That is, if we are not

mistaken in interpreting them, as we are inclined to do,

as the initial letters of his Christian name and surname.

He himself does not sign from the first, but only in the

last years of his life, 1466 and 1467. Thus, out of the

317 engravings by him which are known to ns, only

eighteen show the two letters j£ S side by side, and only

eight besides the letter j£ or c alone. The artist’s

commercial interest, in giving to the purchasing public,

by such a signature, an indication of his personality and

place of abode, is better served by such initials than by

the still earlier practice, which is to be met with about

ten years before this in the works of some engravers of

the Lower Rhine, the use of a house-mark. House-

marks are those signs, like runic characters, which, in the

bourgeois ranks where we have to look for the earliest

engravers, were frequently employed in lieu of a coat-

of-arms, a monogram or a signature. It would be quite

untrue, moreover, to say that advertisement for business

purposes was the motive for the appearance of these two

modes of signature. They are rather to be explained by

a craft usage of long standing, namely, the obligation of
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the goldsmiths, precisely laid down by the laws of the

guild, to provide every piece which they turned out, for

verification and for a guarantee of the right proportion

of fine metal, with a stamp of some sort, whether an

heraldic emblem, or an initial, or the house-mark of the

craftsman. For to-day it may be taken as proved that

in the early period of German engraving, say, from 1440

to 1470, it was exclusively the goldsmiths who plied the

engraver’s burin. The house-marks, which it is difficult

to impress upon the memory and impossible to describe,

are early combined with the initials of a name (e.g., in

the world-famed signature of Schongauer), soon to sur-

render the field to the initials by themselves, a sign that

the purchasing public of that early period, which we are

too apt to picture to ourselves as naive, was really

paying attention to such things already. Otherwise it

would be difficult to explain both the existence of

certain contemporary deceptive copies with the forged

monograms of other artists, and the large number of

excellent early impressions, splendidly preserved, in our

collections.

For the art of our Master E. S. the fact is of great

importance that he was a goldsmith, not a painter, like

the men who belonged to the following generation in the

last third of the fifteenth century, among whom Martin

Schongauer and the Master of the House-book are the

best known. For a painter, who is accustomed to paint

his picture in varied colours on a panel grounded with

white, the pictorial quality of the representation follows

as a matter of course, like the appearance of distance, the

solidity of the figures, their arrangement one behind

another, their detachment from neighbouring objects

through variations in colour and light values, and the
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THE MASTER E. S. The Blessed Virgin in a chambe:?, L. 61 . Vienna, Albertina.

From the Hofbibliothek

Size of the original engraving 152 X 112 mm.
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even distribution of work over the whole painted surface.

The three clearly distinguished degrees of distance

known to landscape painting, a green foreground, a

brown middle distance, and a blue background, are to

be found plainly reproduced in Schongauer’s engravings.

The latter give the effect of coloured representations

translated, on a reduced scale, into the language of black

and white. The practice of indicating materials accur-

ately, and the power of expressing colour by technique,

which are generally stated to be Diirer’s achievement,

are actually to be found twenty years before in the early

works of Schongauer, as, for instance, in the large

Adoration of the Magi. The painter of that period,

trained by the study of nature and the model, is a com-

paratively good draughtsman. His comrades in the

studio and his apprentices sit to him, draped in rags and

tatters, as models for his saints
;

his sketch-book gets

filled, as the years go by, with the utmost variety of

objects and motives which may come in useful some day.

Compared to him the goldsmith was badly off when he

took up the graver. In his training drawing filled a

subordinate place as compared with engraving and,

especially, hammering metals. He possessed no sketch-

book, and had never been made to draw from the model

or from nature
;
he drew his knowledge of forms from

old patterns and from his own recollection. Few per-

formances of engraving properly so called can be found

on pieces of goldsmith’s work that date from the Middle

Ages, and only a diminutive number of the many
hundreds of German goldsmiths of the fifteenth century

have left us any engravings at all.

But, curiously enough, just these limitations which

hemmed in the goldsmith-engraver on every side are the
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reason for a peculiar charm in his work, an advantage

which it enjoys over the productions of the painter-

engraver, namely, the purity of style which distinguishes

his engraving. For the goldsmith an engraving is

nothing else than the multiplication of a design incised

upon a piece of metal work, not a painting metamor-

phosed, in which violence must be done to the engraver’s

means of expression to adapt them to an artistic effect

which is foreign to this technique. This, doubtless un-

conscious, moderation in aim, effect and means brings

the works of the primitive engravers peculiarly near to

our own time. To this has to be added, in the case of the

Master E. S., the copious conventional style of a late

Gothic artist, strictly personal, at strife with the truth

of Nature, but always consistent, in a style that expresses

itself in the tastefully arranged masses of drapery, the

stiffly curled hair, the crisp regularity of the foliage, as

well as the impetuous and affected attitudes, the spring-

ing gait of the men and the constrained pose of the

ladies. The goldsmith’s penchant for the dainty, his

aptness to put ornament on every object, is never belied.

Notice the refinement and exaggeration of the forms of

Gothic architecture, corresponding to the application to

precious metal, on the design for a big Gothic monstrance.

Lehrs 306. Besides the series of 66 tiny religious subjects

which were meant as patterns for the decoration of

knops and the feet of chalices, and, besides the frequent

use of goldsmiths’ punches on flowers and ornamental

stars, and, as Molsdorf has recently proved, also in the

small letters of the inscriptions, this print especially affords

the proof that the Master E. S. was actually a goldsmith.

He has twice engraved the patron of goldsmiths, St. Eligius.

Can this be the saint after whom he was named ?
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We have thus gained an important indication of where

we have to seek the Master. In the fifteenth century, in

all German towns worth considering as the residence of

so versatile an artist, the goldsmiths were strictly

organised in special guilds and everywhere firmly divided

from the guilds of painters. But our knowledge of their

members in these early times is only scanty, and many
more decades will elapse before the material of the

German municipal archives is so far worked through and

published that the solution of the riddle, what artist’s

name is disguised by the two initials E. S., can fall like

a ripe fruit into our lap. Till then we must look about

for other indications. Of these, the determination of the

dialect of the German words which the Master himself

has introduced on his engravings has the greatest claim

to respect. But of such words there are only 34 in all,

and even of these very few admit of a localisation, to

which the best experts in mediaeval German dialects are

very reluctant to commit themselves without great

reserve. According to their opinion, the region of

Bregenz, Constance, Schaffhausen and St. Gallen,

the region of the Lake of Constance and north-eastern

Switzerland, has most claim to the dialect u.sed by the

Master E. S. Strictly speaking, this would only deter-

mine his home and not also the place in which he worked,

though it is certainly most obvious to assume that the

two coincide. Almost the same Alemannic speech was

used in the whole of Switzerland, in Alsace, Baden, and

in the Swabian portion both of Bavaria and Wurtem-
berg, and, considering this, there would be no objection

to supposing the Master to have worked at Strassburg

or Freiburg. But it is probably no mere chance that

some further observations can best be reconciled, without
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THE MASTER E. S. Arms of the REiBEisENePAMii.Y (?)

Original of L. 219. British Museum

Diameter of the original engraving 65 mm.
(Schongauer’s monogram has been added with pen and ink)
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any special pleading, with the district already circum-

scribed, the Lake of Constance and Eastern Switzerland.

No less than three engravings by the Master, produced

in 1466, are devotional pictures for the monastery of

Einsiedeln in Canton Schwyz
;
on all three the Madonna is

represented enthroned between St. Meinrad and an angel

in an open chapel (PI. 1). With our modern ideas we
should expect these representations to agree rather closely

with the miraculous image which is still venerated at

Einsiedeln, and consequently with one another. But that

is not the case. Fifteenth century engraving made no

such claim to photographic accuracy, even in the case of

portraits, and it would certainly be wrong to conclude

from this divergence that our engraver could never have

been at Einsiedeln. He was only concerned with pro-

ducing devotional pictures, such as the countless

visitors to that place of pilgrimage would like to buy as

a souvenir as well as from pleasure in their artistic

merits, which far excel any similar little pictures,

whether of early or recent date. Whether they were

ordered by the monastery or, as seems to me more
credible, produced and put on the market by the en-

graver on his own account, the probability that they

were produced not very far from Einsiedeln is in my
opinion greater than that of the other hypothesis. And
the same monastery of Einsiedeln has a costly reliquary

made for it in this very 3^ear 1466 by a certain Master

Nithart at Constance. Bossert has dwelt somewhere on

the resemblance between a wall-painting over the tomb
of Bishop Otto von Hachberg (d. 1455) in the Minster

at Constance and the largest of the Einsiedeln engravings

by the Master hh S. In spite of all the differences between

the two representations, their connection does seem
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THE MASTER E, S. Arms of the Elector Palatine.
L. 218 . British Museum

Size of the original engraving 67x66 mm.
(On Schongauer’s monogram, see p. 209)
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highly probable if only on account of the recurrence in

both of the ciisped triangles in the parapet of the gallery.

Years ago I pointed out that the Master E. S. has

twice engraved a coat-of-arms which is identified in an

almost contemporary book of heraldry at Wernigerode

as that of a family named Reibeisen. One of the two

engravings is a small round print, of which the original

only turned up in 1912 (PL 3), whereas till then only a

badly printed copy by Meckenem was known. The
other engraving, a representation of the Blessed Virgin

Mary, signed and dated 1467 (PI. 2), shows on the

architectural framework of the picture two coats-of-

arms, which evidently belong to one another. One of

these agrees with the coat on the round print, whilst the

other unfortunately still remains unexplained, since

Albert’s identification with the arms of the Swiss family

of Groben or the Bavarian family of Prantstetter has

turned out to be quite erroneous. At first I thought I

must connect the arms of Reibeisen with a Strassburg

family of the same name. But there is no tradition to

show what arms that family bore, which does not prove,

indeed, that they were not identical with the arms in

question. There only remains, therefore, an Upper
Swabian family with the same name of Reibeisen, for

which again there is evidence of a connection with

Constance. Bossert is even able to produce a bearer of

the name at that town, of plebeian family, the grocer

Hans Ribysen, in the list of persons admitted to the

citizenship of Constance in 1414. Recently Lehrs has

asserted that the object represented in the round print

is not a grater (Reibeisen), but that the arms are those of

the Swiss family of Hechlingen. That may be possible,

but it can scarcely be proved that the object represented
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THE MASTER E. S. The Arms of Austria. L. 217

Vienna, Albertina, from the Hofbibliothek

Size of the original engraving 67 X 67 mm.
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by the Master E. S. on the shield is a hackle, or flax

comb, for such an instrument, with its innumerable long

iron points intended for hackling flax, must have tempted

the engraver just as much to portray its character as the

teeth of a grater or rasp, which, besides, may have been

something quite different in appearance from what we
use to-day in the kitchen. In short, we shall only be

certain when the discovery of a matrimonial alliance ex-

plains the connection of the two coats-of-arms on the

Madonna, to be explained probably as those of the

persons who commissioned the plate. Besides these two

prints, however, the Master E. S. has engraved nine

more coats-of-arms, and has even in his two packs of

playing cards marked in each case a whole suit with the

arms of South German families (PI. 11). Unfortunately,

our expectation that by identifying these arms a reliable

indication of the engraver’s home could be gained is

doomed to disappointment. Eor, in the first place, not

all of the cards concerned are extant, but only 55 out of

100, and, in the second place, the absence of tinctures,

which did not get established in heraldry till the seven-

teenth century, and the omission of the helms with their

crests make it impossible to identify with certainty the

majority of the coats
;

they remain ambiguous, and,

after all, one cannot decide whether the Swabian

families or the Swiss, the Eranconian or those of the

Upper Rhine predominate. It remains, however,

remarkable, as Elechsig has already noticed, that the

arms of the Bavarian Palatinate and those of Austria are

twice found in juxtaposition. Once in two very early

engravings, to be dated about 1450, one of which,

L. 223, is extant in the original, the other only in a copy

by Meckenem, G. 567. We meet them for the second
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time in two small round engravings, to be dated about

1463, L. 217 (PI. 5) and 218 (PL 4).

By glancing at the pedigrees of the two princely

races, one easily discovers that they were actually con-

nected by marriage in the hfteenth century. Albert VI.,

named the Spendthrift, had entered in 1435 jointly

with his brother Frederick V., afterwards elected German
Emperor with the title of h"rederick IIP, on the govern-

ment of the " inner Austrian ” provinces Carniola,

Carinthia and Styria, as well as the Swabian and Alsatian

possessions of the House of Habsburg, but had then fallen

at variance with his brother, with whom he quarrelled

still more violently after the provinces of the Lower

Austrian line came back also into their possession on the

death of Ladislaus Posthumus in 1457. The quarrel only

ended with the death of Albert on December 2nd, 1463.

This very Albert, who resided during the hostilities

chiefly in the outlying western parts of Austria, married,

in 1452, Matilda (b. 1419), daughter of Louis the Bearded,

of the Palatinate, and widow of Count Louis of Wiirtem-

berg (d. 1450) ;
she outlived Albert by twenty years.

The two pairs of engravings by the Master E. S. have

no doubt some reference to this marriage between Austria

and the Palatinate. There is not much result from this

in fixing the home of the engraver, for the outlying

possessions of Austria were widely dispersed and em-

braced Sundgau and Breisgau, large districts on the Lake
of Constance, as well as Montfort and Feldkirch. The
recognition, lastly, of specially Swiss watermarks, such

as the bear of Berne, which occurs repeatedly especially

in the later engravings of this Master, is not without

importance for our questions, any more than the*

typically Swiss heraldic suit in the two packs of cards.
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but it goes without saying that this choice of suit-marks,

like the trade in that good paper, was by no means
strictly confined to Switzerland itself. If one surveys as

a whole all these indications of the home, or place of

working, of the Master, we shall have to admit that not

one of them points convincingly, to the exclusion of any

other possibility, to one of the districts concerned,

Switzerland, the Upper Rhine, Alsace, Breisgau, Swabia,

or the Lake of Constance, but that on the other hand the

majority of indications point to locating his home with

probability in the neighbourhood of the Lake of Con-

stance. This district will also have to count as that in

which he worked, so long as no proof is brought forward

that the Master left his home later on, apart from his

“ Wander] ahre ” as an apprentice.

The question how to date the period of his activity

can fortunately be answered rather more definitely. We
know at the present day 317 original engravings by the

Master E. S., and we may say with confidence that,

uncertain as attributions may be in single cases among
the oldest engravings of the fifteenth century, so that it

has been necessary in quite recent times to re-name

some of the works by predecessors of E. S., these 317

prints are so clearly marked off from the work of his

contemporaries by their individual style and technique

that there is no more fear of any attributions being

cancelled. Since no less than 95 of these 317 engravings

are unique, and certain sets have come down to us very

incomplete—the packs of cards, for instance, which

must have numbered either 52 or 48 pieces, of which only

15 and 42 respectively are extant—it follows that the

317 engravings represent a fragment of the original

complete work of the Master E. S., the number of which
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THE MASTER E. S. The Infant Christ with a Wish for the New Year. L. 50. eimar

Size of the original engraving 140 X 103 mm.
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has been conjecturally put at over 1,000. This number
appears to me, indeed, to be twice as high as we are

justified in thinking it. The fact that another, rather

younger engraver, Israhel van Meckenem, who was in

the strict sense a pupil of the Master E. S., and worked

as a wandering apprentice in the studio of the Master

till the latter’s death, copied nearly half of these en-

gravings, no less than 145 out of 317, and the observation

that among his other engravings about 38 more are

recognisable by their style as copies of lost originals by
the Master E. S., lead to the same result. Schongauer,

whose engraved work has doubtless come down to us

complete, only engraved 114 plates and Diirer only 103.

Since the plates of the early period of engraving are

comparatively small, and in contrast to the large en-

gravings of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

are worked over only in a small proportion of their

entire surface, the application of the graver being con-

fined to the contours and short, delicate hatching, the

actual amount of labour expended and the time required

to perform it were not very large. The Master E. S. was

quite capable of producing the 500 plates at which we
estimate his engraved work even in a much shorter time

than the fifteen years over which we suppose that work

to have extended. In his total production his engravings

were probably in a minority as compared with the pieces

of actual goldsmith’s work, such as monstrances,

chalices, goblets, rings and chains, that he turned out.

The 317 extant engravings of the Master not only

display, as I have said, a style and technique so indi-

vidual as to place his authorship beyond doubt, but they

permit us to recognise such an astonishing development

of these two elements that there can be no doubt, for the
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most part, about the sequence in time of the engravings.

Not that the complete engraved work can be apportioned

with absolute certainty from day to day and from print

to print. But it is really possible to establish with the

utmost probability a chronological sequence of com-

paratively small groups, as carried out and argued by

the author in his “ Anfange des deutschen Kupferstichcs”

(1909). To go into this question again here is, for

several reasons, impossible. Only one point must be

expressly emphasised, that the reasoning then used to

prove that the engravings by the Master E. S. dated

1466 and 1467 belong to the latest stage of his develop-

ment has been in no way shaken. It follows from this

that the end of his life, or at least the cessation of his

activity as an engraver, must be referred to the year

1468. One engraving, the heraldic seven of the larger

pack of cards, must have been produced, as Kammerer
pointed out, in 1463, on account of the combination of

the arms of the three spiritual electors that occur on it

(PI. 11). The date 1461, which occurs twice, in each

case on the second state of two other engravings by the

Master, St. Barbara, L. 164 (PL 9), and the Madonna,

L. 78, proves nothing
;
both technique and style forbid

us to date these prints earlier than 1465, and it is more

than probable that Israhel van Meckenem may be made
responsible for this ante - dating of questionable

legitimacy, since it is established that he inherited his

master’s stock of plates at his death and re-touched at

least forty of them for his own purposes. It was then

that he put a small M, evidently with reference to his own
name, on the large plate of the Einsiedeln Madonna,
L. 81 (PL 1), and even engraved a false monogram of

Schongauer on another plate, L. 218 (PL 4). Eor the
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dating of the early engravings by E. S., the following

considerations are important.

By his predecessor, the Master of the Playing Cards,

we know a wonderful portrait of St. Bernardine of Siena,

who died in 1448 and was canonised in 1450. The por-

trait can therefore have been produced in 1450 at the

earliest. Another of his engravings, the Blessed Virgin

on the Serpent, L. 29, is more mature in its technique

and therefore to be dated later. This very engraving

proves, .by the remarkable large-leaved plants on the

ground and the characteristic tufts of grass, that the Master

of the Playing Cards must then have been acquainted

with early works by the Master E. S., and especially

his plate of the Sibyl, L. 192. This engraving, however,

is not among the very earliest works of the Master,

but is preceded, among the material still preserved to us,

by about seven other engravings of an evidently earlier

and more awkward stage of development, among which in

my opinion the third place should be given to the arms

of Austria and Bavaria, mentioned above, which we
should like to connect with the marriage of Duke Albert

in August, 1452. However vaguely connected these

observations may be in respect of chronology, they yet

fit in without constraint with the very probable result

that the earliest engravings known to us by the Master

E. S. will have been produced in the year 1451 or 1452.

Thus we may date his birth about 1430 or a little later.

Some reference to the personality of the Master seems

to be afforded by the engraving of St. Barbara, L. 164

(PI. 9), but for the present no interpretation has been

achieved. The letters Cf UHS are placed in a row,

divided by the head of the saint. We cannot dispose

of them by Albert’s hypothesis that the Master wanted
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to engrave the word BHUt (St.), and noticed too late

that the letters were not reversed, as they should have

been, on the plate. If the mysterious syllable were

only a fragment of a word, written wrongly, the Master

could easily have obliterated it and got rid of the traces

of the erasure by putting in the letter 5 on the other

side of the head.

That is all of the small amount that we can say about

the personality of the Master E. S. In order to assign

to him his due place in the development of engraving,

let us now glance back at the beginnings of the art, at

the period from about 1440 to 1453, at the Master of

the Playing Cards, his Netherlandish fellow craftsmen,

and his South German copyists and imitators, the

contemporaries of men like Lochner, Moser, Witz and

Multscher. The German engraving of that time has

in general somewhat the character of a pattern to be

copied, whereas in Italy it has the character of a drawing,

which was reckoned in that country as the ideal material

of study for an artist, so that engraving was soon de-

graded, in honour of drawing, to the level of a method
of reproduction. As patterns the first place among
German engravings must be given to ornament prints,

such as the sprays of foliage disposed in rectangular

spaces which were welcome to artists or craftsmen not

very rich in invention, such as painters, miniaturists,

glass-painters, sculptors, metal-workers, goldsmiths

or tapestry weavers, as designs which they could follow

wholly or partially in their works. But perhaps also

the numerous engraved sets of Apostles, and prints of

the Madonna, of those early times were equally meant

for patterns, as seems to be indicated by the numerous

copies which can be identified in contemporary painting
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and applied art. Besides such a use as patterns, the

practical purposes to which the engravings themselves

could be put is an important thing to be considered.

Not, indeed, as ornaments on walls, but as substitutes

for miniatures, which were very expensive and moreover

contemptible as works of art, either in the canon

of a missal or for the scenes from the Passion and pictures

of saints in the little thick books of hours. Besides

their character as patterns, the beautiful engraved

packs of cards have also a practical object. At least

a fifth of the extant engravings of that period represent

profane subjects. Here, again, the lay quality of the

goldsmiths finds expression. Satirical representations of

the influence of women, pairs of lovers and fools of

a not inferior intellectual capacity, are not wanting
;

there are also battle scenes and portraits.

In its second stage of development, from about 1452

to 1468, which is completely dominated by the Master

E. S., the range of German engraving is essentially

enlarged in many directions. Completely new are the

patterns for pieces of goldsmith’s work, which find their

further development not so much in the censer by

Schongauer, seen rather with the eyes of a painter, as

in the geometrical engravings, explained by a ground

plan, of the Netherlandish Master and Duhameel.

The large design for a monstrance by the Master E. S.

is the first of this kind. Novelties in the way of subject

are also his New Year’s greeting (PI. 6), his Coat-of-arms

of the Passion, and the curious lower-case alphabet

on a large scale, founded on older precursors, which is

made up of fantastic human and animal shapes. Still

more important is a combination of manuscript and en-

graving introduced by the Master, so far as we can see,
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THE MASTER E. S. The large “ EIortus Conclusus ”
: the Virgin with SS. Margaret and

Catherine. L. 83. Dresden
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for the first time, about 1455. The series of the Ars
Moriendi, consisting of eleven small pictures very full

of ideas, the original and prime source of all later block-

book editions, is a creation of the Master E. S.^ And
the analogy of two approximately contemporary en-

graved copies by weaker Low German engravers makes
us suppose that his engravings were printed from the

first in book form and could so be sold in the shop of

the engraver, who had the text, in Latin or German,
added in one of the numerous monasteries where the

monks were skilled in writing.

The Master E. S. further effected a thorough trans-

formation of the artistic form of the engraving. This

is doubtless in the first place a consequence of the date

at which the Master lived and of what is called

the Netherlandish influence, that is to say, the after-

effects of the great achievements of the brothers Van
Eyck, from which the whole of German painting, and
with it all graphic art, about the middle of the XV.
century could not escape. To this is due in the last

resort the clearer grasp of actuality, the portraitlike

rendering of all the human beings, animals and plants

represented, the stronger effect of shading, the em-

phasised solidity of the figures and their arrangement

one behind another so as to make it clear how the

distance recedes. With the painters and draughtsmen

of his time the Master E. S. begins also to pursue the

problems of perspective, to which the representations

of the Annunciation, L. 12, 13, 11, and the subject with

the Sibyl, L. 191, which repeat one another as regards

^ See “ The Master E. S. and the Ars Moriendi,” by Lionel Cust (Clarendon
Press, Oxford, 1898), in which the engravings by E. S., the copies by the
Master of St. Erasmus, and the blockbook in the British Museum are
completely reproduced.
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THE MASTER E. S. St. Mary Magdalen. L. 169. Dresden

Size of the original engraving 165 X 127 mm.
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their architectural background, bear eloquent witness.

To speak of anatomical studies in the case of the Master

E. S. would be, perhaps, an exaggeration, yet it is

evident that he is much more interested than his prede-

cessors in the structure of the human body (PL 10).

Landscape loses, in his engravings, the character of

solhts set against the white sky, and is converted into

a richly varied surface, rising steeply. The way is

being prepared for a conception of the whole design

as a picture
;

lighting from one side, right or left, is

consistently carried out
;

there is even once an attempt

at suggesting a night sky. Architectural frames sup-

plant the old decorative scrolls which were derived

from the art of the miniaturists. The whole work of

the Master E. S. is inspired by a richness of invention

and a many-sidedness which are not to be met with

again till Diirer’s time, and are wanting in Schongauer,

however highly we may rate the advanced style and the

superiority of his art, which are founded on his talent

as a painter, his high feeling for beauty, and his pure

idealism. Schongauer’s eyes are far more keenly

directed to the formal side of artistic production. In

spite of an astonishing power of inventing forms without

ever repeating himself, he always comes back to the single

figure. At the end of his production come, not his

scenes of the Passion, but his Madonnas, and it is re-

markable that the only novelty by way of subject

among his engravings is the series of the W.'se and

Foolish Virgins. He has a glimmering of the same

appreciation for the greatness of classical art, with its

types, which drew Dfirer twenty years later to Italy,

and, after him, brought the whole of German art under

the spell of the Renaissance. Schongauer is certainly
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PACK OF CARDS. L. 277. Munich (Staatshibliothek)
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the greater artist, but the Master E. S. is, in a much
higher sense, the German artist, in the prominence

which he gives to the characteristic, in the accumulation

of accessories, the emphasis laid on every detail, in the

genre-like additions to the main subject, the exaggera-

tion and the exuberance of his art. If he formed no

school, no community of imitators, the reason is that

Schongauer followed too immediately on his heels, and

that in contrast to Schongauer’s lovely and charming

early works the laborious productions of the Master E. S.,

his vacant or morose faces, his mannered figures in an

unreal landscape, had an obsolete, repellent and ugly

effect. But one should never forget how much the

Colmar master owes to his nameless predecessor, how
many threads connect the two, and how he stands in

every respect on the other man’s shoulders. He must

be reckoned with complete justice as his pupil, even if

he never worked in the studio of the Master E. S. The
only engraving in Schongauer’s work which is not of

his own invention is a copy from E. S. It is to this

master that German engraving owes the power of

forming a composition of many figures. Compare, for

instance, the Martyrdom of St. Catherine by the Master

of the Playing Cards, with the clear, symmetrical

grouping of one of his early engravings, the large Hortus

Conclusus, L. 83, or the Garden of Love, L. 214, or the

Judgment of Solomon, L. 7, or with his sureness in

building up groups of two figures like the Madonna
with an Angel, L. 80, or subjects with several figures

like the Pentecost, L. 35. He has a surprising capacity

of new invention in treating the same subjects. He
has engraved the Anminciation six times, the Nativity

five times, and the Visitation and Adoration of the Magi
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THE MASTER E. S. The Madonna at the Window. L. 73. Berlin

Size of the original engraving 138 X loi mm.
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four times
;
we know two sets of the Evangelists by

him, eight sets of the Apostles, twenty Madonnas,

and in all these his wealth of invention has sufficed

without ever repeating himself, while even the de-

pendence on older designs which has been established

lately in the case of the figure alphabet is not a sign of

intellectual subservience, but quite the contrary, in

view of the freedom and the impulse, continually

breaking out, to free himself from adherence to the

pattern. He is inexhaustible when he has to be con-

tinually inventing new motives and resources in the

cast of the drapery, and in the agreeable alternation

of the long-drawn and flowing chief lines and hems of

garments with the hard, straight creases of stiff silks.

And, lastly, the Master E. S. has, in yet another way,

a special importance in the development of technique.

The engravings of the primitives, of the Master of the

Playing Cards and his contemporaries, consistently show

clear, sharp contours and extremely delicate parallel

hatchings, merging in one another and producing an

effect like that of an Indian ink wash, in the shaded

parts. It was inevitable that in the repeated inking

of the plate for every impression, in which, of course,

the printing ink has to be rubbed with the dabber into

the delicate furrows on the plate, such delicate little

lines should be worn away comparatively soon and

disappear. The old engravers who were not in posses-

sion of the modern remedy, steel-facing the plate,

dealt with this circumstance in three different ways.

Either, like Schongauer, they went on printing their

plates only so long as they could still produce the most

delicate effects of chiaroscuro, a standpoint which

deserves the utmost appreciation, but is disadvantageous
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from a business point of view. Or, like Meckenem, they

resorted to the, artistically objectionable, means of

retouching the plate by going over with the burin the

contours and hatchings which were tending to dis-

appear. Or, finally, they came to the only logical

conclusion and changed the technique of engraving

itself, and chose, instead of the uneconomical, ex-

aggeratedly delicate application of the burin, a more

energetic method which withstood better the wearing

process of inking the plate and in spite of that managed
to display the most delicate gradations of light and

shade. The solution of this problem is not the achieve-

ment of a single life, but all the really great masters of

engraving from its early time down to the French

portrait engravers of the baroque period have had their

share in it. The technical experiments of the Master

E. S. are the first considerable steps on this long and

interesting road. For him, a child of the fifteenth

century, the line is and remains the element of repre-

sentation, not the surface, as in the more painter-like

techniques of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

mezzotint, aquatint and stipple. His first advances

are to be recognised where he substitutes for the hatch-

ings of the early period, over-delicate and running

together into tones, fine, disconnected single strokes,

arranged in rows, or else dots which produce a silky

effect. The need of stronger contrasts leads him then,

in his middle period, to a more emphatic handling of

the graver, to short but deep wedge-shaped lines, in-

creasing in volume, and to transparent cross-hatchings

in the half-shadows, whilst in the darkest places the

old confused manner of hatching is still maintained.

The white line separating the shaded back of a fold
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from the darker background, which was only replaced

in Schongauer’s time by contrasted alternations, is

also his invention. Then he occupies himself with

parallel systems of hatching, which are transformed

into lines clearly separated or rows of short strokes,

and are still maintained in the late period for the treat-

ment of flesh, whilst hair, drapery and architecture

are rendered by deeply sunk parallel strokes, as thick

as wire, of a definiteness and clearness which we do not

meet with again before Diirer’s etchings on iron (PL 12).

The celebrated white-line engraving of the Master E. S.,

a representation of the ^ladonna printed in white on

black paper, in which not the shaded parts but the

lights are engraved, does not really signify a new dis-

covery, but rather the climax of experiments with

which the primitive graphic artists amused themselves.

The way to the system of curved lines that follow the

modelling of the bodies represented, subsequently

perfected by Schongauer, had long been pointed out

by the short, straight strokes, following one another,

which were used by the Master E. S.

A modern eye, adjusted to beauty of form, will,

perhaps, find little satisfaction in his prints. But his

importance for the development of engraving will

for ever secure for him in future a place among the

leading personalities in its history.
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PRINCIPAL LITERATURE ON THE MASTER E. S.

1\Iax Geisberg. Die Anfdnge des deutschen Kupferstiches und
der Meister E. S. (Meisterder Graphik, Bd. II., Leipzig, 1909).

A revised edition of this important book is in preparation.

Max Lehrs. Geschichte und kritischer Katalog des deutschen,

yiiedevldndischen und fvanzdsischen Kupferstichs im XV.
Jahrhundert. Bd. II., ii. Tafelband II, Wien, 1910 (the

numbers of this masterly standard catalogue are quoted
in the article as L. 7, etc.).

A publication of the entire engraved work of the Master
E. S. in facsimile, with 247 plates in heliogravure, edited by
Prof. Dr. Max Geisberg, is in active preparation. Subscriptions
to this valuable and important work should be addressed to the
publisher, Bruno Cassirer, Berlin W. 35, Derfflingerstrasse 15.

—[The Editor.]
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THE ETCHINGS OF JOHN SELL COTMAN
By a. E. POPHAM

OTMAN has survived the two very compre-

hensive exhibitions of the past summer :

is it necessary, it might be asked, to try his

reputation still further by unearthing still

more of his work ? We have been shown enough of

Cotman at his worst to test his genius : it has emerged

with credit. Let us now discard the rubbish and enjoy

the beauty that remains. But a proportion of his

engraved work, which has been scantily exhibited, is

not rubbish. It is Cotman at his best
;
and of that best

we cannot have too much. Let the remainder lie

unnoticed in the list which I subjoin for the interest of

the omnivorous, the student of architecture and the

antiquary.

Cotman at his worst we have seen to be inferior to

most men of his stature. It may be that time has been

kind and hidden the failures of less recent masters, or

jealous guardians of their credit have been able to

saddle the “ bottega,” or some long-suffering " amico
”

with the master’s less creditable productions. Cotman
is an indubitable example of an artist whose inspiration

often entirely deserts him, an instance which should

make one pause before doubting the authenticity of a

master’s work on the grounds purely of quality. In

the case of some artists a work or group of works, before
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unnoticed, seems suddenly to reveal the real insignifi-

cance of their talent, and the things we before thought

masterpieces are exposed for the frauds they are. But
with Cotman the evidence of the fiascos which are

undeniably his (apart from the many for which he has

unjustly been made responsible) does not undermine

one’s appreciation of the rest. It is well, for this reason,

to have known the worst and to feel a certainty that

his reputation is firmly founded.

There is nothing in Cotman’s etched work to match
that limpid quality, that springlike freshness, which

makes the delight of his early water colours, those lovely

studies of trees and streams in Yorkshire and Scotland

and Wales, where nothing seems to intervene between the

object and its interpretation, and yet the instinctive

faculty of selection and design makes of it a work of

art. Some of the early etchings, that of Duncomb Park

(5) in the collection of 1811, for instance, were obviously

made from drawings such as these, but they are mere

toneless echoes of the vivid melodies of the originals. It

was in the more prosaic side of his work, in the rendering

of architectural mass and structure, for the understand-

ing and interpretation of which he had a faculty different

in kind, but not in degree to Piranesi’s, that he was able

to make something of the etched line. It was not until

the inspiration of Turner’s Liber Shtdiorum impelled

him to embark on a similar publication, that he found

in soft ground etching a medium suited to his more

lyrical qualities, and was able to produce such master-

pieces as the small landscapes (some of which are

illustrated) different in tone and inspiration from those

earlier works, but with an added stateliness of rhythm,

to balance the loss of other qualities. These certainly
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J. S. COTMAN. Howden Church, Yorks. (Etchings, 1811, PI. 23)

Size of the original etching 15 X ii inches
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equal in beauty an^^thing that his brush produced in

the latter part of his career.

The large mass of his etchings are, so to speak, non-

committal. By their subject and their aim they are

divided from work which can be judged from an aesthetic

point of view. They are intended as antiquarian

records, a purpose which they adequately fulhl. No
one would think of consulting the Sepulchral Brasses

in the hope of discovering anything about Cotman as an

artist, though as accurate reproductions of some very

beautiful examples of English Mediaeval draughtsman-

ship their value is real and permanent. In the case of

other collections, such as the Architectural Antiquities of

Normandy, the distinction is not quite so sharp.

Dawson Turner in his introduction to the latter works

mentions the artistic eye as one of the difficulties

against which archaeology had to contend. He seems

satished that this danger has been avoided, and yet in

spite of their accurate objectivity, some few of these

etchings convince one that art and archaeology are not

always incompatible.

The etching by Cotman which bears the earliest date

is a soft ground etching of the end of a cottage with a

water butt and steps (350)—the subject is hardly clear,

but has been so interpreted
;
this is signed J.S.C. 1801 in

reversed direction. A note by John Reeve on an

impression in the British Museum, states that on another

impression he had seen, Cotman had noted that this was

his hrst etching and that he was about leaving Norwich.

W. F. Dickes (The Norwich School of Painting, p. 300)

suggests that this date should be read 1810 (a slip which

might easily be made), and that his “ about leaving

Norwich ” would refer more appropriately to his
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permanent removal to Yarmouth (about 1811 ?), rather

than to some temporary visit and departure, which

might have occurred in 1801. It is to be remarked

that, apart from this, the earliest date on an etching is

June 1810, on an unpublished plate, which Dawson
Turner in a pencil note (on an impression in the possession

of Mr. A. J. Finberg) alleges to be Cotman’s first etching
;

that no other soft ground etching is dated before 1814,

and that stylistically all those belong to that or to a

subsequent date
;

and, finally, that no soft ground

etching by an artist of the Norwich School appears to

antedate Crome’s of 1809 and 1810. I feel inclined to

think, therefore, that Dickes’s surmise is correct.

Cotman’s own reported assertion that this was his first

etching is not affected by supposing the date to be 1810,

and must of course carry greater weight than Dawson
Turner’s note on the etching belonging to Mr. Finberg.

This last (351) has the inscription “ London Etched and

Published by J. S. Cotman June 1810.” It represents

a wooden cottage with a pond or ford in the foreground,

and would by its format and the character and wording

of its inscription seem to have been intended to form

part of the Etchings issued in 1811. The fact that it

was not published in this collection is explained by the

fouling which is apparent in the second state. The
place of its execution is interesting, as it would imply

that Cotman learnt etching in London, but there is no

indication to tell us from whom.
The only acknowledgment Cotman himself makes is

of his indebtedness to Piranesi (in a letter of February

10th, 1811, prefixed to a presentation copy of the

Norfolk Antiquities in the Print Room of the British

Museum). In this he says, apparently in answer to
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some remark of Dawson Turner’s, ''
I decidedly follow

Piranesi, however far I may be behind him in every

requisite.” He was not at this time acquainted with

all of Piranesi’s work, and is anxious to see a “ compleat

sett.” The influence of Piranesi’s work is certainly

apparent in his system of line work, though by the

absence of the characteristic heavily bitten line in the

shadows, he avoids Piranesi’s emphatic contrast of light

and shadow. In the letter quoted above Cotman insists

on the attention which he has given to the details of

printing and paper : the latter he had had made ” stouter

and better coloured than most prints ”
;

but, to tell the

truth, his success technically was not remarkable.

The etchings are not so badly printed as were most of

Crome’s, but they are dull and meagre in quality, and

the paper does not seem very much superior to the

stuff usually employed at that date, which was indeed

but poor.

This first collection, alluded to in the letter of 1811,

consists of 26 etchings in line, including the title-page

and the dedication to Sir H. C. Englefield, Bart. Most

of the plates are dated, and these dates range from

August 29th, 1810, to May 30th, 1811. It contains

etchings of buildings and scenery from various parts

of England and Wales. The plates of Kirkham Priory

(11) (hi.), the West Front of Byland Abbey (15) (ill.), and

Howden Church, Yorkshire (25) (ill.), are beautiful

examples of his rendering of the simple lines of

Norman and the graceful intricacy of later Gothic

architecture.

Cotman ’s next published work was the title-page

and illustrations to A Narrative of the Grand Festival

at Great Yarmouth on Tuesday the 19//^ of April 1814. It
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is a work of ephemeral local interest, but it is the earliest

considerable example of his use of soft-ground etching.

About 1817 follows a series of 50 etchings of archi-

tectural details of Norfolk churches, fonts, doorways,

monuments, etc., and another series of 50 etchings.

Specimens of the Castellated and Ecclesiastical Remains in

the County of Norfolk. These also are of little interest,

but were followed in 1818 by the Architectural An-
tiquities of Norfolk. This collection, although its object

was likewise mainly antiquarian, contains some of his

finest work. Such etchings as the South Gate of Yarmouth

(130) (ill.), show the breadth and vividness of a great

draughtsman. The beautiful oil painting exhibited at

the Tate Gallery (No. 112) is almost identical with this

etching, and emphasises Cotman’s interest in the subject

(the Gate was pulled down in 1812) as well as his belief

in it as a successful composition, justifying repetition.

The magnificent plate of Castle Rising Castle (155) (ill.)

shows again Piranesi’s influence in the way in which an

effect of overpowering size is obtained by allowing the

subject to fill the plate to its limits and impend on the

spectator.

The Sepidchral Brasses of Norfolk and Suffolk, first

published in 1819, have been mentioned. The same

year saw the publication of another work of topographical

antiquarian interest. The Antiquities of Saint Mary’s

Chapel, etc. This includes, however, some exquisite

examples of architectural drawing in the etchings of the

beautiful Norman Monks’ and Prior’s Doors of Ely

Cathedral.

In 1822 appeared the Architectural Antiquities of

Normandy, a work in two volumes folio, containing a

hundred plates, with descriptive text by Dawson Turner.
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They are competent renderings of great examples of

Norman architecture, but they remain for the most part

architectural drawings : what they gain in precision

and accuracy they have lost in spontaneity and charm.

They avoid strictly any hint of the picturesque, an ideal

which sometimes betrayed Cotman into lapses, but they

fail to give a personal or vivid rendering of the subject.

There are exceptions—the tremendous gateway of the

Chateau of Arques (201) has that arresting power, and

the unfamiliar view of Chateau Gaillard (277), which we
reproduce, but the majority depend on their subject

for their interest.

With the Liher Studionim we come to a work issued

with a very different aim. It was not actually published

until 1838 by H. G. Bohn, who had acquired Cotman ’s

plates, and contains works of different periods. Cotman
formed the idea as early as 1824, for in the Norwich

exhibition of that year appeared four drawings : A View

of Whitby, Yorkshire ; Millbank on the Thames ; Kilgarren

Castle] and A Landscape with the Fable of Midas,
“
Part

of a Series of Designs intended to illustrate a work now
publishing on Landscape Composition.” All these

drawings (the last of which is in the Reeve Collection of

the British Museum) were etched in soft ground, and

appeared in the Liber Studiorum. The idea was obviously

suggested by Turner’s work with the same title, the first

part of which had appeared in 1807. Numerous small

pencil copies by Cotman of plates from Turner’s Liber

further show the interest which he took in that work. But

Cotman showed a finer perception in choosing to

reproduce his designs himself in soft ground etching,

a medium well adapted to render fluently the flat tones of

his drawings and one of great effect when properly
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handled. In this respect he had the advantage of

Turner, who only executed the preliminary etchings

and left the plates to be completed by professional en-

gravers in the less adaptable medium of mezzotint. One
cannot but regret that the invention of lithography,

a too facile process so soon superseded soft ground

etching with its more distinct individuality, and a charm

seen to the greatest advantage in these works of Cotman’s,

Besides the new designs such as the drawings exhibited

in 1824, Bohn included certain of the etchings of the

earliest series : A Garden House on the River Yare (17),

for instance, was made to serve as a frontispiece. A
soft ground etching of a plough (336) dated 1814 was

obviously not originally intended to illustrate the

principles of Landscape composition
;

but the greater

number of the forty-eight plates seem to date from

about 1820-30, and are surely some of the most beautiful

work he produced. Such plates as the Postwick Grove,

Norfolk (302), (ill.) ; Trees near Twickenham (298) (ill.)
;

and View of Clifton (297) have a quality of clean incisive

draughtsmanship, of simplicity and clarity of design,

charming as well as compelling. Others such as A
Study (311) and the unpublished plate (362), which we
reproduce, have that restrained poetic charm, that

slightly melancholy beauty, which was the permanent

contribution of Cotman’s later years.

After the Tiber Studiorum it would be unkind to refer

to the etched work which succeeded it, unimportant in

extent and feeble in quality, or to mention some of the

trash actually included in the Liber. Cotman did not

realise his limitations. His increasing interest in new
subjects and effects led him from the familiar paths

into a region of tawdry romanticism. He had not the
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instinct to realise, or learn from, his failures, to use

them as stepping-stones to further achievement. He
seemed to become involved, and only occasionally

rescued himself by a return to the modest ways he had

so often explored, but where he never failed to hnd a

new inspiration. ^

LIST OF COTMAN'S ETCHINGS

The arrangement of the catalogue is as follows : First,

the etchings published in collections in the order of the

date of the first appearance of each as a whole (the

collection of Sepulchral Brasses, which I have thought

unnecessary to enumerate in detail, is, for the sake of

convenience, placed out of order, at the end) : next,

dated single and unpublished etchings in order of date

:

and finally undated single etchings.

Unless otherwise specified, all are etchings in line.

The number immediately following the title (where

such appears) is that actually engraved on the plate on

its original publication. The numbers in brackets

following these (where such appear) are the numbers of

H. G. Bohn’s edition of Cotman’s etchings issued in

1838 in 5 parts.

Measurements are given to eighths of an inch except

in the case of Nos. 31-80, and 130 to 189 inclusive, where

the measurements are taken from Mr. Martin Hardie’s

Catalogue of Modern Etchings and Aquatints in the

Victoria and Albert Museum, and are to sixteenths of

an inch.

In the case of Nos. 130 to 296 the number of states

(exclusive of the final published state) in the presentation

copies to Dawson Turner in the Print Room of the

British Museum is added in brackets.
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1811.

ETCHINGS / BY / JOHN SELL COTMAN.
London : Published for the Author by Messrs Boydell & Co.,

Cheapside / Colnaghi & Co., Cockspur St^-
;
Todd & Co., York

;

& Mr. Whyte / Edinburgh, 1811.

1. Title Page, with lettering as above.
2. Dedication to Sir H. C. Englefield,

XlOi

Baronet
3. Beeston, Norfolk (republished as Plate 23

12 X 9

in Liber Siiidioriim)

.

4. The Manoror {sic) House York. (Series IV.,
8f X

xii.)

5. Duncomb Park, Yorkshire (republished as
8i X 5|

plate 13 in Liber Studiorum)

.

6. Vale Crucis Abbey N. Wales. (Series IV.,

8|- X 5f

xiv.) X
7. South Birlingham Church. (Series II., viii.) 8i X
8. St. Mary's, York. (Series IV., vii.) 12 X 8
9. North Creake Abbey. (Series II., xiii.) 12 X 9

10. Rivaux Abbey York. (Series IV., viii.) 12 X 8|
11. Kirkham Priory York. (Series IV., iv.) 111 X 8|
12. Rivaulx Abbey York. (Series IV., ix.) 12 X 9
13. Rivaulx Abbey York. (Series IV., x.)

14. West End of Braysworth Church,
12 X 8

Suffolk. (Series IV., xix.)

15. West Front of Byland Abbey, Yorks.
12 X

(Series IV., xi.)

16. South side of Brayesworth Church
12 X 8|

Suffolk. (Series IV., xviii.)

17. A Garden House on the banks of the
River Yare (republished as frontispiece to

12 X

Liber Studiorum).
18. The Old College House Conway. (Series

12 X 00

IV., xiii.) 12 X 8|
19. Kirkstall Abbey, York‘S- (Series IV., ii.) 12 X 8|
20. Kirkham Priory York-- (Series IV., iii.)

21. Part of the Refectory of Fountains
12 X 9

Abbey Yorks- (Series IV., v.)

22. Easeby Abbey Yorkshire. (Series IV.,

12 X 8|

vi.) 141 xioi
23. Braysworth Suffolk. (Scries IV., xvii.) 14| XlOJ
24. Croyland Abbey Lincolns- (Series IV., xv.) 15 xll
25. Howden Church Yorks- (Series IV., i.) 15 Xl0|
26. St—Botolphs—Priory—Essex. (Series IV,

xvi.)
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1814.

A / NARRATIVE / OF THE / GRAND FESTIVAL, / AT /

GREAT YARMOUTH, / on / Tuesday, the 19th of April, /

1814 / Yarmouth : / Printed and Published by J. Keyiner.

27. Title page, with lettering as above. 9^ X 6|
28. A Plan of the Tables.

(Bottom margin cut) 7| xl8
29. A Front View of the Bon Fire. 9^ X 7f
30. Grand Bonfire at the Yarmouth Festival.

(Soft ground) x 10|
(cut)

1817.

SPECLMENS / OF / NORMAN AND GOTHIC / ARCHI-
TECTURE, / IN / THE COUNTY OF NORFOLK, / by / J. S.

Cotman. (Plates unnumbered.)

31. Tower of Buckingham Church, Norfolk.
(Series II., vi.)

32. Fast end of Hunstanton Church, Nor-
folk. (Series IL, xxvi.)

33. Fast Window in the Chancel, Burnham
OvERY Church, Nork. (Series II., x.)

34. South Fast View of Hales Ch. Nork-
(Series IL, xxiii.)

3v5. Fast End of Emneth Church, Norfolk
(Series IL, xviii.)

36. Interior of the Chancel Emneth Ch.
Norfolk. (Series IL, xix.)

37. South Door of Framlingham Earl Ch.
Norfolk. (Series IL, xxii.)

38. South Door Tottenhill Church. (Series

IL, xliii.)

39. South-Door-Way Hales Church Norfolk.
(Series IL, xxiv.)

40. A Doorway South side Shingham Church
Norfolk 1811. (Series II., xli.)

41. South Door Kirby Cane Ch. Norfolk.
(Series IL, xxxi.)

42. South Doorway Mundham Church Nor-
folk. (Series IL, xxxiv.)

43. South Porch North Burlingham Church,
Norx- (Series IL, vii.)

44. South Porch Hunstanton Church Nor-
folk. (Series II., xxvii.)

45. North-Doorway Worsted Ch. Norfolk.
(Series IL, xlix.)

Ilf X 7|

lOi X SI

10 X 7^

7 xlO

8^X10^

1
1 ^ X 6 II

X 7^

lO^X 8i

111 X 7^

9f X 7^

9| X 7^

m X 8^

10| X 8|

lO^X 8|

9| X 7
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46. South Door West Barsham. (Series II., v.)

47. West Door-way Walsingham Church
Norfolk. (Series II., xliv.)

48. South Porch East Dereham Church
Norx- (Series IJ ., xvi.)

49. West Door St Michaels Coslany Ch.
Norwich. (Series II., xxxv.)

50. The North Doorway Arminghall Hall
Norfolk. (Series II., iii.)

51. A Saxon FONT AT Fincham . . . (Series II.,

ix.)

52. A Saxon font Fincham Ch. Norfolk.
(Series IF, xxi.)

53. Elevations of the font at Castle Rising
Ch. Norfolk. (Series II., xii.)

54. A Saxon font, Sculthorpe Church Nor-
folk. (Series IF, xF)

55. Hautbois font Norfolk. (Series II., xxv.)

56. Font in Hunstanton Church. (Series IF,
xxviii.)

57. A LEADEN FONT, GrEAT PlUMSTEAD Ch.
Norfolk. (Series IF, xxxvii.)

58. Font Calthorpe Church. (Series IF, xi.)

59. A FONT IN Walsoken Church Norfolk.

10 X 7

12 X 00

12 X 00 Ssjoi

10 X 8

12| X

12 X 7

8 w X :m
7| X ;11

6 X 8 ^
9i X 7

6 X 8

8ii X 5#
X 7

(Series IF, xlvii.) 8^x10^
60. Stone Stalls and Piscina Great Snoring

Church Norfolk. (Series II., xlii.) 8|^ X lOJ
61. Cleristory and Piscina Aylmerton

Church Norfolk. (Series IF, iv.) 8^x10^
62. Cleristory in Acle Church Norfolk.

(Series IF, i.) 10 ^^X 8|
63. A Screen in Edingthorpe Church Nork-

(Series IF, xvii.) X 0

64. A Screen in Fudham Ch. Norfolk.
(Series II., xxxii.) 0||x 9|

65. A SCREEN IN Fakenham Ch. Nor^- (Series

IF, XX.) 6| X 9^
66. A SCREEN IN St Paul's Ch. Norwich.

(Series IF, xxxvi.) 7 X 10

67. A SCREEN IN Walsoken Ch. Norfolk.
(Series IF, xlviii.) 7i|xl0if

68. A Screen in the North Aisle of North
Creak Church Norfolk. (Series II., xv.) 8 XlOif

69. A Screen IN Acle Church Norfolk. iSeries

II., ii.) 10 X 8

70. A monument in Raveningham Ch. Nor-
folk. (Series II., xxxviii.) 12 X 8it
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71. An Antient Monument in . . . North
Creak Church Norfolk. (Series II., xiv.)

72. South side of the Monument of Sir Roger
L’Estrange Knt. Hunstanton. (Series

II., xxix.)

73. Parts of the Tomb of Sir Roger
L’Estrange . . . (Series II., xxx.)

74. A MONUMENT FOR ROBERT AnGUISH WaL-
SINGHAM Ch. N><-

75. Antient Sculpture in the Wall of a
House at Walsingham Norfolk. (Series

II., xlvi.)

76. Effigies ... on Sir William Gerbrygges
Monument . . .

77. Effigy in Mautby Ch. Norfolk.
78. Sculpture over the West Door Rougham

Church Norfolk. (Series IE, xxxix.)

79. Our Lady’s Chapel on the Mount Lynn,
Norfolk. (Series IL, xxxiii.)

80. North Side South Gate Yarmouth. (Series

IL, L.)

12 X 9

5| X 9^

1 0 1 X 8 ^

9i|x 7

8i|x 5i|

2 TO X 7 TO

llilx

lO^X 8^

lOj X 8^

XlOi

1817 (?).

SPECIMENS OE THE CASTELLATED
AND ECCLESIASTICAL RExMAINS IN THE

COUNTY OE NOREOLK.
[I have not seen the original issue of this work if such exists :

it was included in H. G. Bohn’s edition, 1838, from which it is

here described.]

81. The South Door, Arminghall Hall. (Series

HE, i.) 12| X 7

82. The Gateway to East Barsham House.
(Scries HE, ii.) 12 X 8|

83. West Door-way Barton St Mary’s
Church. (Series HE, iii.) 111 X 6|

84. The Tower of Beecham-Well Church
Norfolk. (Series III., iv.) 9| X 7|

83. Beaupre Hall Outwell Norfolk. (Series

HE, V.) lOi X 8|
86. North M’est View of Binham Priory

Norfolk. (Series HE, vi.) 7| xll
87. A Pulpit in South Burlingham Church

Nor>^ (Series III., vii.) 111 X 8
88. Stone Stalls, Burnham Thorpe Ch. Nor-

folk. (Series HE, viii.) m X 8|
89. Burnham Ulph Ch. Norfolk. (Series HE,

ix.) 1 X 10|
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90. Part of Castle-Acre Priory Norfolk.
(Series IIP, x.)

91. Part of the Priory at Castle Acre
Norfolk. (Series III., xi.)

92. N.W. Door-way Castle Acre Priory,
NorJ<- (Series IIP, xii.)

93. Castle Rising Church Norfolk, (Series

III., xiii.)

94. The East Window in the Chancel of
Castle-Rising Ch. Norfolk. (Series IIP,
xiv.)

95. South Door-way Chedgrave Church.
(Series IIP, xv.)

96. Font Chatgrave Church. Norfolk. (Series

III., xvi.)

97. A Chest in the Church at Dersingham.
(Series IIP, xvii.)

98. PiD OF A Chest in the Church at Dersing-
ham. (Series IIP, xviii.)

99. Cleristory and Piscina Fakenham Church
Norfolk. (Series IIP, xix.)

100. A Screen in Happisburgh Ch. Norfolk.
(Series IIP, xx.)

101. South Door Hartley Church Norfolk.
(Series III., xxi.)

102. A Doorway Heckingham Church N«
(Series IIP, xxii.)

103. An Antient Monument Houghton Church
Nork (Series IIP, xxiii.)

104. West Door-way to the Refectory Pang-
ley Abbey, Norfolk. (Series IIP, xxiv.)

105. (St Marys Chapel, Pynn.) (Series HP, xxv.)

106. We.st Door-way St Nichol’s Church Pynn,
Norfolk. (Series HP, xxvi.)

107. South Porch Great Massingham Church
Norfolk. (Series HI., xxvii.)

108. Middleton Tower Norfolk. (Series HI.,
xxviii.)

109. Door-way Mintlyn Church Nk. (Series HP,
xxix.)

110. Stalls and Piscina Norton Soupecors
Church. (Series HI., xxx.)

111. An Fntrance to the Music House King’s
St. Norwich. (Series HI., xxxi.)

112. A Doorway St Fthelreds Ch. Norch
(Series HI., xxxii.)

X 8^

XlOi

X 7

XlOi

111 X 8|

12 X 7|

X 4|

6| X 12

7 X 12

12 X 8|

7 X 9f

X 6|

13 X 9|

12 X 7

10 X 7f
12 X 8|

12 X 8|

12 X 8|

lOi X 8|

12 X 8

6| X Q4^8

12 X 7|

X 6|
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113. Font St Saviour’s Church, Norwich.
(Scries III., xxxiii.) X 7

114. (Pentney Abbey Gate.) (Series IIP, xxxiv.)

115. Door-way Shouldham Thorpe Church Nx.
X 9!

(Series III., xxxv.)
116. Part of the West Front Stiffkey Hall

111 X 7|

Nor. (Series HI., xxxvi.)

117. Tower of Stratton St Mary’s Church
n X 6|

Norfolk. (Series HI., xxxvii.)

118. The Porch and Belfry Thurgarton Ch.
11 X 7f

Norfolk. (Series HI., xxxviii.)

119. A Door-way Thurlton Ch. Norfolk.
lOi X 8|

(Series HI., xxxix.)
120. Tower of Tilney All Saint’s. Norx-

X 7i-

(Series HI., xl.)

121. East end of Upton Church Norfolk.
12 X 7|

(Series HI., xli.) m X 7|
122. Upwell Church Norfolk. (Series HI

,
xlii.) 12 X 8|

123. (Upweli. Rectory.) (Series HI., xliii.)

124. Upwell Rectory Norfolk. (Series HI.,
6| X 1 1|

xliv.)

[A Monument for Robert Anguish] (Series

HI., xlv.) See No. 74.

125. West Walton Ch Norfolk. (Series HI.,

10| X

xlvi.)

126. South Porch Worsted Church Norfolk.
8| Xll|

(Series HI., xlvii.)

127. Screen in Worsted Church. (Series HI.,
10| X 8f

xlviii.)

128. A Tower on the Ramparts Yarmouth
6| X 9f

Norfolk. (Series HI., xlix.)

129. Font in Yaxham Church Norfolk. (Series

lOJ X 8|

IIP, 1.) X 6|

1818 .

A / SERIES OF ETCHINGS / illustrative of the / Archi-

tectural / Antiquities of Norfolk
; / with References to the

Authors / who have / Described or Figured them. / By / John
Sell Cotman, / author of / a volume of miscellaneous etchings, /

and of / Figures of the Sepulchral Brasses of Norfolk and
Suffolk. / London : / Printed by C. Sloman, Yarmouth : /

Published by Longman and Co. ;
Lackinton and Co.

;
Colnaghi

and Co.
;
and W. J. White, Brownlow-Street, Holborn

: J. and
W. Freeman, Norwich ; C. Sloman, Yarmouth : and by the

author at Southtown, Suffolk. / 1818.

A presentation copy to Dawson Turner in two volumes with
special title pages and impressions of all the states of each
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S.

COTMAN.

A

Study.

(Liber

Studiorum,

PI.

17)

Size

of

the

original

soft-ground

etching

3X

4I

inches.



plate, and three extra plates (Nos. 352, 358 and 359) is in the
Print Room of the British Museum.

130. South Gate, Yarmouth. P. 1. (Series I.,

xlvii.) (1 state.)

131. Saxon arches in the tower of Castle
Rising Church, Norfolk. (Series I.,

xvii.) (1 state.)

132. The North west tower, Yarmouth. (Series

L, xlviii.) (1 state.)

133. Yarmouth Priory. (Series I., vi.) (2 states.)

134. The tower of Wt Dereham Church. P. 5.

(Series I., xxxii.)

135. South door. Little Snoring Church. PI. 6.

(Series I., xxvii.)

136. Chapel of Houghton in the Dale. PI. 7.

(Series I., xiii.) (1 state.)

137. The Late Vicarage House, Methwould.
PI. viii. (Series I., Iv.) (1 state.)

138. Interior or
{
sic

)
Soutn-Runcton Church.

PI. ix. (Series I., xxi.)

139. The South Door-way and the Corbel
Table round the Chancel of Wim-
BOTSHAM Church. P. x. (Series I., xxiii.)

140. St Lawrence’s Well. PI. xi. (Series I., lx.)

141. Part of the Refectory of Walsingham
Abbey. PI. xii. (Series L, ix.) (1 state.)

142. West front of Binham Priory. PI. xiii.

(Series I., iiii.) (1 state.)

143. South front of Binham Priory. PI. xiv.

(Series L, iii.) (1 state.)

144. Interior of Chapel on the Mount, Lynn.
PL XV. (Series I., xiv.) (1 state.)

145. Bromholm Priory. PI. xvi. (Series I., v.)

(1 state.)

146. S. Doorway Rungton Holme Church. PI.

xvii. (Series I., xxii.) (1 state.)

147. Font in Walsingham Church. PI. xviii.

(Series L, xliv.) (1 state.)

148. Walsingham Abbey Gate. PI. xix. (Series I.,

X.) (2 states.)

149. Middleton Tower. PI. xx. (Series I., li.)

(1 state.)

150. South porch of Arminghall Hall. (Series

L, lix.) (3 states.)

151. Doorway of Wroxham Church. PI. xxii.

(Scries L, xxvi.) (2 states.)

10| X 14 ^

X 14 ^

C

M
X
X

12 X 8|

12 X 8|

12 X 8|

12 X

12 X 8ii

12

12

X 9

X 9

12 X 9

14^ X 1

0

12 X 8ii-

12 X 8|

9 Xl2

12 X 8^^

12 X 8if

12 X 8t

12 X 8if

12 X 8if

12 X 8i|
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12 X 9
152. View of the Church of Wymondham.

PI. xxiii. (Series I., xxxvii.) (2 states.)

153. West front of Castle Acre Priory.
PI. xxiv. (Series I., i.) (3 states.)

154. East view of the Gateway of St. Bennets
Abbey. (Series I., xi.) (4 states.)

155. Castle Rising Castle, xxvi. (Series I.,

xlv.) (4 states.)

156. Castle Rising Castle, xxvii. (Series I.,

xlvi.) (4 states.)

157. Castle Acre Priory, xxviii. (Scries L, ii.)

(4 states.)

158. Part of East Barsham House. xxix.

(Series I., Ivii.) (4 states.)

159. Wallington Hall. xxx. (Series E, liv.)

(3 states.)

160. North east view of Gillingham Church.
PI. xxxi. (Series I., xviii.) (3 states.)

161

.

South I^oorway of the Church of Thwayt.
PI. xxxii. (Series I., xxiv.) (4 states.)

162. South Porch of West Walton Church.
(Series L, xxxv.) (4 states.)

163. Tower of West Walton Church. Pl. xxxiv.
(Series E, xxxiv.) (5 states.)

164. West front of Castle Rising Church.
PI. xxxv. (Series I., xvi.) (4 states.)

165. OxBURGH Hall. PI. xxxvi. (Series I., lii.)

(5 states.)

166. Tower of Toft Church. PI. 37. (Series I.,

xxxiii.) (3 states.)

167. Tower OF Hadiscoe Church. PI. 38. (Series

I., xix.) (2 states.)

168. The South Doorway, Hadiscoe Church.
PI. 39. (Series E, xx.) (3 states.)

169. The Bishop’s Palace Gate, Norwich.
PI. 40. (Series I., xlix.) (4 states.)

170. The South porch of the Church of
Walpole St. Peter. PI. 41. (Series T,
xxxix.) (4 states.)

171. Thorp Chapel St Michael’s Church in
CosLANY, Norwich. PI. 42. (Series E,
xlii. (3 states.)

172. Gateway of St. Mary Wiggenhall. 43.

(Series I., Iviii.) (3 states.)

173. Ye South Gate, Lynn. 44. (Series L, liii.)

(2 states.)

ni|xi7

11 Xl5^

10| Xl5i|

12 X 81

121- X 9,=V

12 X 9

lllfX 8#

10HX12

IIHX 811

12 X 811

14H XlOll

141-IXlOli

14| xll|

llilx 8J

12x9
14Hxl01i

15 xll

14| xl0|

11HX16|

8Hxii|

llUx 8|
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174. West end of the Church of Snettisham.
45. (Series I., xxxviii.) (1 state.)

175. Castle of Castor. (Wrongly numbered 43.)

(Series I., 1.) (3 states.)

176. South porch of St. Nicholas Chapel, Lynn.
47. (Series I., xli.) (3 states.)

177. West front of St. Margaret’s Church,
Lynn. 48. (Series I., xxxvi.) (3 states.)

178. West End of Parish Church of Great
Yarmouth. 49. (Series I., xxxi.) (3 states.)

179. Tower of South Lopham Church. (Series

I., XV.) (2 states.)

180. North Door-way Hales Church. (Series I.,

XXV.) (5 states.)

181. Walsoken Church, Norfolk. (Series I.,

xxviii.) (3 states.)

182. Interior of Walsoken Church, Norfolk.
(Series I., xxix.) (5 states.)

183. Interior of the Chancel of Walsoken
Church, Norfolk. (Series I., xxx.) (3

states.)

184. St. Ethelbert’s Gate (Norwich Cathe-
dral). (Series L, vii.) (4 states.)

185. Erpingham Gate (Norwich Cathedral).
(Series I., xiii.) (4 states.)

186. The South Porch of Terrington St.

Clements. (Series I., xl.) (3 states.)

187. Monument of Thomas Lord Morley in the
Church at Hingham. (Series I., xliii.)

(3 states.)

188. Stone vault in Langley Abbey. (Series I.,

viii.) (3 states.)

189. Part of East Barsham House. (Series I.,

Ivi.) (5 states.)

111 X

Hit X ^00

14| X 10|

Hit X 10#

11 X 14|

12 X 8|

13^ X 10#

15t^ X 9i

15 X

Ui X 15

15 X 9 #

13 TO X 9|

15f X 10#

17 X :10#

m X 13

13^ X 9

1819.

ANTIQUITIES / OF SAINT MARY’S CHAPEL, / AT /

Stourbridge, near Cambridge, / etc., etc. / BY /JOHN SELL
COTMAN. / AUTHOR OF ARCHITECTURAL ANTIQUITIES
OF NORFOLK, / ARCHITECTURAL ANTIQUITIeS OF
NORMANDY, &c., &c. Published by John S. Cotman,

Yarmouth. / Printed by C. Sloman, Yarmouth 1819.

A special presentation copy to Dawson Turner with im-
pressions of all the states of each plate is in the Print Room
of the British Museum.

190. North West View of St. Mary’s Chapel.
(Series IV., xxiv.) (1 state.) 9 X 12
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191. South East View of St. Mary’s Chapel.
(Series IV., xxv.) (1 state.)

192. North Door-Way of Our Lady’s Chapel.
9 X 12

(Series IV., xxviii.) (1 state.)

193. South Door-Way of Our Lady’s Chapel.
10 X 8^

(Series IV., xxvii.) (1 state.)

194. Interior View of St Mary’s Chapel.
lOi X 8

(Series IV., xxvi.) (1 state.)

195. Details of St. Mary’s Chapel. (Series IV.,
HI X 8i

xxix.) (1 state.)

196. East View of the Gate of Cambridge
11 X 8J

Castle. (Series IV., xxiii.) (1 state.)

197. West View of the Gate of Cambridge
00 xlOf

Castle. (Series IV., xxii.) (1 state.)

198. The Monk’s Entrance Ely Cathedral.
9 X 12

(Series IV., xxi.) (4 states.)

199. The Prior’s Entrance. Ely Cathedral.
m X 9^

(Series IV., xx.) (5 states.) 13 X 10

1822.

ARCHITECTURAL / ANTIQUITIES / OF / NORMANDY,
by / John Sell Cotman

; / accompanied by / Historical and
Descriptive Notices / by Dawson Turner, Esq. F.R. and A.S. /

London : / Printed for John and Arthur Arch, Cornhill
; / and

J. S. Cotman, Yarmouth. / MDCCCXXII. 2 volumes.

A presentation copy to Dawson Turner in four volumes with
special title pages and impressions of all the states of each plate
and a few additional plates (not engraved by Cotman) is in the
Print Room of the British Museum.

VOL. I.

200. Church of Querqueville near Cherbourg
(vignette at end of preface) 1822.

201. Castle of Arques. PI. 1. (3 states.)

202. Abbey Church of Jumieges. West Front.
PI. 2. (5 states.)

203. Abbey Church of Jumieges. Parts of the
Nave. PI. 3. (4 states.)

204. Abbey Church of Jumieges. Arch on the
West Front. PI. 4. (5 states.)

205. Abbey Church of St. Georges de Bocher-
viLLE. West front. PI. 5. (4 states.)

206. Abbey Church of St. Georges de Bocher-
viLLE. View from the South east. PI. 6.

(4 states.)

207. Abbey Church of St Georges de Bocher-
viLLE, West entrance. PI. 7. (3 states.)

X 101

X 12f

15| X lOf

X

X 111

13 X 9 |

13 X 10

13| X 10|
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208. Abbey Church of St. Georges de Bocher-
viLLE. South Transept. PI. 8. (4 states.)

209. Abbey Church of St. Georges de Bocher-
viLLE. Sculptured Capitals. PI. 9.

(2 states.)

210. Capitals in the Abbey Church of St.

Georges de Bocherville. PI. 10. (2

states.)

211. Abbey Church of St Georges de Bocher-
ville. Sculpture. PI. 11. (2 states.)

212. Church of Graville. PL 12. (3 states.)

213. Castle of St. Sauveur le Vicomte. PI. 13.

(4 states.)

214. Abbey Church of St. Sauveur le Vicomte.
PI. 14. (3 states.)

215. Great House, at Grand Andelys. PI. 15.

(4 states.)

216. Church of Thau {sic for Than). PI. 16.

(1 state.)

217. Church of Tamerville. PI. 17. (3 states.)

218. Tower of the Church of St. Michel de
Vaucelles, Caen. PI. 18. (4 states.)

219. Church of St. Michel de Vaucelles, Caen.
North Porch. PI. 19. (4 states.)

220. Statue of William Duke of Normandy.
PI. 20. (3 states.)

221. Abbey Church of St. Etienne, Caen.
West Front. PI. 21 and 22. (5 states.)

222. Abbey Church of St. Etienne, Caen.
Elevation ... of the Nave. PI. 23.

(2 states.)

223. Abbey Church of Ste. Trinite, Caen.
West front. PI. 24. (3 states.)

224. Abbey Church of Ste. Trinite, Caen.
East end. PI. 25. (5 states.)

225. Abbey Church of the Holy Trinity at
Caen. East end interior. PI. 26.

(2 states.)

226. Abbey Church of the Holy Trinity at
Caen. North side of the Choir. PI. 27.

(2 states.)

227. Abbey Church of the Holy Trinity at
Caen. Arches under the central
Tower. PI. 28. (3 states.)

228. Abbey Church of the Holy Trinity at
Caen. East side of the South Transept.
PI. 29. (2 states.)

12f xio

12| XlO

12f X 9|

Xl2|-
10| X 81

8| Xl6i

101 Xl4|

n X 15

10| Xl5i
14 X 8f

15 XlO

13| X 8|

10 X 8

19| Xl3f

14| XlO

12f X 9|

16| X 8|

XlOf

9| Xl2|

9| Xl4|

10| Xl4
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229. Abbey Church of the Holy Trinity at
Caen. Interior of the Nave. PI. 30.

(8 states.)

230. Abbey Church of the Holy Trinity at
Caen. South side of the Nave, exterior.
PI. 31. (2 states.)

231. Abbey Church of the Holy Trinity at
Caen. Crypt. PI. 32. (5 states.)

232. Abbey Church of the Holy Trinity at
Caen. Capitals in the Choir. PI. 33.

(4 states.)

233. Abbey Church of the Holy Trinity at
Caen. Tomb of Queen Matilda. PI. 33*.

234. Castle at Dieppe. PI. 34. (4 states.)

235. Church of St. Jacques, at Dieppe. West
FRONT. PI. 35. (6 states.)

236. Church of St. Jacques, at Dieppe. East
END. PI. 36. (5 states.)

237. Tower of the Church of Haute Allemagne
NEAR Caen. PI. 37. (3 states.)

238. Collegiate Church of St. Hildebert at
Gournay. West front. PI. 38. (3 states.)

239. Collegiate Church of St. Hildebert at
Gournay. North Transept. PI. 39.

(3 states.)

240. Collegiate Church of St. Hildebert at
Gournay. Capitals. PI. 40. (4 states.)

241. Collegiate Church of St. Hildebert at
Gournay. Capitals. PI. 41. (2 states.)

242. Chapel of the Hospital of St. Julien,
NEAR Rouen. PI. 42. (3 states.)

243. Chapel of the Hospital of St. Julien,
NEAR Rouen. Interior. PI. 43. (3 states.)

244. Church of Lery near Pont-de-L'Arche.
General View. PI. 44. (3 states.)

245. Church of Lery near Pont-de-L’Arche.
PI. 45. (4 states.)

246. Church of Lery near Pont-de-L’Arche.
PI. 46. (3 states.)

247. Elevations of the Church of Colomby
near Valognes. pi. 47. (2 states.)

248. Chapel in the Castle at Caen. PI. 48.

(4 states.)

249. Cathedral Church of Notre Dame, at
Rouen. South Transept. PI. 49-50.

(5 states.)

11 Xl5^

Xl4^

10 xl6|

12f xlO

17i X 7^
10 xl6J

13^ XIO^

13 X 9|

11 X 8i

13 X 10

13 xl0|

13 xlOf

13 xl0|

13i XlOf

9| xl3i

Xlli

lOf xl3^

8^ Xl3J

9| xl3f

10 xl4

20
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250. Cathedral Church of Notre Dame, at
Rouen. West front. PI. 51-52. (4

states.)

251. Crypt in the Church of St. Gervais at
21| Xl6

Rouen. PI. 53. (4 states.)

252. Church of St. Paul, at Rouen. PI. 54.
9| Xl2

(3 states.)

VOL. IP

253. Church of St. Nicholas, at Caen. West

8J Xllf

END. PI. 55. (3 states.)

254. Church of St. Nicholas, at Caen. East
15 X 9f

END. PI. 56. (3 states.)

255. Church of Cheux, near Caen. PI. 57.

Ilf Xl3

(2 states.)

256. Church of Bieville, near Caen. PI. 58.
8f Xl3|

(5 states.)

257. Church of Bieville, near Caen. Eleva-
8| Xllf

tion AND Details. PI. 59. (1 state.)

258. Church of Eontaine-le-Henri, near Caen.
North side of the Chancel. PI. 60.

8f Xl5|

(3 states.)

259. Church of Eontaine-le-Henri, near Caen.
13| X 9f

Elevations. PI. 61. (1 state.)

260. Chateau at Fontaine-le-Henri, near
Xl7|

Caen. PI. 62. (3 states.)

261. Chateau at Fontaine-le-Henri, near
Caen. Elevation. PI. 63. (4 states :

H Xl4

wrongly lettered.)

262. House in the Place de la Pucelle, at
14 XlOf

Rouen. PI. 64. (3 states.)

263. House in the Rue St. Jean, at Caen.
14f X 9|

PI. 65. (3 states.)

264. Tower of the Church of Treport, near
14f X 9f

Eu. PI. 66. (4 states.)

265. Church of Anisy, near Caen. PI. 67.
12f X 9

(2 states.)

266. Church of Perriers, near Caen. PI. 68.
Xl2f

(4 states : wrongly lettered.) 14f XlOf
267. Castle of Ihllebonne. PL 69. (3 states.) 8f Xl3f
268. Castle of Briquebec. PI. 70. (3 states.)

269. Church of St. Stephen, at Fecamp. PI. 71.
9f X 15

(6 states.)

270. Screen in the Church of St. Laurence at
13| X 9|

Eu. PI. 72. (3 states.)

271. Church of St. Peter, at Ihsieux. West
14 XlOf

FRONT. PI. 73, 74. (5 states.) 18| Xl2^
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272.

273.

274.

275.

276.

277.

278.

279.

280.

281.

282.

283.

284.

285.

286.

287.

288.

289.

290.

291.

292.

293.

294.

295.

Transept. PI. 75. (4 states.)

Abbey Church of St. Owen, at Rouen.
15| X 9|

PI. 76. (6 states.)

Fountain of the Stone Cross at Rouen.
10^ Xl3J

PI. 77. (3 states.)

Palace of Justice, at Rouen. PI. 78.

xio

(5 states.) 9f X 17f
Ch rch of Louviers. pi. 79. (3 states.)

Chateau Gaillard. North East View.
14| X 9|

PI. 80. (3 states.)

Chateau Gaillard. South West View.
9 Xl6^

PI. 81
.

(4 states.)

Abbey Church of Montivilliers. West
10 Xl4

End. pi. 82. (2 states.)

Church of St. Sanson sur Rille. PI. 83.
15i X 9J

(3 states.) 13f X 8^
Church of Foullebec. PI. 84. (3 states.) Ilf X 8^
Castle at Tancarville. PI. 85. (3 states.)

Entrance to the Castle at Tancarville.
lOi Xl4|

PI. 86. (3 states.)

Church of the Holy Cross, at St. Lo.
Hi X 8|

PI. 87. (4 states.)

Church of the Holy Cross, at St. Lo.

12 X 9f

Sculpture. PI. 88. (1 state.)

Castle of Falaise. North-West View.
13i X 7|

PI. 89. (3 states.)

Castle of Falaise. North View. PI. 90.
8i Xl6

(3 states.)

Interior of the Church of Creully.
Hi Xl5J

PI. 91. (3 states.)

Cathedral Church of Notre Dame, at
CouTANCEs. West Front. PI. 92, 93.

lOf Xl3

(4 states.)

Cathedral Church of Notre Dame, at
CouTANCEs. Elevation of the Nave.

20 f Xl2|

PI. 94. (3 states.) 16 X 9f
Mount St. Michael. PI. 95. (3 states.)

Mount St. Michael. Interior of the
9i Xl6^

Knight’s Hall. PI. 96. (4 states.)

Abbey Church of Cerisy. PI. 97. (2

10 Xl6J

states.) 15i XlO
Church of Oyestreham. PI. 98. (2 states.)

Cathedral Church of Notre Dame, at
13| xlOf

Seez. pi. 99. (4 states.) 19 Xl2|
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296. Cathedral Church of Notre Dame, at
Seez. Elevation of the Nave. PI. 100.

(1 state.) 15| xlOi

1838.

LIBER STUDIORUM.
Eirst published by H. G. Bohn as a separate work and in his

collected edition of Cotman’s etchings 1838. Cotman’s own
proof copy, containing additional plates, and before the numbers
or inscriptions, is in the Print Room of the British Museum.
The additional plates are Nos. 96, 361, 366 and 367.

[Frontispiece, A Garden House on the Banks of the

No. 17.]

View of Clifton. (2.) Soft ground.
Twickenham. (3.)

On the Yare, Norfolk,
Walsingham, Norfolk.

301. The Judgment of Midas.
302.

303.

River Yare :

297.

298.

299.

300.

304
305

(4.)

(5.)

(
6 .)

Postwick Grove Norfolk. (7.)

Millbank on the Thames. (8.)

A Study. (9.)

Devil’s Bridge, Cardiganshire. (10.)

Soft ground.
306. Parson’s Bridge. Cardiganshire. (11.)

Soft ground.
307. Dolbadern Castle. N. Wales. (12.)

Soft ground.
[Duncomb Park. Yorkshire : No. 5.]

(13.) Etching.
Tan y Beolch. N. Wales. (14.) Soft ground.
Cader Iris (sic). N. Wales. (15.)

Etching.

308.

309.

310.

311.

312.

313.

314.

315.

316.

317.

318.

319.

320.

321.

322.

A Study. (16.)

(A Study.) (17.)

Norwich Thorp.
Postwick Grove.
Felbrigg Heath.

(18.)

Norfolk.
Norfolk.

North Wales.
Whilby. (22.)

[Beeston Norfolk :

Ragland Caste,

(
21 .)

Soft ground.

(19.)

(
20 .)

No. 3.] (23.)

Monmouthshire.

Harlech Castle
Monnow Bridge
Kilgarren Castle. N. Wales
Caernarvon Castle. (28.)

Harlech Castle. N. Wales. (29.)

Etching.

(24.)

Soft ground.
N. Wales. (25.)

Monmouth. (26.)

(27.) „

7| X 6|
7 X 4f6x8
6 X 8|
7| xlO6x9

X 9|
X 8

6i
6

7| X 5

6| X 5

6| X 5

7f
4|
5

6

7|
7|

X 6|
X 6|

3i
41

4t X
3 X

X 3|

3i X 4|
3 X 4|
3 X 44

7| X 9|

X a

X 7|
X 7|
X 7|
X 4|
X 4|
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323. Bambro’ Castle. Northumberland. (30.)

Soft ground. X 7^

324. Conway Castle. N. Wales. (31.) ,, 7f X 5

325. Caernarvon Castle. N. Wales. (32.) ,,
73 X 4|

326. Conway Castle. N. Wales. (33.) 7| X 5

327. Planthony
{
sic

)
Abbey. (34.) X 4J

328. Wenlock Priory Salop. (35.) 71 X
329. Near Durham. (36.) Hf X
330. A Study. (37.) 7i X
331. Deptford. (38.) 8 XlOf
332. Ashtead Church Yard. Surrey. (39.)

Soft ground. 71 X 9|
333. Lakenham. near Norwich. (40.) X 6J
334. Bristol. (41.) X 5

335. Capel Carrig. Caernarvonshire. (42.)

Soft ground. • 5 X 7|
336. A Norfolk Plough. (43.) 3| X 41
337. (Sketch after Rembrandt.) (44.) Etching. 4| X 4

338. French Beggars. (45.) X 41
339. After a painting by Teniers in the

possession of Darwen Turner. Esqr.
(46.) Etching. 10| X 71

340. (A Study.) (47.) 6| X 41
341. (A Study.) (48.) 41 X 31

1846.

EIGHT ORIGINAL / ETCHINGS / by the late / John Sell

Cotman. / now first Published. / Norwich : / Charles Muskett. /

1846.

342. (The Student). X 71
343. (An oriental figure holding a flintlock). H X 5|
344. (Two children). 9 X 6

345. (An ecclesiastic reading). 8 X 6

346. (A WOMAN DRAWING WATER.) 101 X 61
347. (Windmills at Yarmouth). 31 X 7f
348. (Scene on the beach). 6 X 9

349. (Fecamp). 8 xlli

SINGLE AND UNPUBLISHED ETCHINGS.
A, DATED.

350. (Part of a cottage with a water butt &
steps). J. S. C. 1801 (in reverse).

Soft ground. 5| x 4
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351. (An old wooden cottage, a pond in the
foreground). London Etched & Pub-
lished by J. S. Cotman June 1810.

352. The West Doorway of Barton St. Mary,
Norfolk. Norwich Etched & Ihiblishcd

by J. S. Cotman Jany 1812. (Inserted at

end of B.M. special copy of “ Antiquities
of Norfolk.”) (Cut.)

353. (St. Doulagh’s Church 1813).

Soft ground. (Cut.)

354. Bookplate of Charles Nichols MDCCCXIV.
355. Column at Yarmouth. 1817.

356. (A FIGURE IN Oriental costume) J. S. C.

1832. (Etched at \V. H. Harriott’s house,
according to J. J. Cotman.)

357. (A MOATED chateau) W. H. H. 1832.

(Presumably after W. H. Harriott.)

14| xl0|

llj X 8i

lOf X 7i
3 X 2i

18f xH|

4 X 2|

6| X 4

SINGLE AND UNPUBLISHED ETCHINGS.

B, UNDATED.

358. (The ruined end of a Gothic Church)
(unfinished). (In.serted at beginning of B.M.
special copy of “ Antiquities of Norfolk-”)

359. (Part of a ruined church, inscribed Ph
xxi.) (2 states.) (Inserteel at end of B.M.
special copy of ” Antiquities of Norfolk.”)

(Cut.)

361. (Portrait of the Revd. Pendlebury
Houghton). Soft ground.

362. (View of a distant castle with cattle
AND TREES IN THE FOREGROUND).

Soft ground.
363. (Barnard Castle on the Tees).
364. (Caistor Castle).
365. (Burying ground at Bethune).
366. Brandsby Tower, Yorkshire. (Published

by H. G. Bohn in collection of 1838,

Series IV., xxx.) Soft grounei.

367. (A font).

368. (W. END OF A Norman Church with a
Gothic tower). (Plate spoiled in the
biting).

369. At St. Faiths. (A lesson with C. L. Bright-
well, part only by Cotman).

370. (Foreign Street scene with church and
figures).

14| xl11

Hf X 81

10| X

3 X
H X 7|

X
12 X 9

9i X
6| X 4|

13J X 11

H X 7

lOJ X 7|
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1819.

ENGRAVINGS / OF / THE MOST REMARKABLE / OF /

THE SEPULCHRAL BRASSES / IN NORFOLK / ... by
John Sell Cotman, / . . . London

: / Published by John and
Arthur Arch, Cornhill

;
also by J. and W. Freeman, Norwich

; /

and by the Author, at Southtown, near Yarmouth. / Printed
by C. Sloman, Jun., Yarmouth. / 1819.

Ill unnumbered plates (including an etching of the Gorleston
brass in Suffolk different from that published later in Suffolk

Brasses), dates on the plates ranging from 1813 to 1816. These
plates were reissued with the addition of numbers on each
plate by Henry G. Bohn 1839 as :—Engravings / of Sepulchral
Brasses / in / Norfolk and Suffolk : 2 vols. The first vol.

contains Plates 1-81 Norfolk Brasses, vol. H. Plates 82 to 111

Norfolk Brasses, a supplement of sepulchral monuments
(reprinted from earlier collections with the addition of two
before unpublished plates), an appendix of 7 new plates of

brasses and Engravings / of / Sepulchral Brasses in Suffolk,

47 numbered plates.
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CAMILLE PISSARRO. La Roche—Guyon. (c.I 866). Second State

Size of the original etching 317x238 mm.
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THE ETCHED AND LITHOGRAPHED WORK
OF CAMILLE PISSARRO

By LUDOVIC RODO

\MILLE PISSARRO, whose name is taking a

more and more prominent place among the

artists belonging to the Impressionist School,

is also the one whose production is most con-

siderable and varied. Apart from his innumerable

paintings in oil and water-colours, his gouaches and

pastels, his thousands of sketches and drawings, he is also

responsible for a great number of etchings and litho-

graphs. Most of these, strange to say, were still very

little known a few years ago, even in his own country.

It is true that Pissarro engraved to please himself

and by way of relaxation from more important work.

Indifferent to the possible commercial value of this side

of his art, he never thought to derive financial advantage

from it, or to issue fine limited editions on beautiful

paper with large margins and remarques that would

only pander to the collector’s mania
;

that was not in

the spirit of the time nor consistent with his character.

For these very reasons Pissarro’s graphic work is the

more interesting to study. His prints are not tours de

force, but real painter’s etchings done for the artist’s

own satisfaction, generally printed by himself on odd
bits of old paper. The number of these artist’s impres-

sions is often le.ss, and rarely more, than twenty.
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When one thinks of the difficulties with which the

Impressionist School had to contend in early days and

of the general condemnation and hostility aroused by

the paintings of these innovators, it is easy to understand

that the etchings suffered the same fate and appealed so

little to the amateur that they were left on one side.- So

for many long years they remained known only to a very

small circle of friends and admirers of this genuine artist.

Where Degas engraved 65 plates, Renoir two score,

Cezanne only three, Guillaumin and Sisley but a few

more, Pissarro did at least one hundred and ninety

etched and lithographed plates, without counting

numerous monotypes, which although not, strictly

speaking, engravings are nearly allied to them.

Being an entirely self-taught artist, Camille Pissarro

did not have any master to initiate him in the art of

etching. He had a profound admiration for the work

of Rembrandt, Goya, Corot, Millet and Manet, but

incapable certainly of imitating, he never even recalls

those whom he admires, and, far from being influenced

by these masters, he always preserved his own indi-

viduality. It is therefore more likely that he took up the

needle for the joy of expressing himself on the copper
;

the method is, after all, simple enough in itself, and

any artist may be tempted at some time to try it.

His earliest plate on record is Prairies pres d'A snieres

(1864). This was followed by another, entitled Une rue

a Montmartre en 1865 and annotated “ Epreuve

unique,” a small plate in simple and strong lines deeply

bitten. These two unique proofs may be considered

as his first experiments. Quite recently another sub-

ject, from Dr. Gachet’s collection, of the same period,

has been discovered.
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Then comes La Roche Guyon (c. 1866), a more important

and elaborate plate, also in clear, sharp line, but with

more shading
;

very successful in its cold execution.

La Negresse (1867), depicting a native woman wearing

a Madras handkerchief on her head, sitting on a door-

step
;

a souvenir of his youth and of the Antilles, the

artist’s birthplace, for Pissarro was born in St. Thomas,

Danish West Indies, in July 1830.

It is clear that Pissarro was etching long before he

personally knew Degas, Jacque, Desboutin and other

fellow painter-engravers. Still, these etchings are but

early work, interesting, no doubt, but showing that the

artist has not yet acquired the full mastery of the medium,

especially of aquatint, in which, later on, he was to

become a master.

During the war of 1870-71 his home at Louveciennes,

near Paris, was raided and occupied by the Germans,

who established a military butcher’s shop in his house
;

practically everything was destroyed, and the soldiers

used his painted canvases as aprons. It is probable

that he did no etching during these troubled times,

and we must go on to the years 1873-74 to find Pissarro

working at Pontoise, where Cezanne and Guillaumin

were shortly to join him. Near by, at Auvers, lived

M. Gachet, a very curious character, employed as doctor

in the service of the Compagnie des Chemins de Fer

du Nord, who was also a connoisseur and a friend of

artists. Himself an engraver not without talent, under

the pseudonym of Van Ryssel, he was one of the first

who could understand these very much depreciated

artists, and even went so far as to dare to buy some of

their works, which at the time required a certain dose

of moral courage. It was the same Dr. Gachet who in
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CAMILLE PISSARRO. La Maison Rondest. ( 1882 )

Size of the original etching (with aquatint) 163 x 112 mm.
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later years welcomed Van Gogh, who did his portrait

in oil, wearing a white cap, and one in etching, known
as L’Homme a la pipe. It might have been at the

doctor’s instigation that Pissarro took up the etching

needle again to execute the portrait of his friend

Cezanne in 1874, one of his most beautiful plates in

pure line, showing the famous artist in the rough

shepherd’s garment he was accustomed to wear when
going out to paint on frosty mornings.

In his turn Cezanne etched the portrait of Guillaumin

sitting on the ground, the plate bearing the remarque

of a little man hanging from a gallows, perhaps an

allusion to the Maison du Pendu, which he painted in

Auvers. At the same time Guillaumin did a few plates

marked with a little cat, and Pissarro a small series of

landscapes—Paysage avec Pommiers (1873), Les Hauteurs

de rHautil (1873), L’Oise a Pontoise (1874), Coteaux

a Pontoise (1878), Fabriqite a Pontoise (1874)—all very

small plates in pure etching, marked with a little

daisy. The origin of these remarques is rather obscure
;

may it not have been a joke between friends working

together ?

Up to that time Pissarro’s etchings had been only

occasional, and we do not know of any in the subse-

quent years 1875-77, during which his production as

an etcher seems to undergo a rest. It was in 1878 that

he met Degas in Paris, who was then engaged with his

own researches. The two friends soon became interested

in each other’s work
;
from that date Pissarro was to

produce, practically without interruption, his most

remarkable plates. His technique becomes more

assured, freer and more personal, betraying his strong

individuality. Fully master of his medium, he uses
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CAMILLE PISSARRO. Une ruelle i Rouen. (1887). Third State before steel facing

Size of the original etching 162 X iii mm.
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copper and zinc, even sometimes the rough zinc for

roofing. With an extraordinary sureness and supple-

ness he employs different processes and combines

dry-point, pure etching and soft ground
;

he uses the

emery point and employs a great deal of liquid aqua-

tint, resin and salt grain, thus obtaining by these

different means new and unforeseen effects of depth

and richness of colour.

He did very few plates in pure dry-point
;

there

are, however, some first states in this manner, as it

was often his custom to trace the outline of his subject with

the point. It soon came to be modified with aquatint,

which appealed to him much more. He used it in all

sorts of ways, but preferred the coarse resin or “ salt

grain/' spread over the plate with a sieve, to the too

evenly distributed ground afforded by resin from the

dusting-box. Continually experimenting, he sometimes

employed sand-paper in a peculiar way, rolled up and

used as a stump. This puzzled many experts, as the

trick cannot be detected
;

the effect resembles, and is

always confused with, a light touch of aquatint. He
also touched up the plate with acid and brush, a treat-

ment which gives great delicacy to his etchings.

Being difficult to please, he would often scrape down
the plate with the burnisher and start the work afresh

;

he wrought his plates many times, thus producing

proofs in numerous states merely to see how the work

was progressing, without thinking at all of collectors.

These epretives d'etat are necessarily restricted in

number and often unique. A good many of his etchings

occur in eight to twelve states ;
for instance, the

Baigneuse aux oies (c. 1895) was hammered down all over

after the seventh state, with the exception of the figure,
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and completely re-worked until a twelfth state was
reached

;
the Femme a la harriere (1889) occurs in nine

states before the first addition of aquatint. In some
cases, his artistic conscience being dissatisfied with

the results, the plate was cancelled after a number of

states had been obtained. This was the case with

Femme vidant une brouette (1879) in twelve states. Never-

theless, beautiful proofs of this etching exist, but it has

obviously been too much worked over again and again

and, finally, has become somewhat heavy.

Pissarro’s conception of what etching should be,

his unorthodox cuisine of acids and grounds, his

triturage of grains, was an absolutely new departure

which was not appreciated and did not gain for him
his colleagues’ applause or sympathy. It was for no

other reason that he was rejected by the " vSociete des

Peintres-graveurs ” on the futile pretext of his

nationality. For Pissarro, one of the most glorious

representatives of modern French art, was Danish

in the eyes of the law. Yet it is precisely his apparent

lack of method and his freedom of execution that

makes Pissarro’s etchings of such arresting quality

and so characteristic
;
so well do they reflect the etcher’s

great personality. Even M. Theodore Duret, one of the

first to defend the Impressionist School, suggests in

his book, “ The Impressionist Painters,” that the

process which yielded such light and delicate effects

has yet the disadvantage of permitting only a restricted

number of proofs to be pulled. It may be so—but is

it really a disadvantage ? The amateur of fine and

delicate prints will appreciate that it is not so much
the quantity as the quality which should be of account

in this branch of art. This apparent absence of method
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CAMILLE PISSARRO. Faneuses. (1890). Twelth and Final State

Size of the original etching 198 X 134 mm.
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was, in fact, quite a method in itself. The artist was
merely adapting to the copperplate a technique familiar

to him when drawing from nature. In order to express

himself he had to create entirely new means of

expression, and this he did to a wonderful degree in

his etchings. His art was mostly directed to grasping

the character of things, to rendering contrasts, colour-

values and light, and he could bring within the small

compass of a print all the life that there was in his

impressionist pictures. That is why they were not

regarded as true etchings
;

the conventions were too

much neglected. But examine a print like Matson

Rondest (1882) and you cannot but admire the finesse and

delicacy of a plate which has all the qualities of a

Japanese wash drawing.

Pissarro’s personal vision is even better exemplified

in his studies of the country folk. There it is interesting

to note that the influence of Millet, with which he has

so often been reproached, consists only in the apparent

similarity of subject, but in manner there is a vast

difference. One has only to examine his etchings and

lithographs to see how far removed Pissarro’s natur-

alistic peasants are from Millet’s biblical and romantic

people
;
how different the two artists are in tempera-

ment and outlook. In his magnificent series of market

places, in his Baigneuses, so delicate and fresh, in his

Faneuses, with their slow and noble rhythm, he always

gives a forcible rendering of humanity in action and in

close intimacy with its environment.

Among the finest pieces etched during this period

that call for special mention are La Mastir

e

(1879), in

coarse grain, nearly without any lines at all, and

Paysage sons bois a VHermitage (1879). This latter
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beautiful etching in aquatint was intended for a publi-

cation called “ Le Jour et la Nuit,” of which Degas

had conceived the idea
;

it was to be published with

contributions by Degas, Bracquemond, Raffaelli, Mary
Cassatt, etc. However, only one copy ever saw the

light and was exhibited at the Fifth Exhibition of the

Impressionists in 1880. The project was, unfortunately,

abandoned, but the impression of Pissarro’s plate in

50 copies was already done. These plates were followed

by Crepiiscule (1879), Sente des Ponillenx (1880), Ferme

d Noel (1884) and the Eglise d’Osny (1885), etc., to cite

only the more important.

In 1883 Pissarro was painting at Rouen, and returned

with a number of sketches and full of recollections,

which he used in the following years when composing

the fine Rouen series.

Pissarro frequently repeated in his prints the motives

of his paintings. Thus after the visit to Rouen we see

townscapes appearing in his etchings, with roofs and

factory chimneys, docks and harbours, cranes, cargoes

and smoke. The Rouen series is one of the most engaging

he ever did, depicting the narrow, crowded streets of

the old city crowned with its beautiful cathedral, its

many churches, its river, bridges and boats, and the

life and traffic of its quays. The most notable achieve-

ments of this series are the Rue du Gros Horloge (1885),

Place de la Repuhlique (1886), Rue de VEpicerie (1886)

and LPle Lacroix (1887).

So far Pissarro had no printing press of his own
;

it was only during short visits to Paris that he could

occasionally get a few proofs of his plates printed off

at the studios of Degas or Jacque or at the establish-

ments of Salmon or Delatre, the etching printers.
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CAMILLE PISSARRO. Baicneuse pres d’un BOIS. (c 1896 ). Fourth and Final State

Size of the original lithograph 205 X 125 mm.
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The impressions of this period are therefore rather

scarce
;

some of them, in fact, bear in the artist’s

handwriting a memorandum, “ imprime par Degas
”

or " imprime par Jacque.”

When he settled in 1884 at Eragny, a small village

in Normandy, near Gisors, his visits to Paris became

less frequent owing to the difficulty of communication.

He then bought a very small press at first, and later a

larger and more comfortable one, so that he might

proceed with his work during the long winter evenings.

From this time almost all his etchings were printed

by himself, usually on papier Ingres or old Dutch

paper, of which he always kept in stock a good supply

obtained from old ledger books. He was thus able

to dispense with the services of skilled craftsmen,

whose cunning tricks of printing and retroussage, giving

the effect by clever inking, he loathed most heartily.

It was at Eragny he executed those wonderful series

of peasants and countrywomen, of cowherds and

goosegirls, of bathers and market places and other

favourite subjects drawn from the countryside to which

he devoted his talents. Among so many one can only

cite a few : Gardeuse d’oies (1888), Vackere an bord de

I’eau (1890), Paysanne an pnits (1891) and Marche a la

Volaille (1891).

At Eragny, too, he etched his own portrait, about

1890, full of character and a striking likeness, and

the portrait of his mother, Grand'mere dans son faiiteuil

(1888) and La Grand’mere, effet de lumiere (1889), a

real masterpiece worthy of comparison with a Rembrandt

etching, and many other typical plates.

Pissarro frankly hated the aquatint in colour printed

a la ponpee
;

that is, a coloured aquatint in which a
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number of colours are printed on the same plate at

the same time, a fashion which was becoming popular.

He then took to making experiments in colour printing,

but in a different way. He used for this four plates,

one for each colour, blue, yellow and red, and a key-

plate, black, for the outline. These plates were passed

under the press in succession, as in the typographic

process
;

the great difficulty in this attempt was to

secure perfect register with the needle on damped
paper, a matter calculated to drive a person mad with

impatience ! He therefore gave up the idea. But these

experiments are very interesting, although he was not

himself quite satisfied. He left some very charming

trial, proofs
;

for instance, Baigneuses gardeuses d’oies

(1894), Paysannes d I’Herbe (1894), Marche a Gisors

(1894) and Eglise et Ferme d’Eragny
;

this latter

plate was etched and printed in black in 1890 and re-

worked with the addition of colour plates in 1894

Each impression of these etchings is different and, so

to speak, unique owing to the variations in tint, and if

the register is not perfectly accurate it does not matter

much, as the composition is not encircled in a rigid

outline, but remains a little soft and vague.

During the artist’s lifetime only five etchings were

published, namely. Bonne faisant son marche and Gar-

deuses d’oies (1888), in the Revue Independante
]
Paysage

d Osny (1887) in L’Estampe Originate (1895), Faneuses

d’Eragny (1897), in M. Roger Marx’s book, “ Art et

Nature ”
;
and the Paysans portant du Join, in La Vie

Artistique, edited by M. Gustave Geoffroy, in 1900.

^

It was only after his death, which occurred in 1903, that

’ In 1904 Vachere an lord de I’eau was published in “ La Gazette des Beaux
Arts,” and in 1906 Faneuses (1890) in M. Theodore Duret’s ‘‘ Les Peintres
Impressionnistes.”
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twenty plates were issued in two series of ten plates each

;

the hrst series in 1907 comprised the following plates :

(1) Port de Rouen (avec

bateau a vapeiir),

(2) Cours Boeldicu d Rouen

(avec femme a gauche)

(3) L’He Lacroix d Roue?i,

(4) R^^e Damiette d Rouen,

(5) Rue de VEpicerie d

Rouen,

(6) Une ruelle d Rouen (Rue

des Arpents),

(7) Rue Malpalue d Rouen,

(8) Place de la Rdpuhlique d

Rouen (avec tramway),

(9) Le Port pres la Douane

d Rouen,

( 1 0) Paysage d Rouen (Cote

Ste. Catherine)
;

and the second in 1920 :

(1) Portrait de Cezanne,

(2) Vile de Rouen, Cours la

Reine,

(3) Baigneuse vue de dos,

(4) Crepuscule avec meules,

(5) Paysanne an puits.

(6) Paysage d Osny,

(7) Vue de Pontoise,

(8) Maison Rondest,

(9) Eglise d’Osny,

(10)

Paysans dans

champs.

les

After printing, these twenty plates were cancelled and

deposited in the Bibliotheque Rationale at Paris.

Two important retrospective exhibitions of his etched

work were held in Paris—one at Messrs. Durand-Ruel’s

galleries in 1907, the other, with the addition of his

lithographs, at the Salon d’Automne in 1911.

In 1896 Pissarro resumed lithography, a medium
which he had already essayed about 1874, when he

drew on a special transfer paper, from which the

drawing was transferred to the stone, a process then,

I believe, quite novel. He did in this manner ten litho-

graphs, of which very few copies are extant. \\A may
mention Eemnie et enfant dans les champs, Faneuse

and Poire de la St. Martin (1874), drawn in crayon or

pen and ink, or in both together.
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CAMILLE PISSARRO. Paysannes

Size of the original lithograph i66X 134 mm.
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As with the etchings, Pissarro would not be bothered

with the strict orthodoxy of the craft. He would draw

direct on the stone and search for the effect which he

wanted with the pencil and with ink diluted in ether
;

he would do much scratching and rubbing out, and

failures would result which he could still turn to good

account. By these and other means he obtained greater

delicacy of tone, freer expression, and charming, yet

somehow strange, results which had never been seen

before in the work of other lithographers. In this

medium Pissarro could not do his own printing, and his

work was the despair of the printers. Fortunately he

found in M. Tailliardat the man of understanding and

intelligent patience who was to pull all those beautiful

proofs, most of them necessarily very limited in number
on account of the delicacy of the work, which could not

stand much printing.

Generally, Pissarro drew direct on the stone or on

specially prepared plates of grained zinc, but some

drawings were still done on paper. He used Ingres

paper, covered with a preparation, transferred and

sometimes retouched on the stone.

In lithography he did some more “ Baigneuses
”

(quite an interesting series), some more “ Marches
”

and “ Paysans,” and a new set of views of Rouen in

which the crayon combined with pen and ink and

light touches of wash gave the right impression of the

crumbling stone of the monuments of the ancient city.

The Rue St. Komain, Rue Moliere a Rouen, Rue GericauU

and Quai de Rouen (1896) are notable examples
;

but one of his most important and engaging litho-

graphs is the Marche de Pontoise (1897), of which there

exist 48 impressions, occurring in three different states.
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CAMILLE PISSARRO. Marche a Pontoise. (1897)

Size of the original lithograph 308 X 230 mm.
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Lithography being easier to him than etching, there are

much fewer states, three or four at most. His litho-

graphs are generally in the definitive state from the

first impression.

At the age of 63 Pissarro was attacked by an

affection of the eye, which obliged him to avoid dust

and the inclemency of the weather, so that his open-air

work had to be discontinued. He then rented a suite

of rooms at the Hotel de Russie in Paris and painted

from the windows the teeming life and traffic of the

streets. This was quite a new departure in the career

of this great and indefatigable artist. From his point

of vantage he did a picture of the crowded boulevard

on a Mi-Careme day, and many others of the swarming
Carrefour Drouot. Then he moved from place to place

to obtain fresh points of view
;

to the Hotel du Louvre,

whence he could embrace the perspective of the Avenue
de rOpera

;
to the Place du Havre, with the Gare

St. Lazare for background, etc. The character of his

graphic work was naturally following the same change
;

in the life of the great city he found new subject matter

for his lithographs, and we now see appearing streets,

thronged with hurrying people and vehicles, interpreted

with a genuine artistic feeling. To this period belong

Boulevard Montmartre, La Rue St. Lazare and the Place

du Havre (1897). For a time the copperplate was
laid aside, lithography on zinc being a more convenient

method during the constant moves.

In 1896 he returned to Rouen, where he could still work
indoors and paint views of quays and harbours

;
but as his

age no longer permitted him to stand the winters in the

country, he returned for good to Paris, where other occu-

pations prevented him from resuming his engraved work.
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Pissarro’s lithographs are fewer in number than his

etchings
;

only 63 are recorded, but they are better

known
;
he so readily offered them to his friends that

they are found in many private collections. Only one,

intended for some publication,' is in colour—La Charrue

(c. 1931). Four stones were used, one for each colour,

as in his coloured etchings. Of this a dozen trial proofs

with variations in the colours are in existence, besides

some others of the outline only printed in bistre. He
also did a hne series of curious monotypes, mostly in

black, but some heightened with a few touches of

pink and brown
;

unfortunately he kept no record of

these, and it would be difficult, for the moment, to say

how many were done.

Pissarro paid many visits to this country and worked

for some time in Upper Norwood, Sydenham, where

he caused cpiite a sensation among the austere popu-

lation of this neighbourhood, not by his art, but by

the wooden shoes he used to wear when going to paint

out of doors. He also painted for a time in Kew Gardens,

Kew Green, Hyde Park by the Serpentine and by the

riverside. Divers journeys abroad are similarly recorded

in his graphic work, as by Notre -Dame de Bruges

and a charming little etching of the Quai des Menestriers,

Bruges, fruits of a trip to Belgium in 1894. England is

but poorly represented by one unfinished etching of

Kew Gardens and one lithograph, Le Parlement (1897),

misnamed, since it shows Waterloo Bridge with a few

houses on the Embankment in the background. Of

the.se two prints there are only seven copies in existence.

During his lifetime this great artist was not recognised

as he deserved to be. Modest and reserved, he was

never one to push himself forward
;

he spent in the
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country a life of hard work and endeavour
;

far from

the big centres of art and detached from the coteries

of artists, he had to face many a difficult crisis and

suffer hard times, but, always a true artist, he never

gave way to despair, but preserved his strong en-

thusiasm, and he never made concessions in his art.

His whole life was a model of intellectual and moral

probity.

Once he, of whom the State had never bought a

single thing, thought to offer a very generous gift to

the Musee du Luxembourg, consisting of a complete

collection of his etched work, all specially selected

from the best artist’s proofs, printed by himself and

signed. In his simplicity he did not quite know how
to make an official present to the State, and, shy of

noisy publicity, he merely sent the whole collection,

accompanied by a kind letter, to the Curator. I believe,

if my recollection is right, that he never received a

reply, not even the usual formal acknowledgment

which, one would imagine, would be sent to any donor.

Anyway, this beautiful collection has never been shown

to the public, and it was still lying in its original wrappers

in the cellars of the Museum, when I was allowed to

examine it, a few years ago. Pissarro enjoyed

recalling, with a philosophic smile, this little episode

of his artistic career, in which the struggle against

Impressionism seemed to be carried up to the lofty

spheres of officialdom.

At each of his exhibitions Pissarro showed from time

to time a few specimens of his etchings, which never

attracted much attention, although some of the

shrewder connoisseurs were already beginning to

treasure up some of his best pieces. In Germany and
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America he seemed to have a better market
;

there

some dealers were interested in his work, and he was

invited to exhibit at different places abroad. Some
examples of his etchings found their way to the

Kiipferstichkabinett at Berlin, the Hofbibliothek (now

combined with the Albertina) at Vienna, and the

Metropolitan iMuseiim at New York. The British

Museum possesses only a few lithographs and the two

sets of etchings published after his death.

For his etchings he asked very modest prices, ranging

from 25 to 80 francs, and that for pieces which would

to-day fetch in auction anything from 300 to 500 francs.

Yet it is not so very long ago that I had the good

fortune to come across some of his lithographs in the

Charing Cross Road, which I promptly purchased for

only a few shillings
;

but the time for such happy
finds is rapidly approaching its end, for the announce-

ment of a forthcoming catalogue raisonne of Pissarro’s

work has already put the searcher on the track. The
well-known French expert, M. Toys Delteil, is pre-

paring the catalogue, which will appear in his famous

series, “ Le Peintre-graveur illustre.” There is no

doubt that this publication will direct the attention

of connoisseurs to this side of the activity of a true

artist and conscientious craftsman, whose graphic

work will, it is not too much to say, take a prominent

position in the history of original engraving in the

XIXth century.
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G. F. BLONDEL. The Inside of the New Prison at Rome

Size of the original mezzotint 22| X i 6 inches
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THE MEZZOTINTS OF G, F, BLONDEL

By CAMPBELL DODGSON

rIE ordinary handbooks on engraving and

dictionaries of artists will be consulted in

vain for any information about the mezzo-

tints signed with the name of Blondel. They
are, however, of sufficient interest to be rescued from

such complete oblivion. Our illustrations, and still

more such specimens of the prints themselves as are

accessible to students who have the curiosity to seek

them out, reveal Blondel as an artist gifted with enough

imagination to feel the majestic beauty of antique

Roman architecture and of the great basilicas of the

Renaissance. He is touched with something of the

same enthusiasm and reverence for the past as Pannini,

Clerisseau, Desprez and Piranesi, to name but a few

of the many eighteenth century painters and etchers

who chose Roman architecture for their principal

theme. Of these, it is the last who is most likely to

have influenced Blondel directly, by example if not

by precept. BlondePs two original compositions of

prison interiors, done at Rome, display a fancy

and invention, inferior to Piranesi’s, but of the

same kind. He had, it is true, a heavier touch and
less skill of hand, but he possessed something of

Piranesi’s feeling for space and power of suggesting

mystery by the contrast of depths of gloom with light
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entering from above and partly penetrating arched

recesses. There can be no doubt that he knew the

Carceri.

The print in which we gaze through the portico of

Sta. Maria Maggiore on a windswept and cloudy sky,

and that in which the domed Pantheon is transformed

by the daring addition of a double internal colonnade

and lofty sculptured frieze into a “ Temple of Bacchus
”

where a sacrifice is being offered at the smoking altar,

come next to the two “ Prisons ” as witnesses to

Blondel’s imaginative power of design. The church

interiors are drawn with less emotion in a tamer, more
conventional style

;
but in fine early impressions they

represent the gloomy atmosphere of a dimly lit vaulted

building with considerable skill. Blondel’s figure draw-

ing is by no means equal to his treatment of archi-

tecture—in fact, it can only be called amateurish

—

but he has an eye for scenic effect in the grouping of

men and women.
Our information about the artist’s personality is

very scanty, and derived only from two sources : the

inscriptions engraved at the foot of the mezzotints

themselves, and the catalogues of the Society of

Artists and Free Society, of the years 1765-1774, as

extracted and reprinted, not without errors, in one

of the valuable books of reference compiled by the

late Mr. Algernon Graves.^ Mr. Graves has made the

mistake of naming our engraver Jean Frangois Blondel.

He is called in the catalogues merely " Mr. Blondel,”

or ” Blondell,” but on the published prints invariably

‘‘G. F. Blondel,” which may stand for “Giovanni^

' The Society of Artists of Great Britain, 1760-1791.—The Free Society
of Artists, 1761-1783. A complete Dictionary of Contributors and their

work. By Algernon Graves. 1907, p. 35.
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G. F. BLONDEL. A View of a Prison

Size of the original mezzotint 22J- X 15J inches
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(or Giacomo) Francesco,” if we assume that he

italianised his name when living at Rome, but there

is no reason to assume anything of the kind. The
signature scratched on the engraver’s proofs of Plates 1

and 2 indicates that “ F ” is the initial of the name
which he actually used. The only Blondel whose

Christian names were Jean-Fran9ois, according to

Thieme-Becker, was an architect (b. 1681, d. 1756),

whose relationship to the much more celebrated

architect, Jacques-Frau9ois Blondel (b. 1705, at Rouen,

d. 1774) is uncertain. While the earlier of these two

architects is excluded by his date, a rapid glance over

the career of the later will show that he, engaged all

his life in the construction of splendid buildings in

France, Alsace and Lorraine, cannot possibly be the

draughtsman and engraver who sent contributions to

a few London exhibitions, in the years 1765-1767 and

1774, from addresses in Panton Street and Albemarle

Street.^ One of the few things, however, that the

engraver actually tells us about himself, is that he was

the son of the famous architect who died in 1774.

This we learn from the inscription on one of his

“ Prisons ” (No. 1 of the list, below). It is almost

certain, therefore, that he was born at Paris, ^ and

quite certain that he studied at Rome, where he made
most of the drawings on which he afterwards based

his mezzotint engravings. These were probably all

“ scraped,” as he would say, in England, where he

evidently settled after his return from Rome, for it

is unlikely that he practised there this method of

^ 'I'he information given by E. Benezit, Dictionnaire cles Peintres, etc.

I., p. 622, is quite unreliable.

2 A daughter of J. F. Blondel was baptised at St. Eustache in 1729
(C. Bauchal, Nouveau Dictionnaire des Architectes Fran^ais, p. 58).
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G. F. BLONDEL. The Vest.bule of St. Mary at Rome

Size of the original mezzotint 22^X15^ inches
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engraving, so essentially English, so little acclimatised

in Italy. Some of his plates had been finished as

early as 1765, when he exhibited either No. 1 or No. 2

of my list, along with No. 3, at the gallery of the

Society of Artists. To the 1766 exhibition of the Free

Society he sent No. 7 of the list, and two sketches of

Roman ruins. In 1767 he exhibited fourteen “ designs

in architecture composed in the ancient Roman and
Egyptian manner,” in one frame

;
also ” a ruin, a

composition,” and a mezzotint. No. 9.^ It appears,

therefore, that all the mezzotints were produced between

1765 and 1767. Seven years later he exhibited ” the

Judgment of Paris,” but there is nothing to show

whether this was a picture, a drawing, or a print.

Every one of the nine architectural subjects at

present known to me, except the ninth, bears a

dedication, usually to some English nobleman, gentle-

man, or lady of quality, but in one case (No. 6) to a

foreign prince. It is possible that the family records

of one or other of these persons might throw some

light on their relations with Blondel. At present he is

nothing but a name. George III. owned two of his

drawings, the original of the mezzotint of St. Stephen’s,

Walbrook, and also a drawing of St. Paul’s Cathedral,

but they cannot now be traced in the Royal collection.

The engravings themselves, all of uniform dimensions

and for the most part numbered as parts of a series,

are rare. Till 1914 there were but two (Nos. 2 and 6)

of the architectural subjects in the British Museum.
Then a third (No. 9) was bought, and Lady Lucas,

^ The numbers of these exhibits were 36-38 in the catalogue, and not
26-28 as Graves prints them. Graves also mentions two other mezzotints
and the address “Albemarle Street,” but there is no mention ot these in the
original catalogue, unless there was a second edition.
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who still possesses brilliant impressions of Blondel’s

two “ Prisons,” gave Nos. 3, 4 and 8, in fine condition,

to the Museum in 1917, so that it now has six out of

the nine architectural pieces. Eight (all except No. 9)

are in the Albertina at Vienna (in fine impressions)

Nos. 1 and 2 being magnificent proofs before letters

with a dry-point signature at the left side, instead of

engraved script on the right, as seen in the published

states. No. 2 in the same state is in the Rijksprenten-

kabinet at Amsterdam, which also possesses the published

state and five other mezzotints. ’ Berlin and Paris have

nothing by Blondel
;
Dresden has four prints, divided

between the two collections. His name occurs only once

in Art Prices Current and Print Prices Current, from 1907

to 1921 (1914, St. Stephen’s, Walbrook). When once

attention has been called to his mezzotints, it will

probably be found that they are not so rare as one

is inclined to infer from the silence concerning them of

all historians of engraving.

In addition to the architectural subjects of which

I have hitherto spoken, Blondel made at least one

experiment in portrait engraving. Chaloner Smith,

who was apparently the first to call him ”
J. F. Blondel,”

for the older authorities whom he quotes say nothing

about mezzotints at all, describes (I., p. 64) the portrait

of Charles Lyttelton, Bishop of Carlisle (1714-1768),

after Francis Cotes, which is signed ” Blondel fee*-’’

Since the bishop is described as President of the

Society of Antiquaries, an office which he filled from

1765 to his death in 1768, the portrait was engraved

^ In the same collection is a drawing, a design of scenery for the theatre at
Amsterdam in 1763, attributed by an i8th century inscription to Blondel. It

is a typical French drawing of the period, light, airy, elegant, and neat, and
must be the work of J. F. Blondel, the engraver’s father.
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between these years, and therefore falls in precisely

with the period of Blondel’s engravings of architecture.

It is not a copy of Watson’s portrait, as Chaloner

Smith’s words might be taken to imply, for the latter

was engraved after the bishop’s death and is dated

1770. The somewhat amateurish treatment of the

drapery, the faulty drawing of the right hand, and the

rendering of the curtain on the left and sky beyond it,

are all in the manner of Blondel as we know it from

his other mezzotints.

LIST OF MEZZOTINT ENGRAVINGS BY G. F. BLONDEL

1.—A View of the Inside of the New Prison at Rome.
G F Blondell Delink Sculp.

To the W- RICHARD Earl Temple This Plate is

most Humbly Dedicated by his Lordships most humble Serv^-

G. F. Blondel.

Plate 1. Design’d at Rome and Done in London by G. F.
Blondel in Panton Street, Son of the Kings Architect and
Professor of the Royal Accademy at Paris.

22Ixl6in. (566x407 mm.).

I. Before letters. Signed in dry-point beneath subject,

1. : F. Blondel fecit invenit.

\hENNA, Albertina.

II. As described, the original signature effaced. Amster-
dam, Dulwich, Lady Lucas.

2.—A View of a Prison of the Composition of Mr. Blondel
DONE AT Rome.

G F Blondell Delin* cS- Sculp.

To the Rf- HonMc. GEORGE SIMON HARCOURT
Viscount Newnham This Plate is most Humbly Dedicated

by his Lordships most humble Serv*-

Plate 2. Publish’d according to Act. G. F. Blondel.

22|^Xl5|in. (562 x404 mm.).
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G. F. BLONDEL. The Inside of St. Stephen's, Walbrook

Size of the original mezzotint 21^ X i 6 inches
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1

^Before letters. Signed in dry-point beneath subject,
1. : t. Blondel invenit et fecit 1765.
Amsterdam, Vienna, Albertina.

II. As described, the original signature effaced. Amster-
dam, Dulwich, Lady laicas.

III. “ Plate " remains, but “ 2 ” has been effaced
Dresden, Coll, of K. Fr. Aug. II ., I.ONDON.

OF THE Vestibule of St. Peter at Rome.
G F Blondel Delin 6- Sculp

To theRi- Hon«‘- ELIZABETH Countess of Northumberland
This Plate rs ost Humbly Dedicated by her Ladyships most
humble Serv^-

r

G F Blondel.
Plate 3. Publish’d according to Act by G F Blondel Panton

Street.

22|xl6^in. (570 x 41 1 mm.).
Amsterdam, Dresden, Coll. K. Fr. Aug. IF—London
Bnt. Mus. (presented by Lady Lucas, 1917).—Vienna
Albertina.

A View of the Vestibule of St. Mary at Rome.
G. F. Blondel Delink 6- Sculp.

To the Rt- Hon^>Jc. MlFETE Lady Harvey This Plate is most
Humbly Dedicated by her Ladyships most humble Serv*-

G. F. Blondel.
Plate 4. Publish’d according to Act.

22] X 15| in. (565 X 405 mm.).
Dresden.—London, Brit. Mus. (presented by Lady

Lucas, 1917).

—

Vienna, Albertina—K. Holzmann sale (Pre-
stel, Frankfurt, 18-20 May, 1914), lot 91, repr. PI. I.

There has evidently been a first state of this plate, before
letters, for the scratched signature G (reversed) F. Blondel
fecit is still legible to 1 ., below the engraved subject.

5 (?) (Rot numbered).—A View of the Stairs of the
Vatican.

To his Royal Highness \\ illiam Henry Duke of Gloucester, etc
etc. etc. this Plate is with all Humility Dedicated by hit
Highness’s most hum^'e most oD- Serv^-

G. F. Blondel.
Published according to Act of Parliament by G F Blondel.
21 1 X 1 6| in. (552 X 4 1 5 mm.).
Amsterdam, Vienna, Albertina.
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6 (?) (Not numbered).—A \bEW of the Temple of Bacchus at
Rome.

G. F. Blondel DeF et Fecit.

To His Royal Highness W"‘- 5^/' Prince of Orange &-

Naussaii, <syc. &c. ^c. this Plate is with all humility Dedicated

by his Highness s,

Most Humf>'<^ dy most Obedient Send- G. F. Blondel.

Published according to Act of Parliament by G. F. Blondel.

22fxl6-| in. (558 x416 mm.)
Amsterdam, London, l^rit. Miis.

—

Vienna, Albertina.

7.—A ATew of the Inside of a Sepulchrale Church.

To the Hon^^'^-’- Philip Honywood Lieid- General of his

Majestys Forces 6- Collonel of the \th Regernent of Horse.

This Plate is most humbly Dedicated by his most Hum^^'e

Serv^-

G. F. Blondel.

Published according to Act of Parliament by G. F. Blondel
Panton Street.

2
1 H X 1 5 ^ in. (555 x 405 mm.)

.

Dresden (1916, H. G. Gutekimst sale, Frankfurt a. M.).

—

\Tenna, Albertina.—K. Holzmann sale (Prestel, I'rankfurt

a. M., 18-20 May, 1914), lot 92.

8.—A View of the Inside of a Church.
Composed and Engraved by G. F. Blondel.

To Thomas Pitt, Esq’'- this Plate is most Humbly Dedicated
by his most Humble Serv^-

G. E. Blondel.

Plate 8. Publish’^ according to Act of Parliament by G. E.
Blondel Panton Street.

London, British Museum (presented by Lady Lucas, 1917).

Vienna, Albertina.

9.—(Not numbered).—A View of the Inside of St- Stephens
Walbroke Done from the Drawing in his Majesty’s
Collection.

G. E. Blondel, DeP- et Eecit.

Publi.sh’d According to Act of Parliament.

21 X 16 in. (555 x408 mm.). London, British Museum
(Print Room and King’s Library).

This plate was exhibited (No. 38) with another subject
in “ metzotinto,” not named, at the 1767 exhibition of
the Free Society (the catalogue -numbers are misquoted
by Graves). An enquiry made at Windsor failed to elicit
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any information about Blondel’s drawing, “ scraped by
himself," said in the 1767 catalogue to be " in the Cabinet
of His Majesty." T. Dodd's MS. memoirs of engravers,
in the British Museum, contains the following note :

“ G. F. Blondel, architect, proposed to publish by subscrip-
tion two mezzotints, interior views, one of St. Stephen’s,
Walbrook, and the other of St. Paul’s Cathedral, from
original drawings in the King’s Collection, in a set of two
others, St. Peter’s at Rome and the Invalids at Paris.”

10.—Portrait of Charles Lyttelton, Bishop of Carlisle,
AFTER F. Cotes. C.S. I. p. 64.

The only impression recorded, in the British Museum, is

cut within the plate-mark on all sides, to the size of 14|x
11:^ in. (378x286 mm.). The margin is cut off immediately
beneath the engraved coat-of-arms, so that it is uncertain
whether any publication line existed. A pencil note on the
mount describes it as " first state, extremely rare." There
is no impression at Rose Castle, the residence of the Bishops
of Carlisle.
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GEORGE, PRINCE OF WALES
By J, R. smith, after T, GAINSBOROUGH

By mark W. hall

HE sequence of states of the handsome mezzo-

tint portrait of George, Prince of Wales, by

John Raphael vSmith, after Thomas Gains-

borough, R.A., has up to the present been

considered an unsolved puzzle, and the number of plates

used in its production is a problem often discussed by

collectors and printsellers.

John Chaloner Smith in his monumental work on

British Mezzotint Portraits^, Mrs. Frankau^, and Mr.

H. P. Horne 2 in their catalogues of engravings, have

attempted to describe the numerous states
;

but all

these records are based on the wrong assumption of the

existence of three plates.

It is almost an impossible task to define the differences

of impressions in an intricate plate such as this, without

having all the issues side by side, as often the minutest

variation in detail constitutes a different state.

I have had the opportunity of comparing the impres-

sions in the British Museum with others kindly lent by
various owners

;
these favourable circumstances have

enabled me to rearrange the states in their proper order.

* John Chaloner Smith, British Mezzotint Portraits, 1883.

- Julia Frankau, John Raphael Smith, his Life and Works, 1902.
® Henry Percy Horne, Catalogue of Engraved Portraits, Painted by Thomas

Gainsborough, R-.A., 1891.
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The supposed existence of the three plates is negatived

by the fact that a small blemish in the coppcT, which

prints as a black dot 21 mm. above the left elbow of the

subject, occurs on all the ten states
;

moreover, the

chain of evidence which links one state to another con-

clusively proves that only one plate was used.

The mezzotint was first issued in 1783, price one

guinea, by J. R. Smith, from his print warehouse,

opposite the Pantheon, in Oxford Street. Its popularity

must have been enormous, for in nearly every state re-

working can be detected to counteract the wear of

continuous printing. In the fifth state it takes a new
lease of life, being extensively re-worked and again

inscribed in scratched letters, with the publication

antedated to 1783. The subsequent states are inscribed

in the familiar st}de of dotted lettering common to

Smith’s stipple engravings.

Collectors might be excused for regarding this re-

issue as a new plate, but for the fact that unmistakable

traces of the earlier states remain.

As the life of the prince progressed so the plate was

altered accordingly
;
happily, even if projected, no state

is known .showing him as King George IV.

It was not surprising, that after the numerous changes

to which the plate was subjected, the final state re-

worked by an inferior hand, lacks vigour and beaut}".

All the states except I., V. and VIII. are in the British

Museum.
STATES

I.-—Inscribed in scratched lettering, with George of title

in open capitals :—Painted by Thos. Gainsborough, Esqr.,

R.A. Engraved by John Raphael Smith. Hi^ Royal
Highness George, Prince of Wales. London : d ublish’d

April 28, 1783, by J. R. Smith, No. 83, Oxford Street.

(C.S. 167. I.)



J. R. SMITH, after T. GAINSBOROUGH, R.A. GEORGE, Prince of Wales. State II

Size of the original plate 25^ X i7i inches



II.—The above inscription engraved in script lettering
; the

George of title in filled capitals. (C.S. 167. II.)

III.—The plate reworked
;
etching introduced in the wave of

hair on left side of head. Same inscription as last
re-engraved, but three of the b’s now have loops.
(C.S. 167a. I.)

IV.—The plate again reworked and further etching added to
hair

;
the etching introduced in state III. is still distinct,

and remnants of the lettering of the same state can be
detected at top of inscription space above the painter's
name.
The inscription altered, now reads :

—

Painted by T.
Gainsborough, Esqr., R.A. Engrav’d by John Raphael
Smith Mezzotinto Engraver to his Royal Highness the

Prince of Wales (italics). His Royal Highness George,
Prince of Wales (script). London: Publish’d Jany. I 5 /,

1785 by J. R. Smith No. 83 Oxford Street (italics).

(C.S. 167a. II.)

V.—The plate extensively reworked, but the etching on hair

on left of head and a deeply etched line on the sheep’s
skin to the left of star, which were introduced in the
earlier states, still remain. This state can be defined from
the 1st by the etching which has been added to tail of wig.

Inscription erased, instead, in scratched lettering ;

—

Painted by Thos. Gainsborough, Esqr., R.A. Engraved by

John Raphael Smith. His Royal Highness George,
Prince of Wales. London : Publish’d April 28, 1783, by

J . R. Smith, No. 83, Oxford Street. (C.S. undescribed.)

VI.—The above inscription engraved in dotted script lettering

;

except for John Raphael Smith, read J . R. Smith, Mezzo-
tinto Engraver to his Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales,
George of title in filled capitals. (C.S. 167. III.)

\TI.—Address in line of publication altered to :—31 King Street

Covent Garden. (C.S. undescribed.)

\TII.—Plate reworked
;

same inscription as last. The high
light on the nose of the prince is now reduced to a small

circle, and marks of the rocker appear over top line of

inscription. (C.S. undescribed.)

IX.— Plate entirely reworked
;
the figure is now much stouter,

but is still that of the Prince of Wales
;

uniform and
rank on sleeve changed

;
hind quarters of horse shortened,

and, in distance, left, a troop of mounted cavalry
introduced.
I’ainter's name erased

; date of publication altered to

May 5th, 1789. (C.S. undescribed.)
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J. R. SMITH, after T. GAINSBOROUGH. R.A. GEORGE, Prince of Wales. State IX.

Size of the original plate, 254 X 17^ inches
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X.—The plate indifferently reworked by another hand. The
head is now that of a much older man with side whiskers,
probably an adaptation of the Phillips or Hoppner
portrait of The ITince Regent.

Title altered
;
for of Wales .redid Regent ; publication line

altered to :

—

London : Published the 12 of August, 1813,
at No. 19, Picket Street, Strand. (Italics not dotted as

before.) (C.S. 167. IV.)

C.S. refers to the number and state in J. Chaloner Smith’s
Catalogue.

Note.

—

An impression has been seen with a scratched
inscription and title George, Duke of Cornwall, printed
from a separate plate, and pasted over a lettered state

of George, Prince of Wales. This spurious proof was
probably done early in the 19th century to further the

sale of the portrait in the West of England.
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REMBRANDT. Mezzotint portrait of ISAAC AbrabaneL by an unknown engraver (?)

Size of the original ii X 8^| inches



NOTE ON A MEZZOTINT AFTER
REMBRANDT

By JOHN CHARRINGTON

R. JOHN CHARRINGTON, of The Grange,

Shenley, Herts, would be very grateful if any

reader of The Print Collector’s Quarterly
could tell him of a lettered impression of the

mezzotint after Rembrandt here reproduced. The
photograph is from an unlettered impression in the

British Museum (Cheylesmore collection). On the lower

margin is written (in ink) “ Isaac Abrabanel ”
;

and

on the inscription space (in pencil) “ Isaac Abrabanel
39.” The measurements are : IT, 13in.

;
Sub., (about)

llfin. ;
W., 8J|in. The original picture is Bode 292

;

Klassiker der Kunst (Valentiner, 1909), 353.

Chaloner Smith (vol. iv., p. 1759) mentions a mezzo-

tint, published by R. Sayer, of ” Abrabanel Isaac,

Rabbi ”—” attributed to Dixon.” Possibly that may
be the print about which information is sought.
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FRANK T. SABIN
{Established in 1848)

172 NEIV BOND STREET
LONDON, W. I

^ Finest examples of old English and

French Colour Prints, Mezzotints, etc.,

of the ] 8th Century.

^ Choice Paintings by Old Masters.

^ Original drawings, illuminated manu-

scripts, miniatures, and specially fine

and rare books.

172 NEW BOND STREET
LONDON, W. I

Only Address



Art Prices Current
BEING A RECORD OF SALE PRICES AT CHRISTIE’S

DURING THE SEASON; TOGETHER WITH
REPRESENTATIVE PRICES FROM THE SALES OF
MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE, AND

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON

WITH AN

INDEX TO ARTISTS’ AND ENGRAVERS’ NAMES
AND TO THE TITLES AND SUBJECTS SOLD

Volume 9 (1915-16)

PRICE THREE GUINEAS NET

A COMPLETE SET of the nine volumes is offered

at the special inclusive price of

TWELVE GUINEAS.

The previous volumes are on sa''e separately, as follows :

Vol. I. (1907-8) (Christie’s only) ... £1 1 0 net.

Vol. II. (1908-9) do. ... 1 1 0 ..

Vol. III. (1909 10) do. ... 1 1 0 „

Vol. IV. (1910-11) (Christie’s, Sotheby’s and Futtick’s) ... 2 2 0 „

Vol. V. (1911-12) do. do. do. ... 2 2 0 „

Vol. VI. (1912-13) do. do. do. ... 2 2 0 „

Vol. VII. (1913-14) do. do. do. ... 2 2 0 „

Vol. VIII. (1914-15) do. do. do. ... 2 2 0

“ART TRADE JOURNAL” OFFICE

13, Buckingham Street, Strand, W.C. 2
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F. ®. ,?{EUMJYER
Book and Fruit Seller

70 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON
Telephone Gervard 7813. W C 2

ETCHINGS AND LITHOGRAPHS BY
MODERN ARTISTS

DRAWINGS BY THE OLD MASTERS

CHIAOSCUROS

BOOKS ON ART, ENGLISH AND FOREIGN

Catalogues post free

THE

BEACON
Edited by E. R. APPLETON

The beacon heralds an awakening of creative
energy and intellectual beauty. It believes that the
twentieth century can and must be made a brighter

epoch, spiritually and materially, than any that have gone
before. Only so can the sacrifice of the War and the
adventure of civilization be made worth while.
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A. GEOFFROY
5 Rue Blanche, PARIS

OLD ENGRAVINGS
ONLY

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION



(5ro8v>enov ©alleries
(P. & D. COLNAGHI & CO.)

5Ia new bond street, LONDON, W. I

PUBLISHERS BY APPOINTMENT

PAINTINGS DRAWINGS ENGRAVINGS
ETCHINGS WOODCUTS

LITHOGRAPHS

ALWAYS ON VIEW

DAILY 10-6 SATURDAYS 10-4

Francis Harvey
6 St. James’s Street

LONDON, S.W. 1

4*

OLD ENGLISH MEZZOTINTS
RARE ENGRAVED PORTRAITS

On View and on Sale

Tel. : Regent 3927
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Etching Graft
A GUIDE FOR

COLLECTORS AND STUDENTS
BY

W. P. ROBINS, R.E.
WITH A FOREWORD BY

MARTIN HARDIE, R.E.

Fully illustrated by reproductions of masterpieces with
which all lovers of the art should be acquainted, and
sketches depicting the stages in the production of prints.

Part I

AN OUTLINE OF THE
HISTORY OF ETCHING.

Part II.

THE PI^ACTICALSIDE
OF ETCHING, with full

descriptions of the various
processes.

Part nr.

THE GREAT ETCHERS
AND THEIR WORK, from
Diirer to living arti.sts.

Part IV.

DRY-POINT, AQUA-
TINT, A N D S 5 F T
GROUND described.

Part V.

PRINTING, A N D
MOUNTING AND CARE
OF PRINTS.

Part VI.

A COMPREHENSIVE
BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Med. 8vo., canvas boards. Pi ice 17 6 net. Order

at once from the Publishers, “ THE BOOKMAN'S
i

JOURNAL AND PRINT COLLECTOR” Office,

I

173-4-5, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 4.

A large-paper edition de luxe, limited to 65 numbered copies (of

which 50 are for sale), hound in half-vellum, and containing as

a frontispiece a signed proof of an original dry-point ty W. P.

Robins, R.E. To s bscribers only, price Five Guineas net.
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B. F. Stevens & Brown
yimerican Library and Literary jdgents

beg to announce that they have added a FINE ART
DEPARTMENT to their Agency under expert

management, and are extending their activities

to High Class Pictures, Drawings, Engravings and

Works of Art generally, in addition to Rare

Books, MSS., etc.

Commissions Executed Searches Made

Enquiries Solicited

4 TRAFALGAR SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Teleobone: 5306 Gerrord Telegrams and Cables : Stebrovens, London

New York Agenls : Messrs. Tice & Lynch, Inc. 33 Pearl Street.

Sole Agents for The Studio publications in the United States.

Greatorex Gallery

ORIGINAL ETCHINGS

14, GRAFTON STREET, NEW BOND
STREET, W.l
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TWO ART BOOKS

GOYA
AS PORTRAIT PAINTER

Bv A. de Beruete y Moret, late Director of the
Pra ’o Museum, Madrid. With 58 collotype plates.

Demy 4to, 52/6 net.

Senor de Beruete was the acknowledged authorit}' through-
out the world on the art of Francesco Goya. In this book
he has dealt e.xclusively with Goya as portrait painter,
reserving the compositions and etchings for treatment in

two further volumes.

Superbly illustrated and furnished with five pages of biblio-

graphy and a complete list of tlie 292 authenticated
portraits by Goya, this book may expect to remain the
standard work on the subject.

OLD MASTER
DRAWINGS
A HANDBOOK FOR AMATEURS

AND COLLECTORS
By Henry Scipio Reitlinger. With 72 collotype plates
after Drawings by Ita’ian, Dutch, Flemish, French,
German, Spanish, and English Masters. Demy 4to.

36/- net.

This book should prove of great practical value to the

growing class of collectors of old drawings. The author,
who has acted in an advisory capacity to the Victoria and
Albert Museum in selecting and arranging exhibitions of

Old Master Drawings, has been himself a collector for many
years, and now makes available the results of his experience
in such matters as the identification of anonymous draw-
ings, the detection of forgeries, the care and arrangement
of drawings in public and private collections, their framing
and mounting, and discusses the characteristics of the

various national schools to which the masters of the past
belonged.

Prospectuses of both these works re-ill he seut on application

to the publishers

:

CONSTABLE & COMPANY LTD.
PUBLISHERS LONDON
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Old Engravings
LARGE STOCK OF

FINE OLD COLOUR PRINTS, MEZZO-
TINT PORTRAITS, NAVAL, MILITARY

AND SPORTING SUBJECTS

Catalogue of Fancy Subjects, etc., on application.

DAVIS BROS.
Established 1860 Tel.: Victoria 3377

17 KING’S RD., CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Engravings Purchased

The Print Collector’s Handbook. By Alfred
Whitman. Revised and enlarged by Malcolm C.

Salaman. Small 4to. With 64 illustrations. 18s. net.
“ Tliat the volume supplies a need of the moment there can be no
doubt whatever, and if asked to recommend books on the subject,
we should certainly name this first.”

—

Connoisseur.

Bryan’s Dictionary of Painters and Engravers.
A new Edition, revised and enlarged under the super-
vision of G. C. Williamson, Lift. D. With 500 illustra-

tions including 40 photogravure plates. In five volumes.
31s. 6d. net each

;
or in half-morocco, £15 15s. per set.

“ An ine.xhaustible mine of wealth to all students of art history . . .

.As now completed it is an epitome of representative masterpieces
of painting and engraving.”

—

Studio.

Miniature Series of Painters. 28 vois. Pott 8vo.
Each with 8 illu.strations. Is. 6d. net each.
This well-known series includes volumes on Rembrandt, Hogarth,

Whistler, Millet, etc.

Fuller Details of the above post free on request.

G. BELL & SONS, PORTUGAL STREET, LONDON
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1

THE
PRINT COLLECTOR’S

j

QUARTERLY
Edited by

CAMPBELL DODGSON, C.B.E.

Vol. ] O.P. Vol. 5 , . set 24/-

„ 2, No. 1. ..O.P. „ 6 . . set 22/6

„ 2, „ 2... 8/- „ 7, No. 1 . . . 6/6

„ 2, „ 8... G/6 57 G 5 5
2 . , . 6/6

„ 2, „ 4... 6/(5 5 5 G 5 5
3... 6/6

„ 3, „ 1...0.P. „ 7, ,, 4. . .O.P.

„ 3, 2... 6/0 8, ,, 1. . .O.P.

„ 3, „ 3...0.P. „ 8, „ 2 . . . 5/6

., 3, „ 4... O.P. 8, „ 3... 5/6

„ 4, „ set 22/6
C

5 5 ^^5 5 5
4 . . . 5/6

General Index for Vols. 17, 2/6.

POST FREE.

10 BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C. 2



French Line and Colour Prints,

Aquatints, Costumes Plates, Swiss

Views, ORIGINAL DRAWINGS
and WATER COLOURS, Pictures

and Miniatures by French, Dutch,

Swiss and Scandinavian Artists,

OLD MASTERS’ ENGRAVINGS
and ETCHINGS, Views of all

Countries, and all sorts of Rare and

Valuable Engravings.

Erench 18th Century Illustrated

Books, and Rare Books of Foreign

Travels, Topography, Geography,
Botany, Dentistry, Medicine, and
early Science.

Portraits by Nanteuil and others.

LA RGB CLASSIFIED COLLECTIONS
CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION

SELECTIONS SENT ON APPROVAL
PAYMENT CAN BE ARRANGED
TO SUIT CUSTOMER’S INCOME.

ALBERT BERTHEL
17 BURY STREET
LONDON, W.G. 1
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OXFORD BOOKS
WILLIAM BLAKE’S DESIGNS for

GRAY’S POEMS
122 Plates, I2J by i6J inches, reproduced in Monochronje or Colour
from the unique copy belonging tt) HIS GRACH THE DUKE OF
HAMILTON. With an Introduction by H. J. C. GRIERSON.

All lovers of literalure and art will welcome the publication of the reproduction of

this volume—a treasure completely lost to sight for the last hundred years.
Reproduced at the Oxford University Press by the collotype process, there are IH!

plates in monochrome; and six are reproduced a second tune in colours by the chromo-
collotype process.

The volume, bouncl in cloth, measures 15 inches by 20 inches, the size of the
illustrations being 12; inches by ICi inches.

The Edition is limited to 650 copies, of which GOO are available for sale.

£15 15s. net Prospectus free

A History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon.
By V. A. SMITH, qto, with five coloured plates and 381 other
illustrations. In full morocco (to order), cloth, 84s. net.
Contents : - Chapters I and II, Introduction, the Hindu styles of

.\rchitecture
;

III-VII, Hindu Sculpture; VIII, IX, Hindu Paint-
ing; X, Hindu minor .Arts; XI, Foreign Influences on Hindu Art;
XII, XIII, Indo-Muhammadan styles of .Architecture, Decorative
and minor .Arts; XIV, Indo Persian or IMughal Painting; Index.

The Court Painters of the Grand Moguls
By L.AURENCE BIN YON., With Historical Introduction and
Notes by T. W. .ARNOLD. With 40 Plates (seven in Colour).
Medium 8vo. 84s. net.

From Holbein lo Whistler
Notes on Drawing and Engraving, by .ALFRED MANSFIELD
BROOKS. 8vo, with 71 reproductions of pictures. 32s. 6d. net.

For Yale University Press.

This book deals only with pictures of great and unquestioned merit, primarily with the arts

of engraving and drawing, and is intended to assist judgment, based on sound materials.

By PROFESSOR ALLAN MARQUAND
Luca della Robbia

With 186 Illustrations in the Text. Demy 4to. 52s. 6d. net.

Della Robbias in America
With 72 full-page Illustrations. 27s. 6d. net.

Robbia Heraldry
With 277 Illustrations. 52s. net.

Giovanni della Robbia
With 161 Illustrations. 52s. 6d. net.

Benedetto and Santi Buglioni
With 148 Illustrations. 52s. 6d. net.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Humphrey Milford . LONDON, E.C,4
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Odilon Redon

Bresdin, Jongkind, Miller,

Kollwitz, Bauer, Matthew
Maris, Mauve, Shannon,

Ensor, Fantin, and others

are largely represented in

fine proofs and first states

only in my Catalogue 58.

Free on demand to genuine

collectors.

J.
H. DE BOIS
Fine Prints

HAARLEM, HOLLAND

HERBERT FURST
THE LITTLE ART ROOMS

8 DUKE STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON, W.C. 2

Specialises in

MODERN WOODCUTS
(Black and White)

ENGLISH & FOREIGN

Also . Lithographs and Dry-points by
Spencer Pryse, Water Colours by Frank
Brangwyn, R.A., Bellingham Smith, etc.

Paintings by Sickert, Ricketts, etc.
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The Fine Art Society Ltd.
Established 1876

0

Publishers of the

Etchings
!

of

j

Frank Brangwyn, R.A.

Seymour Haden

I

William Strang

j

Etc. Etc.

I

Etchings, Paintings, Water

! Colours and Bronze Statuettes

by Leading Artists

ZORN ETCHINGS A SPECIALITY

0

148 NEW BOND ST
,
LONDON, W. 1
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Frederick Keppel & Co

RARE ENGRAVINGS
AND

ETCHINGS

4 EAST THIRTY-NINTH STREET

NEW YORK
(OPPOSITE THE UNION LEAGUE CLUB)



ARTHUR H.

HARLOW (9 CO.
n

Selected Prints for the

Collector

n

ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS

DRAWINGS AND MEZZOTINTS

Moderately Priced

Suitable for Gifts

712 FIFTH AVENUE
(between 55 1 h and 56th Streets)

NEW YORK



I

MAGGS BROTHERS
34 35 CONDUIT STREET; NEW BOND STREET

LONDON ENGLAND

GARRY ONE OF THE LARGEST AND
CHOICEST STOCKS IN ENGLAND OF

FINE AND RARE

BOOKS, PRINTS
AND

AUTOGRAPHS
Illustrated Catalogues in eaeh

department regularly issued

I

These Catalogues appeal especially to the

I Connoisseur^ Collector and Antiquarian

Customers’ ‘‘desiderata” searehed

for and reported free of eharge

ITEMS OF RARITY AND INTEREST ALWAYS
GLADLY PURCHASED

SHIPMENTS TO AMERICA EVERY WEEK

iii



For list of other etchings by Alexander Walker
apply to

THE XXI GALLERY
IN THE ADELPPII, LONDON, W.C. 2

Trees at night.” From an etching by Alexander Walker



I
F. R. MEATYARD

!

Tel.: Museum 3937] [Printseller

32 MUSEUM ST., LONDON, W.C.i

Offers for Sale the following

OLD & CHOICE
MEZZOTINTS

MOSTLY FROM THE FAMOUS
LUCAS AND BURDETT COUTTS COLLECTIONS

1. Banks (Sir Joseph), 1743-1820. Eminent Naturalist. Brilliant

impression. Engraved by W. Dickinscn, 1774, from the picture

by Sir J. Reynolds. £10 10 0

2. Bridges (Lady), Died 1825. Three-quarter length, standing,

1st state, before the title. Brilliant. Cut to plate mark.

F. Cotes, R.A., pinx 1768. James Watson, fee. £16 16 0

3. Greville (Lady Charlotte), 1775-1862. Daughter of third Duke
of Portland. Whole length, seated on the ground with a dog.

Fine Is/ state, with etched letter Inscription. J. Hoppner, pinx ;

J. Yeung, sc. Published 1796. £80 0 0

4. Marie Antoinette, 1755-1793. Queen of Louis XVI. Half-

length in white dress. Oval in rectangular border. S. de Kosier,

pinx, 7 . Murphy, sc. Published 1793. £4 4 0

5. Pelham Clinton (Catherine Lady), 1776-1804. Daughter of

Henry Earl of Lincoln. As a chdd. Whole length, standing, in

white dress, feeding fowls. Nice impression. Sir J. Reynolds,

pinx
; ]. R. Smith, fee. £25 0 0

6. Tollemache (Hon. Mrs.). Afterwards Countess of Dysart.
1

Whole length as Miranda with Caliban at her feet. Very fine

impression before the title, with the early date “ 1786.” Brilliant

and Rare m this condition. Sir J. Reynolds, pinx
; John

Jones, sc. £20 0 0

7. The Orrery. Engraved by W. Pether, 1 760, from the picture by

Joseph Wright of Derby. Brilliant 1st state, before the title.

£12 10 0

8. The Juvenile Academy, by and after the same. Brilliant Proof

in excellent condition. £16 16 0

Many other fine examples of Mezzotinting, Line and Stipple
|

Engraving and Etching in stock. Also a collection of Original
|

Drawings. Inspection cordially invited. Lists free.



JAMES T(1MELL &SON
HAVE AT

53 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W.i

A large collection of ENGRAVINGS,
ETCHINGS, DRAWINGS, etc., of the

English and Foreign Schools

{Catalogues of Books on the Fine Arts, Miscellaneous
Subjects, Engravings, Drawings, etc., sent free, on

application)

BOOKS in all branches of the Fine Arts
Works of Reference on Painting, Engraving,

etc., a speciality

Also at 39 DUKE STREET
St. James\ London., S.W. i

ENGRAVINGS and BOOKS on all branches

of Sport, Aerostation, Locomotion, Naval and

Military subjects, etc.

Catalogues issued at regidar intervals

Correspondence invited
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I

Maurice LE GARREC
S' ccKssi’.rR d'Komoxi) SA(i()T

Libraii-e-^]iUteui' et Marcliaiid d’Estampes
j

RUE 1)E ( IIATEAITDUX, PARIS (ix^)

. Eft souscvifftiou .* Pour j)araitre on Janvier 1923

HISTOIRE ILLUSTREE
DE LA

Gravure en France
PAR

Francois COURBOIN
o

COXSERVATEUR DU CABINET DES ESTAMPES A
LA BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE

L’ouvrage sora divise en trois parties paraissant en
1923, 1924 et 1925

1

DES ORIGINES A 1660
{Date de I’Edit de Saint-Jean-de-Lnz qui assiira

la liberie de la Gravure en France)

II III

DE 1660 A 1800 LE XIX^ SIEGLE

Chaque partle comprendra imprimes sur panier pur fil :

1° Un album de 'planches format 45 X 31 i, reproduisant au moms
400 pieces en facsimile ou en jdiotutypie avec litre et table;

2° Un volume de texte, grand in-8, de 200 pages environ.

Tirage Hmite a 750 exemplaires,

PRIX (en souscription) ; 97S FRANCS
(payables par tiers a la reception de cliaque partie)

Le specimen de cette publication etant tire a nombre limite (1.500
exsmpl ) renvoi n’en sera fait qu’aux libraires et amateurs qui

en feront la demande.





E. PARSONS & SONS
Established in 1850

Fine Art Dealers in BookSf Prints, Pictures and

Original Drawings by Old Masters

REMBRANDT. Original Drawing. The Good Samaritan

3 IMPORTANT CATALOGUES
(1) OLD DRAWINGS
(2) OLD BOOKS
(3) OLD ENGRAVINGS

All Illustrated. Post Free for SIXPENCE each

45 BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.
Tel.: Western 3m.
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MAURICE GOBIN

PARIS (9-)

1 Rue Laffitte ("'VeuwienT'OTel. Bergere 51-22

ETCHINGS
and

ENGRAVINGS
by

The Old and Modern Masters

Schongauer Goya Manet

Diirer Gericault Whistler

Mantegna Ingres Zorn

Lucas van Leyden Delacroix Pissarro

Rembrandt Corot Renoir

Ostade Millet Cezanne

R. Nanteuil Daumier Degas

Claude Gellee Meryon Forain

Canaletto Legros T. Lautrec

Tiepolo Buhot H. Matisse

Fragonard Jongkind Lepere (etc.)



Bernard Houthakker
AMSTERDAM
HOLLAND

PAINTINGS
of the Old Dutch School

OLD DRAWINGS
of Dutch a7td Flemish Masters

ETCHINGS & ENGRAVINGS
By Dutch

^
English and French Masters

of the i6th^ \jth and I'^th Centuries

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

332 N.Z: VOORBURGWAL Code in Use; ABC, 5th Ed.

AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND Telegrams: Houthakker
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Messrs.
J.
M. DENT & SONS Ltd.

have ready
a new and important edition of

THE
WINTERS TALE

With 12 Coloured Illustrations from
Paintings in Tempera by

MAXWELL ARMFIELD

18s. net.

The Author writes :

—

“ Rhythmic structure has always, until recent years, been
exemplified in the theatre in bodily movement, and
frequently also in formalised speech and song, but the
rhythmic structure should be evident in every branch of

the dramatic technique, and in addition should weld them
all into a perfectly correlated unity The
emotional use of colour is of very recent growth, and
although we have not arrived at the subtlety of the Asiatic

in this regard, we have in Europe an elementary feeling

after some kind of unity in our conception of colour.”

For detailed prospectus containing specimen
illustration, apply

J.
M. DENT & SONS LTD.

ALDINE HOUSE, BEDFORD STREET, W.C. 2



THE LEICESTER GALLERIES
LEICESTER SQUARE :: LONDON

^th year

MODERN MASTERS
OE ETCHING

The Exhibition will include works by the following Artists :

A. RAINE-BARKER
A. BESNARD
E. BLAMPIED
MUIRHEAD BONE
G. L. BROCKHURST
D. Y. CAMERON
MARY CASSATT
J. B. C. COROT
E. DEGAS
J. L. FORAIN
F. E. GRIGGS
SEYMOUR HADEN
W. LEE HANKEY

VERNON HILL
AUGUSTUS JOHN
A. LEPERE
A. LEGROS
JAMES McBEY
C. MERYON
C. R. W. NEVINSON
A. RODIN
MARIE LAURENCIN
WALTER SICKERT
J. M. WHISTLER
A. ZORN

Etc.

CAMILLE PISSARRO
1836-1903

In view of Mr. L. Rodo’s article on the Etchings and
Lithographs of Camille Pissarro, in the October issue of

“The Print Collector’s Quarterly,” Messrs. Ernest
Brown & Phillips beg to announce that they are the sole

publishers of this artist’s works in Great Britain.

A Prospectus may be obtained from

ERNEST BROWN & PHILLIPS
The Leicester Galleries, Leicester Square, London



James Connell & Sons
47 OLD BOND STREET, LONDON

And at 31 Renfield Street, Glasgow

imiiii!iiiim:i!i:iiiiin!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iniiiiir!

BETTY. S. Tushingham

An Illustrated Catalogue of Etchings and
Dry-points by

S. Tushingham
with notes by P, G, Konody

Price Five Shillings
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'Just Published

TIRANESI
A Critical Study

With detailed Qatalogue of the

CARCERl and VEDUIE DI ROSMA
Ey

<tArthur SM. Hind
Of the British Museum, Slade Professor

of Fine Art in the University of Oxford

Crown Quarto^ Frontispiece and 146 Illustrations

Price 3^-.

The Edition limited to 500 copies

“ This exquisitely made volume {contains) reproductions

. . . . modest in scale, but so perfectly made that they

make precious equivalents for the originals. Mr. Hind and
the Cotswold Gallery are both to be congratulated on an
impeccable piece of work.”

NEW YORK TRIBUNE, Oct. 29th, 1922.

Published by

The Qotsypold Qallery
59 Frith Street, Soho Square

London, IV. i
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ORIGINAL ENGRAVINGS, ETCHINGS, WOODCUTS
etc., by

OLD AND MODERN MASTERS
Rembrandt, Durer, Ostade, Van Dyck, Nanteuil, Drevet, Edelinck,
Bone, Cameron, Corot, S. Haden, Legros, Meryon, Whistler, Zorn

Nanteuil : Henry De Mesmes. R,D. 191/1.

GUTEKUNST & KLIPSTEIN
BERNE, SWITZERLAND, Hotelgasse 8

Telegraphic Address: Artus, Berne
New Illustrated catalogue now ready, price 4I-, Supplement, 2I-.
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KENNEDY&C°

Etchings & Engravings

BY

Old and Modern
Masters

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

613 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

2a xvii



ETCHINGS AND LITHOGRAPHS BY

ARTHUR B. DAVIES

E. WEYHE
710 LEXINGTON AVE.

NEW York



Original Drawings
and

Water Colours
by

BLAKE
SARGENT
DAUMIER
WHISTLER
JOHN
FANTIN-LATOUR
MANET
REDON

PUVIS de CHAVANNES
and other 19th Century Masters

BEARDSLEY
DEGAS
INGRES
LEGROS
ORPEN
MILLET
MENZEL
GUYS

BRONZES
by

RODIN MANSHIP

Scott & Fowles
Dealers in Ancient and

Modern Paintings

667 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
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Twenty-Four

NATURE
PICTURES

BY

E. J. DETMOLD

(?// Portfolio limited /o 500

copies signed by the

<^rtist

J. M. DENT & SONS LTD.
ALDINE HOUSE, BEDFORD ST., W.C.2
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JN PREPARATION

PRINT SOCIETY
Size of page, 8J in. X II in.

PUBLICATIONS. No. 2

180 pages

BEING FULL-PAGE REPRODUCTIONS OF ETCHINGS, DRY-
POINTS, AQUATINTS AND MEZZOTINTS, TO SAY NOTHING
OF A FEW REPRODUCTIONS OF WOOD BLOCK PRINTS AND
LITHOGRAPHS, BEING WORK BY MEMBERS OF THE
PRINT SOCIETY, BROUGHT TOGETHER, SELECTED AND

EDITED BY

E. HESKETH HUBBARD, R.O.I., A.R.W.A.
(Founder of the Print Society)

WITH LETTERPRESS BY

KINETON PARKES
(Author of “ Sculpture of To-day ” etc.)

REPRINTING

PRINT SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS. No. 1
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ANNOUNCEMENT

'pHE Publishers are now prepared

to bind volume nine.

The inclusive price will be 5/- post

free.

Every volume will be divided into two
Parts for the sake of convenience, and
each Part will be bound in full cloth

with lettering in English gold on the

back.

Subscribers should send their 4 Num-
bers to The Manager, The Print

Collector's Quarterly, with a re-

mittance.

The name and address of the sender,

clearly written, should accompany the

parcel, which should be carefully

packed.

The advertisements and the wrappers
of each Number will be deleted unless

subscribers expressly state their wishes

to the contrary, in which case the

charge will be 5/6, post free,

^ Subscribers should now forward their

subscriptions for volume ten.
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ARTHUR POND. Portrait of himself. 1739. Second State

Size of the original etching 7i X 5| inches
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POND^S AND KNAPTON^S IMITATIONS
OF DRAWINGS

By HENRY M. HAKE

HE series of prints in imitation of drawings

by old masters engraved by Arthur Pond
and Charles Knapton in the ’thirties of the

eighteenth century have been to some extent

a mystery.

Authorities are not precise about the method of their

publication, and while the prints are always referred

to as an interesting and personal relic of the great

English collectors, many of whose possessions are

now among our national treasures, no one has been

bold enough to say whether it was as a properly con-

stituted volume having its own title-page that they

were issued to the world, or whether they appeared

in small batches year by year. If we turn for informa-

tion to the sale catalogues of some of the chief collectors

whose drawings figure in the series, Jonathan Richard-

son, Richard Mead, or even to Arthur Pond’s catalogue

itself, we shall often find scattered here and there,

amid many other tantalising and laconic descriptions,

such lots as “ Fourteen wood-prints by Pond and

Knapton,” or ” Five from the antique by Mr. Pond,” etc.

Descriptions occurring among “ Books of Prints,”

offered for sale at the same time, speak only of such

things as “a collection of prints by Mr. Pond,” and the
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only conclusion we can form is that the series was never

intended to be published as a book, but was the scattered

work of several years. This is valuable but purely

negative information
;

the extent of the series is still

doubtful, though certain older authorities say that there

were seventy prints. The only satisfactory solution is to

lind an unbroken and complete series, still in existence

somewhere, that may set our minds properly at rest.

This much desired volume has been found, and from

its contents and other sources it now becomes possible

to satisfy our curiosity.

Let us begin with the story of this perfect volume.

Charles Rogers, who himself had indulged in publishing

imitations of drawings, when he died in 1784 bequeathed

his great collection of prints and drawings to his brother-

in-law, Charles Cotton, by whom the greater part was

sold in 1799 and 1801. A residue, however, was kept,

and in 1836 a catalogue in a limited edition was pub-

lished wherein a set of the.se prints is mentioned.

Without going into too much detail of why and how,

this residue has remained intact, and has now found a

linal resting-place in the Plymouth Corporation Art

Gallery and Museum, where it is housed in a separate

room called The Cottonian Library, and is still for the

most part in its original albums, bookcases, and picture

frames. It is open daily to visitors and students, and

its contents have been carefully indexed by its present

guardians.

Thanks to the courtesy of Mr. Henry J. Snell, the

present honorary curator of the Cottonian Library,

who was good enough to compile a list of the contents

of the Pond and Knapton volume in his charge, it

became possible to reassemble the series from the
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various sections of the British Museum Print Room,

through which, originally complete, it had been

scattered
;
a day in Plymouth completed the investiga-

tion, so that we can now, with tolerable certaint}g

catalogue what seems once to have been two series,

each issued over a number of years, but probably

without such definite order and intention as these lines

may imply.

The remainder of the problem will become clear if

we follow the history of the prints themselves. We
find in John and Josiah Boydell’s catalogue of books

for 1807 the two following items ; Imitations of

Drawings, engraved by Messrs. Pond and Knapton, at

four guineas, and Pond’s Caracaturas, being a collection

of twenty-five prints, at fifteen shillings. Following

each title is a list of masters after whom the imitations

and caricatures are engraved.

By 1818 both John and Josiah were dead, and

Mr. Evans, the auctioneer, sold their stock of copper

plates and unsold impressions on June 1st and the four

following days. Lots 91 and 92 in the second day’s

sale arc the following :

91. Thirty-seven.—Iniitations of Draunngs. Engraved bv

Messrs. Pond and Knapton, after the originals of

Raphael, Andrew Mantegna, Parmigiano Guido,

Augustine and Hannibal Caracci, (luercino, N.

Poussin, Claude, Rembrandt, Bolognese, S. Rosa,

C. Maratti, Pannini, etc. Folio, with the remaining

impressions of this work, amounting to about 3,500,

in which are included a number of prints from

copper plates and wood blocks, destroyed, belonging

to it as first published.
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92. Twenty-five.—Caracaiuras. Engraved by Arthur Pond.

After Drawings by Hannibal Caracci, C. Maratti,

Watteau, A. Ghezzi, Guercino, F. Mola, Le Fage, etc.

Folio, with about 600 impressions.

It should be noted that the list of masters’ names
is the same as that given by Boydell’s catalogue of

1807, and it may be safe to assume that Boydell

acquired what remained of Pond and Knapton’s blocks,

and issued from them a series of imitations of drawings

by Pond and Knapton, apparently to the number of

thirty-seven, and another series of caricatures, by Pond
only, to the number of twenty-five.

With this indication to guide us, if we return to the

prints themselves as originally issued we shall find them

falling into two similar series.

All the dated imitations of drawings engraved by

both Pond and Knapton belong to the years 1732 to

1736. Any prints which could be called caricatures are,

with two exceptions, dated subsequently, and as late

as 1747, and are engraved by Arthur Pond alone. The

two exceptions both bear the date 1736, which is,

however, the latest occurring on any out of the series

of imitations.

May we then reasonably say that Pond and Knapton

collaborated in a series of imitations of drawings,

which they issued between 1732 and 1736, and that

Pond alone, from 1736 till 1747, continued engraving a

series of caricatures ?

The Plymouth volume, by its provenance, with its

contents in perfect condition, enables us to say “ Yes
”

with comparative certainty. In it the prints are

arranged in chronological order of masters in two distinct
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series, the imitations by Pond and Knapton first, fol-

lowed by the caricatures of Arthur Pond.

This division will be seen in the lists at the end of

this article, where, however, an alphabetical order of

masters’ names has been substituted.

But the excuse for this notice must not be purely

bibliographical
;
we have said already that we have

before us an interesting document of the artistic

taste and production of eighteenth-century England,

able to support the frequent thesis of apologists for

the English school that the talent has always been

available, though the encouragement was not, and it

is perhaps not irrelevant to reflect that we know more

about the collectors of these old master drawings than

we do about the artists who attempted to make them

better known.

Existing accounts of Arthur Pond are extremely

meagre
;
we are able to infer that he was possessed of

means sufficient to travel and collect prints and

drawings. He was evidently strongly attracted by the

idea of reproducing drawings, for it is he who attempts

the more difficult problems in the rendering of what we
may call texture, that is, the various gradations of the

washes and the intrinsic character of the outlines,

whether pen and ink or chalk. Of Knapton’s personality

we know practically nothing; his work here is chiefly con-

fined to the reproduction of simple pen drawings, and it is

only in his rendering of Pannini that he has recourse

to tone backgrounds. It should be noted also that there

is at present no clue as to whether both the artists or only

one cut the wood blocks. More of Pond’s than Knapton’s

prints have tone backgrounds, and yet after 1736, when
their partnership ceased. Pond used them no longer.
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Neither of our artists was uniformly successful, for

they attempted, Pond especially, certain tasks which they

could not hope to accomplish adequately with the media

employed
;
the delicate tones of a Poussin, for instance,

or such a drawing as we imagine Garofalo’s Adoration

of the Kings to have been, with outlines fading into a dim
but luminous background, are beyond the powers of a

surface tone printed from wood. We can, however, be

charitable about their failures, for their successes show
truly enough the talent and endeavour which is behind

any reputable work, and the illustrations to this account

of them have been chosen from among the happiest.

Knapton’s translation of Giovanni da Udine’s carrion

crow indicates very cleverly the vigour of that master’s

pen, nor do we lose, more than the limitations of the

process imply, the brightness of Pannini’s ruins, with

their lively figures among heavy memorials of the dead.

Pond is the more gifted craftsman, and it is fitting

that more of his work should be illustrated. He
realises, far more than his fellow worker, the possi-

bilities both of the etched line and the wood block,

and although it is not properly part of the series we
are considering, his etched portrait of himself must

be given a place of honour. We may assert that it

represents the height of his powers and explains how
he was able to deal with the problems of quality wliich

confronted him in such a drawing as Cambiasi’s

St. Anthony pursued by Demons, where he had to transfer

to coj)per the bold dashes of a full quill pen which must

make or mar the drawing. Of his grasp of the second

problem, of tone, Claude’s View across the Tiber is the

best example, and the management of the three blocks,

albeit obvicnis and formal, is for that very reason
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ARTHUR POND, after LUCA CAMBIASI. St. Anthony pursued py Demons

Etching and tlirce wood-blocks. Size of the original 17 X ii| inches



successful
;

to give anything but such an indication

of the subtleties of the original (for the moment, alas,

lost) would have meant failure. The other Claude and
the Salvator Rosa were easier to deal with.

Finally, although no example is reproduced here.

Pond’s rendering of chalk lines must be commended,
for, where subsequent workers might have used soft-

ground and obtained a similar effect, he uses a series of

tiny etched lines crossing one another, which, one

imagines, must have exacted much skill and patience

in biting and printing.

The series of imitations does not seem to have been

a financial success
;

its present comparative rarity

complete, and the large remainder stock in Boydell’s

hands, are sufficient indication. Knapton, we know,

disappears from partnership after 1736, and it is con-

ceivable that Pond decid-^d to try his fortune anew
with the British public by engraving a series of carica-

tures whose appeal might prove to be more immediate.

Anyhow, from 1736 to 1747 he produced some twenty-

five plates in imitation of chalk and pen and ink

drawings, twelve of these latter being after whole

length portraits by Pier Leone Ghezzi, which depict

contemporary virtuosi and notorieties, and form a

most lively and amusing souvenir. The portrait of

Sebastiano Resta is of extraordinary charm and cannot

be counted a caricature as must those entertaining

plates of the two antiquaries, Storch and Sabbatini, or

the long, prominent-nosed Dr. Tom Bentley.

Like the imitations of drawings a certain number
of the caricatures bear a collector’s name, but the rest

are without any
;
only one, which is dated 1736, has a

tone background. Two of them, the dwarf after Mola
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CHARLES KNAPTON, after GIOVANNI DA UDINE. A Bird with a fish’s skeleton

Size of the original etching iiJxSJ inches



and La Page’s caricature of himself, are interesting

technically because Pond employs a method of repre-

senting wash, chosen by the more finished engravers

of Charles Rogers’ sumptuous volumes, that is, a series

of fine parallel etched lines combining with the thick

boldly-etched outlines to give the impression of a pen

and wash drawing.

But, considered in the light of their history as the

second of two series, the caricatures are less interesting
;

they are an afterthought, done at longer intervals than

the first, with less sustained effort, and no such definite

ol)ject. The imitations of drawings are a monument
of Jfnglish eighteenth-century culture, and to pronounce

a verdict on them alone is sufficient.

It is to be regretted that we do not know at all

clearly what Arthur Pond’s relations with collectors

like Richardson and Mead were
;
he must have been

on terms of considerable intimacy, for it is only by

his etched portraits that we have any acquaintance

witli some of their faces, and from his comparatively

slender and uneven output one is inclined to imagine

him as a dilettante who followed his own amiable

inclinations. iVIariette writes of him with affection just

after his death in 1758, speaks of having met him in

Ikiris on his way back to England from Italy, but is

not very flattering about his artistic skill. He must

liave projected the series of drawings soon after his

return from abroad, and, one imagines, hoped to improve

on the previous experiments in mezzotint of his fellow

countryman, Ifdward Kirkall, and the wood printing

of the Cabinet Crozat, published as recently as 1729.

In one particular his series is perhaps unique, for it

was evidently intended that all the finished prints
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should have the plate lines cut away, and be mounted
with borders of gold and suitable colours to assist the

deception.

The most notable external feature is the Latin

inscription with the Collector’s name, borrowed in its

simpler forms from Kirkall, but, in certain cases, the

idea has been extended by providing a happy dedication

to the great man in elegant Latin, and we may say that

it is this definitely expressed personal sympathy and

affection between Pond and his fellow-collectors which

gives the series its character. We cannot, it is true,

compare the technique with those fine plates which the

accomplished Bartolozzi and Rylands engraved for

Charles Rogers, or the marvellously complete imitations

of Ploos van Amstel, but their sentimental content

demands for them a place of their own among their

fellows. We may read with unmoved familiarity dedica-

tions beginning, Illustrissimo, alfissimo. Principi . . . ,

To the most High and Mighty . . . ,
or what not, but

Arthur Pond’s dedication to Hugh Howard, engraved

below Claude’s view over the Tiber, Erudito talium

delicianim Aestimatori, Custodi humanissimo . . . bids

us pause for a thought to our forefathers’ memory.

But, sentiment apart, regarding the series as a

whole, should we, in the face of so much Guercino and

Carracci, agree with Mariette’s opinion that Pond’s

venture might have succeeded better if he had chosen

better originals ? Let those who will pass them by

on this account, but let them remember that tastes

and fashions are not easily accountable, and that we
must not sigh unduly for what at any time was not

forthcoming. Were it not better to think of these

imitations of drawings as an apparently not very
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profitable venture of a few friends, and to be charitable

to Jonathan Richardson and Dr. Mead if they chose

for reproduction drawings, on which we more dis-

criminating people would not have our present-day

Arthur Ponds expend their energies ? Our debt to

them in other things is heavy, and we should be the

poorer if this slight memorial of their activities had not

survived.

LIST OF PRINTS
BY ARTHUR POND & CHARLES KNAPTON

Pond’s Portrait of Himself, 1739. (Plymouth, 1, etc.).

H.L., to r., in cap, holding paper in r. hand.
Lt. 7|^x5j. (Ph)

I. Signature and date in dry-point. Lower portion of plate
blank. Without hands. Plyniouth.

II. Burr removed from signature and date. Blank space
behind shoulder filled in. More dry-point on shoulder.
Plymouth. B.M.

III. Lower portion of plate filled in. The hands added with
paper in r. Plymouth.

IV. Signature and date taken out. More work either side of

face and on cap. Plymouth.

V. Plate worked all over and darkened. The cap brought
down over r. ear. Plymouth.

VI. The word “ nulla ” visible on the paper. B.M.

VII. The following inscriptions added :
“ A rthur Pond Painter

”

on the paper
;

“ Ob. 1758 ” top 1 ;

“ Seipse fe 1781
”

bottom r. B.M.

PRINTS AFTER DRAWINGS

The arrangement is alphabetical, in the order of the Masters
names, and, where there is more than one print after any master
the order followed is that of the bound set in the Cottonian
Library at Plymouth, to which page references are given.
The engravers’ signatures are given in full in italics; monograms

have been resolved.
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The names of the original owners of the drawings are given

throughout.
Dimensions are given in inclies and refer to harder line, unless

otherwise stated (i.e. PI.)
;

this is necessitated by the fact that

the prints were cut and mounted from the beginning and very
few impressions showing the plate line are available.

1_69. POND’S AND KNAPTON’S IMITATIONS OF
DRAWINGS.

Gjacomo CoRTF.si Called Borgcgnone (Jacques Courtois)

(Plymouth, 76).

1.—Cavalry going into action. A Pond fecit. 1735

Ft. & W. (2 blocks) 7|xl0|. Richard Houlditch.

PoL[DORO Cai.dara called Caravaggio (Plymouth, 15).

2.—Mutius Scaevola burning his hand. A Pond fecit 1735

Ft. & W. (2 blocks) 9x12. J. Richardson
(2 lines dedication).

Luca Cambiasi (Plymouth, 26).

3.— St. Anthony pursued by demons.
Ft. A W. (3 blocks) 17x11].

A P. fecit. 1736
Hugh Howard.

Domenico Campagnola (Plymouth, 25).

4.—IMountain landscape, with large tree in

foreground. C. Knapton f. 1736
Ft. 10|x8i Richard Houlditch.

Agostino Carracci (Plymouth, 27, etc.).

5.

—The adoration of the shepherds.
Ft. 74x9.

6.

—Eleven female figures kneeling in

pravei

.

Ft. 7 X 1

1

}.

7.

—Village dance under tree.

Ft. 14:|xll]:.

8.

—Lake shore with three figures under
tree, r.

Ft. 6x8.

AP. sculp. 1734

James Cavendish.

AP.
J. Richardson
(2 lines dedication).

AP.
Richard Houlditch
(2 lines dedication).

C. Knapton. f. 1735
Richard Mead.

9.—River bank with three female figures,

one seated.

Ft. 6|x 10|-.

CK.
J. Richardson.
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10.—River and distant- mountains, with
large trees in 1. foreground.
Rt. 10|xl3.

Annibale Carracci (Plymouth, 34, etc.).

1 1

.

—Two studies of standing male figure.

Et. 10x7i.

12.

—Studies of a monkey on a man’s
shoulder.

Et. 8|X7| (PL).

13.

—Monks in a garden.
Et. & W. (3* blocks) 12|-x9i.

14.

—The Magdalen in penitence.
Et. 16|xl0|.

15.

—Holy Family.
Et. 91 x7E'

Claude Gellee Le Lorrain (Plymouth,

16.

—Tobit and the fish.

Et. & VC. (2 blocks) 6|x9.

17.

^—Sea coast with ruins and three
figures 1.

Et. cS: W. (2 blocks) 5|x8|.

18.

—Re]oose on the flight into Egypt.
Et. & W. (2 blocks) 6|x8|-.

19.

—The tomb of Cecilia Metella, Rome.
Et. & W. (3 blocks) 7ix 10.

20.

^—Wooded river banks with herd of

deer.

Et. & W. (2 blocks) 7| X 101.

21.

—View across- the Tiber between the
dome of St. I’eter’s (1.), and the
Castel St. Angelo.
Et. & W. (3 blocks) 7|-x lOE

22.

—View over lake to mountains through
gap in trees.

Et. & W. (3 blocks) 7|-Xll|.

23.

—A sea port wi1h figures and
shipping.

Et. & Vv. (3 block‘d) 8iX lOf.

C. Knapton. f.

J. Richardson.

A Pond. f. 1734
James Cavendish.

A Pond fed t. 1736.

Hans Sloane

(3 lines dedication).

AP.
Richard Mead.

AP. sculp. 1734
Richard Mead.

A Pond, fecit 1735
Richard Mead.

60, etc.).

AP. sculp. 1734
Richard Houlditch.

AP. 1734
Richard HoulditclL

AP. 1734
Arthur Pond.

C. Knapton 1732

J. Richardson.

C. Knapton. f. 1736

J. Richardson.

AP.
Hugh Howard
(2 lines dedication).

C. Knapton f. 1735

J. Richardson.

C. Knapton f. 1735

J. Richardson.
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A Pond. 1734
Arthur Pond.

24.—lulus shooting Sylvia’s deer (Virgil

Aen. VII).

Et. & W. (2 blocks) 9| X 12i-

Bknvp:nuto Tisi called Garofalo (Plymouth, 12).

25.—The Adoration of the Magi AP. fecit. 1735
Et. & W. (3 blocks) 9| x7f. John Guise

(3 lines dedication).

Giovanni Francesco Grimaldi called Ii.

70, etc.).

26.

—Ruins with figures and aqueduct in

distance.

Et. 7|X9| (PL).

27.

-—River with church tower on near
bank.
Et. 5| X 10^.

28.

—River with high, mountain in distance
Et. 7|xl0i

29.

—River with plank bridge and bathers
Et. 9ixl2| (PL).

30.

—River with boat and running figure

on bank.
Et. 91xl2| (PL).

Bolognese fPlvmouth

CKnapton. fecit.

Hugh Howard.

C. Knapton f.

Richard Houlditch.

C. Knapton. f. 1736.

Richard Houlditch.

CKnapton f.

Arthur Pond.

CKnapton.
Arthur Pond.

Giovanni Francesco Barbieri called Guercino (Plymouth,
40, etc.).

31

.

—River with .seated figure on near bank
and distant mansion.
Et. 7 1 X lOf

.

32.

— River with wooden bridge connecting
forts in middle distance.
Et. 7A X 101.

C. Knapton f.

J. Richardson

CKnapton.
Arthur Pond.

33.

—Road through wood with man wheel-
ing barrow.
Et. 6Jx84.

34.

—Landscape with overgrown ruined
bridge.

Et. 61 X 101.

35.

—Landscape with two seated figures
one with a hawk.
Et. 7| X 10-1-.

C. KnapLon.

J. Richardson.

C. Knapton f.

J. Richardson.
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36.

—J^ivcr and bathers, with bridge in

distance.

Kt. 6i X 1
1
1.

37.

—River with boat and distant castle,

Et. 7|xlU.

38.

— I>andscape with building on hill and
two travellers.

Et. 8}xl2i.

39.

—T.andscape with man and child seated
on small mound.
Et. 8,1 X 12.

40.

—Landscape witli runaway horse.

Et. 10 1 X 16|-.

41.

—An eagle perching.

Et. 101 x6|.

42.

—St. John with the eagle.

Et. 5| x7.

43.

—Two studies of a man’s head, in a

turban, and in a broad-brimmed hat.

Et . o 4 X 74.

44.

—The Virgin and Child with St. Anne
and St. John.
Et. & W’. (2 blocks) 7] (diameter.)

45.

—The Infant Christ, with a bird, and
St. Joseph.
Et. 7fx9|.

46. -Madonna and Child watching
tree.

Et. 8|xll-|-

bird in

C. Knapton
J. Richardson.

C. Knapton :

J. Richardson.

C. Knapton. f. 1736
Thomas Tdanmer.

C. Knapton f. 1735
Arthur Pond.

C. Knapton f. 1734

J. Richardson.

AP. fecit. \TS6.

Tliomas Hanmer.

AP. f. 1736
Hugh Howard.

AP.
Charles Peters.

A Pond fecit. 1735
Hugh Howard.

AP.
Thomas Sadler.

(2 lines dedication).

AP. fecit. 1734.
Arthur Pond.

Andrea Mantegna (Plymouth 11).

47.—A man’s head in profile to r. AP. 1735
Et. 7|x5J. Robert Dingley.

Giovanni Paolo 1’annini (Plymouth, 80, etc.).

48.

—Ruins with statue and five figures

on a tomb. C. Knapton fecit

Et. & \V. {2 blocks) 6.1 X3|. Arthur Pond.

49.

—Ruins of louic temple with three

figures. C. Knapton fecit.

Et. & W. (2 blocks) 6|x 4. Richard Houlditch
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CHARLES KNAPTON, after GIOVANNI PANNINI. Ruins with statue

AND FIVE FIGURES ON A TOMB

Etcliing and two wood-blocks. Size of tlie original 6 } X 34 inches



50.- Ruins with figures and pyramid in
background.
Et. & W. (2 blocks) Si x 61

31.— Interior of the Pantheon, Rome
Et. & W. (3 blocks) 9ix6|.

52.—Arch of Constantine, Rome.
Et. & W. (2 blocks) 5|x94^.

33.—St. Paul preaching at Athens.
Et. cS: W. (3 blocks) 7|xl0^.

CKnapton. f.
Hugh Howard.

CK.
Hugh Howard.

C. Knapton fecit

Arthur Pond.

CK.
Arthur Pond.

pRANCESCO Mazzola Called Parmegiano
34.—A philosopher reading.

Et. 6fx7i.
33.—Group of mathematicians disputing

Et. 6;|X7|. (PI.)

36.—Holy Family with St. Tohn (1
figures).

Et. 9| X 61.

57- Ecmale figure seated, reading, at a
high desk.
Et. & \V. (3 blocks) 3jx4|^.

38.—Group of five three-quarter length
figures.

Et. & \V. (3 blocks) 3fx4.
5^- Two studies for reclining male figure.

Et. & W. (2 blocks) 3|x7|.
bO.—Venus in her car.

p:t. & \V. (2 blocks) 6x8|.

Nicolas Poussin (Plymouth, 59).

^E Ihe adoration of the shepherds.
Et. & W. (3 blocks) 7|xl0|.

(Plymouth, 17, etc.).

A P. fecit

James Cavendish.

AP. fecit 1734 1734
{sic)

Arthur Pond.

AP
Hugh Howard.

AP
J. Richardson.

AP. 1734.

J. Richardson.

AP.
Arthur Pond.

AP.
Arthur Pond.
(2 lines dedication to
Sir Anthony
Wescombe).

A Pond fecit. 1733
John Campbell
(2 lines dedication).

Raffaello Santi called Raphael (Plymouth, 13, etc.).

62.— Six playing putti. AP. 1734.
Et. Sc \V. ^1 block) 6Jx8|. J. Richardson.

(2 lines dedication).
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ARTHUR POND, after SALVATOR ROSA. Philosopher in meditation

Etching and three wood-blocks. Size of the original i6| X la^ inches
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63.—Study of figure, carrying two vaseS,

descending steps. A P sculp. 1734.

Kt. & W. (3 blocks) 15|x7f. Kichard Mead.
(2 lines dedication).

Rembrandt Harmensz. Van I^ijn (Plymouth 69.)

64.—The raising of Tabitha. (de Groot

704.)
' A P fecit 1736.

Et. & \V. (2 blocks) 7J x8-J. J. Richardson.

Giovanni Francesco Romanelli (Plymontb, 75).

65.—Jacob and Rachel at the well. AP. sculp. 1734

Ft. ik W. (2 blocks) 10fxl3. Richard Honlditch.

Salvator Rosa (Plymouth, 77, etc.).

66.

—A man seated on a boulder apostro-

phising a tree. Oval in octagon.

Ft. & W. (3 blocks) 16|X 12f.

67.

—A philosopher in meditation under a

tree. Oval in octagon.
Et. cS: W'. (3 blocks) 16f xl2|.

A Pond fecit. 1735.

j. Richardson.

A Pond, fecit 1735.

J. Richardson.

Giovanni da Udine (Plymouth, 16).

68.

—A bird perching on a stu mp with a

fish’s skeleton in its claw. C. Knapton
. f. 1736.

Ft. ll|x8J. (Original nowiiiB.M.) Hugh Howard.

Willem Van de Velde (Plymouth 79).

69.

—Four ships at sea. C. Knapton f.

Ft. A W. (2 blocks) ll |x7|. Richard Honlditch.

70—^95 POND’S CARICATURES.
[The names of individuals not given in titles are in square brackets.]

Annibale Carracci (Plymouth, 86, etc.).

70.

—“ II Gobbo dei Carracci.” A dwarf
painting at an easel. AP. fecit. 1736

Ft. & W. (2 blocks) 10|x7|. Hugh Howard.

71.

—” Due Philosofi.” Two figures argu-

ing. AP.
Ft. 9|x8A (PL).

72.

—Two studies of a man’s head ;

one resting between both hands,

the other profile to r., in a hat.

Ft. 91X10J.

3-16

AP. 1747.

Uvedale Price.



Pier Leone CLiezzi (Plymouth, 98, etc.).73.

—Sebastiano Resta
Et. 111X71. (PI.)

74.

—“ Due famosi antiquari.” Baron
Storch and Marcantonio Sabbatini.
W.L. figures facing.

Et. 13xl0]~. (PI.)

75.

—“ Madame Petit et son Cuisinicr.”
Two W.L. figures facing.

Et. 131x13. (PI.)

76.

— [Dr. Hay.] An elderly gentleman
leading a little bear.

(Some impressions have title “ A
travelling Ciovernour.”)
Et. 15|x91. (PI.)

77.

—“ Un Pizzicaruolo.” W.L. figure to r.

Et. 12|x8i. (PI.)

78.

—“ II Signor Cavr. Tomaso.” W.L.
figure to 1.

Et. 12|x8. (PI.)

79.

— [Robert Bragge.] W.L. figure to 1.

Et. 12|x8|. (PI.)

80.

— ‘‘ Dr. Tom Bentley.” W.L. figure to 1.

Et. 13|x8|. (PI.)

81.

— [William Conolly, M.P.j W.L. figure

to r.

Et. 14ix9|. (PI.)

82.

—The actor Carnacci. W.L. figure tol.

lit. 121x8.

83.

— (?)Punchinello and his family in a Barn.
Et. 101xl3|. (PI.)

84.

—A similar subject.

Et. 10|xl3i. (PI.)

85.

— [John Thorpe
;
tavern-keeper] W.L.

figure carrying glass of wine, with
motto below ‘ Vinum non facies

bonnm bibendo
’

Et. 10|x7. (PI.)

86.

—Ihiknown. Seated male figure,

to 1., speaking, r. hand extended.
Et. 12x81.

AP. 1738
William Kent.

AP. fecii 1739

AP. sculp. 1741.

AP. fecit. 1737.

liarl of Burlington.

AP. 1741

AP. sculp. 1741.

Unsigned.

Unsigned.

AP.
Lord Duncannon.

AP.

AP.
Duke of Devonshire.

Duke of Devonshire.

Unsigned.

AP.
Lord Duncannon.
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Giovanni Francesco Barbieri called Guercino (Plymouth,

man standing with a boot in cacli
hand.
Ft. I2|x8f. (PI.)

AP.
J. Richardson.

Nicolas Raymond.—La Face fPlv
mouth 96.)

^

88.—“ La Fage.
W.L. figure in
Ft. 10|x6f.

I^a sua Caricatura.”
rags drinking.
(PI.)

AP.
J. Richardson.

Carlo Maratti (Plymouth, 92
, etc.)

89.—A man’s head, r. profile, with
retrousse nose.
Ft. 8|x6f. (PI.)

man’s head, 1. profile, wearing
spectacles.

Ft. 8| x6i. (PI.)

bare-headed eccle.siastic with hand
raised

; bust only.
Ft. 8fx6i. (PI.)

92.—A Pope and six cardinals
; seven

profiles to 1.

Ft. 7f X 13|.

AP
Thomas Sadler.

AP. 1742.

Richard Houlditch.

AP. 1742.

A Pond fecit. 1736.

J. Richardson.

Pier Francesco Mola (Plymouth 90.)

slmep in a cloak and ruff, standing. Unsigned
Ft. mn. figure. Charles Peters.

Antoine Watteau (Plymouth, 97.)

94.—[Dr. John Misaubin.] W.L., figure
to 1., standing, with a syringe, in a
cemetery. A P. fecit 1739.
Ft. 1

1 J x8J.

Anonymous (Plymouth, 115.)

man’s head, r. profile, with
retrousse nose, wearing wig with
pigtail. (? an unpublished plate.) Unsigned
Ft. 5^x4f.

^
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THE COLLECTORS
[An attempt has been made to identify any who

do not come into Mr. Fritz Lugt’s
Marques de Collections^

Burlington, Earl of. 76.

’Campbell, John. 61.

^Cavendish, Lord James. 5, 11, 54.

Devonshire, Duke of. 83, 84.

^Dingley, Robert. 47.

Dungannon, Lord (afterwards first Earl of Bessborough).
81, 86.

Guise, John. 25.

’Hanmer, Sir Thomas. 38, 41.

Houlditch, Richard. 1, 4, 7, 16, 17, 27, 28, 49, 65, 69, 90.

Howard, Hugh. 3, 21, 26, 42, 44, 50, 51, 56, 68, 70.

^Kent, William. 73.

Mead, Richard. 8, 13, 14, 15, 63.

ePETERS, Charles, M.D. 43, 93.

Pond, Arthur. 18, 24, 29, 30, 32, 35, 39, 46, 48, 52, 53, 55,

59, 60.

^Price, Uvedale. 72.

Richardson, Jonathan. 2, 6, 9, 10, 19, 20, 22, 23, 31, 33, 34,

36, 37, 40, 57, 58, 62, 64, 66, 67, 87, 88, 92.

Sadler, Thomas. 45, 89.

Sloane, Sir Hans. 12.

’’Wescombe, Sir Anthony, Bart. 60.

^Historical writer, 1708-1775.

^Youngest son of William, first Duke of Devonshire.

^Perhaps the Robert Dingley who was treasurer of the Magdalen Hospital
in 1758 and took an active part in its foundation.

"•Speaker of the House of Commons
;

editor of Shakespeare
; 1677-1746.

^Painter and architect.

•’Physician in ordinary to the King, and physician general to the army
;

? d.

about 1746.

'^Grandfather of Sir Uvedale Price, writer. Published anonymously, in

Paris, in 1733, ^ satirical Catechism for the Fine Ladies.

®Clerk of the Pells in the Exchequer. Grandson of John Sadler of Magdalen
College, Camb. Sale Feb. i6th, 1757, after decease.

^Second baronet ;
d. 1752.
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NOTES ON TOULOUSE-LAUTREC AND HIS
LITHOGRAPHS

Bv ARTHUR SYMONS

I.

lENRI DE TOULOUSE-LAUTREC has his

place, in which he is unique, among those

painters, among those artists of our century

—such as Manet and Degas, Felicien Rops

and Aubrey Beardsley—who were haters of reality,

dreamers of strange visions, who seemed to escape

from some at least of their limitations by this

commerce with another world. “In more ways

than one do men sacrifice to the rebellious

angels,” said Saint Augustine, who, in the midst

of those insurgent memories “ of those various and

shadowy loves,” lived always with so passionate a

life, alike of the spirit and the senses. His cry

—

wrenched out of his entrails like certain passionate

songs of Santa Teresa, who gives herself to God, as

it were, with a great leap into his arms, “ a woman”
(in Crashaw’s famous words) “ for angelical heights of

speculation, for masculine courage of performance more

than a woman,” in whom a “ flaming heart ” burns

outward to escape the intolerable pain of its reclusion

—

his cry “ Give me chastity, but not yet !

” is as

certainly the cry of the flesh as it is the cry of the
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spirit. So Beardsley’s sacrifice, together with that of

all great decadent art, the art of Baudelaire or the

art of Rops, is really a sacrifice to the eternal beauty,

and only seemingly to the Powers of Evil. There was

insanity in Laiitrec’s blood : he was in almost every

sense abnormal—and yet how lovable !—which is seen

in the creator’s nerves, in his imagination. And, as I

have said elsewhere, in Poe and in Lautrec the elements

of their perversity were elementally unlike. In Lautrec

(but in how different a sense from the vague, feverish,

and feminine faces of Simeon Solomon !) there was,

among his infinite sensations, “ a void and wonderfully

vague desire,” a desire which, in the bestial faces he

created, becomes intolerable—a pestilence. Yet, as I

once said of the Jewish painter, there are faces without

sex here and there in Lautrec ’s pictures—ghosts of

themselves, who hang (for their sensual sins) in space,

dry, rattling, the husks of desire.

Lautrec had a devil in him. That devil set his

imagination spinning webs that were not webs
;
set him

to distort image after image, which he could never

help either distorting or deforming or disturbing. He
was homo duplex, and this double nature—as in the

case of Rossetti, who was certainly homo duplex—never

left him alone, never gave him enough rest. He had

stormy blood—and was all the more fascinating for

that. He was neither, as Meredith said of Lassalle,

” God nor madman nor man to be adored,” nor was he

in any sense a Tragic Comedian. The fact is that, to

those who knew him, he was as curious a mixture of

the human and the inhuman as Verlaine was, and

as Vladimir de Pachmann is. These, with their

fascinating perversity, had—Pachmann still has—that
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H. de TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. Pauvre Pierreuse ! (1893). L D. 26 1.

Size of the original lithograph 235 X 174 mm.
(By permission of Madame de Toulouse-Lautrec)



H. de TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. Aristide Bruant. (1893) L.D. 34.

Size of the original lithograph 265 X 208 mm.
(By permission of Madame de Toulouse-Lautrec)
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H. de TOULOUSE-LAIjTREC. Aristide Bruant, dans son Cabaret.
(Affiche, 1893)). L.D. 348.

Size of the original lithograph 1270 X 925 nim.

(By permission of Madame de Toulouse-Lautrec)
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super-structure of normality without which there can

be no creation. " Pachmann ” (I wrote) “ has the head

of a monk who has had commerce with the Devil, and

it is whispered that he has sold his soul to the dia-

bolical instrument, which, since buying it, can speak

in a human voice. The sounds torture him, as a

wizard is tortured by the shapes he has evoked. He
is inhuman, and his music, too, is inhuman. You see

his fingers feeling after the notes, his face calling to

them, his whole body imploring them."

I met Lautrec, for the first time, in the Moulin-

Ronge on a night of June in 1890
;
he was seated at

the special table that was always reserved for him.

With him was La Melinite, who had the beauty of a

fallen angel
;
she was exotic and excitable. No one

who was acquainted with Toulouse-Lautrec could ever

forget him : nor have I ever seen a man so extra-

ordinary and so sinister. Every night one came on

him somewhere in Paris, chiefly in Montmartre, in the

streets, in the cafes, in the theatres, in the music-halls,

in the circuses. He walked, his huge head lowered,

the upper part of his body, which was in perfect pro-

portion, leaning heavily on his stick
;
he stopped—

owing to the difficulty he had in walking—stared this

way and that way
;

his black eyes shone furiously

—

eyes that amused themselves enormously
;
he began to

speak in his deep, biting voice, and always in some

unimaginable fashion—jests or jokes or bitter sarcasms,

or single phrases, in which each word told ; simple and

brutal, mocking, serious and sardonic.

His tragedy was that he imagined a few hours of

sleep were enough for him— a ruinous expenditure of so

prodigious a constitution
;
which led him also into
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H. de TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. Marcei.le Lender, en Buste. (1895). L.D. 102 I.

(Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris)

Size of the original lithograph 435 X 325 mm.
(By permission of Madame de Toulouse-Lautrec)
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that “ expense of spirit in a waste of shame ” which is

bound to have an evil effect on such temperaments as

Ids. Lantrec, as far as he could, got in this world all

he wanted, for he had willed it intensely and per-

sistently
;

it came—fame and success. He had conceived

a great end, and he worked towards that end without

deviating and without tiring. His power of creation

seemed to him inexhaustible.

Son Portrait, par lui-minie, seizes one almost literally

by the throat, so absolute is this creator’s image of

himself : a face ravaged with nerves, a face that had

tragic beauty
;
a face malignant and diabolical, sinister

and sardonic, with the huge mass of tormented hair

that straggles across his high forehead
;
his tenebrous

black eyes
;
his black moustache

;
the ironical curve of

the lips
;
the virile nose, strong chin

;
in a word, the pure

aristocrat. Yet the deeper I gaze into this face that

surges out of the void the more vividly and violently

arises the glittering genius of this evil-starred man.

So intensely alive is this marvellous image that lives,

breathes, vibrates to every sensation, that has in it

all the untameable violence of the animal, the nerves

that distort, the cruel craft that connives in all forms

of sin and of vice—that, were one’s imagination strung

to such a point that it might for one instant awaken

the dead to life—Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec would be

beside me and La Melinite in the Moulin-Rouge.

H.

Lantrec began what is called his journalism in

Le Courier Fraw;ais, September 26th, 1886, with a

design. Gin Cocktail, a scene in a bar. There are two

barmaids, rather like Manet’s, behind the counter
;
a
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H. cle .TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. Marcelle Lender, en Buste. (1895). L..D. 102.

(Undescribed state, Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris)

Size of the original lithograph 325 X 24 C mm.
(By permission of Madame de Tonlonse-Lautrec)
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jockey and a swell are seated on two stools
;
both are

hlase. Only there is something in Lantrec’s sardonic

vision which reminds me of Browning’s Le Byron de nos

Jours, whose two jaded Parisians are not intrinsically

interesting
;
they seem to have come to him by strange

accidents from the ends of the world
;
they are characters

in themselves of little interest. Laiitrec’s gift is shown
by the way in which he accepts such a situation as this,

apprehends it, under some intricate cobweb of illusions,

and reflects over it an artiflcial light which he constructs

and breaks over this chosen situation.

In June, 1920, I turned over Lautrec’s lithographs in

the Bibliothecpie Nationale
;
there are more than three

hundred of them. The first I came on was Exposition

du 20 Avril an 3 Mai, 1903, 52, Rue Lafitte. On the

cover is a superb nude woman—sensual, sublime in

depravation. She stares at one with a gesture like one

of Rodin’s women, the woman-animal with sleepy eyes
;

and in her is some of the perversity of Baudelaire. It

is interesting to compare these versions of a subject

which so many artists have treated, always in a spirit

of perversity, from Hieronymus Bosch, with his swooping

and crawling abortions, to Rops, with his woman of

enticing flesh spread out mockingly upon the Cross,

from which she has cast off the Divine body. In one

of these lithographs a man with his arms on a table has

almost the naked face of Balzac : it reminded me of a

Daumier.

Daumier’s genius was immense
;
Baudelaire, with his

infallible instinct, attributes to him “ the strange and

astonishing qualities of a great genius, sick of genius.”

Essentially dramatic, his effect is the angry assault of

the nerves on his matter—in which he is so curiously
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H. de TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. Lender et Auguez dans la chanson de
Fortunio. (1895). L.D. 108.

Size of the original lithograph 36SX197 mm.
(By permission of Madame de Toulouse-Lautrec)



like Lautrec-and the tilt of the lance against the wind-
mill : m a word, a Cervantes who paints. In both, the
moralist is always awake

; both are haunted by’ the
sense of sm, of sin’s punishment of guilt and of crime

;

both are violent, both satirical. And it is in Baudelaire’s
praise of Daumier that I find what might almost have
been written on Lautrec. “ Daumier’s design is
naturally coloured. His woodcuts and lithographs
give one the sensation of colour. His pencil can
convey anything it likes to—black over white. He
knows how to divine colour like thought, which is the
•sign of a supreme art.”

As for Elies, they are astounding. Here is a cocotte
before a mirror, doing up lier hair

; a man’s liat lies
on a table beside her bed. In another a woman stoops
over a bath : she pours in water out of a tin can. The
effect, m these pale colours and in the body’s outline
IS amazing. A splendid half-nnde girl shows one
breast as she bathes herself

;
she reminds me of a Degas.

Next I come on a girl cruelly caricatured, huddled
against her bed, half out of it

;
she has sullen sly eyes.

Ihis, apart from the caricature, reminds me of a pencil
drawing of Blake I have before me. In this drawing
Blake himself is .seen in bed, one arm and hand laid
on the bedclothes, in somewhat the same pose in which
she, lovely and slender, with her hair down her back,
sits on the edge of the bed, with one leg curved over the
other, the foot just touching the knee of the other leg,
in a wonderful stooping gesture.

Superb and un.surpas.sable is Lautrec’s design of a
dainty girl in bed, lazy and luxurious, full of sleep,
sombre and .sensual. Etude de Eemme is exquisite and
cruel : this purely outlined impure girl, thin, irritating,
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H. clc TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. Cissie Loftus. (1895). L.D. 116.

Size of the orif^inal lithograph 369 X 2.16 mm.

(By permission of Madame de Toulouse-Lautrec)



in the act of slipping off her chemise, with a kind of

daintiness, before she gets into bed.

I have been turning over the pages of UEscarmouche,

a satirical journal edited by Ibels and Georges Darien
;

it began November 1st, 1893, “ Ce niimero 20 centimes,

15, Rue Bandin, Paris,” and came to an end on

January 1st, 1894. There are eleven numbers. These

sentences are worth quoting :

“ M. de Toulouse-

Lautrec, le collaboratenr assidu de L’Escarmouche, met
la derniere main a ime affiche (Colomhier) representant

le chansonnier Bruant, et qui fera sensation.” ” Ajon-

tons que le Divan Japonais a eu le bon gout de confier

rexecution de son affiche a M. de Toulouse-Lautrec qui

sut, a son habitude, en faire une merveille.”

Les Folies-Bergere de M. Prndhomme, a thing

Petronius must have seen in Rome, seen and laughed

at, using it in one of the lost chapters of his Satyricon,

after some revel with Nero and Agrippina and Messalina,

shows three masked cocottes dressed in shameless

costumes, huddled together in a vivid pose (all in

black and dead white) who endure their ghastly

existence. Behind them a half-veiled naked statue

stands in a half-innocent attitude of frightened shame.

It is a Moliere in masquerade.

Sarah Bernhardt dans Phhire is terrific—she, a shadow

of guilt made mercenary by lust of forbidden love, and

furious by her anguished sense of unachieved desires.

Guitry is one huge black heap, such as one imagines in

that oppressive heat when August twilight merges

into night
;
he is not even the mockery of a malignant

shade : but, as one struck suddenly with an intense

horror of her, his blood surges into his cheeks.

And she, this perverse Jewess, poses, wide-eyed ;
her
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eloquent lips seem about to utter Racines frenzied
iines.

An Theatre Libre: Antoine dans ITnquiitude, is
magnificent. He is designed like a Jew, with beaked
nose and huge wary eyes, his coat up to his shoulders,
hand in pocket—intensely living; an ardently designed
woman holds up a lighted lamp a yard from his face
Ihe whole thing gives one a sudden shudder, a sense
of suspense at this tragically dramatic moment of the
p ay, when certainly a crime is going to be committed
Here in tlie narrow room, where the very air breathes
murder and all hangs on the suspense of the next
moment, these two figures surge out of the void : and,
as It were, with some far-thoughted reflection of the
blindness of Fate, and of Death’s ignobility.

Baudelaire dismisses Ingres with this scornful phrase :

ngres est denue de ce Temperament energique qtti fait la
fatahie dn genie ; so Lautrec miglit have found in this
.sentence something ominous, something fore.shadowing
without perhaps his actual knowledge of it, what caii
be suicidal in such men of genius

; the inability to
escajie from the soilures of gross contact

; to cscajic
from one at least unwearying torture—not the
eternal torment of the damned—but of lieing unable
to overleap the barrier which .shuts one in upon one’s
self one’s abominable, animal, adorable and despic-
able self, which, even in the fervour of our blood, asserts
itself-a.sserts itself to the point of setting before us
literally before us, that abyss which separates “the
exjiense of sjiirit ” from the “ waste of .shame.”

Laiitrec’s self-indulgence of the spirit and of the
flesh was notorious

; Imt never in the whole course of
ins lu-ief and tragic existence did lie lower himself in
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his own esteem
;
never did he abdicate that supreme

command of his material in which he proved himself

consummate. He had the vices of his generation
;
let

that pass. That he possessed a certain amount of

hidden-away virtue under his vices is to me incontest-

able. He had an equal passion as a man and as a

creator. Passion let run to seed : that must have

occurred in some of his most morbid years. It is certain

that he was subject, as Coleridge was, to certain literal

spells, not acting along any logical lines, not attacking

the nerves, not intoxicating, but like a slow, enveloping

mist, which blots out the real world, and leaves ns

imchilled by any “ air from heaven or blasts from

hell,” but in the native air of some middle region.

I have referred elsewhere to the serpent
;

perhaps

Lautrec went on creating just as a serpent moves,

which makes a fulcrum of its own body and seems

for ever twisting and untwisting its own strength.

What is cruel in Lautrec is what is literally Latin

in his race. He desires beauty with the rage of a lover

;

he desires ugliness with the hatred of a lover
;
and to

him Sex is the supreme beauty. The visible world does

not always “ exist ” for him as an entirely satisfying

thing
;
studious of the origins of emotions, he finds

them wholly in the physical action of the senses.

Lautrec might have said with d’Annunzio : “I would

that I could live the whole of life, and not be only a

brain,” the Italian confesses, in his desire to fuse life,

sensual life, and art, the art of the senses.

The cruelty of the nerves, the exasperation of the

nerves : these are the two primitive qualities that tear

at us on both sides—as much in their reaction as in

their recoil. For some of us imagination takes the
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place of virtue, vice takes the place of imagination.

To be “ magnificent in sin ”
: that is to return to the

poisonous age of the Renaissance—the age of Cesare

Borgia, of the Medicis, of Vittoria Corombona, of the

implacable princes and the unscrupulous hired assassins.

To them no degradation was possible
:

guilt changes

them but never degrades them
;

one’s sin must be

deliberate
;
one must march straight to one’s end

;
and

the means must be mortal.

Lautrec had an ardent thirst for perfection
;
he hated

stupidity with less lust in his disgust than Flaubert’s
;

he had an intense vivacity as a story-teller
;
he saw

always the unimaginable—that it needs more than the

magic of his words to give life to. In taverns such as

the WTber he would make his way between the tables

with his diminutive stick, hoist himself up to the

slippery bar of the counter. In the Moulin-Rouge one

would see him, the smallest of the avid group around

the Chahut-dancers, adoring them. He often declared

(in his sardonic humour, less sardonic than that of

Villiers) that he would never miss two burials—that of

the Pope and Queen Victoria.

His technique consists, not only in his original fashion

of seeing and of visualising, but in his seeing things^

not so much in sub-divisions nor in shades, but in

masses, so that when he seizes on some form of infamous

llesh with peroxide of hydrogen colour
;
when he paints

green where there is no green
;
when he gets some

})articular tinge of green into his flesh colours
;
when

he uses more curious tinges of green mixed with the

red of rouge on women’s painted faces—it seems as if

this morbid painter were anticipating the colour schemes

of the grave. Lautrec can be as lyrical and as literally
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erotic as Aristophanes, for he combines in an extraordi-

nary fashion the complexities of modern life as they
turn from comedy to tragedy, and from tragedy return
to comedy. In his world there is no acceptance of

anything but of the fact of having been suddenly
awakened into some form of rebellious existence and
so to await God’s judgment—as if this were to be
weighed in the ultimate scale of the balances of the

wrath of God. Lautrec once said to me in Paris :

“ Do you know what it is to be haunted by colours ?

To me, in the colour green, there is something like the

temptation of the Devil.”
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MAURICE AND EDWARD DETMOLD
By CAMPBELL DODGSON J

DO not remember in the history of art another

case in which twin brothers, sharing an equal

talent, lived and worked together in close

companionship as two young Englishmen,

Charles Maurice and Edward Julius Detmold, did till a

a few years ago. They seemed as one soul divided between

two bodies, inspired by the same ideal, using the same

means of expression, possessing the same quickness of eye

and deftness of hand. Their taste was the same
;
they

shared the same studies and the same recreations. In

conversation it was curious to notice how one brother

would begin a sentence and the other hnish it, as if even

in thought they were nearer to one another than two

ordinary beings, and one mind knew intuitively the

workings of the other. The normal opening of a sentence,

with them, was “ we,” not ” I.” I never had the oppor-

tunity of seeing them at work or in the act of studying

the living creatures, birds, beasts, hshes, flowers and trees

on whose forms their graceful and decorative art was

founded, but I have looked along with them at the

works of other artists, and noticed how simultaneously

both would select the same object, at the first glance

^ This article was first published, in German, in Die Graphischeu Kiinste,
Vienna, 1910 (vol. 33), and the Catalogue appeared in the supplement,
Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft fur vervielfdltigende Kunst. They are reprinted, as
I desire that they should be more accessible to English readers, by kind
permission of the Editor, Dr. Weixlgartuer. C.D.
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and without hesitation, for praise or blame. There was

never a difference of opinion, never a trace of discord.

One could but think of the words of the Psalmist :

“ Ecce quam bonum et quam jiicundum habitare fratres

in imnm,” and think with dismay of the irreparable

loss that the survivor needs must suffer, if either should

perish.

Alas ! such a fate befell them all too soon. The twins,

inseparable in life, were parted abruptly by the sudden

death of Maurice Detmold, on April 9th, 1908, in his

twenty-hfth year. He committed suicide by taking

poison. Young as he was, he had already an artistic

career of more than ten years behind him. The Detmolds

were lads of extraordinary precocity. Born on November
21st, 1883, as sons of an engineer, they were educated

chiefly under the care of an uncle. Dr. Edward Shouldon,

whose knowledge of natural history enabled him to

foster and direct their native taste for learning and

watching the ways and habits of living things. They
must have begun to draw as young children, for they

were but thirteen when they began to exhibit at the

Ro3^al Academy. It is related that they were introduced D

about that time to Burne-Jones, who advised that they
||

should be left to work out their own development

without being forced to undergo the set routine of any I

art school. At the age of fourteen they were already j

making experiments in etching. Their earliest extant

attempts are very immature, and consist of direct

imitations of birds or fish, studied not from life, but from
j

specimens preserved in the Natural History Museum,
and carried out in a dry, uncertain technique. But the

preliminary difficulties were soon overcome, and the (

year 1898 witnessed an astonishing advance both in
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their aims and in their achievements. They drew more
from the life, and at the same time their methods of

composition and decorative arrangement were pro-

foundly influenced by the study of Japanese colour-

prints and drawings. They became bolder in experi-

menting with new technical proce.sses. Already in 1898

Maurice, tried his hand at mezzotint, and produced a

neat little plate after Rembrandt’s portrait of a Pole,

the so-called Sobieski, at Petrograd. He only once

returned, however, to this process. In 1899 both brothers

learned the use of aquatint, and applied it with success

to plates with an etched outline. A closer and a more

open grain are used very skilfully to vary the colour

effects in Maurice Detmold’s somewhat later plate, the

head of a lioness. But in 1898, the year of which I was

speaking just now, the experiments lay chiefly in the

direction of colour-printing. The young artists never

advanced beyond the somewhat primitive method of

painting the plate locally with oil-colours before each

impression, and so producing, so far as the colour-

printing is concerned, a .series of monotypes, related to

one another only by the etched outline, which, of course,

remained constantly the same throughout the impres-

sions. This colouring of the plate in flat patches and

transference of the colour to the paper by the press

produces a result often almost indistinguishable from a

hand-coloured print, and is not so legitimate a graphic

process as the use of several plates, or the application

of local colour rubbed into the actual etched lines and

wiped away from the spaces between them. The latter

process has occasionally also been used by the Detmolds,

as in their etching of the Grijfin, printed in black and

red, or in the Lon^-eared Bat, where a fly, introduced
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somewhat irrelevantly towards the left side, is printed

in pale brown, by the application of a separate colony

while the bat itself is printed in black. The flat colour

applied on portions of the earlier etchings, most fre-

quently to heighten the decorative effect of flowers and

leaves, is at any rate tastefully used, though the purist

may quarrel with it as a compromise between two

different techniques, etching and painting, that is not

wholly true to either.

With the money earned by the earliest sales of their

etchings or drawings to friendly purchasers, the young
brothers started a firnd for the acquisition of a printing

press. This ambition had been realised before the end

of 1898, and from that time onwards they printed all

their own proofs at home, except in the rare cases when
a plate, too large for their own press, had to be en-

trusted to the care of Goulding. In 1898 the Detmolds

made their first essay at publication, producing in

October a small portfolio entitled “ Eight Proof Etchings

by IMaurice and Edward Detmold,” which met with such

success that the entire edition was sold out in no long

time. The selection of eight etchings varied very much
in different cases, as many as sixteen subjects having

been included, at one time or another, in the set. They
were chiefly small decorative designs : fish with bubbles

of different sizes rising through the water, recalling the

use of little circles of gold in Japanese lacquer, or else

birds or beasts accompanied by sprigs of some flowering

plant or tree. Erom this time onward no etching by

either of the brothers has been published, in the sense

of appearing in any book or collection of etchings, with

the exception of the Falcon, a joint work of the twins,

which appeared in 1904 in Macmillan’s publication The
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MAURICE & EDWARD DE7M0LD. Condor. 1903. C.D. 6

Size of the original etching 4 ,V Xa| inches
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Artist Engraver. Their next experiment in publication

after the issue of the set of eight etchings, was of quite

a different kind. In 1899 Messrs Dent published repro-

ductions of drawings as a Christmas book, under the

title of Pictures from Birdland, by M. and E. Detmold.

The original intention had been to reproduce the water-

colours in the form of woodcuts printed in colours by
Irdmund Evans, but after an experiment with a single

subject this process was abandoned in favour of chromo-

lithography, which produced a satisfactory result. The
compositions are in some cases more naive and childish

than the etchings of 1898, and may in fact be earlier

than the date of their publication, but they are, to say

the least, amusing, and many of them possess a real

charm of colour and skill in suggesting an appropriate

landscape background to the bird which forms the

principal motive.

The etchings hitherto mentioned had always been the

separate work of one or other of the twins, though, in

several cases, Edward had etched a plate after a drawing

by Maurice, or vice versa. But in 1899 began what

is the most curious and interesting phenomenon in their

joint career, the collaboration of both brothers in

producing a single plate. This went on, at intervals,

from 1899 nntil 1906, when both of them abandoned

etching, and their joint labour resulted, in some of the

later and more accomplished plates, in an effect so

completely finished and harmonious, that it would

be almost incredible, but for their direct assurance,

that more than one brain should have conceived, or

one hand executed, a work so completely at unity with

itself. The two earliest of these joint works were

aquatints, a Ptarmigan, and a Sumatran Cat, both
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of the year 1899. In the same year they made experi-

ments in colour-printing from wood blocks, which led

to no very satisfactory results. In 1900 they started

the custom, which lasted four years, of producing towards

Christmas-time a joint etching for presentation to their

friends. The four plates so produced were a beetle,

griffin, eagle, and condor. In 1904 a fine etching

by the two brothers. The Falcon, was published in the

Artist-Engraver, and is one of the few really interesting

and successful things that that ill-advised and short-

lived publication contained. In the following winter

they were elected associates of the Royal Society of

Painter-Etchers, and put forth all their energies in

producing a number of plates, jointly, or each brother

singly, for the 1905 exhibition.

But an even more important event for them, perhaps,

was the earlier exhibition of their work, which had been

held in May, 1900, at the Gallery of the Fine Art Society.

On this occasion fifty-one studies of animals, birds, and

fish by the two brothers were exhibited, in every variety

of technique of which they were capable, including

monotypes. The young artists were then only in their

seventeenth year, and a great impression was made
by the accomplishment and variety of their work,

especially in water-colour. Some of their water-colour

studies of fish in motion, for example, were worthy to

be set beside the Japanese masterpieces which had

originally inspired them. In drawing, perhaps, neither

brother has surpassed the level then attained
;
for my

own part, at any rate, I much prefer these earlier,

simple drawings to their more elaborate and ambitious

water-colours of imaginary Oriental scenery, and even

to the justly popular illustrations to Rndyard Kipling’s
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Jtingle Book, which were published by IMacmillan in

1903, and subsequently re-issued in a smaller and

cheaper form.

The exhibition of 1900 contained two etchings, one

by either brother, of unusually large dimensions, the

subject, in each case, being herons in flight. The
similarity of the two, both in conception and in technical

execution, is but one example of the parallelism that

can be noticed by an attentive observer, in the develop-

ment of the two brothers. In choice of subject, as in

the treatment of the subject chosen, they progress

together. The heron plates are the most ambitious

things that they had yet attempted, but not the most

beautiful. Edward’s plate, Off to the Fishing Grounds_

is far more satisfactory than his brother’s, in which a

heron is being attacked by a falcon. In technical

]:>crfection their greatest advance was made a few years

later, when they were preparing their exhibits for the

Painter-hitchers’ show of 1905. On this occasion

^laurice contributed, as his own work entirely, two

studies of a model’s head, and a somewhat confused

composition of a dragon attacked by eagles. The
etchings done by Edward alone were more important

and varied in range. His study of an oak tree, done

direct from Nature, shows a great power of rendering

different textures. Both brothers, indeed, are at their

best when they confine themselves to forms that they

have been able to study closely from the life. They

both excel in the treatment of feathers. The purely

decorative treatment of this motive is seen to great

advantage in Edward Detmold’s etching The Phoenix,

exhibited in 1905, though it dates from some years

earlier. He fails, comparatively, when he essays a
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more heroic theme, as in the large etching, Prometheus,

and, indeed, in the treatment of the human hgnre his

brother Maurice shows a distinct superiority. Prometheus

is chiefly interesting as an example of a quite exceptional

technical process. The subject was drawn upon the

copper plate with the pen in Chinese white. The plate

was covered with liquid etching ground, and then washed

with hot water. The plate was then lightly rubbed

to remove the etching ground in the parts covered

by the drawing
;
under this friction the ground came

away, leaving the drawing exposed upon the plate

and ready to be bitten in with the mordant.

Far more charming and accomplished than any of

the plates already discussed was one in which both

brothers had a share
;
an oblong composition of peacocks

and foliage, with the background filled by rays which

stream out from the setting sun and fill the sky in a

manner beloved by Diirer, of whom the twins were

enthusiastic admirers. This is but one of several

successful representations of the peacock, a bird which

they were fond of studying from life in the magnificent

park of the Duke of Norfolk, at Arundel, where

these superbly decorative birds may be seen sunning

themselves and spreading their tails in a sheltered glen

with rocky walls. The peacock is also the motive of the

last etching that the brothers finished in common,
early in 1906. In this case one splendid bird stands

with his tail raised far above his head, while the less

ornate peahens stand at a lower level, one of them
having her head silhouetted against the disc of the

rising moon. The treatment of the plumage is, in this

case, marvellously delicate and careful, and if the size

of the tail is perhaps slightly exaggerated, that is a
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concession to the requirements of a decorative composi-

tion which it would be pedantic to blame seriously.

In a series of five trial proofs of this plate, of which I am
the fortunate possessor, it is interesting to watch the

method in which the design was completed by successive

stages. The peacock itself, the principal motive of the

piece, was completely hnished in the first state and
never touched again

;
the ground, the peahens, and the

outline of the moon, completing the composition, were

then added, and the alterations made in later states

were much slighter, being confined to modifications of

detail in the foliage and sky. Each successive part as

it was put in was finished deliberately, once and for all.

In this case the artists worked without any completed

drawing for the whole design, though in most cases

each was accustomed to work from a detailed pencil

drawing.

The Long-Eared Bat (1905), the only joint etching of

the twin brothers that I have not yet mentioned, is

less attractive in subject, but in technical execution

the finest and most wonderful of all. It was drawn

in pencil by Edward, etched chiefly by Maurice, and

bitten-in by Edward. No reproduction could render

successfully the wonderful lightness and delicacy of

the thin lines, so subtly adapted to every variety of

texture, bone, fur, and skin. The plate is printed with

the same scrupulous neatness with which the subject

was drawn and etched.

It is much to be regretted that after this one successful

appearance in the gallery of the Painter-Etchers, the

brothers resigned their membership of the society and

resolved to abandon etching. The last work of Maurice

Detmold is an unfinished plate of large size, Bellerophon
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on Pegasus, of which only a single trial proof exists,

etched from a pencil drawing which has recently been

presented to the British IMnsenm.

Edward etched nothing at all between 1906 and 1910,

when he produced a plate of exceptional dimensions

and more vigorous in execution than any of his earlier

works. The Rooster, from which it takes its title,

is a splendid specimen of a cock, which may be called

a rival to Bracqnemond’s celebrated masterpiece.

He stands upon twisted wood, which looks like a piece

of modern Japanese bronze. Two interesting trial

j)roofs of this etching exist, one of which, coloured by

hand, is in the writer’s collection, while the other

belonged to the late Edward Stott, A.R.A., and is now
in the possession of Miss Dinnage at Amberley. In

these the cock, incompletely shaded, but otherwise

entirely drawn, appears to be suspended in the air,

for there is as yet no trace of the twisted stem on which

he stands, though the one claw which projects below

it is already put in.

After 1908, Jfdward Detmold made experiments

in the direction of original lithography in colours,

but though he possessed a lithographic press, and his

talent for colour and decorative composition seemed

to })romise well for success in this process, there was

little result. The lithograph of an owl, of which a

unique proof figures in the catalogue which I published

in 1909, was afterwards worked over in water-colour,

and exhibited as a drawing, all trace of its original

character having disappeared. Since then Mr. Detmold
has confined himself to water-colour drawings, chiefly

of birds and insects, for reproduction by photographic

j)rocesses. It is to be regretted that he has not
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persevered in the art of etching, for which he had a

remarkable gift.

l\Iy chief aim in this account of the career of two

gifted brothers, has been to compile, in a brief but careful

catalogue of the joint work of the twins and of the

separate work of each, a full record of their achievement

in the various graphic processes which they practised.

I would add, lastly, a word to collectors. With the

exception of The Falcon, published by Macmillan,

few impressions of the etchings have ever been printed.

The plates exist, however, in a certain number of cases,

and are capable of yielding impressions in the skilful

hands of the surviving artist if a demand for them arises,

and he can be persuaded to satisfy it. He and his

brother always stood aloof from any clique of artists

or art critics, and their work has been little exhibited

and is little known, even in their own country, since the

days when they were first talked of as “ infant prodigies.”

It would be unwise to claim for either or both a very

high place among etchers, but as “ little masters ” they

hold a place apart, and in neatness and delicacy of

execution three or four of their plates are, so far as

I know, unapproached by any contemporary etchings,

though something analogous to them may now be

found in the much more recent work of l\Ir. F. L.

Griggs, A.R.A., and Mr. G. L. Brockhurst.
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CATALOGUE OF ETCHINGS, WOODCUTS AND LITHO-
GRAPHS, BY MAURICE AND EDWARD DETMOLD

SUMMARY OF CONTEXTS :

I. Nos. 1-12. Joint works by the two brothers.

II. ,, 13 37. Works by Maurice Detmold.

III. ,, 38-65. Works by Edward Detmold.

I._By MAURICE AND EDWARD DETMOLD.
A.—ETCHINGS.

1.

—Ptarmigan. 1899.

Flying to the right.

5 -7g- x7f. Pure aquatint. A patch over the bird’s eye is

printed red in some impressions. Drawn by Edward
Detmold.

2.

—Sumatran Cat. 1899.

Head directed to the front
; top of right ear cut off by edge

of plate. Signed 1. : M . Detmold, 1899, and r. : E. J. D.

5f(;-x4. Aquatint with etched outline, and some dry-
point on the background. The trial proofs, in several states,

are lost.

3.

—Rhinoceros Beetle. 1900.

The beetle, head upwards, legs extended to both sides,, is

])laced in a circle surrounded by a square. The corners are

filled with vine leaves and grapes, of which a decorative
border round the scjuare is also composed. Not signed.

4^X3|-. Etching; the beetle black, the frame brown.

4.

—Griffin. 1901.

Moving to 1., but with both forelegs resting for a moment
on the ground

;
the wings raised and hiding the end of the

tail. The wings cut across the disc of the sun, and their

topmost feathers cross the ruled border. The initials M. D.
in the left, E. D. in the right lower corner.

4J|^x4i|- (to border, 3Jf x3|). Etching. Two states.

I. As described, printed in black.

II. The griffin stands upon a big wing in Egyptian style.

The sun is surrounded by rays and new signatures have
been added, E. J . D. on the left, C. M. D. on the right.

All the additions are printed in red. In a trial proof of II.

the rays are printed in orange and the wing in blue.
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5. Eagle. 1902.

The eagle, on a rock is seen from the front and turned a

little to 1. One wing raised, the other lowered. A shield

containing the word Amitie hangs by a strap from the

bough of a flowering bush. On the sky are the two mono-
grams C. M. 1). 1., E. J . D. r.

4|x4|. Etching: sometimes printed with colour on the

shield.

6.

—Condor. 1903.

The bird, surrounded by a nimbus, sits on a peak, looking
to r. ;

mountains in the distance. The ruled border encloses

at the foot a space w'hich contains a monogram composed
of the letters M . E. D. 1., and the date, 1903, r.

4-^x3^ (to border, 4^x2J). Etching, from a pencil

drawing of 1902 by E. J. Detmold.

7.

—Falcon. 1904.

Looking to 1., with beak open, feathers ruffled, wings lowered
and crossed over the body, the bird rests on the stump of a
dead tree. The sun forms a nimbus round its head. Not
signed.

8|-x6^ (to border, 7^x5|). Etching, publi.shed in The
Artist Engraver (Macmillans), No. 2, April, 1904, pi. 7.

8.

—Peacocks (oblong plate). 1905.

On the left are a peacock and peahen, standing
;
the foliage

of creeping plants trails across the plate from the right.

The distance is filled with the rays of the sun, just set. INMt

signed.

Etching. Exhibited, R. P. E., 1905, No. 9.

9.

—Long-eared Bat. 1905.

The bat, to 1., has its large ears raised, the r. wing folded
under the body and the 1. wing partly spread, but lowered.
An inch below the r. wing is a fly. Not signed.

4fx5J. Etching; the bat printed in black, the fly in

brown. Exhibited, R. P. E., 1905, No. 8.

Etched chiefly by Maurice from a pencil drawing by Edward,
w'ho bit the plate.

10.

—Peacocks (upright plate). 1905.

A peacock stands r. on a slope, to 1., with his tail raised high
behind him. \dne leaves and grapes in r. upper corner.

More to 1., and on a lower level are tw'o peahens
;
the head

of one is seen across the moon.
Etching, finished about Christmas 1905
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Six states, of which the first five form a series of unique
trial proofs, in the writer’s collection

;
they are all signed in

pencil by Edward as printer.

I. The peacock finished
;
nothing else on the plate.

It. Most of the grapes and foliage in upper r. corner added.

ITT. The remainder of the composition inserted. Still some
gaps in the foliage on the right.

IV. These gaps filled in. A tone all over the sky, only
the moon’s disc being clean wiped.

\h Delicate dry-point lines across the sky, on either side

of the moon, with a dark line between them, produce
the impression of a layer of mist, from which the moon
stands out more distinctly.

\T. (The published state). The lines near the moon
burnished out

;
the sky printed more evenly.

B.—WOODCUTS.

11.

—Swans. 1899.

Two swans, to r.
;
in the r. upper corner a branch with leaves.

3|-x5|. Imitation of a Japanese print, printed in water-
colour.

12.

—Head of a Serval. 1899.

5 ,5^X3-}^. Engraved on boxwood and printed from three
blocks. From a water-colour by Maurice. The surviving
brother has a proof printed in oil-colour and another printed
in water-colour. Probably not more than four impressions
were ever taken.

IT—By MAIHHCE DETMOLD ALONE.

ETCHINGS AND MEZZOTINTS.

13.

—Pochard (Anas ferina or Euligula ferina). 1897.

Swimming to 1. ;
rushes in background. Not signed.

21x4^1;. Etching.

14.

—Still Life. 1897.

A skull on a pile of books and an inkstand. Not signed.

2|Xv5|. Etching.

L5.—Bust of Sobieski, after Rembrandt (Bode 228). 1898.

5^X3|. Mezzotint. Not signed.

16.

—

Head of a Lion. 1898.

Three-quarter face to r. Signed 1. M. Deimold.
3||x5J. Etching.
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MAURICE DETMOLD. Baboon. 1899. C.D. 27

Size of the. original etching 6 JX 4 |- inches

I

i‘
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17.—Head of a Horse. 1898.
Profile to r. Signed with monogram and initials M.l).
4|x3|. Etching.18.

— Plaice and Prawns. 1898.
- Etching on zinc. Not signed.

19. Perch. 1898.
3jgx5|. Etching. Not signed.

20.

—Beetle. 1898.
4|-X6j|. Etching, signed in 1. lower corner M.D. 1898.
Erom a drawing by Edward Detmold.

21.

—Head of a Turkey, to right. 1898.
2^X3^. Etching. Signed 1. M.D. Erom a drawing by
E. J. Detmold. Printed in colours on white or brown paper.

22.

—Hornbill. 1898.

2| x3|. Etching. Not signed. Printed in colours.

23.

—Rhododendron. 1898.
3-1 x4|. Etching, printed in colours.

24.

—Kangaroo. 1898.
6 -

1% x 8 |. Etching. Signed M.D. 1., dated 1898 r. Some
impres.sions partly printed in colours.

25.

—Orang-Outang and Orapes. 1898.

6Jx4|. Signed M.D. 1. and E.D. r. Etched from a
drawing by Edward Detmold. Most of the impressions
printed in colours on white or brown paper.

26.

- Rhinoceros. 1898.
4|x7]-. Signed E.D. 1., ^ED. r. Etched from a drawing
by hidward Detmold.

27.

—Baboon. 1899.

6|-X4J. hitching. Signed 1. ^LD. (an ornament between
the letters).

28.

—Two Orang-Outangs. 1899.

12x9^. hitching. Signed 1., M.D. 1899. Only one
impression.

29.

—Head of a Ihoness. 1899.
Profile to 1. Over the head three condors, arranged as a

decorative frieze. Signed M. Detmold.

9f X 5 1%. hitching and aquatint.
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30.

—Cape (xRass-Owl. 1899.

Seated on a branch, r. a beetle, on either side of it the
initials, M.D. and below it the date 1899.

10jX6|^. Etching; only two impressions, in colours on
brown paper.

31.

—Condor. 1900.

Seated on a globe, with wings spread. To 1. a coat-of-arms.
Signed 1. : M.D.
3| x5^. Etching. From a drawing by E. Detmold.

32.

—A Duel in the Air. 1900.

A peregrine falcon in pursuit of a bittern which flies to 1.

Signed below r. : M.D. 1900.

16|x21f. Etching, from a smaller pencil drawing.

Two states.

I. Before any indication of sky. Two impressions.

II. With faint dry-point lines on the sky. Three impressions
on Japanese paper : one in black and burnt umber, one in

black, burnt sienna and burnt umber.

33.

—Head of a Tiger. 1900.

To r., snarling. Signed 1. : M.D.
7x9|. Mezzotint.

34.

—The Dragon. 1904-vS.

An eagle, r., sits on the head of a dragon, the body of which
stretches away in coils over the ridge of a hill. Another
eagle hovers near. To r. money-bags under the roots of a
tree. Not signed.

(T|Xl0|f. Etching. Exhibited, R.P.E., 1905, No. 7.

35. -Head of an Old Man (No. 1). 1904-5.

Bearded head to front, eyes to 1. Not signed.

9|x6]|^. Etching. Exhibited, R.P.E., 1905.

36.

—Head of an Old Man (No. 2). 1904-5.

The same head in profile to 1. Not signed.

9};}x7. Etching. Exhibited R.P.E., 1905.

37.

—Bellerophon (unfinished). 1905-6.

The hero, nude, mounted on Pegasus with outspread wings,

is aiming an arrow to 1.

16^x14. Etching; one impression only, touched with
pencil and sepia.
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MAURICE DETMOLD. Bellerophon. 1905-6. Unique touched proof. C.D. 37

Size of the original etching i6^ X 14 inches.
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nr.___i>v i<:n\VARD nr/rMOTj) at.oxk.

A.—]a'CHiN(;s.38.

—Lady Amherst’s Pheasant. 1897.

4|x7|. Signed 1.: E. I)., r. : M. I). Etched from a

drawing by Maurice Detmold.
39.

—Mongolian Pheasant. 1897.

2|x4i. Etching. Not signed.

40.

—Mouse, with Maize and Bamboo Stalks. 1898.

2|x3}. Etching. Not signed. Printed in colours on

brown paper. Used on the cover of the 1898 portfolio.

41.

—Sea Bream. 1898.

3^x 4|. Etching on zinc. Signed 1. : E. D. j 1898. On
Japanese or brown paper

;
some impressions coloured by

Maurice Detmold with oil-colours printed from the plate.

42.

—Owl. 1898.

5x3|(?). Etching. Signed E. /}. / 1898. After Maurice

Detmold.

43.

—Moles and Teasel. 1898.

4Jx6f6(?)- Etching. Signed with monogram {E. in /).).

Partly printed in colours.

44.

—Cow. 1898.

7^^x9. Etching on zinc. Signed r. in reverse: E. J.
Detmold, 1898.

45.

—Chameleon. 1898.

5|^x7J. Signed r. with monogram [E. in /).), and dated

1898. Printed in colours.

46.

—John Dory. 1898.

8|x9|. hatching. Signed like No. 45.

47.

—Cat’s Head in Profile to Left. 1899.

5|x5|. Etching. Signed 1. with monogram {E. in D.).

48.

—Cat, in Profile to Right. 1899.

8.1: x5|. Etching. Signed 1.: " 18(monogram)99.”
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49.—Head of a Wolf, three-quarter Face to Left. 1899.

vS^x4. Etching and dry-point. Signed 1. : E. J. Detmold.

Two states.

1. Tip of r. ear unfinished (the lines do not meet). No
shading in the corner beyond tip of ear. Before
dry-point shading on outside of ear, and on cheeks and
nostrils. Before outline of fluffy seed vessel at top of

small flower stalk r.

II. With these additions.

50.

—A Wolf, in Profile to Left. 1899.

7f6-x5|. Etching and aquatint. Signed r. ; E. Detmold,
1899.

Two states.

I. Ihire etching.

II. ^^hth acpiatint.

51.

—Head of a Turkey, to Left. 1899.

5|-x7|. Etching. Signed 1.: E. J. Detmold, 1899, on
a tablet.

Two .states.

I. Pure etching.

II. With aquatint in background, except at 1. end.

52.

—A Ram’s Skull. 1899.

3|x5. Etching. Signed 1. : E. J. Detmold, 1899.

53.

—Hawk with one wing extended. 1899.

7x5|(:. Etching. Signed in upper corner with a reversed
monogram {E. and J. in D.).

54.

—Phoenix. 1899.

The bird so-called, really a hawk, sits on a bough in profile

to left, a nimbus round its head. Under its wing, towards
the right, a circular ornament in Japanese style containing
a dandelion flower and leaves. Lower down r. the mono-
gram E. J. D.
10^X7^. Etching. On most impressions gold, adhering
to the freshly printed ink, has been applied to the nimbus
and the round ornament.

Two states.

I. Before the ornament. Before the removal of burr from
some places on the feathers. One impression.

II. As described.

Exhibited, Eine Art Society 1900, and R.P.E., 1905, No. 10.
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EDWARD DETMOLD. Peacocks. 1900. Pencil

Size of the original drawing 13 ;! X 9 I inches
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d 5 . Off to the Fishing Ch^ounds. i oaq
iwo herons.flying to r„ one quite near, the other followin-^

f7xir3 Ftf
""""

^ '• ^ower corner
"

l/XZlj t^tching. A companion to No 3'>
successful. ’ but

ISOO,
56 .—The Cock.

Walking to r. Xo background, near the I. loner coniOT themonograni £. J.l). between 1 9 and 00.
«2 X n. Ftching on zinc, from a pencil drawing.

'"> 7.—Head of a Cock.
4x3. Etching on copper, with some dry-pcint. Not signed

i90TNo%""' I^-h^bited R.RE:;

58.—Taurus.
An Idealised white lull of the Chilhngham breed Lrthe

?i'fxYs^
meadow below a cow and calf.

Three states.

]

.

- — t., CUlU CcU
Etching on copper, from a pencil drawiin

II.

III.

The bull finished, nothing else begun. Three of hisloofs appear unfinished, but only because the earthintended to cover the unfinished pYrts is not yet pum. One impression. ^

The foreground finished. One impression.
The landscape finished and sky put in.

Exhibited, R.P.E., 1905, No. 4.

59

.

—Study of an Oak Tree.
I 904-S

nature at

60.

^l^ROMETHEUS.

toTto far''thaMb
' forwardto r. SO far that his head faces the ground. A vulture with

a sefouS''''*
™'-'k behind hi [, a™a second is seen flying at some distance to r. In the back’

Xo°sig"rXT tbo maintain:

17|x 12. Etching by a peculiar process. The subject was
‘be pen in Chinesi white.Ihe plate v,as covered with liquid etching ground, then
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EDWARD DETMOLD. The Rooster. 1910. C.D. 61. II.

Size of the original etching 21J X 16} inches
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washed with hot water
;
the surfaee was then lightly rubbed

to remove the etching ground from the parts drawn on
;

when the ground came away the drawing was bitten in with
acid.61.

—The Rooster. 1910.

A large cock in profile to r. standing on a stump of a tree

partly stripped of its bark. Background blank. Towards
the r. of a space ruled off at the foot of the plate is the

monogram with date “01 ’’ (for “ 10 ”) beneath it. The
whole enclosed by a border line.

Etching. 21,1 Xl6f.

Two states.

I. The cock finished, except for some of the finer shading
on the feathers, but before the stump, before signature
and border line. Two proofs, both partly tinted with
water-colour

;
on the second of these (b) the stump and

border line are drawn in, with a sketch of some additional

landscape background and indication of sky (a. in the
author’s collection

; b. in that of Miss Dinnage at

Amberley)

.

II. As described.

Limited to 100 impressions. Published by Messrs. Liberty.

B.—WOODCUTS.

62.

—Head of a Turkey. 1899.

9^x7^- (size of impressions, the block was larger). Printed

in water-colour from two blocks.

63.

—Osprey, Sitting on a Bough. 1899.

6|- X 5. Printed in colours by Edmund Evans. Unpublished.

An experiment for reproducing a series of drawings which
were ultimately published in chromolithography. (Idctures

from Birdland, Dent).

C.—LITHOGRAPHS.

64.

- Peacock. September, 1908.

Prohle to 1., sitting on ledges of rock, with a vine trailing over

them. 9| X 1
1 1 ;

corners rounded. One impression in

black, one in dull blue and grey, other colours added with

the brush. Stone destroyed.
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65.—Eagle. September, 1908.

In a nimbus of rays. The wings partly spread, the head to

r. A square enclosing a circle and a border line round the
whole.

3^X3^.

Two states; only one impression of each.

1, The eagle black, the rays and tone outside the circle

pink, other tones and signature added by hand.

II. A branch with decorative foliage behind the eagle printed
in brown. Other colours and signature added by hand.

The three parts which were printed in colours were all drawn
on different parts of the same stone.

66.

—Owls. September, 1908.

Five young owls looking out from under a beam supported
.on the left by a rough column of stone. Adjoining the stone
is a stump of a tree to which a board is nailed with the notice
Private. Signed below r. with monogram E. J. D.

ISfxll One impression, printed in black, coloured by
hand

;
Some berries and leaves coloured bright red. (Some

time after 1908, when this description was written, “ Owls ”

was exhibited as a water-colour drawing, and every trace
of its lithographic origin had disappeared under new work).

In 1898 a portfolio of etchings by the two brothers was published-
Most were printed in colours. Title :

“ Eight / Proof
Etchings / by / Maurice and Edward Detmold. / Katwyk, /
Fairhazel Gardens, Hampstead. / October, 1898.” The
contents of the portfolios were variously composed from
among the following numbers of the catalogue : 16-26 (by
M. D.), 40 (on the cover), 41-44 (by E. D.).

No other etching by either artist was published in any way,
except the joint work No. 7 and Edward Detmold ’s last

etching. No. 61.

All the impressions reproduced are in the collection of the
writer of this article, except The Cendor, No. 31, which
was kindly lent by Mr. J. M. Dent.
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E. GORDON CRAIG. Costume Design for "Bethlehem." 1903

Tinted with sepia and yellow wash

Size of the original woodcut 6§ X inches
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CONCERNING THE WOODCUTS OF
GORDON CRAIG

By HALDANE MACFAIJ.

N all matters of collecting a vital

part of the affair is Vogue. The

astute collector is he who forestalls a

vogue
;
he reaps—and he deserves to

reap—a rich harvest. Of the collectors

of modern prints, he is a wise man
who seeks for woodcuts by Gordon

Craig, for they are amongst the su-

preme achievement of our time. They
require to be searched out with dogged

collecting zeal. It is true that very

interesting examples may be found in The Page and The

Mask ; but these fascinating magazines were issued in

sadly limited editions, and are far from easy to procure

to-day
;
besides, the machine-printing gives but a hint

of the exquisite qualities of the proofs hand-printed

by Gordon Craig himself, and now only to be procured

from his studio at the Villa Raggio in Rapallo
;
and

unfortunately, as far as I know, there is no national or

public collection to which the collector can refer to find

the titles of individual prints. Hence this effort to be

of some guidance
;
for it requires no great gift of prophecy

to foretell that examples of woodcuts by Gordon Craig

will, at no distant date, be held to rank with the finest
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works of Japan and China and the great masters

of the past throughout the Western world. It is well,

therefore, to get some rough idea of the man’s high

achievement.

It is a nice question whether it is half realised amongst

us how wide-ranging is the genius of this gifted man.
liiverything to which he puts his hand is lyrical, with the

touch that is granted alone to genius—a quality that is

beyond the definition of words. Yet even in the realm

of the woodcut—which, incidentally, is but a small part

of the wide activity of Gordon Craig’s versatility—there

are collectors who, whilst they eagerly and readily

pay large prices for and hoard the work of second-rate

masters, pass by the consummate artistry of this master

of the woodcut, who stands at the very forefront of

the art, and will so stand for all time. Here we have

no question of promise but the reiterated proofs by
masterpieces fulfilled. Any man who can appreciate

the qualities that go to make up the perfect woodcut

at once feels that in the work of Gordon Craig he is in

the presence of a master. It is with the intention of

giving some hint of the range of Gordon Craig’s achieve-

ment that there are here shown a round dozen of examples

which make no pretence of being selected as representing

his fullest flight, but only give a general idea of the

exquisite perfection of his art. As all Craig’s proofs

are signed and dated and hand-printed by himself,

it is easy to follow his development in craftsmanship.

There was published during 1898, 1899, and 1900, a

magazine which was destined to have a remarkable

effect upon the modern theatre throughout the world

—

though the young fellow who created it, shaped it,

edited it, and chiefly illustrated it, probably scarce
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E. GORDON CRAIG. Kensington Gardens. 1901

First published in The Page, Vol. IV

Size of the original woodcut X 3^ inches
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realised the infiiience that he was about to set astir.

Ellen Terry’s gifted son, Ihdward Gordon Craig, born

in 1872, then on the edge of thirty, amongst the astonish-

ing activities of his career, had set to work, as a part

of his many gifts, to master and create the woodcut

m order to illustrate a magazine of his own, and brought

forth The Page. The young fellow found a working

printer from whose ordinary founts he selected his

types, and by sheer decorative ability and vision,

setting his own woodcuts with rare judgment on the

printed page, he created one of the most beautiful

magazines of the ’nineties. Here was no pedantry

or seeking after dead-and-gone traditions. William

Morris had produced elaborately costly dead things
;

Gordon Craig brought forth an intensely alive and quite

uncostly thing. He voiced that romantic and virile

movement that ran alongside of and countered the

academic and decadent movement in art and letters

of the ’nineties, which shouted itself more loudly into

the cars—and eyes—of the journalistic world. This

romantic movement was ignored by the Press as com-

pletely as the decadent movement was acclaimed and

blamed and vaunted
;
but for beauty of craftsmanship

and height and splendour of achievement, it completely

eclipsed the decadent movement, and at its very fore-

front stood young Gordon Craig.

In the creation of the new theatre he stood alone and

supreme. But in his various activities the mark of

genius was over all that he did. In The Page— it baffles

comprehension that The Page had to be issued in limited

and numbered copies—Gordon Craig showed the world

wliat a beautiful thing even a magazine might be :

the very arrangement of the printing and the decorations
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of its covers were his handiwork. Nothing was too

small or insignificant for him to master. The Page

is now sought after as a rare and precious thing, and its

woodcuts are treasured. It came to a sudden end. For,

just as a dull-eyed public passed it by, so the stupidity

of our wretched dramatic taste allowed him to go abroad

to create the modern theatre—and proceeded enthusi-

astically to welcome as an original genius any and every

imitator who came from abroad to London town.

But let ns hrst surve}^ his output of woodcuts in

The Page. Gordon Craig made his first venture in 1898

with a thin monthly issue of The Page, in which even

his ’prentice hand reveals the com.ing of a rare personal

style. The cast-iron hardness of its cover-design betra\/s

the hand of the novice, and in the early numbers we
have a craftsmanship not yet sure of its material—jirst

as the magazine is halting and hesitant in the make-up

of its printed page. But already there is marked distinc-

tion in every detail, and an early woodcut here and there

holds one riveted, as one is ever held by a new and

exquisite utterance of art. ’Tis true the Peacock Menu,

the hard bookplates and the indifferent and mechanieal

lettering, not over well placed or decoratively arranged

upon the design, might all have been the work of an}^

rather clever art-student—Craig had not yet mastered

the particular and essential qualit}^ and richness of the

blacks that the line or the mass of the woodcut can

yield. But he was learning from two masters who were

to have a prodigious influence in guiding the hand’s

skill of the disciple towards a far higher level than

their own—old Joseph Crawhall and James Pryde.

When but half-a-dozen of the thin numbers were out,

and after but six months of self-training—we have
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,E. GORDON CRAIG. Torre de’ Diavoli, Firenze. I. 1908

First published in The Mask, Vol. I

Size of the original woodcut 2 inches diameter
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the fine hand-coloured woodcut of the girl standing

between the curtains that she has drawn apart,

showing a white cloud beyond. In this the sky is still

represented by thick hard lines that fail to express

atmosphere, but the girl’s head is drawn with that

feeling for beauty that marks all Gordon Craig’s designs
;

and the whole woodcut is master^ in its arrangement

and its personal statement. He steps at a quick stride

beyond the student’s hesitations. The A fter Miisic of

the same time is hard and mechanical still, but even

here is that rare sense of arrangement announcing

itself
;
and the landscape of The White Gate at Ednal,

Cumberland, proves that Gordon Craig can now make
the solid blacks of the woodcut yield the liquid impression

of reflecting waters. By the middle of 1898 he had
“ found himself ” in one of the most delightful book-

plates hv, ever cut on wood—the design of the sailing-

ship which he afterwards employed as the well-known

bookplate for James Pryde. And it is significant, before

1898 had run out, Gordon Craig had banished the old hard

school-of-arty line and mass design from the brown paper

cover and had replaced it by a new interpretation of the

same design in which the cast-iron containing line is

gone, the whole handling is mellow and musical. He
has also learnt to letter his work with that beauty

which thenceforth marked all his work—a beauty

of lettering that exerted a wide influence amongst the

younger illustrators of the day and completed the

conquest begun by Randolph Caldecott and carried on

by Pryde and Nicholson.

The thin monthly numbers of the first year of The

Page were issued from Kingston-upon-Thames. Gordon

Craig was about to issue The Page as a thick epiarterly
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E. GORDON CRAIG. Torre de’ Diavoli, Firenze. 11. 1908

First published in The Mask, Vol. I

Size of the original woodcut 2% X inches
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from Hackbridge, where he again found a sympathetic

printer. He was now master of his medium, and he

glorified Hackbridge in a beautiful woodcut for the

cover of the new issue. By the end of the year, then,

at twenty-eight, Gordon Craig was complete master of

his craft
;

and when in the next year he turned The

Page into a quarterly, the beauty of this cover-design

—

the famous Hackbridge—proved that a rare artist had

arisen amongst us. The now famous woodcut, the

large cut of Waiting for the Marchioness, within this

first number of 1899, will probably remain one of the

most sought-after examples of Gordon Craig’s master-

pieces on wood. Its superb spacing, its sense of sky

and atmosphere, its grip of character, and its

satisfying arrangement were a revelation to us all

;

and when one tries to discover the wizardry of it

one is astonished at the restraint and absolute

simplicity of the means employed to arouse the

impression in our senses. Its indebtedness to James
Pryde is obvious

;
but we have qualities in it that are

owed to none and were inspired by none. An artist was

among us who had a song to sing, and could sing it. This

first (juarterly number of The Page of 1899 produced a

sensation in the studios not easily recalled to-da}’. It

contained, besides, the beautiful little Walt Whitman
woodcut entitled The Good Grey Poet, in which the

woodcut line is divided and used with such consummate

skill as to render poet and landscape ethereally as in

the unsubstantial fabric of a dream.. This splitting of

the fat black woodcut line Craig repeated in the figure of

the splendid woodcut of 1)’Artagnan s Man in this same

number, but, fine as it was, it was “wood-engraving
”

mixed with wood-cutting—resulting in the foreground
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E. GORDON CRAIG. The Chimera. 1908

Size of the original woodcut 2 ^ inches diameter.
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figure being thrust into a landscape cut in wood, and

inevitably the figure appeared but as a ghost in the

solid blacks of the scene—a charming effect, but scarcely

the one aimed at by the creator.

It is perhaps understandable that the thin monthly

issues of the first year of The Page could only be put

forth in a limited edition of 120 copies
;

but it baffles

all comprehension that by 1899 there were not four

hundred people of sufficient artistic taste and vision

to subscribe for the four superb quarterlies of this year.

Wlien we realise that this same first number was enriched

by such masterpieces in woodcut as the exquisite

bouquet Bookplate for Miss Ellen Terry, the Due
TAnjou (farcically attributed to “ Oliver Bath,” a

piece of fooling often indulged in by Craig), the richly

wrought Ophelia, the beautiful bouquet design for the

Back of Playing Card for Miss Ellen Terry, the Bookplate

for Master Robin Craig, and the masterly and dramatic

woodcut of The Plot Thickens, so prized by all collectors,

to say nothing of various decorations
;
when we glance

at the beauty of the ” make-up ” of the whole magazine

as to its printed page and its cover, and the very printer’s

trademark on the back of it, we stand amazed at the lack

of public appreciation for modern masterpieces until

the artist is dead. Let us take but one woodcut. Just

think of the tense atmosphere and the dramatic threat

compelled out of that wood block by Craig’s genius

and wizardry in The Plot Thickens—the consummate

reticence in the employment of line, the music in that line,

the astonishing simplicity of the thing, the lyrical result !

The second number held amongst other treasure

the masterly D’Artagnan in London ; it held also a

Bookplate for Oliver Bath ! and it was on my begging
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E. GORDON CRAIG. A Pyramid. 1908.

First published in The Mask, Vol. I

Size of the original woodcut i
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Craig to make an end of Oliver that he later on wrote

an obituary notice of Oliver Bath which must have

sorely puzzled the critic who had poured the vitriol

of his wrath on The Page. This was a joy to Craig,

as also the suggestion that his mother, Ellen Terry,

would do well to spank him now for her neglect of

spanking in his childhood ! The third number showed

no particular advance
;

however, it contained Old

Grimes is Dead, amongst other good woodcuts
;

but Gordon Craig made amends in the fourth ([iiarterly

with his exquisite title-page of the Victorian lady going

for a stroll in the ])ark
;
the beautiful cut of The Merman,

hand-coloured
;
the fine cover-design for the first volume

;

the drawing of Sarah Bernhardt as Hamlet to be cut

on wood
;
but above all, perhaps as fine a woodcut

for sheer beauty of handling as even Craig ever wrought,

the whimsical lunatic in Outwardly I was a Curate,

inwardly I was still Ccesar. There were other excellent

decorations. In this last number of 1899 appeared the

first delightful woodcut, hand-coloured, of a design for

a toy which heralded Craig’s beautiful and sumptuous

volume of designs for The Book of Penny Toys which

should be in every child’s hands
;

this white rocking-

horse reveals how skilfully Craig had mastered the power

to state material surfaces, the drawing suggests so

perfectly the woodenness of a toy.

Gordon Craig was by this time heavily engaged in

creating his theatre and producing plays
;
but at the end

of the following }^ear appeared the famous purple-covered

volume The Page, Christmas, 1900, with its woodcut

design of a Rose on the cover, and holding amongst other

treasure the January, which renders a snow-laden sky

and evokes the bitter cold of winter in a lyrical fashion
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that recalls Shakespc'are’s evocation of the cruelty of

winter in his song “ When icicles hang by the wall,

and Diek the shepherd blows his nail.” Here also we
have the dramatic cut of The Blue Gauze Veil, the

masterly Understudy, which he afterwards made into

a bookplate for me, and in whieh the foliage of trees,

the deep reflceting waters of a pool, the printed page

of a book, and the dress of the reading figure are inter-

preted with marvellous skill in suggesting material

surfaces. Here he employed the silhouette in a charming

Windmill, but any medium can use silhouette equally

well. His Irving as Badger was of this date
;

but for

sheer exquisiteness in the use of the woodcut he tonehed

one of his highest achievements in the tiny Roche

Bookplate of a city on a rocky hill against the rays of the

setting sun— a w'oodcnt greatly prized by collectors.

This number teemed with delightful head and tail-pieces.

There followed another thick volume in brown paper

covers in 1901, in which Craig gave the world his superb

large woodcut of Wittenberg, wherein the cloaked figure

of iMelanchthon, leaning on a stout staff, gazes down upon

the city, brooding upon the coming Protestantism that

is astir and about to spread across the face of the world.

This last volume of The Page w'as rieh in Craig’s woodcuts,

the Alexandre Dumas seated before a bowl of flowers,

the masterly Kensington here shown, the eompanion

Battersea Park, the And Now to Go Home, and The Two
Ghosts. Besides the cut of The Guinea Pig and a large

number of Craig’s very finest Bookplates, we were given

perhaps the best known of all his woodcuts, the large

hand-coloured cut of The Incorruptible—Robespierre

—

reclining on a couch, reading, with a lady’s hat on the

end of the conch. It was in this number that he wrote
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the delightful foolery of the passing of Oliver Bath and

illustrated it with several of “ Bath’s ” posthumous

unfinished woodcuts. I have'passed by all the beautiful

line and wash drawings such as the Eve and the

Buonaparte, in which Gordon Craig proved himself

as consummate an artist as in the woodcut.

Craig was by this time too deeply involved in the

creation of his magnificent productions for the theatre to

continue The Page, but he issued a delightful book of the

play for Dido and .Eneas in May, 1900, and again in March

1901, which he illustrated with woodcuts. The first and

extremely rare programme contained several wonderful

masks that only appeared in that edition, and one of

which was used in smaller form on the title-page and

cover of my Henry Irving. The well-known Sorceress

was in both, also the helmeted head of .Eneas. The
Souvenir of Acis and Galatea produced on the 10th of

IMarch, 1902, is more concerned with wash-drawings

than woodcuts.

Thereafter came a very considerable gap in the rich

harvest of woodcuts by Gordon Craig—seven lean years.

His amazing productions of Purcell’s Dido and .Eneas

with the Masque of Love in 1900 and 1901, of Handel’s

Acis and Galatea in 1902, of Laurence Housman’s

Bethlehem, Ibsen’s Vikings, and of Much Ado about

Nothing in 1903, were crowning triumphs destined to

recreate the whole modern theatre. But a prophet

has no honour in his own country—and his own England

that failed to acclaim its supreme genius in the modern

theatre was little likely to acknowledge his high achieve-

ment in the woodcut. So it came about that Gordon

Craig started on his wanderings by way of Berlin across

the face of Europe that ended in his long exile from the
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E. GORDON CRAIG. Hamlet and his D^^mon. I. 1909.

.Size of the original woodcut 9 X 3 I inches



London stage, in Italy, where he settled at last in his now
famous open-air theatre at Florence known as the Gol-

doni, whence he proceeded to recreate the whole

fabric of the theatre of to-day throughout Europe. He
was soon producing most beautiful masterpieces, though

they were chiefly in wash or colour. But once settled

down at the Goldoni, his hands got busy again on the

woodcut; and in the March of 1908 he issued the first

number of his now eagerly sought after folio monthly

magazine The Mask, and we And him at work again upon
the woodcut to decorate it, pouring forth one little

masterpiece after another through 1908, 1909, and 1910,

to the April of 1911, when the last number of the large

green-covered folio was published—after which The

Mask appeared as a quarterly in small quarto book-form

for a couple of years. Throughout all these numbers of

The Mask—again unfortunately only issued in ver}^

limited numbers—we And Craig’s art developing in a

sequence of very beautiful woodcuts, several of which

will be found decorating this appreciation of his art.

Unfortunately, apart from its limited issue, the thin

yellow Italian paper shows the printing of the letterpress

through the back of these fine designs and blurs their

rich black line, whereas The Page woodcuts are often

on proof papers. Nevertheless, month by month for

three years, and in its quarterly book-form thereafter

for two or three years, we have rich store of

Craig’s genius in the woodcut. The several examples

shown here will be some sort of guide to the

collector, but to enumerate all the woodcuts in The

Mask would be but to issue a catalogue of a picture

gallery without the pictures, since many of The Mask
designs are little known.
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E. GORDON CRAIG. A Figure. 1910.

First published in The Mask, Vol. Ill
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From its opening prospectus, which incidentally

contained the undamaged^ woodcut of the fine street-

scene entitled The Mask Office, throughout its consider-

able run, Craig poured forth scores of little masterpieces

too numerous to survey here in detail—each month
provided a thrill—the eagerly collected prospectus with

Shakespeare s Globe Theatre wrought by Craig’s fingers

at their most exquisite touch, and the rest of them
;

each number was a new delight. For the collector of

these lyrics on wood by Gordon Craig there are man}^

pitfalls if he does not sense the art of Craig as one senses

the fragrance of flowers—for, with wilful foolery Craig

would sign a masterpiece by some such name as “ Julius

Oliver,” presumably kin to the departed and lamented

Oliver Bath—some sort of cousin once removed.

By an unintentional irony, out of his enthusiasm for

Italy, Craig published from time to time in The Mask
amongst his own woodcuts the woodcuts of famous

old Italians, only to prove how utterly incapable were

the Italians of grasping the quality of a woodcut. How
cheap they look beside Craig’s owm work ! how lacking

in colour and music of line ! how rigid and devoid of

rhythm ! they all use a pen line without colour or

quality.

Since The Mask ended, Gordon Craig’s woodcuts

have been rarely seen, and they are concerned rather

with the silhouette, which we associate with Greek vase-

painting, which has come into a wide vogue of late.

In this field Craig’s genius stands out above his fellows
;

but we are here concerned with his true woodcut line

and craftsmanship, in which his art transcends the whole

^ This block was damaged with a slip of the chisel before it appeared in

Hie magazine.—H.M.
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achievement of our time, and is without rival. The
silhouette is not ]:>articular to the woodcut— it is as

well eiu])loyed with a brush on paper as with the gouge

or knife on wood, and is in no way bettered by being cut

on wood, nor enhanced thereby. It is in the true wood-

cut, and in its peculiar and particular utterance, that

we must seek for Craig’s genius
;
and the utterance of

that genius can be realised fairly well from the few

examples that lie before us here, in which Craig draws

from the wood the music that is in it.

To grasp the remarkable lyrical utterance of Craig on

wood, we have but to compare it with the woodcut of

the masters. There is nothing in Italy to vie with it :

the Italians simply cut a line as a pen draws a line

on paper. The great Germans came to a more intimate

use of the cut wood, and several found the particular

qualities that it could be made to yield. But it was

left to Craig to make music with it—to bring forth

from it utterance that affects the senses through the

sight, as “concords of sweet sounds ’’ rouse the senses

through our hearing.

In the Kensington we have a spacious arrangement

that could not be bettered by a painting on a 6-foot

canvas. The masterly grouping of the thing, its

atmosphere, and a certain blithe lilt, are quite remarkable.

The texture of the foliage, distant trees, and the fashion-

ably dressed promenaders, could not be better rendered
;

yet with what astounding economy of line ’tis all created.

The two beautiful circular designs of the Torre de

Diavoli and The Chimera—two amongst the most perfect

things that the hand of Gordon Craig has wrought

—

are lyrical as a song. The sea breeze is in the small

circle in which the winged and scaly monster of the
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ocean rides upon the heaving waters. And how intensely

personal is the craftsmanship of these things—the line

and mass are purest work of chisel on wood ! One
would have to employ a brush to get any approach

to it with ink on paper, and even then it would lack

the quality that cuts the whites from the wood : there

would be failure to catch just that complete rhythm
and essence.

The two very fine landscapes showing Italian

buildings are the true and pure utterance of a

chisel on wood, the tool cutting out the lights and
following out the rhythm of the lines and forms in a

craftsmanship wholly unlike the pen-and-ink line
;

the woodcut compels intense selection, and is in this

the very reverse of wood-engraving. We see this

selection employed with like success to utter the serenity

and hush of the night in another landscape in which

a pensive cloaked figure gazes upon the rising moon.

Then, again, in The Sphinx and the cloud-capped

Pyramid, Gordon Craig, by the unerring use of the right

line, at once suggests stone and masonry
;
just as, in

the majestic pose and poise of the vigorous that

stands astride, we are made to feel the grip of the feet on

the ground, and of the hand on the stone, and the weight

of the body on the firm foreground. Now remember

that all this is wrought by a tool on wood, and we at

once see how the sheer skill of an artist can compel

any material to utter the song that is in him the moment
he masters the qualities that material can be made to

yield him and makes it subject to his will. Gordon

Craig has made the woodcut his instrument of song as

completely as a great musician compels the masterpiece;

from the violin or the 'cello.

Hudson & Kearns, Ltd.,
at London in Great Britain.
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